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FOREWORD

During recent years the subject of Mechanical Vibrations

has gained considerable importance in the teaching curriculum

of Mechanical Engineering students. Formerly Mechanical

Vibrations used to form a small part of Theory of Machines,

but at present it is taught as separate full subject to students of

Mechanical Engineering. Unfortunately, no textbook on tliis

subjec in the M.K.S. system fulfilling the requirements of

Indian students was available. The publication of the present

rather comprehensive volume on Mechanical Vibrations fills a

long-felt need and is, therefore, very welcome.

This book which has been written in a remarkably lucid

style covers the syllabi! of mechanical Vibrations prescribed by

various institutions for the degree course in Mechanical

Engineering. The outstanding virtue of tliis book is that tlie

student is given a clear understanding of tlie fundamental

concepts in vibrations. Emphasis has been given throughout

the book to explain the physical picture before deriving the

mathematical equations for various vibrating systems. A large

number of solved examples have been given to illustrate the

text. The problems at the end of various chapters are of

practical nature and are carefully designed to stimulate thinking

rather than merely provide practice in numerical computation.
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The author, Dr. G. K. Grover, possesses a long experience of

teaching tlie subject to under-graduate and post-graduate

students. Besides, he lias been an active research svorker in the

field of Mechanical Vibrations. His teaching and research

experience has greatly enhanced the value of the book.

I am confident that this book will be widely welcomed and

used as a textbook on Mechanical \ribrations in various

engineering institutions. The book will also prove to be of

great use to practising engineers.

Jan, 14, 1970

C. P. Gupta,

Professor and Acting Head,

Mcch. Engg, Deptt.,

University of Roorkee,

Roorkee. U.P.



PREFACE TO THE SECON'D EDITION

The author is extremely grateful to all those teachers, students

and other reviewers who have given various suggestions, from

time to time, as regards inclusion of certain topics tvhich were

not included in the first edition. On their suggestions two

more chapters on “Transient Vibrations” and “Non-linear

Vibrations” have been included in this edition. Considering

the enormity of these fields, the two chapters included are

but an introduction which cover only the basic concepts

which can be used for further application to vibration

problems in engineering. Besides, some additional portion on

dashpots and other types of dampings has been added in

chapter 3. It is hoped this text now will also satisfy to a good

amount the requirement of post graduate students in this

particular subject.

A lot more problems for practice have been added at the

end of each chapter to give more practice and confidence to

the students preparing for examinations in this subject. The

few mistakes and printing errors of tlie first edition liave also

been corrected.

Further suggestions and comments from the readers tvill be

gratefully received.

July I, 1972 G. K. Grover





PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

The primary purpose of this book is to make the students

have a clear insight into the phenomenon of vibrating systems

under different conditions. Detailed explantions have been

given where the students have usually been found to stumble

due to the lack of clear concepts. Much stress has been laid

on the fundamentals to make sure that they grasp the ideas

throughly and have no subsequent difficulty in the later

advanced chapters. The physical interpretation for various

mathematical derivations, which is so very essential for this

subject, has no where been lost sight of. A large number of

solved examples have been included for better understanding

of the principles. Practice problems included with answers,

will make the students develope further confidence in the

subject.

The contents of this book conform to the syllabii contents Oi

the most of the Indian Universities and Colleges on this subjects

for the Degree Course in Mechanical Engineering. Since no

other book on this subject in M.K.S. systems is commonly

available in the Indian market, it is hoped that this gap will

be satisfactorily filled up by tliis book. Besides the degree

students of Mechanical Engineering, this book will be equalJ>'

Useful for the pi actising engineers as the systems are discusst

from the practical view-point.



viii PREFACE

It is not possible to acknowledge all contributors to this

book. Ideas drawn from various books, technical papers,

persons in this field and the personal experience of the author

have in some manner or the other been woven into tlie fabric

of this text. The constant encouragement received at various

sources has gone a long way in the preparation of this text.

The author is deeply indebted to Prof. G. P. Gupta for his

generous and kind “Foreword”. The pains taken by the

publishers to bring this book out in its present get-up is also

gratefully acknowledged.

Suggestions from the readers regarding any modifications,

alterations, additions, ommissions and their pointing out, of

any printing errors or those which might have crept in because

of large amount of numerical work or due to oversight, will

be gratefully received.

Jan 13, 1970. G.K. Grover
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CHAPTER 1

FUNDAMENTALS OF VIBRATIONS

1.1 Introduction.

Vibration problems occur wherever there are rotating or

moving parts in a machinery. Apart from the machinery itself,

the sorrounding structure also faces the vibration hazard

because of this vibrating machinery. The common examples

are locomotives, diesel engines mounted on unsound

foundations, whirling of shafts etc. The main causes of

vibration are as follow.

1 Unbalanced forces in the machine. These forces arc

produced from within the machine itself.

2 Dry friction between the t%vo mating surfaces. This

produces what are known as self excited vibrations.

3 External excitations. These excitations may be periodic,

random or of the nature of an impact produced external to the

vibrating system.

4 Earthquakes. These are responsible for the failure of

many buildings, dams, etc.

5. Winds. These may cause the vibrations of transmission

and telephone lines under certain conditions.

The effects of vibrations are excessive stresses, undesirable

noise, looseness of parts and partial or complete failure o part

Inspite of these harmful effects, the vibration phenomenon oes

have some uses also, e.g. in musical instruments, Mr g

screens, shakers, stress relieving, etc.

Elimination or reduction of the undesirable vibration

be obtained by one or more of the following met o s.
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1 Removing the cause of vibrations.

2 Putting in screens if noise is the only objection.

3 Resting the machinery on proper type of isolators.

4 Shock absorbers.

5 Dynamic vibration absorbers.

Although above methods are available to reduce vibrations at

a stage where no changes in design are possible, anticipation of

trouble in the original planning and design can make possible

the avoidance of vibration problems at little cost.

1.2 Defimtions.

Explained below are some of the terras which will be used

over and again in this text.

Periodic Motion—

A

motion which repeats itself after equal

intervals of time.

Time Period—Time taken to complete one cycle.

Number of cycles per unit time.

Simple Harmonic Motion—

A

periodic motion of a particle

whose acceleration is always directed towards the mean
position and is proportional to its distance from the mean
position. Alternatively, it may be defined as the motion of

the projection of a particle moving round a circle with uniform
angular velocity, on a diameter.

Amplitude—The maximum displacement of a vibrating body
from the mean position.

Tree Vibrations—The vibration of a system because of its own
elastic properties. No external exciting force acts in this case.

Forced Vibrations The vibrations which the system executes
under an external periodic force. The frequency of vibration
in this case is the same as that of excitation.

Natural Frequent-Frequency of free vibration of the system.
It is a constant for a given system.

Resonance—The vibration of the system when the frequency
of the external force is equal to the natural frequency
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of the system. The amplitude of vibration at resonance
becomes excessive.

'Resistance to the motion of the vibrating body.

Degree of Freedom^-A system is said to he n-degrees offreedom

system if it needs n independent coordinates to specify completely

the configuration of the system at any instant. A mass supported

by a spring and constrained to move in one direction without

rotation is a single degree of freedom system. The same is true

for a simple pendulum oscillating in one plane. A crank-slider

mechanism is also a single degree freedom system since only

the crank angle is sufficient to define the system completely.

These vibratory systems are illustrated in Fig. 1.2.1 (a).

(a) Single degree of freedom systems.

Fig. 1.2.1. Degrees of freedom.

On the other hand a spring-supported rigid mass which can

move in the direction of the springs and can also have angular

motion in one plane has two degrees of freedom. A two-m.'‘-s-'-

two-spring system constrained to move in one direction witkr--

rotation has also two degrees of freedom [sec Fig. 1.2.1 (h}]-



•*/

(c) Six degrees of freedom (d) Infinite degrees of

system. freedom system.

Fig. 1.2.1. Degrees of freedom.

ody in space has six degrees of freedom, three translational

nd three rotational. A flexible beam between two supports

as an infinite number of degrees of freedom. These systems

re shown in Fig. 1.2.1 (c) and (d).

Phase Difference— lx is the angle between two rotating vectors
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representing simple harmonic motions of the same frequency.
This is further clarified in Sec. 1.3.

1.3 Vector method of representing harmonic motions.

Let a particle having simple harmonic motion be represented

by the equation

x—X sin wt (1.3.1)

In this equation X is the amplitude of vibration and oi is the

circular frequency in radians per second. Consider a vector A'

rotating in the anticlockwise direction, occuping at time t, a

position as shown in Fig. 1.3.1. At time t=0, the vector

would be along the abscissa. At any lime t, the angle turned by
the vector in anticlockwise direction is tot from the abscissa

(shown in the figure). The projection of this vector on the

ordinate gives the displacement of the particle from the mc.in

position at the particular instant. This vector is known as

the Displacement Vector. The total angle turned by this vector

per cycle is 2rr radians. Since the angular velocity is to

radians/second,

the time period per cycle =2ir/<» sec,

and the frequencyy=co/2w cycles/scc.

Differentiating equation (1.3.1),

.X =a)X cos cut

= sin (tut -f 7t/2) (1.3.2)

Equation (1.3.2) is similar to equation (1.3.1) except dint

the vector position at time t is (col -f-7r/2) from the abscissa

instead of tot and the length of this vector is toX instead of X.

This is called the Velocity Vector and its projection on the

ordinate gives the velocity x of the particle at time t. This is

also shown in Fig. 1.3.1.

Differentiating once again equation (1.3.2),

X= tu"X cos (tut-r-Tr/2)

=oi=A"sin (fot+rr) (1.3.3)

The amplitude of this Acceleration Vector is aj=A' and its positirr

from the abscissa at time / is (o t-i^ TT). Its projection on

ordinate gives the acceleration x of the particle at time t
"

shown in Fig. 1.3.1.
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It may be seen from the figure that the velocity vector leads

the displacement vector by it/2 and the acceleration vector leads

the velocity vector by another 7r/2. It may also be noted that

all the three vectors are rotating in the anticlockwise direction

with the same angular velocity, and their relative positions

remain unchanged. If w> 1, the velocity vector is longer than

the displacement vector and the acceleration vector is longer

than velocity vector. The reverse is true for w<l.

These vectors are commonly termed as Rotating Vectors and
the angle between the two rotating vectors is termed as Phase

Difference. Angle a, shown in Fig. 1.3.2, is the phase difference

between the vectors Xi and Xs

Fig. 1.3.1. Displacement, velocity

and acceleration vectors.
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The motion of a particle is represented by the equation

x= 10 sin tu<. Show the relative positions and magnitudes of

the displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors at time C= 0,

for the case when

(i) a)=2.0 rad/sec.

(ii) u?=0.5 rad/sec.

Solation

We have
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X— 10 sin cat

i=10o) sin ^cat+ from equation (1.3.2)

i=10<u2 sin {cal + tt), from equation (1.3.3)

The magnitudes of displacement, velocity and acceleration

vectors are 10, 10u> and lOto® respectively. The phase

difference is such that the velocity vector leads the displacement

vector by 7r/2 and the acceleration vector leads the velocity

vector by another 7r/2.

Case (t) a>=2.0 rad/sec.

The rotating vector diagram is shown in Fig. 1.3.3 (i).

swEi.

;

Fig. 1.3.3.

2.5(ACCLN.) lOtOISPl.)

(ii) 01=0.5 rad/sec.

Displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors.

The time period is the inverse of the frequency and is given
by

27r 2tt

Case (ii) o)=:0.5 rad/sec.

The rotating vector diagram is shown in Fig. 1.3.3 (ii).
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T
277

0-5
4r- sec. Ans.

1.4 Addition of two simple harmonic motions of the

same frequency.

A particle may be subjected to two simple harmonic motions

of the same frequency simultaneously, in the same direction.

In general, the amplitudes and the phase angle of these

motions will be different. The resultant is still a simple

harmonic motion.

Let the two motions be represented by

«i = Xi sin cut I

X2 = X2 sm J

Then the resultant motion is given by

* = Xi + X2

or X — Xi sin cut + Xz sin {cat + a)

= X sin (cut 4- /3), (say).

Then X sin {cut + §) = Xi sin cot + Xz sin (toi+a)

(1.4.1)

(1.4.2)

Expanding the two sides and equating cos cot and sin cot

terms on one side to the corresponding terms on the other side,

we have

X cos jS = .ST, Xz cos a

X sin P = Xz sin a

This gives the amplitude of resultant motion and the phase
difference as

X —
"v/ (Ai 4" Xz cos a)® 4'(A2 sin a)^

, „ , / Xz sin a \
and jS = tan“^ ( —^ 1

—^—
)^ \ 4- As cos a /

for the resultant motion given by

r = A sin {cot 4- j3)

The graphical method for the addition of two simple
harmonic motions is illustrated in Fig. 1 .4 . 1 . The addition of
Ai and As is done by graphical method, and A and iSmeasurel
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Fig. 1.4.1. Addition of vectors.

niustrative Example 1.4.1

Add the following motions analytically.

*1 = 2 cos {tot 4- 0'5'

*« = 5 sin (wt 4- 1.0)

Chech the solution graphically.

Solution

(i) Analytical. The resultant motion is given by

X — Xi + Xi

— 2 cos {tot 4* 0.5) 4- 5 sin {wt 4- 1.0)

After expanding and grouping the cos wt and sin wi terms

separately, we have

* = [5 cos 1.0 — 2 sin 0.5] sin wi

4- [2 cos 0.5 4- 5 sin 1.0] cos wt

Putting down the values of the terms within the brackets,

remembering that the angles are in radians, we have

* = 1.74 sin v>t 4- 5.90 cos wt

If X — X sin (tot 4- jS)

= {X cos JS) sin wt 4- {X sin jS) cos wt

we have

X cos P = 1.74, and AT sin jS = 5.90, giving

AT = 6.17
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and /S=73.6°= 1.28 rad.

*=6.17 sin (co/-f- 1.28) Ans.

(ii) Graphical. For adding the two motions graphically, let

us put the two given equations as

.*1=2 sin {u)i +0.5+it/2)= 2 sin (<o/-|'2.07)

and *2=5 sin {tut -{-1.0)

or *1=2 sin (o-t+l 18.8°)

and *2=5 sin (a)/+57.3°)

Fig. 1.4.2. Addition of vectors.

Since both the equations are in the same form, the vector

diagram can now be drawn as shown in Fig. 1.4.2. The sum

of the two vectors as obtained from measurement is 6.2 at an

angle of 74°

.* = 6.2 sin (cut-f 74°), which agrees closely with the

analytical result obtained earlier. Ans.
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Illustrative Example 1.4.2

Consider the following harmonic motions ;

(i) xi=-^cos-^/, x = smnt

(ii) ri = 2coS7r<, a;2=2cos 2t

Is the sum (ri-t-Ja), in each case, a periodic motion ?

so, what is its period ?

Solution

Case (i) Period of first wave
_27r

Tr/2

Period of second wave = 2n

TT

=4 sec

=2 sec

If

The period of first wave is 4 seconds and that of the second

wave is 2 seconds. If there is a certain time during which

integral number of cycles are performed for each wave, then

the combined motion is periodic since the motion repeats itself

after that time. Thus the lowest common multiple of the two

individual time periods is the period of the periodic motion,

which, in this case is 4 sec. Ans.

2rr
Case (ii) Period of first wave — =2 sec

7T

2rr
Period of second wave=—^— = w sec

The time periods of 2 sec and n sec do not have a common
multiple, hence the motion is not pei iodic. Ans.

1.5 Beats phenomenon.

Let us consider a particle subjected to two different harmonic
motions given by

Xi—a sin m\t 1

*2— 6 sin oust j
(1.5.1)

The resultant motion is given by
x=xi+x^~a sin wj+b sin wit (1.5.2)

If a>i and wi are different, then the resultant motion is not
sinusoidal. An interesting special case occurs when the two
frequencies are only slightly different from each other. Under
these conditions the phase difference between the rotating
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vectors ke€ps on shifting slowly and Arana:!*

when they are in phase %nth each cier, the aarallmce c;'

resultant \-ibration is equal to the san cf rha anralTmces d'

indi%*idual motions, that is (c A b): and aC a ~ne nhenhtr-

are out of phase, the amplitude is ecaar tc me crnireaite cf

the indmdual amplitudes, that is (a — F. Tms the

resultant amplitude continuously keeps cn chaagmc ihcn

maximum of (c -r b) to minitnum of (c — b] v.dm n hecnencv

equal to the diSerence between the indrricnal cctnDraent

frequencies (Fig. 1.5.1). This phenomenon h incvn as F<?dr.

The frequency of the beats is (oj — e.:j and it is necessary

that this frequency' be small in order to ecperien.oe the pheno-

menon. Also the amplitudes a and b should be apcrcxhnately

equal to get clear and distinct beats.

The existance of beats can also be shown mathematinilly.

Let ois — coi = (I-5i3)

Then from equation (1.5.2),

a: = a sin (vii-j- b sin (coj -F ^w)t

= a sin ojit— b [sin ct)\t cos -p cos ojf sin

or X = {a^b cos t^wt) sin wit -f {b sin cos<v,t

Equation (1.5.4) can be considered as a sun oft"n

motions of frequency coi, 90° out of phase, and lann^

dependent amplitudes as bracketed ter®'-

mnplitude of resultant motion is eiven by
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AT — V (a + b cos ^ A^'O"

or — y/ b" 2 ab cos

This expression is seen to vary between (a -f- b) and (a—b)
with a frequency Aw*

Illustrative Example 1.5.1

A body performs, simultaneously, the motions

xi — 1.90 sin 9.5 t

xt — 2.00 sin 10.0 t

the units being centimeters, radians and seconds. Find the
maximum and minimum amplitudes of the combined motion
and the time period of the periodic motion.

Solution

The maximum and minimum amplitudes of motion are
'•mai = 2.00 -f 1.90 = 3.90 cm

)
rmit, = 2.00 - 1.90 = 0.10 cm J
The beat frequency is given by

. 10.0-9.5 _ 0-5

'

2iT 27r
~ c.p.s., and the period

-r _ — _ 4,^ _ J2.57 seconds. Ans.

Illustrative Example 1,5.2

dy has two simultaneous motions given by the equations= « sin coit

^3 — c sin coat

Lgiv™4 a. « = »;(«-».;

dx

dt “ (wi— aa) sin

and .ha. become, „ro only v,h»„
Wl+ <0 2 = 2n, wheren == 1,2, 3

{ \ rr

\et)i— 0)5 /
' 2
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Solution

15

The resultant motion is given by

X =X]-f-r2= a (sin tuir-fsin mzt)

dx

dT

= cos (-^-2. j,.

= Sosin ] 1. [- ™

+ 2a cos
( ^

OOS
(

Substituting for t = , we have
U)i — a>2

The slope becomes zero when

eui-\-W2 Tf

0)1— 0)2 2

or ‘^i±^ = 2n
a>

j
—wa

1.6 Complex method of representing

vibrations.

Ans.

harmonic

Let there be a vector Fin the x-y plane represented by a

complex number

V = a-\-jb (1.6.1)

where j—\/— 1. See Fig. 1.6.1.

Fig, 1.6.1. Representation of vcciors by complex number?.
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Let r = \/a^+b~ be the modulus of the complex number.

This is also equal to the magnitude of the given vector.

Let B = tan~^ — be its argument. This is also the angle
a

that the vector makes with x-axis

Then V=a + jb — r [cos 6 + j sin &] (1.6,2)

or F=r/ (1.6,3)

by Euler’s formula.

If for a particular vibrating particle, r is the amplitude and

to its circular frequency, then the displacement of the particle

can be written down as

X = T [cos oji t- j sin to/] = r (1.6,4)

Differentiating the above equation,

X— our[- sin toZ+j cos to/]

or x=jtor [cos <o/+j sin to/] =jtor

Differentiating again.

X «j®toV[cos to/+j sin (o{\~

= — toTC

(1.6.5)

( 1 .6 .6)

Gamparing equations (1.6.4), (1.6.5) and (1.6.6) with

equations (1.3.1), (1.3.2) and (1.3. 3), it can be seen that

multiplication of complex number by j is equivalent to rotation

of the corresponding vector by 90° around the origin.

niustrative Example 1.6.1

Represent the following complex numbers in exponential

form.

(i) 3+i7
(ii) -5+ i4

Solution

(i) F=3+j7=re-^^

where r='y/3®+7® =7.62
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and 7= tan"^ -r- =e = tan-i Y = 66.8“ -- 1.17 rad

V A„,.

(ii) F=-5+y4 = re

where r = V(—5)2+(4)= = 6.40

and 0^. = 141.3° = 2.47 rad.

F= 6.40^-^^“'^’
Ans.

Illustrative Example 1.6.2

Represent the following complex numbers in rectangular
form.

(i)

(ii) 17 .

Solution

(i) F = 5 ,
0.1 being the angle in radians,

= 5 [cos 0.1 + j sin t .1]

= 5 [0-925 4- J 0.099]

or F = 4'97 +y0.49 Ans.

(ii) F = 17 « '

, 3.74 being the angle in radians.

= 17 [cos 3,74—y sin 3.74]

- 17 [(-.829)-y(-0 559)]

or F—— 14.08 -I y 9.50 An.s

1.7 Work done by a harmonic force on a harmonic

motion.

Lot a harmonic force P ~ Po sin cot be acting upon a body.

Under this harmonic force the body will vibrate with the same

frequency and with some phase lag, in general. Let the motion

of the body bo given by x~Xo sin (<vf— ^). The work done by

the force P during an interval wlien the body moves through a

displacement dx is given by

dx
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Over a period of one cycle cut varies from 0 to 2it, and

therefore t varies from 0 to 2w/to. Therefore the work done per

cycle is given by

2iT/a)

W jp.
dx

Tt
lit

or

0

2Tr/to

— J [Po sin cut] [<0*0 cos {lui—cjy)] dl

0

= Pix<ux.\ J sin cut [cos cut cos<f> + sin cut sin ^]dl

0

2itIcu

— Pocuxo [cos cf> J sin cut cos cut dt

0

2njcu

+ sin ^ J sin ^ cut dt]

0

= PooiXa 0 + sin
J

W — nPoXa sin if>
(J*7*I)

This means, if ^ = 0, i, e. the force is in phase with the

displacement, no work is done per cycle. On the other hand

if ^ = 90°, i. e. the force is ahead of displacement by 90° or in

phase with the velocity, the work done per cycle is nPoXo.

This also concludes that for a system with zero damping, no

work will be done by the external force except at resonance

and for a damped system there will always be energy required

to keep the system vibrating at any frequency.

Illustrative Example 1.7,1

A force Po sincut acts on a displacement Xo sin (<ol—ir/6), where

Po = 2.5 kg

— 5.0 cm

and cu = 2037 rad/sec

What is the work done during

(i) the first second ?

(ii) the first 1/40 second ?
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Solution

h

Work done = \ dt
J dt

0

ti

sin tot cos
I

0

h

19

~Pn A'ouj) sin tat cos I tot ^ )

J \ 6 /
dt

=Po*..uj|
~|^

sin ^2tot ^ \ -f-sin— "jo/

0

“ (=“' - t)
Po ^0 ^ [• +fi']

Substituting for Po, Xo and «>, we have

Work done — 2.5 X 5 X 62.8

[

cos K' - r)
40rr

(i) when ti = 1

, , 2‘5x5x62'8 T
Work done = ^

j

-

= 196'5 kg'Cm.

(ii) when It = 1/40

cos w/6

40T~

cos tt/G

T'O

+

2

cos rr/6

~40

Ans.

Work done =2-5x5x62'8'if-
cos (-i),

•IOtt

cos ff/r>

~lo~

X
•10 _
Ans.= 11.1 kg'Cm.

1.0 Foarier series and harmonic analysis.

A periodic motion is one which repeats itself in all det.iils

after a certain time interval called the period of motion c.

From the mathematical theory it can be shown that any

periodic curve /(/) of frequency to (=2Tr/-:) can be represented

by a scries of harmonic functions the frequencies of wiu'ch are

the integral multiples of the frequency' ai. Or,
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f (i) — cos cos 2tul-\-(J3 cos

+ 61 sin wt-^-bz sin 2t^^^^-63 sin 3to< (1.8.1)

The various amplitudes Oj, a»...6i, 62 of individual sine

waves and the constant ao can be determined analytically when

/ l^t) is given. The series given by equation (1.8.1) is called

the Fourier Series. The harmonic of frequency to is called the

fundamental or the first harmonic of/(0 and the harmonic of

frequency oco is called the harmonic.

In determining an and fen, use is made of the following

formtilae.

t+2'Jr/a)

I
cos {nait) cos (mtot) dt —

t

sin {ntol) sin (mwt) dt =
t

t-\-2rtj<o

jsin (ncot) cos {mu.i) dt =
t

t-l-2jr/«o

sin (nwt) dt =
t

t-\-2rt[to

Jcos (nwt) dt =
t

where m and n are non-zero integers.

The coefficients Oq, oi, az......bi, bz... are obtained as follows.

(i)^ To find Co, integrate both sides of equation (1,8.1) over
any interval of length t = inlw. Then, according to equations
(1.8,2), all the integrals on the right hand side of the equation
are zero except the one containing ao, that is

t~jr2‘irjco

' 0, for m « 1
T - I

- , for m = n
;

0, for m «

—
,
for ffl = n

0, for all m,n j- (1.8.2)

0, for all n

0, for all w
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t *f- 277/a*

or (J-S-S)

t

(ii) To find Co, multiply both sides of equation (1.8.1) by
cos (ncut) and integrate over any interval of time t = 2rr/w.

Then, according 10 equations (1.8.2), all the integrals on the

right are zero except the one containing On, that is

j
/ (1) cos (nwt) di «„! cos= {nojl) dt

I I

= fln—
cu

t-f2;7/co

or fln =
-^ |/(0

cos (net./) <// (1.8.4)

t

(iii) In the same way if we multiply equation (1.8.1) by

sin (nojt) and integrate, we have

/4-2ff/w

^ I
/(/) sin (nw/) dt ( 1 .8.5)

t

This branch of mathematics which deals with splitting up a

periodic function into a series of harmonic functions is called

Harmonic Analysis,

Illnstrativc Example 1.8.1

A periodic motion observed on the oscilloscope is illustrated

in Fig. 1.8.1. Represent this motion by harmonic series.
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Solution

Let the equation representing the above periodic motion be

represented by equation (1.8.1), that is,

x{t) = ao + Oi cos cut -f- 02 cos 2cot + ...

+bi sin cat + bz sin 2tot + ••

The equation of the curve for one cycle can be written as

x{t) = 200t, 0< / < -05

= -200i + 20, 05<i<-l

“> == = - = 20rr
T O'l

Equation (1.8.3), now gives

.05 0.1

.. rr... .= 10 [|200< eft + 1^-200 < -i- 20
J

0 .05

or oo = 5

Equation (1.8.4) gives

.05

200t cos 207rnt dt +
0

0.1

|(-200; + 20^ cos 207rRtrf<

.05

or On

that L

Oo

20 r 1= cos rrn - Ij

40 .

ifn IS odd
TT^ n

== 0, if n is even.

Equation (1.8.5) gives
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-05

i'o = 2o|~j200.' sin 20rrJ dl

! j

o.i

~ - 200.' - 20
j
sin 20-n; d:

j
05

or ia = 0

Hence, v.'e can represent the harmonic series as

/ •> - 40 ^0
x{t) = D : cos 20r.' — — cos 60.-r' ...--

40 r 1
“1

or x{t) = 5 — ^ cos 20r/ — — cos 60-i ~ ... Ans.

PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE

1.1 A harmonic motion has an amplitude of 5.0 cm and a

frequency- of 25 cps. Find the time period, m.i.ximum

velocity and ma-vimum acceleration.

1.2 An instrument has a natural frequency' of 10 cps. It can

stand a maximum acceleration of 1000 cm 'sech Find tiie

maximum displacement amplitude.

1.3 The motion of a particle is respresented by the equation

X = 4 sin CO.'. Sketch roughly, the variation of the

maximum values of

(i) displacement,

(ii) velocity,

(iii) acceleration, and

(iv) jerk

with the change in exciting frequency.

1.4 .4 particle is simultaneously subjected to v-vu motions

X, = 5 sin 2r-:

Xi — 1 sin {2rr.'-r-“.’3}

Sketch a displacement versus time plot for there f.sc

motions and show the phase difTcrence on this jktn.h.

What is the fin.al motion like ?
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1.5 The displacement of the slider in the slider-crank

mechanism is given by

3
X — 24 cos 8 w/ -h cos IM.

Plot a displacement versus time diagram. What is the

acceleration of the piston at < — i sec ?

1.6 Add the following vectors analytically:

Xj = 4 cos (oil -j- lO®)

*4 = 6 sin (<ui -{- 60'’).

Check the solution graphically :

1.7 Add the following vectors analytically ;

xi — 8 sin (cut + SO")

Zi — 10 sin (tot— 60“)

Check the solution graphically.

1.8 Find the amplitude of the sum of the two harmonic

motions

*1 = 3 cos (2t -f 1)

*2 — 4 cos (2t + 1.5),

1.9 Show that the resultant motion of three harmonic motions

given below is zero.

Xi — a sin tot

. / 2ir \
*2 == a sin tot + — 1

% 3 J

*3 = a sin ^tot +^ ^

1.10 A body is subjected to two harmonic motions as given
below :

*1 = 15 sin (tot -f n/6)

*2 = 8 cos (tot + -/3)

What extra harmonic motion should be given to the
body to bring it to a static equilibrium ?

1.11 Split up the harmonic motion

X = 10 sin ^tot + into two harmonic motions,

one having a phase angle of zero and the other of 45°,
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J.12 Split up the harmonic motion

AT = 8 sin {wt + jr/4)

into two harmonic motions, one of which has an

amplitude of 10 and phase difference zero.

1 13 Split up the harmonic motion

X = 8 cos {o)t + 77/4)

into two harmonic motions, one of them having a phase

angle of zero and the other having a phase angle of 60°

1.14 Consider jCi and xz to be two harmonic motions of

periods Ti and Tz, respectively. Show that the resultant

motion, Xi + Xj, can be periodic only if two integers

m and n can be found such that

m Ti = n Tz = T (say).

Under these conditions, show that T is she period, of the

resultant periodic motion.

1.15 Consider the harmonic motions

(i) xi = cos— t, Xz ==^smnt

(ii) xi = ^cos 2/, Xj. cos^2; +

(iii) xi = —cos 2t, Xz cos

(iv) xi = 3 sin 7t, xz =7 cos3t

)

>

Is the sum (ati + xz) in each of the above cases a

periodic motion ? If so, what is its period ?

1.16 A body describes simultaneously two motions,

Xi = 3 sin 40/

X2 = 4 sin 41/

What is the maximum and minimum amplitude of

combined motion and what is the beat frequency ?

1*17 A particle is subjected to two simulaneous harmonic

motions in x and y direction as given below.

AT = a sin f/;/
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].12 Split up the harmonic motion

AT = 8 sin (a>/ +
into two harmonic motions, one of which has an

amplitude of 10 and phase difference zero.

1 13 Split up the harmonic motion

X = 8 cos (wt -f 7rl4r)

into two harmonic motions, one of them having a phase

angle of zero and the other having a phase angle of 60°

1.14 Consider Xi and Xz to be ttvo harmonic motions of

periods Ti and Tj, respectively. Show that the resultant

motion, Xi + can be periodic only if two integers

m and n can be found such that

m Ti = n Tz = T (say).

Under these conditions, show that T is she period, of the

resultant periodic motion.

1.15 Consider the harmonic motions

(i) xi — cos^ t, Xz

(ii) jTi = ^ cos 2t, Xj = cos -f
^

(iii) xi = -^cos 2/, Xz =-^cos^2 +

(iv) jfi = 3 sin 7/, xz =7 cos 3/

Is the sum (xi -{ in each of the above cases a

periodic motion ? If so, what is its period ?

1.16 A body describes simultaneously two motions,

JTi = 3 sin 40/

Xz ~ 4: sin 41/

What is the maximum and minimum amplitude of

combined motion and tvhat is the beat frequency ?

1.17 A particle is subjected to two simulaneous harmonic i

motions in x and y direction as given below.

X — a sin «>/

y b sin —
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1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

1.10

1.11

MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS

The displacement of the slider in the slider-crank

mechanism is given by

3
X = 24 cos 8 irt -4- cos IGirf.

Plot a displacement versus time diagram. What is the

acceleration of the piston at t = ^ sec ?

Add the following vectors analytically:

X] = 4 cos (tt>i -I 10'^)

*2 = 6 sin (wi -p 60”).

Check the solution graphically :

Add the following vectors analytically :

xi = 8 sin {eut 4- 30°)

la = 10 sin (w/—60”)

Check the solution graphically.

Find the amplitude of the sum of the two harmonic

motions

Xi = 3 cos (2t 4- 1)

X2 = 4 cos {2( 4- 1.5).

Show that the resultant motion of three harmonic motions

given below is zero.

Xi = a sin wt

. f 2^4
xa — a sin coi 4- —

)
\ 3 J

Xa = a sin 4*^ ^

A body is subjected to two harmonic motions as given
below :

Xi = 15 sin {wt 4- nfS)

Xa = 8 cos (cot + ^/3)

What extra harmonic motion should be given to the
body to bring it to a static equilibrium ?

Split up the harmonic motion

X — 10 sin
^
cot 4- -g- into two harmonic motions,

one having a phase angle of zero and the other of 45°.
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J.12 Split up the harmonic motion

A- = 8 sin [q)1 -f jr/4)

into two harmonic motions, one of which has an
amplitude of 10 and phase difference zero.

1 13 Split up the harmonic motion

::c = 8 cos {wi + ff/4)

into two harmonic motions, one of them having a phase

angle of zero and the other having a phase angle of 60°

1.14 Consider Xi and Xz to be two harmonic motions of

periods Ti and T2 , respectively. Show that the resultant

motion, Xi -\- Xq, can be periodic only if two integers

m and n can be found such that

mT\ = nTz = T (say).

Under these conditions, show that T is she period, of the

resultant periodic motion.

1.15 Consider the harmonic motions

(i) xt
~ cos^ t, Xi =-^sin vl

(ii) XI = ~ cos 2t, X2 , =y cos —
^

(iii) xi = ^cos 2/, xz =y cos^2 +

(iv) jri == 3 sin li, xz ~7 cos 3/

Is the sum (ai + Xz) in each of the above cases a

periodic motion ? If so, what is its period ?

1.16 A body describes simultaneously two motions,

= 3 sin 40/

Xz = 4 sin 41/

What is the maximum and minimum amplitude of

combined motion and what is the beat frequency ?

1.17 A particle is subjected to two simulaneous harmonic

motions in a: and j direction as given below.

a: = 0 sin </>/

V c= A sin (cut— S)
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Describe the path of the particle when a and is

(i) zero, (ii) 45°, (iii) 90°, (iv) 135° and (v) 18u°.

What will happen when az^b.

.18 Show that the motion of the piston of a reciprocating

engine is periodic with terms containing the fundamental

and even harmonics.

-.19 Represent the following complex numbers in exponential

form.

(i) 3 + j 4

(ii) 3-i4
(iii) - 3 + j 4

(iv) - 3 - j 4

..20 Represent the following complex numbers in

rectangular form.

J2'l
(ii) 5 e

-i2-8
(iii) 14 e

-jlT
(iv) 10 e

.21 A force Po sin <ul acts on a displacement Xo sin {u)t—vj3).

If Po =-- 10 kg

Xo = 2 cm

tu == 2ir rad/sec, find the work done during

(i) the first cycle,

(ii) the first second,

(iii) the first quarter second.
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1.22 Represent the periodic motions given in Fig. F. I

harmonic series.

1.23 Show that the fourier series expansion for

X (t) defined in the finite interval
—

’

a;(/) = 0,
—~ ^ ^ 0

= sin 0 ^ ^ -

is given by



CHAPTER 2

UNDAMPED FREE VIDRATIONS OF SINGLE

DEGREE OF FREEDOM SYSTEMS

2.1 Introduction.

For the proper design of machines or machine parts which

are subjected to vibratory forces, it is essential to estimate their

natural frequencies to avoid resonance conditions. In most

cases there is always certain amount of damping associated

with the system. But in some cases the damping is so small

that it can be neglected. Under these conditions natural

frequency based on undamped free vibration is a critical factor.

First in this chapter, the principles underlying the

determination of natural frequency are discussed for a classical

spring-mass system. Later on, mathematical models are

represented for certain physical systems for the purpose of

determining their natural frequencies.

2.2 Derivation of dififerential equation.

Let us consider a spring-mass system of Ftg. 2.2.1 (a),

constrained to move in a rectilinear manner along the axis of the

spring. Let k and m be the stiifness of the spring and the mass
of the block respectively. At any instant, let it occupy any
displacad position as shown in Fig. 2.2.1(b). We can locate

its postion with reference to the support or any other reference

mark. The reference mark considered here is the equilibrium

position of the mass, from where the position of mass at any
instant is x (say). Let us consider x to be positive in the
downward direction and negative in the upward direction.
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k(Ast + x)

f

kx kx
1

m |X m 1

X

1

!_]

tnx

mg

(c) (d) (e)

Fig. 2.2.1. Derivation of differential equation

for a spring-mass system.

In the equilibrium position the forces acting on the mass are

(i) mg, vertically downwards, and

(ii) Ar.ABtj vertically upwards,

where Ast is the static deflection of the spring under the

load mg.

For equilibrium, we have

A:.Abi = mg (2.2.1)

In the displaced position. Fig. 2.2.1 (b), the external

forces acting on the mass are as shown in Fig. 2.2.1 (c). The
spring force now is A: (Abi -r x) because is the

total deflection of the spring in this position. Under the forces
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shown the body has an acceleration x downwards. It should

be clearly understood that we are not talking ofnumerical value

of acceleration which may be positive or negative. We are

simply saying that we have chosen a direction sign for

acceleration as positive downwards and negative upwards, from

equilibrium position, and these directions are the same as those

chosen for x. If at any instant the value of x comes out to be

negative, all it means is that it has a negative or upward

acceleration. Therefore, from Newton’s second law of motion,

m X =mg—k(^et-rx)

=— k.x,

because mg — k/^et=0 from equation (2.2.1)

Therefore, mx+kx= 0 (2.2.2)

This is the differential equation of motion for a single degree

of freedom spring-mass system having free vibrations. It may
be pointed out here that it was not necessary to consider the

force mg and in the displaced system since these

forces neutralize each other at all instants and therefore, we
need consider only those forces which have come into picture

from beyond the equilibrium position. In this case the only

external force acting on the body in the displaced position is kx

in the upward direction because x is the displacement from the

equilibrium position [see Fig. 2.2.
1

(d)].

Therefore, m*= — kx, which is the same as equation

(2 .2 .2).

Equation (2.2.2) has been derived by the application of

Newton’s second law of motion. The same equation can be
derived by the application of D’Alemberts Principle which states

that a body which is not in static equilibrium by virtue of some
acceleration which it possesses, can be brought to static

equilibrium by introducing on it the inertia force which can be
considered to be, an extra external force. This inertia force is

( qual to mass times the acceleration of the body and acts

through the centre of gravity of the body in the direction
opposite to that of the acceleration.'

If now we consider the displaced system of Fig. 2.2.1 (b),

the spring force on the body is kx in the upward direction.
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Since the body has an acceleration x in the downward direction.,

it can be brought to static equilibrium by introducing inertia

force mx acting in the upward direction, i. c. in the direction

opposite to that of acceleration. So the body is in static

equilibrium under the action of two forces as shown in

Fig. 2.2.1 (e).

Therefore, mx-{-kx -0, which equation is the same as

obtained earlier in this section. Certain problems arc very

much simplified by the application of D’Alemberts principle.

Consider again the case of a system havine angular motion.

Let us take the example of a light, stitl'rod of length I, pivoted

at one end and having a concentrated mass m at the other end,

as shown in Fig. 2.2.2, so as to form a simple pendulum.

rni

Fig. 2.2.2. Simple pendulum.

Consider at any instant, that the rod is displaced through an

angle 0. The external forces acting on the bob arc shown in

the figure. For small amplitudes of vibration, the displacement

of the bob may be considered to be linear,

i. c. X— / 0 (2.2.3)

Now taking moments about the pivot point O, and applying

Newton’s second law, we have
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(Mass M. I. of the system about O) X (Angular acceleration)

= Algebraic sum of the external moments about O in

the direction of angular acceleration.

If 0 is positive anticlockwise, ‘O is also positive anticlockwise,

then we have

Joti = — mgx
— — mglO, from equation (2.2.3)

If the bob is considered to be a concentrated mass and the

rod to be of negligible mass, then

Jo — ml^

Therefore, ml^ ft = ~mgW

or IB -f g0 = 0 (2.2.4)

Equation (2.2.4) is similar to equation {2.2.2) in all respects

and thus represents a similar motion.

Yfllusfrative Example 2.2.1

^^^/\Write down the differential equation of motion for the system
shown in Fig. 2.2.3.

Fig. 2.2.3. Inclined spring-mass system.
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Solution

In the equilibrium position the static deflection of the spring

is Ast) such that

k. Aet = rng sin a

For any subsequent deflection x of the spring beyond the

equilibrium position, the additional spring force acting on tlio

mass is kx in the upward direction along the incline. The
gravity component down the incline always balances the initial

force of the spring due to static deflection.

Thus, applying Newton’s second law of motion, we have

m X z= — kx

or m X kx = 0

which equation is the same as equation (2.2.2) whether 0 = 0

or 90° or any other angle. Ans.

ninstrativc Example 2.2.2

Derive the differential equation of motion for a spring

controlled simple pendulum shown in Fig. 2.2.4. The spring

is in its unstretched position when the pendulum rod is vertical.

Solution

Consider the system displaced through an angle 0. The forces

acting on the system are shown in the figure. Applying Newton’s

second law for the angular acceleration and moments about

point O, we have

/p 0 = — mglO —kaO . a

or m/-< -h {mgl + ka~) 6 = 0

which is the required differential equation of motion.

It may be noted that an approximation has been taken in the

above derivation, with is justified for small amplitudes of

vibration. Ans.

2.3 Solution of differential equation.

The differential equation derived for the motion of a classical

spring-mass system in Sec. 2.2. w.as
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mg

Fig. 2.2.4. Spring controlled simple pendulum.

mx kx 0

Writing this equation as

"
,
k

X A m
and letting

(2.3.1)
m

we have

* + a: =0 (2.3.2)

Writing for kjm has a special significance which will be

clear in the following paragraphs.

Equation (2.3.2) is the standard differential equation for a

single degree of freedom system having undamped free

vibrations. The standard solution for this differential equation

can be written in either of the following three ways.

.V = A sin <on.t + B cos wut "t

X = Ai sin (con* + ^i)
[

(2.3.3)

X A% cos (wn “[- ^2) /

It may be noticed that a second order differential equation
las in its solution two arbitrary constants which have to be
determined from the initial conditions. Each one of the

olutions given in equations (2.3.3) is a harmonic motion of
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circular frequency ton. This is the angular velocity ts'ith which

the vector rotates about the origin, as shown in Fig. 1.3.1.

Regarding the determination of two constants in .any of the

equations (2.3.3), we have to make use of two initial conditions.

Let us say

X = A'o at < — 0

and a: = 0 at i = 0
(2.3.4)

It is most convenient to pick up the first of the equations

(2.3.3) and determine the constants J and B, although the other

two equations can also be used, and the final solution, of course,

has to be the same.

Writing the first of equations (2.3.3) again,

a: = A sin ojnt-l-B cos wnl (2.3.5)

Differentiating it,

X = Awa cos rju„(— Ba}{, sinevn^

Substituting in the above two equations the initial conditions

as given in equations (2.3.4), we have

Ao = 0 d* B
and 0 — Aoj„—0

giving A = 0

and B Ao

Substituting these constants back in equation (2.3.5), we have

* = A'o cos cuat (2.3.6)

as the final solution for the specified initial conditions. The

time-displacement curve for equation (2.3.6) is shown in Fig.

2.3.1. This figure snows the vibratory feature of an undamped,

single degree of freedom system.

The time period of this oscillatory motion is that time during

which the corresponding rotating vector having a circular

frequency wn completes one cycle of 2Tr radians.

2ff
Therefore, (2.3.7)
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L 1

X

Fig. 2.3.1. Undamped free vibration.

Also the natural frequency in cycles per second denoted by

/n is the inverse of the time period, i.e,,

/n = g (2.3.8)

Another way of writing wn, is

,
from equation (2.3,1)

But — A from equation (2,2.1)

Therefore, (2.3.9)

Or, in terms of cycles per second we have.

27r a/'
(2.3.10)

If the static deflection is in centimeters, we have, after

substituting 980 cm/sec® for g,

f fT~

fn —4-982

VAet
(2.3. lOa)
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The above equation gives the relationship between the

natural frequency and the static deflection of the system and is

plotted in Fig. 2.3,2 on the log-log scale. This plot is very

useful as the natural frequency of a system can be read out

straightaway if its static deflection is known

Fig. 2.3.2, Natural frequency versus static deflection.

Illustrative Example 2.3.1

A light cantilever of length / lias a weight IP fixed at its

free end. Find the frequency of lateral vibrations in the

vertical plane.

Solution

Fig. 2.3.3 shows the schematic of the system. For the

deflection at the free end of the cantilever, we have

(2.3.11)

where E is the modulus of elasticity of the material of the

cantilever and / is the M.I. 6f the section of the beam .about its

neutral axis.
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Eig, 2.3.3. A light cantilever system.

Notv k = Wltin

2>E1=
-^3—, from equation (2.3.11)

Therefore, u>a

or <OB

rzEUE.
V

g
/let

rad/sec.

(2.3.12)

Ans,

(Illttstrative Example 2.3.2

Find the time period of vibration of a compound pendultun

,-'|shov.'n in Fig. 2.3.4.

Fig. 2.3.4 Compound pendulum.
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Taking small amplitude of vibration and applying Newton’s
second law, we have

Jo 6 = — mgl 6

Where /o is the mass moment of inertia of the body about O
and is equal to {Jq -f- ml^), Jq being the mass moment of
inertia of the body about its centre of gravity G.

Therefore, (7 ; + ml-) 'O -f mgl 6 = 0

which gives u)a

and c

_ f wtmgl

~-ml~

^ 9_ f Jg
" V mgl

If Jc = r being the radius of gyration of the body about

its c. g., then

^llliistrativc Example 2.3.3

Determine the differential equation of motion for the system

show'n in Figure 2.3.5 (a), where the mass moment of inertia

of the weight IV and the bell crank lever about O is Jo-

is the time period of vibration of this s>’Stem in the vertical

plane ?

Is there any limitation on the value of /> ?

Solution

Assume that in equilibrium position, weight IV is vertically

above A. Consider the displaced position of the system at .my

instant as shown in Fig. 2.3.5 (b). If Afi is the static extension

of the spring in equilibrium position, its total extension in the

displaced position is

From the Newton’s second law, we have

y..0 = (A,,+ a(?).c (2.3.13)

But in the equilibrium position

U'l = Ar.Aat.n
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Fig. 2.3.5. Time period determination

of a vibratory system.

Substituting the above equatiou ia equation (2.3.13), we have

/o 'e = {IVb-kai) e

or Ja'o + {ka^—Wb)9—0
which gives

...

=

V Jq

or 7 = 27r. /
-

^ ka^~Wb

The time period becomes an imaginary quantity ii ka^<Wb.
This makes the system tmstable. Thus for the system to vibrate,
the limitation is
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or

A:a= > JVi

Ans.

;Jllastrative Example 2.3.4.

A flywheel weighing 35 kg was allowed to swing as a

pendulum about a knife edge at inner side of the rim, as showTi

in Fig. 2.3.6. If the measured period of oscillation was 1 .22

seconds, determine the moment of inertia of the flywheel about

its geometric axis.

Fig. 2.3.6 Determination of moment of inertia.

Solution

If Jo is the mass M.I. of the flywheel about the point of suspen-

sion 0, then for small displacement 0, we have

30

15

or /o ^ + 35 X 15 0 = 0

or a>n=
V uo

or . =2,^ _^=.1.22feivo„)

This gives Jo — 19-8 kg-cm-sec®.

IfJg is the mass M, I. of the flywheel about its geometric

axis, then

W
Jc = 7o - r=
— —

or Jc 19.8-
35

980
X

^ j
1 J kg-cm-scc* Ans.
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lilu^rative Example 2.3.5

r
Fig. 2.3.7 (a) shows a wire AB, at the ends of which two

equal rods are fixed centrally. These rods are then suspended

by means of strings at points C and D such that in equilibrium

position the rods are parallel and in the same horizontal plane,

(a)

Fig, 2.3.7. Determination of modulus of elasticity
from free vibration test.
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and the strings arc vertical. Now the rods are displaced slightlv

as shown in Fig. 2.3,7 (b), care being taken that they still remain

in the same horizontal plane. On releasing, the rods oscillate

about the string axes, and the wire bends to and fro in the

horizontal plane. Find the modulus of elasticity of tlie material

of the wire in terras of the time period of oscillation and the

other constants of the system.

Solution

We know from the Strength of Materials, that

d\y ^ ^ M
dx- ~ R ~ El (2.3.14)

where, M, E and / are the bending moment, modulus of

elasticity and the moment of inertia of the cross-section of the

wire about the neutral axis.

Integrating equation (2.3,14),

dx~ El

Integrating again,

j = ^ + C,x + C,

Applying the boundary conditions

we have Cz — 0

(2.3.15)

Cl =- Mi
2EI

Substituting the above constants in equation (2.3 15)

dx

M Ml
~Ei 2/i/

Ml

2EI
which gives y- ^

(2.3.16)
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The negative sign in the above equation signifies that the

direction of the moment at the two ends of the wire is such

as to make it convex upwards. Taking the left hand end the

moment on the wire is, therefore, anticlockwise. This gives a

clockwise reaction moment on the left rod. If 0 is taken

positive anticlockwise for the rod, then the moment on the rod

is clockwise i. e. negative
2 El

)•

Now, differential equation of motion for the left rod is,

therefore, given by

je = (2.3.17)

where J is the mass moment of inertia of each rod about the

string axis about which it oscillates. Equation (2.3.17) is, in

fact, true for either rod.

Therefore, J0^ 0 =0

Hence,

or

giving^.

y

„ 2»rV/
Ans.

2.4/^orsional vibrations.

^ Imagine a system consisting of a rotor of mass moment of
inertia J connected to a shaft of torsional stiffness k\, as shown
in Fig. 2.4.1. When the rotor is displaced slightly in the
angular manner about the axis of the shaft, and released, it

executes torsional oscillations. Its natural frequency may be
obtained as derived below.

When, at any instant, the rotor occupies a position 6 with
reference to the equilibrium position the torque acting on the
rotor through the fisted shaft is

—

kt.Bi The negative sign is

included because ffie torque on the rotor acts in a direction
opposite to its twist. From Newton^s second law of motion,
therefore

’
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je = - kt.e

or y 0 4- k\.0 — 0

or e~{kxU)e = Q (2.4.1)

Putting ojn* = fcxIJ (2.4;2)

the equation (2.4.1) becomes

0'a. = 0 (2.4.3)

This equation is of the same form as equation (2.3.2), and

therefore the solution is of harmonic type as given in equations

(2.3.3). The natural frequency of vibration of this s%itcm is

obtained from equation (2.4 2), i- c.

(2.4.4)

Illustrative Example i.4.I

Calculate the natural frequency of vdb.-ation of a torsional

pendulum of Fig. 2.4.1 with the following dimensions.
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Length of the rod. 1 = Im

Diameter of the rod, d = 5 mm
Diameter of the rotor. D = 20 cm

Weight of the rotor, W = 2 kg

The modulus of rigidity for the material of the rod may be

assumed to be 0.85 X 10® kg/cm®.

Solution

W [DW
2

-

980 '' 2

Erom Strength of Materials, we know that

J Ge
h

G.I^

2 102
X -jT = 0.102 kg-cm-.sec2.

or
I

or
,

(0.85xl0fi)x[(W32)x(0.5)<]
‘ 10b

= 52.1 kg-cm/rad.

Applying equation (2.4.4),

22.6

tun

or /n —
2fl-

3.6 cycles/sec. Ans.

2.5 Equivalent stiffness of spring combinatious.

In certain systems more than one spring may be used. To
convert these systems into equivalent mathematical models it is

necessary to find out the equivalent stiffness of the spring

combinations. The equivalent stiffness depends upon whether

the springs are in series or parallel.

2.5A Springs in series. Fig. 2.5.1(a) shows a system having

two springs ki and kz in series. If these springs are replaced by
an equivalent spring of stiffness k, then the total static deflection

of the body in two cases under the same load must be the same.
The total deflection in the actual case is the sum of deflections
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in tlie individual springs, each spring has a force mg acting on

(a)
^

(b) (c)

Springs in series. Springs in parallel.

Fig. 2.5.1. Spring combinations.

That is, in the case of series springs, the reciprocal of the

equivalent spring stiffness is equal to the sum of the reciprocals

of individual spring stiffncs.ses.

2.5 B Springs in parallel. The springs are said to be in

parallel when the absolute deflection in each of the individual

springs is equal to the deflection of the .system. Fig. 2.5.1 (b)

and (c) are the two cases with springs in parallel. Considering

these to be single degree of freedom systems, each of the

springs is carrying a part of the total load supported, such that

the total load supported is equal to the sum of the loads carried

by individual springs. Let the spring h be carrying a load mig

ond the spring a load mig.

Therefore, m\g + m<ig ~ mg.

If k is the stiffness of the equivalent spring, then the total

deflection of the body in both cases must be the same,
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i. e. Abi an
k

mg _ mzg

ki ki

^ mg±mg _ mg

Therefore, k — ki+k^ (2.5.2)

That is, in the case of parallel springs, the equivalent stiffness

is equal to the sum of the individual spring stiffnesses.

Illustrative Example 2.5.1

For the system shown in Fig. 2.5,2,

ki = 2.0 kg/cm,

k2 ~ 1.5 kg/cm,

ki = 3.0 kg/cm, and

ki ~ ki — 0.5 kg/cm.

Fig. ,2.5.2 Combined series and parallel springs.
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Find iFsuch that thesystern has a natural frequency of 10 cps.

Solution

If kc\ is the effective spring stiffness of the top three springs

in series, then

J. ^ JL ^ J.
kci ki ki ks

""
2^0 LS fo

“

or kci = 0.667 kg/cm.

If kc 2 is the effective spring stiffness of the lower two springs

in prallel, then

kfz — “i* ki = 0.5 "h O.o = 1.0

or kc2 = 1 .0 kg/cm

Now kfi and ka are two springs in parallel, tlierefore effective

stiffness

ko = kei 4- kci = 0.667 4- 1.0 = 1.667 kg/cm

= I; = s 'P' <5!vcn).

Therefore IV = f^g _
X 10=

1.667 X 980

4i7= X 100
Ans.

or ff^ = 0.414 kg.

Illustrative Example 2.5.2

Find the natural frequency of torsional oscillations for the

system shown in Fig 2.5.3. Take G = 0.85 X 10® kg/cm=.

Neglect the inertia effect of the shaft.

Solution

r
We know, from Strength of Materials, that -j-

'p

the torsional stiffness

= T
0

GO . .—
,

giving

If kti, kts and kts arc the torsional stiffnesses of the three

different sections of the shaft, then
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Fig. 2.5.3.

Multi-shaft torsional system.

jr £ JL J i

/i
• 32' *

1- i-

1- si-

Since the three sections of the shaft are in series, the effective

stiffness At is given by

-L =± + J. + _L
At An At2 Ata

32 rso ^ Ml
57x0.85x106L5^ 8^ 31 J

At = 1.88X 10^giving
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energy) due to its elevation from a reference level and the

potential energy (strain energy) of the spring. Let us denote

the above three quantities by T, G and S.

The kinetic energy of the body with rectilinear motion is

given by

r = i mx^- (2.6.1)

,, If the, reference level is chosen as the equilibrium position,

then the potential energy due to the elevation of the weight

from, the i;eference level is given by

,, , ,
. G ~ — mgx (2.6.2)

The negative sign is included because there is a loss of energy as

the Ipvel is lowered by a distance x.

The strain energy of the spring is equal to the work done in

deforming the spring through a distance x. In the equilibrium

position the, spring force is kA St* In the displac'^'’ •position the

spring (force is A (A8t+.'^). The .ayerage spr? . during
the, deformatipniiis A(^at+*/2). . The work fng

tlie, spring is the strain energy, of the spring r .
-

''Average spring times the'deformation. -
./,
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Since no energy is being dissipated and no external force is

acting on the body, the total energy of the system at any

instant is constant. If E denotes the total energy of the system,

then

E=T+f/=constant

or i ^x2=constant (2.6.5)

Differentiating the above equation with respect to time t, we

have

mx x-\-kx x=0

and after cancelling out the common factor x, the following

equation results.

tnx-\-kx=0 (2 .6 .6)

This equation is the same as equation (2.2.2).

For finding out the natural frequency of a vibratory system

by energy method, it is sometimes convenient to equate the

maximum kinetic energy of the system (which occurs when

the system passes tluough the mean position where potential

energy is zero) to the maximum potential energy of the system

(which occurs in the extreme position where kinetic energy is

zero), i.e.

(^m«)^ =§/;
^

(2-6-7)

where -Y is the amplitude of vibration. Since kmas—
(Sec 1.3, oJa being used because the free vibrations are e.xcecuted

at the natural frequency), equation (2.6.7) reduces to

i m (a)n.Y)3=i k .Y2

or (2 6 .8)

the same .is equation (2.3.1).

Illustrative Example 2.6.1

A cylinder of weight IK and radius r rolls without slippUig on

a cylindrical surface of radius It. Find the natural frequency

for small oscillations about the lowest point.

Solution

Refer to Fig. 2.6.2. When the rolling cylinder is in the

lowest position, the point P' coincides with P. Conscfiuently,
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energy) due to its elevation
,

from a reference level and the

potential energy (strain energy) of the spring. Let us denote

the above three quantities by T, G and S.

"'j'jje kinetic energy of the body with rectilinear motion is

given by

T=^\mx- (2-6.1)

if the reference level is chosen as the equilibrium position,

then the potential energy due to the elevation ot the weight

from, the reference level is given by

G = — mgx (2.6.2)

The negative sign is included because there is a loss of energy as

the level is lowered by a distance x.

The strain energy of the spring is equal to the work done in

deforming the spring through a distance x. In the equilibrium

position the spring force is AA gt. In the displaced position the

spring force is A (Ast+^). The average spring force durmg
the deformation is A(A8t+^/2). The work done in deforming

the spring is the strain energy of the spring and is equal to the

average spring force times the deformation.

Therefore,
,
S = k (ABtd-*/2) * . ,

= A Ast. X -k-\k X-

But A.Aet == mg

Therefore, S = mgx + ^ Ax“ (2.6.3)

If the total potential energy due to gravitational effect and
the spring straining is denoted by U, then

U==.G-\-S
~ — mgx 4- mgx -p ^ kx-

or ^ kx^ (2.6.4)

Equation (2.6.4) shows that the total potential energy may be
obtained by imagining that the spring is deformed through a
distance x from its unstretched length, i. e. when the initial

force in the spring is zero and the final force kx. The average
force during this deformation is 4 A* and the work done being
equal to this average force times the deformation, is equal to

I Ax®. This takes into account the work done by deforming the
spring against the initial force and the gravitational work, both
of which neutralize:each other. t' • ;

•
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Since no energy is being dissipated and no external force is

acting on the body, the total energy of the system at any

instant is constant. If E denotes the total energy of the system,

then

£= T-f constant

or i constant (2.6.5)

Differentiating the above equation with respect to time t, we

have

mn x-\~kx x— 0,

and after cancelling out the common factor x, the following

equation results,

tnx-\-kx~Q (2.6.6)

This equation is the same as equation (2.2.2).

For finding out the natural frequency of a vibratory system

by energy method, it is sometimes convenient to equate the

maximum kinetic energy of the system (which occurs when

the system passes through the mean positica '.here potential

energy is zero) to the maximum potential eaerr-' o: the system

(which occurs in tlie extreme position whir^ icaedc energy is

zero), i.e.

(Fma*)^
,

(2-6.7)

where X is the amplitude of vibradcc. ^h:c= X
(Sec 1.3, cun being used because the fr^ ahr-xcicasareexcecuted

at the natural frequency), equaiica hi." recac*: ro

i m {iOoXys=k k X-i

or uJa==J— '2 5.'.

y m

the same as equation (2.3.1).

Illustrative Example 2.6.1

•A cylinder of weight i'/ ccxi
— - zzLs — cixhxr —

a cylindrical surface of

for small oscillations xcc'c: u:; hr. acc -r-~—
SolulioQ

Refer to Fig. 2.5.2. ' i '

lowest position, the i' --r-
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Fig. 2.6.2. A cylinder oscillating on another

cylindrical surface.

Arc CP' — Arc CF

or = R6 (2.6.9)

Translational velocity of the centre of the cylinder

== iR~r) e

Rotational velocity of the cylinder = {^— 9)

K.E. - (K.E.)xr + (K.E.)R„t

\ wr •
"
1* 1 • •

= 2- +

where Ju — mass M.I. of the cylinder about its axis.

P. E. = If iR-r) (1 - cos 9)

Now, Total Energy = K. E. + P, E. = constant

1 W r

,

- 1* 1 • .

or
^ J

+ r)(l— cos fl)

= const. (2.6.10)

Replacing ^ by— S [as obtained from equation (2 6 9)], and
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IV r-
/c by — . in equation (2.6.10), we have

~ i^(/e-r)- 02+ 1- Jt/ (I
*• S *• O ^

3 (/2-r)0»
, ,,

or -T + (1— cos 0) = const.
4}- g

DifTcrentiating the above equation,

~ i^)20 0 + (sin 0) 0 = 0

Cancelling out 0 throughout and replacing sin 0 by 0 for

small values of 0, we have

giving

1 » + 0

M
{R-r)

Ana.

^Uustrative Example 2.6.2

I

Find the natural frequency of vibration of the naif solid

cylinder shown in Fig. 2.6.3, when slightly dispUced from the

equilibrium position and released.

Fig. 2.6.3. A half cylinder oscillating on a flat surface.

Solution

Jq ^ /u
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In the displaced position at any instant, the energies of the

system are as follow.

P. E. = (1-cos 0)
^ d0

K. E. = Y
Therefore, W. ~ (1-cos 0)+^ = const.

Differentiating with respect to t,

W. ~ sinB.B + Jp 0 0=0

or /p0 == 0

which gives tpn
fw.~
V Stt. Jp

(2 .6 . 11
)

To find Jp, assume GP = OP - QG, which is true for small

amplitudes of vibration.

W W
Now Jp — Jq H GP^=Jg +~~{0P—0G)"

•\2

which gives

Substituting in equation (2.6. U), gives

JUl
y r(9iT-

"TL 2 SttJ

Snj

Wp
r(9iT-16)

Ans.

Illustrative Example 2.6.3

A U-tube, open to atmosphere at both ends contains a column
length / of a certain liquid. Find the natural period of

oscillation of the liquid column.

Solution

Let, at any instant, the liquid column be displaced from the

equilibrium position through a distance x as shown in Fig. 2.6.4.

Then, if p and A are the, weight density of the liquid, and' the

cross-section area of the tube respectively, then the mass of the

liquid column is pAljg and each particle in the liquid column
has a velocity x at that instant.
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Therefore, K. E.

For writing down the expression for P.E. of the system at this

instant, it may be considered that a length of the liquid

column has been physically taken away from the top of the left

side of the U-tube, and put down on top of the right side of the

U-tube, i.e. a weight of p/1* is raised through a distance x.

Therefore, P.E. = {pAx).x

The total energy of system is

= constant

Differentiating with respect to /, and cancelling out the

common terms, we have

h —X -f .V = 0
S

giving

and Ans.

Fig. 2.6.4. Vibrating liquid column in a U-tube.

Illustrative Example 2.6.4

Show that for finding the natural frequency of a spring-mass

system, the mass of the spring can bo taken into account by

adding one-third its mtiss to the main mass.
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Solution

Let I he the length of the spring under equilibrium condition

Consider an element dy of the spring at a distancej from the

support (see Fig. 2.6.5). It p is the mass per unit length of the

spring in equilibrium condition, then the mass of the spring Wa

= p I and the mass of the element dy is equal to p dy

Fig. 2.6.5. Effect of mass of the spring on natural frequency.

At any instant, let the mass be displaced from the equilibrium

position through a distance x. Then the potential energy of the

system is

P.E. (2.6.12)

The kinetic energy of vibration of the system at this instant

consists of K.E. of the main mass plus the K.E. ofthe spring. The
K.E. of the main mass is equal to | m'x^. The kinetic energy

of the element dy of the spring is i (p dy) x

Therefore the total kinetic energy of the system is given by
I

K.E. — J CT a;" -f-

j
Hp dy) )”

0

m x--^
xs 13

7a T
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2
= m a;2 + ^*2

1 ms

2 F
where ma = pZ is the mass of the spring.

Or K.E. - y[n! + 1-J;s (2,6,13)

Adding equations (2.6.12) and (2.6.13), we have

1 r « ,
I r .

W2a ~1

Ax® -f -^j
m "T X- = constant

Differentiating and cancelling out the common factor ^ > we
have

giving Wn = f

~
V m-rma/3

(2.6.14)

which shows that for finding the natural frequency of the

system, the mass of the spring can be taken into account by

addmg one-third its mass to the main mass. Ans.

PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE

2.1 A weight of 10 kg when suspended from a spring, causes

a static deflection of 1 cm. Find the natural frequency of

the system.

2.2 A car weighing 1000 kg deflects its springs 4 cm under

its load. Determine the natural frequency of the car

in vertical direction-

2.3 A spring-mass system has spring stiffness ofk kg/cm and

the weight of the mass IF kg. It has natural freq’oency

of vibration as 12 c.p.s. An extra 2 kg v/eight is concise:

to fV and the natural frequency reduces by 2 c.p.n

A and IV.

2-4 A steel vdre (E = 2.0 x 10* kg/cm®) is of 2 mm
b 30 meters long. It is fixed at the upper end acc

a weight IV kg at its lov/er end. Find SV jc ^
frequency of longitudinal vibrations is 4 tr-'d**-**^
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2.5 A load of 10 kg is supported by a steel wire 1 mm in

diameter and 3 meters' long. The system is made to move

upwards with a uniform velocity of 10 cm/sec
.
when the

upper end is suddenly stopped. Determine the frequency

and the amplitude of the resulting vibrations of the

load and the maximum stress in the wire.

2.6 A light cantilever of rectangular section (5 cm deep by 2.5

cm wide) has a weight fixed at its free end. Find the

ratio of the frequency offree lateral vibrations in vertical

plane, to, that in the horizontal plane.

2.7 The connecting rod shown in Fig. P.2.7 is supported at

the wirst pin end. It is displaced and allowed to oscillafe.

The weight of the rod is 5 kg and the CG is 20 cm from
the pivot point O. If the frequency of oscillation is .40

cycles per minute, calculate the moment of inertia of the

system about its CG.

2.8

A homogenous solid cylinder of mass m is linked by a
spring of constant A and is resting on an inclined plane as
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shown in Fig. P.2.8. If it rolls without slipping, find ou
its frequency of oscillation.

An inclined shaft carries an eccentric as shown in Fig
P.2.9. The shaft is inclined at an with the horizonta

and the moment of inertia of the system about the shaf

axis is J. Determine the frequency of oscillation due tc

a small imbalance it; kg at a ra dius b in the disc.

Fig. P.2.9.

2.10 Find the frequency of vibration for the system discussed

in Illustrative Example 2.2 2. What is the frequency of

vibration in the following special cases ?

(i) i = 0

(ii) a = 0

(iii) /=:«=«

IVhat physical models do these cases correspond to ?

2.11 Find the natural frequency of oscillation for the system

shown in Fig. P.2.11. Assume the bell cr.ink lever to be

light and stiff, and the mass m to be concentrated.

2.12 (a) Find the time period of small vibrations of an

inverted pendulum and spring system shown in Fig.
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P.2.12 (a), given that the pendulum is vertical in the

equilibrium position. Is there any limitation on the value

of fe ? Discuss.

m

Fig. P.2,12.

(b) Compare the time period of vibration of the above
system with that of one shown in .Fig. P. 2.12 (b).
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(b)

Fig. P.2.12.

2.13 A uniform bar AB, 60 cm long and weighing 100 kg is

supported on a hinge at one end A and on a spring

support at the other end B, so that it can vibrate in a

vertical plane. The stiffness of the spring is 20 kg/cm.

When in static equilibrium, the bar is horizontal. The

bar may be assumed to be flexurally rigid. The end B of

the bar is depressed one centimeter and released. Calculate

(i) the frequency of resulting vibrations,

(ii) the maximum bending moment at the mid-point of

the bar.

2.14 Determine the expression for the natural frequency of the

system shown in Fig. P.2.14. Assume that the wires
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connecting the weights do not stretch and are always in

tension.
2.15

Determine the torsional natural frequency of the system

shown in Fig. P.2.15. Neglect the mass moment of

inertia of the shaft. J = O'l kg-cm-sec^

J

20cm
I
5cTn| 20cm 20cm

I T T
Fig. P.2.15.

2.16 A torsion pendulum has to have a natural frequency of

5 cps. What length of a steel wire of diameter 2 mm
should be used for this pendulum. The inertia of the mass

fixed at the free end is 0.1 kg-cm-sec^ • ^Take G ==

0'85 X 10® kg/cm®.
. ,

2.17 The mass moment of inertia Jq of complicated bodies

about their centres ofgravity may be found by suspending

a light disc by three strings of length I each, attached at

points distant a from the centre of gravity as shown in

Fig. P.2.17. This device is known as Trifilar Suspension

and the body is placed in this suspension such that its

C.G. is vertically above the C.G. of the suspension. Show
that for small angle of oscillation d, the value of the

mass moment of inertia is given by

Where

and

weight of the body

T =time period of oscillation.
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2.18 A bifiliar suspension consists of a thin cylindrical rod of

weight W suspended symmetrically by two equal strings

as shown in Fig. P.2.18. Find the period of motion for

small angular oscillations of the rod about the vertical

axis y-y.

>

-

°

y
i

1 .
L J

r 1

Fig. P.2.18.
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1.19

A mass m is suspended from a spring system as shown in

Fig. P.2.19. Determine the natural frequency ofthe system.

ki==5 kgIcm

ki—kz—B kg!cm

Weight of the mass=25kg.

Fig. P.2.19.

2.20

Determine the equivalent length of shafting 2 cm
diameter which will have the same torsional sliffness as
the stepped shaft shown in Fig. P. 2.20.

t ^ A
4cn> OiA. 1cm DIA.

1

(

2 5 cm 25cm J

Fig, P.2.20.

2.21 Find an expression for the natural frequency of the
weight W for the system shown in Fig.P.2.2i. Neglect the
weight of the cantilever beam. Study the special cases
when

(i) A=co
(ii) /= eo

What physical models do these cases correspond to ?

2.22 Determine the natural frequency of the spring-mass-
pulley system shown in Fig. P. 2.22.
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2.23 A spherical body of radius r rolls without slipping on

a concave spherical surface of radius R. Find the

frequency of small vibration of the sphere about the

equilibrium position.

2.24 A cylinder of diameter D and weight W floats vertically

in a liquid of weight density p as shown in Fig. P.2.24. It

is depressed slightly and released. Find the period of its

oscillation.

2.25 A sphere of diameter D floats half submerged in water.

If the sphere is depressed slightly and released, determine
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Fig. P.2.24.

the period of vibration. What is this period ifD = 1

meter.

2.26 A pipe of length I and cross-sectional area Ao connects

two tanks of cross-sectional areas Ai and At as shown in

Fig. P.2.26. Show that the period of motion for small

oscillations of the fluid between the two tanks is given by

^ 9^ f h An (di + As) I As

AI gAo{Ai + As)

where h is the height of the fluid in the tanks above the

level of the connecting pipe.

Al ^3

1

r

ti

Ao
L-

L ^

Fig. P.2.26.

2.27 Show that for finding the natural frequency of torsional

oscillations of a shaft and disc system, the inertia of the
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shaft can be taken into account by adding one-third the
inertia of the shaft to that of the disc.

2.28 A uniform rod of weight fF and length I rests on the

curved surface ofa fixed cylinder as shown in Fig. P.2.28.

It is depressed slightly on one end and released. Find the

frequency of resulting vibrations.

2.29

Fig. P.2.28.

A vibration pick-up consists of a spring-mass system

suspended in an enclosure filled with a fluid as shown

in Fig. P.2.29, Show that its natural frequency is given by

K
M-\-(AiIA2)‘ m

where m is the mass of the fluid in the annular space

between the suspended mass and the enclosure.

Fig. P.2.29.



CHAPTER 3

DAMPED FREE VIBRATIONS DF SINGLE

DEGREE OF FREEDOM SYSTEMS

3.1 Introduction.

In general, all physical systems are associated with one or

the other type of damping. In certain cases the amount of

damping may be small and in other cases large. When damped

free vibrations take place, the amplitude of vibration gradually

becomes small and finally is completely lost. The rate at

which the amplitude decays, depends upon the type and

amount of damping in the system. The aspects we are primarily

interested in damped free vibration are

(i) the frequency of damped oscillations, and

(ii) the rate of decay.

3.2 Different types of dampings.

The damping in a physical system may be one of the several

types. In the following paragraphs only some of the important

types of dampings are discussed.

Viscous damping. This is the most important type of damping
and occurs for small velocities in lubricated sliding surfaces,

dashpots with small clearances, etc. Eddy current damping is

also of viscous nature. The amount of damping resistance will

depend upon the relative velocity and upon the parameters of

the damping system. For a particular system the damping
resistance is always proportional to the relative velocity.

One of the reasons for so much importance of this type of
damping is that it affords an easy analysis of the system by
virtue of the fact that the differential equation for the system
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becomes linear with this type of damping. That is the reason

why the systems are often represented to. include an equivalent

viscous damper even though the damping may not be truly

viscous.

Dry friction or Coulomb damping. This type of damping occurs

when two machine parts rub against each other, dry or

unlubricated. The damping resistance in this case is practically

constant and is independent of the rubbing velocity.

Solid or structural damping. This type of damping is due to the

internal friction of the molecules. The stress-strain diagram

for a vibrating body is not a straight line but forms a hysterisis

loop the area of which represents the energy dissipated due to

molecular friction per cycle per unit volume. The size of the

loop depends upon the material of the vibrating body,

frequency and the amount of dynamic stress.

Slip or interfacial damping : Energy of vibration is dissipated

by microscopic slip on the interfaces of machine parts in

contact under fluctuating loads. Microscopic slip also occurs

on the interfaces of the machine elements forming various types

of joints. The amount of damping depends amongst other

things upon the surface roughness of the mating parts, the

contact pressure, and the amplitude of vibration. This type of

damping is essentially of a non linear type.

3.3 Free vibrations with viscous damping.

Consider a classical spring-mass-dashpot system as shown in

Fig. 3.3.1 (a). In this figure, A is the stifihess of the spring,

m the mass of the body and c the damping coefficient. The

damping resistance at any instant is equal to cx where x is the

rel.itive velocity between the piston and the cylinder of the

dashpot. The spring and the dashpot are in parallel in this

case.

Imagine, at any instant, the system to be displaced through

a distance a: from the equilibrium position as shown in Fig.

3.3.1 (b). The body has, at this instant, a velocity x in die

downward direction and an accleration x in the downward

direction also, i.e. the direction of positive .v. The e.xtemal

forces acting on the body at diis instant are
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(i) the spring force kx acting in the upward direction, and

(ii) the damping force cx acting in the upward direction.

These forces are shown in Fig- 3.3.1 (c).

Therefore, from Newton’s second law of motion, we have

mx ~ — cx — kx

mx + cx 0 (3.3.1)

Fig. 3.3.1. Free vibrations with viscous damping.

This is the fundamental differential equation of motion for

a single degree of freedom system having damped, free

vibrations.

It may be noticed here tliat the gravitational force was not
included as one of the external forces; neither the spring

force due to static deflection was considered. These two forces

always neutralize eachother and so, were eliminated from the
very beginning. From now onwards, the forces considered in
any system will be the fo-ces on the body that will have come
into the picture beyond the equilibrium position.

Equation (3.3.1) is a linear differential equation of the second
order and its solution can be written as

st
^

(3.3.2) .

where, e ~ base of natural logarithms

-2.718
t = time
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and s = a constant to be determined.

Differentiating equation (3.3.2) twice with respect to time, we
have

dx • St

dt
- ^ -

d-x

df'-
X=iS^t

St

Substituting these expressions in equation (3.3.1), we get

ms~s^^ + 4- = 0

or {ms“ -T cs k) = 0

or ms- cs + k =0 (3.3,3)

The above equation is called the CliaracteriUic Equation of the

system. For a second order system (as the one under study)

this equation is quadratic in s, and in this case the two values

of s are given by

Jj,2 = c

2m
(3.3.4)

Plence a: andA:=tf^‘ may both be the solutions of

equation (3.3.1), and therefore, the most general solution may
be written as

a; (3.3,5)

where Ci and Cg are the two arbitrary constants to be determined

from the initial conditions. It may be pointed out here that

writing the solution in the form of equation (3.3.5) is possible

only where differential equations are linear, and so the principle

of superposition holds good. Such superposition does not hold

good in the case of non-linear differential equations.

In order to proceed further it is desirable to define a new

term called the critical damping cocjjicient, denoted by Cf. It is

that value of the damping coefficient c that makes the expression

within the radical sign of equation (3.3.4) vanish and thereby

igves two equal roots of s.
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Therefore,
|

r Co ’

2m ; m

Co = tUfl (3.3.6)

the damoing ratio may now be defined as the ratio of the damping

coefficient to the critical damping coefficient.

i. e., (3.3.7)

It may be made clear at this stage that the critical damping

coefficient is a constant depending upon the mass and stiffness

in the system, and is independent of the actual amount of

damping.

In equation (3.3.4),
c

Tm
can be written as

c
__

C Co

2m~ ^

= ^. tun [from equations (3.3.7) & (3.3.6)]

Therefore,

If c > Co or ^^~T7th^ is said to be over-damping in the

system.

If c— Ce 01 ^= 1, there is said to be critical damping in the

system,

If c< Co or 5 <1, there is said to be under-damping in the

system.

Depending upon these different amounts of damping in the
system, the values of s as seen from equation (3.3.8) will be
real and unequal, real and equal, and complex conjugate
respectively. Discussed below are the solutions for different
amount of damping in the system.

3.3A Over-damped system (?>1). In this system the
damping is comparatively large and the two values of j as given
by equation (3.3.8) are

^1 —C~?+ l] Wn

==[-S-V^2-lj cun
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and both are real and negative numbers. The solution of the
differential equation as given by equation (3.3.5) becomes

This is the final solution for an over-damped system and Fig.

3.3.2. shows the general behaviour of the system governed by
the above equation. The system is non-vibratory.

The procedure to obtain the values of the arbitrary constants

Cx and Co will be explained by tak’mg some initial conditions.

The procedure is quite general for any initial conditions.

Fig. 3.3.2. Displacement-time plot of an over-damped

system with general initial conditions.

Let us imagine the body to be displaced through a distance

Xo from the equilibrium position and released without any

initial velocity. Then

X —Xo at t=0

X =0 att=0

Differentiating equation (3.3.9) with respect to I, we have

Substituting in the equations giving x and x, the initial

conditions of equation (3.3.10), we have

}
(3.3.10)
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Xo—Ci+C-i

0~Ci [— ^+

—

.. . +
giving a

and C.-
2vfiifT

Substituting the values ofCi and Ca in equation (3.3.9), we have

^'1 +[-? + vF^]'
SamM

(3.3.11)

Since the power of e is negative in both the terms in th"

above equation, they both decrease exponentially with t, and

so X decreases as I increases, becoming zer as t-^ca

.

The

non-dimensional displacement-time plots of the system as

governed by equation (3.3.11), i.e. for zero starting velocity,

for various values of ^ (1(> 1) are shown in Fig. 3.3.3. In all

Fig. 3.3.3. Displacement-time plots of over-damped and
critically damped systems with zero starting velocity.
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these curves the system comes to the equilibrium position in

nearly an exponential manner. Higher the damping, more
sluggish is the response of the system. This may even be seen

physically that higher the damping, more resistance to motion

is there; and therefore slower is the movement. Theoretically,

however, the system will take infinite time to come back to the

equilibrium position once it is disturbed from it. This type of

motion is called aperiodic motion.

3.3 B Critically damped system (C=l). For the system

having critical damping, the two values of s as given by

equation (3.3.8) are equal to each other,

i.e. = - —Wn-

The solution of equation (3.3.3), for Si=S3 , is given by
"7

*

Or

Or [Ci+Cjt]#-'""' (3.3.12)

The above equation is the solution for a system having

critical damping. For finding the values of the two arbitrary

constants Ci and C^, we take the same set of initial conditions

as given by equation (3.3.10). Differentiating equation

(3.3.12) with respect to i.

Substituting the initial conditions of equation (3.3.10) in the

equations for x and x above, we have

Xq “ Cl

0 =C2 — waCi

which give

Ci=:Xo

and C^=wnXo

Substituting the values of Ci and Q in equation (3.3.12),

x=A'o (l+a,a0 (3'3.I3)

The value of .V in the above equation can be shown to

decrease as t increases, and ultimately tends to zero as t tends
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to infinity. The non-dimensional displacement-time plot of the

system as given by equation (3.3.13) is shown in Fig. 3.3.3 as

a dotted curve. This is also an aperiodic motion, and in this

case the displacement-time curve lies below any of the curves

for over-damped system.

3.3C Under-damped system {^<1). This is by far the

most usual case that exists in physical systems and is therefore

the most important. The system in this case is said to have

small damping.

The two values of s as given by equation (3.3.8) can be

written as

Si — [-C+jVl—

Here the roots are complex conjugate and the solution of the

differential equation as given by equation (3.3.5) becomes

V l~?21 wnf
x^Cie

(
3.3 . 14)

The equation in this form is not very useful and so is

changed as below.

r = «
-^Vl-ca

Applying the relationships

ja ...
e = cos a + j sin a

—ja . .

e = cos a — j sm a

to the equation for x, we have

or a: = ^ [(Cx+C*) cosVl-C^u-nf

+ j (Cl— Ca) sin V 1 —
The constants (Ci+Cs) and j {Ct~C^) in the above equation

are real quantities which make Ci and Ca complex conjugate
quantities.
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The equation derived above can be written in either of the

following three forms.

X = t [A cos v''! —
+ B sinv/l-C^wnO

X ~Aie cos [\/l— -r ^i]

X — Ait sin [v/l — 4- ^ 2]

The motion governed by the above equations is of the

oscillatory type with the damped natural frequency of vibration

given by

01,1 = aj„ (3.3.16)

and an amplitude which decreases in an exponential manner
with the increase in time (see Fig. 3.3.4).

Fig. 3.3.4. Displacement-time plot of an under-damped

system with general initial conditions.

Take the same set of initial conditions as given in equation

(3.3.10). Differentiating one of the equation (3.3.15), say the

third one, with respect to /, we have

X = .4, V cos [v/TT*

—A«i^(une sin [ Vl— "f '/-j]

Substituting the initial conditions of equation (3.3.10) in the

third equation (3.3.15) and the equation above for .r, we have

A(j — At sin <pt

1

(3.3.15)

i

J
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0 = ^3 Vl— con cos <f>f
— (an sin (j>z

which give

, Xo

Vl-^2

,
r i_r2-= tan“^ 2-

L ^ J-

Substituting these values in the starting equation, i.e. tht

tlurd equation (3,3.15), we finally have

Xq —

.

X = ===— e sm
Vi-^2

sin \/ 1— ca^tA-

tan-":^\rff
J

(3.3.17)

Fig. 3.3.5 Displacement-time plots of underdamped
system with zero velocity.
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This equation is of the oscillatory type and has an amplitude

^ which is seen to decay exponentially with

time Theoretically, the system will never come to rest

although the amplitude of vibration may become infinitely

small.

The non-dimensional displacement-time plots of the system

as governed by equation (3.3.17) for various values of C (C<1)
are shown in Fig. 3.3.5. All these curves show the decay of

the vibratory motion. Higher the damping value, faster is

the decay. Form this figure it is also seen that the frequency

of damped free oscillations decreases with the increase in

This is according to relation (3.3.16) which is plotted in Fig.

Fig. 3.3.6. Variation of damped natural frequency

with damping.

3.3.6. The decrease in the damped natural frequency with the

increase in ^ is small initially but is very steep as C increases

further. This shows, therefore, that the damped natural

frequency of a lightly damped system may be taken as

approximately equal to the undamped natural frequency.

From the three cases discussed in the preceding paragraplis

it is seen that the overdamped and critically d.amped systems

have aperiodic motion while the underdamped system has

oscillatory motion. Critical damping is the least amount of

damping that a system can have for non-oscillatory or aperiodic

motion.
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Putting down the initial conditions as before, we have

0 = Cj

Aoja — — Cl ojn -} Ca

which give

Cl = 0

and Ca = Acun

Hence equation (3.3.20) becomes

. ,
-ojat (3.3.21)

X — A cuni e

Case (Hi) ^ = 0.2 (under damped).

Substituting ^ = 0.2 in the third of equations (3.3.15), we

have

X = Az e~^-^ sin (0-98 a.n( + <^ 2 ) (3.3.22)

Differentiating,

— 0.2 coal .

sin (0.98 (dJ + ^a)

—0.2 CUjxt

x~~0.2 ojnAj e

-f 0’98 Clin A^e ^°^cos (0.98 + <f>i)

Substituting the initial conditions in the above two equations,

we have

0 = Aj sin <^a

Aula — — 0.2 oja As sin ^2 !* 0.98 wn As cos <l>s

or An sin ^a = 0

As cos (^2 = 1.02 A
which give

As = 1.02 A
cfls = 0

Hence equation (3.3.22) becomes

a: = l.02Ae ‘““'sin (0 98 ojat) (3.3.23)

Equations (3.3.19), (3.3.21) and (3.3 23) are plotted as titree

difft rent curves in Fig. 3.3.7. Ads.

Illustrative Example 3.3.2

Between a solid weight of 10 kg and the floor are kept two

slabs of isolators, natural rubber and felt, in series, as shown

in Fig. 3.3.8 (a). The natural rubber slab has a stiffness of

3 kg/cm and an equivalent vucous damping coefficient of 0.

1
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S=02

Hi

Fig. 3.3-7 Time-displacement plots for over-damped,

critically damped and imder-damped systems

with zero initial displacement.

kg-sec/cm. The felt slab has a stiffness of 12 kg/cm and an

equivalent viscous damping coeflacient of 0.33 kg-sec/cm.

Determine the undamped and the damped natural frequencies
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of the system in vertical direction. Neglect the weights of the

isolators.

sviokg

(innnrrrrrrrri

NATUMAl.
RUBBER v/=io».g

l<r= 3

-FEt-T k/eis?;

Cr«OiO

iOkg

CfeO-33
Ve:g

rm rinymm : n-n^urm

Fig. 3.3.8. A system with two isolators in series.

Solution

The isolators being in series, the system can be schematically

represented by Fig. 3.3.8 (b). This can be further reduced to

that shown in Fig. 3.3.8. (c), where and ro are the equivalent

stiffness and the equivalent damping coelBcient for the system,

given by

-1 = -1 +
*0 *r

^

12

1 _ I 1

ki 3 12

or Ao = = 2.4 kg/cm

Cq Ct ct 0.1

1

0.33

12

= 13

or Cq = = 0.077 kg-sec/cm

Now, wa = — = A f 15.33 rad/se
\ m V 10

. 15.33 _ ,

,

= —= 2.44 c.p.3.or Ans.

tO(l = 1 — C* ‘Vn

V _

2\/katn

0.077 = 0-246

980

Therefore, cud — X 15*33 = 14.85 rad/sec.

or /d
14-85 „2-36 c.p.s. Ans.

Illustrative Example 3.3.3

A gun barrel weighing 600 kg has a recoil spring of stiffness
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30,000 kgl meter. If the barrel recoils 1.3 meters on firing,

determine,

(a) the initial recoil velocity of the barrel,

(b) the critical damping coefficient of the dashpot which is

engaged at the end of the recoil stroke,

(c) the time required for the barrel to return to a position

5 cm from the initial position.

Solution

(a) Energy stored at the end of the recoil

X 30,000 + 1.32

= 25,300 kg-meters.

This should be equal to the initial kinetic energy of the

barrel since no energy is lost in the recoil of the barrel.

W
Therefore, i

g

or

or

giving

25,300

= 25,300
9.8

Fo2 = 827

Vo 28‘75 meters/sec.

(b) The critical damping coefficient is given by
Cc ~ 2 V

Ans.

or Co

(C) Wo

30,000x600

9.8

2710 kg-sec/meter Ans<

27r 2‘a

22-1

30,000 X 9.8

600

= 0.284 sec.

22 '1 rad/sec

Time for the recoil or outward stroke

,
= X time period

0-284 „
== == 0-071 sec.

During the return stroke the system has critical damping,
whose equation (3.3.12) is re-written below.
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;t = (C1+C2 1) e

Differentiating,

Counting time from the end of the recoil stroke or the

beginning of the return travel, we have the inidal conditions as

x = 1.3

X = 0

^

Substituting these initial conditions in the equations for .v and
X above, we have

1.3 = Cl

0 — C2— Cl CUn

giving

Cl = 1.3

Co = 28.8

Therefore the equation of motion becomes

X (1.3+28,8 t)
-22.1 t

e
(3.3.24)

Now it is required to 6nd t when x = 0.05. This can be

done by trial and error as follows.

t 28.8 / 1.3+ 28.8/
1

— OO*) 1 1

e
1

X

0.10 2.88 4.18 0.11 0.460

0.20 5.76 7.06 0.012 0.085

0.21 6.05 7.35 0.0096 0.071

0.22 6.35 7.65 0.0077 0.049

Or, the appro.ximate time = 0.22 seconds when x — 0‘5

meters (actually x will be 0’049 instead of 0 05).

Therefore, the total time required by the barrel to move out

and to return to a position given by x = 0'05 meters is given

by

Total time = 0.071 + 0'22

Or T 0’29 seconds. .iVnii.
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The displacement-time plot of system under the above

mentioned conditions is shown in Fig. 3.3.9.

Fig. 3.3.9. Displacement-time plot of a system

with zero damping in the outward

stroke and critical damping in the

return stroke.

niastrative Example 3.3.4,

The system shown in Fig, 3.3.10 is displaced from its static

equilibrium position to the right a distance of 1 cm. An
implusive force acts towards the left on the mass at the instant

'

of its release to give it an initial velocity Fq in that direction.

/wwwwH
/

j6 kg /cm
c 5 » skg -see /cm
W a 3.8 kg

Fig. 3.3.10. Motion of a system with initial

displacement and an initial

velocity.
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(a) Derive an expression for the displacement of the m.us
from the equilibrium position in terms of time t and initial

velocity Vg.

(b) What value of Fg would be required to make the mass

pass the position of static equilibrium sec after it is

applied ?

(c) What would be the maximum displacement of the mtiss

to the left of the static equilibrium position for (b) ?

Solution.

The equation of motion of the system is given by

IF ••— X +CX -{- Ax = 0
g

For this system

tun = = ^6x980 _ 40 rad/sec
A/ IF M 9-8

^ =
1-6x980 = 2-0

2m cug 2 X 9-8 X 40

Therefore, the system is an over-damped one, and its

equation (3.3.9) is

= C, +C. ,t-«-

Substituting the values of ^ and Wa we have

^ -10-8 t, ^ -149-2/ (3.3.25)

X = Cl e "H C(2 e

The initial conditions are

* = 1

X = -Fo

Differentiating equation (3.3.25) substituting the initial

conditions in both the equations,

1 = Cl Cj

-Fo = -10-8 Cl -149-2 Cl

giving

C, = 1-08-0-00723 Fo

Cl = -0-08-b0-00723 Fo

}
at / = 0
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(a) Substituting the values of the constants Ci

equation (3.3.25), we have,

1 40 9 t C
~ (0.00723 Fo-0.08)« J

which is the final solution.

and Cs in

(3.3.26)

Ans.

(b) At i = ^sec, = 0

Applying this condition to equation (3.3.26)

0 = (1.08-0.00723

d- (0.00723 F„-0.08)

Solving, gives

Vo — 196 cm/sec. Ans.

(c) Substituting the above value of Vq in equation (3.3.26),

* = - 0.34 +1.34
^

(3.3.27)

In order to find the maximum displacement, we differen-

tiate the above equation and equate it to zero for zero velocity

(corresponding to the maximum displacement) i.e..

X = 3.66 e
-10.8 t

200 e
149.2 t = 0

or
200 -10.81 + 149.2 t 138.41

3.66

which gives 1 = 0.029 sec.

This value of 1 is substituted in equation (3.3.27) to get the

maximum displacement, or

•149.2x0.029

or

-10.8x0.029,,,,
^oiBx —

’

0.34 s + 1.34 €

Xm&x — — 0.23 cm.

The negative sign shows that tlus displacement is on the left

side of the equilibrium position. Ans.

3.4 Logarztlimic decrement.

Let us go back to Fig. 3.3.4. for the free vibrations of an
imderdamped system. Consider two points, A and B, corres-

ponding to the times 1a and 1b, where
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Io— Ia — 7T

V 1—

If we look at the equation (3.3.17) for an unclerdarnped

system the amplitude of the damped oscillation is given by the

Xo
, envelope of the m.axiin3sexpression

Vl-C-
of the displacement-time curve. It is shown as a dotted curve

in Fig. 3.3.4. Now the height of the displacement-time curve

at t ~ Ia is equal to tiie height of the envelope at the same
time.

Therefore, xa
Xo

e

and

Dividing

Xo . —Kt^nla

one by the other,

Xa _ ^
(<A— ts)

XXi

?Wn(^B— ^a)
C

But, hi- (a =

Therefore,
XB

27T

V
2 . KIV{l-K^)

or loge
XA

xb

2^5
V l-C=

This is called the Logarithmic Decrement and is denoted by o.

Therefore, 8 = log^-—^ = ' (3.4.1)
XB Vl-J^-

This shows that the ratio of any two successive amplitudes

for an underdamped system, vibrating freely, is constant and

is a function of the damping only. For small values of ^ tJie

above equation reduces to

5 == 2 ^ (3.4.2)

The logarithmic decrement b abo given by the equation

S -.y - logo-^ (3.4.3)
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(a) Substituting the values of the constants Ci and Ca in

equation (3.3.25), vve have,

— 10 .8< 1

a; = (l,08-0.00723Fo)^ I
^

149.2 tj

+ (0.00723 Fo-0.08)«

which is the final solution.

(3.3.26)

Ans.

(b) At t

1

100
sec, ;c = 0

Ans.

Applying this condition to equation (3.3.26)

0 == (1.08- 0.00723

— 1*49

+ (0.00723 Fo-0.08) «

Solving, gives

Fo = 196 cm/sec.

(c) Substituting the above value of Fq in equation (3.3.26),

-10.8t - 149.2 < /c?(?07\X = — 0.34 e +1-34 e (3.3.27)

In order to find the maximum displacement, we differen-

tiate the above equation and equate it to zero for zero velocity

(corresponding to the maximum displacement), i.e..

3.66 «
-10.8 t

200 e
^ - 0

or
200

3.66

which gives t

-10.8 t + 149.2 < 138.4f= e =e

0.029 sec.

This value of t is substituted in equation (3.3.27) to get the

maximtun displacement, or

or

^njax —^ — 0.34 €

^max = — 0.23 cm.

10.8x0.029
+ 1.34

-149.2x0.029

The negative sign shows that this displacement is on the left

side of the equilibrium position. Ans.

3.4 Logarithmic decrement.

Let us go back to Fig. 3.3.4. for the free vibrations of an
underdamped system. Consider two points, A and B, corres-
ponding to the times tj, and is, where
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TT

V I

If%velook at the equation (3.3.17) for an underdamped

system the amplitude of the damped oscillation is given by the

expression
y ^

° which is the envelope of the raaximas
a/i-?

of the displacement-time curve. It is shown as a doited curve

in Fig. 3.3.4. Now the height of the displacement-time curve

at t — iA is equal to the height of the envelope at the same

time.

ATo
Therefore, Xa =

and Xb —

— ^con^A

V i-r-

Dividing one by the other,

xa _ ^
—^oju {(a—Ib)

J^<^n(iB—^A)

But, C}i—tA
V

Therefore,
XA 2^ Kivil-^^)

or log,
XA 2^K

60
XB V 1-^“

This is called the Logarithmic Decrement and is denoted by 5.

(3.4.1)Therefore, S = loga-^ = —
XB Vl~K“

This shows that the ratio of any two successive amplitudes

for an underdamped system, vibrating freely, is constant and
is a function of the damping only. For small values of K the

above equation reduces to

S ^ 2 TT (3.4.2)

The logarithmic decrement is also given by the equation

S =
n

logc
Xo

(3.4.3)
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where Xo represents the amplitude at a particular maxima and

Xo represents the amplitude after a further n cycles. This can.

be proved easily as below.

S == loge
—— = loge~ ••• = ioge—
Xi X2 Xa

„ 1
,

Xo
or o =— loge —

The logarithmic decrement method is often used to find the

amount of damping in a physical system.

Slastradve Example 3.4,1

The disc of a torsional pendulum has a moment of inertia

of 600 kg-cm* and is immersed in a viscous fluid. The brass

shaft attached to it is of 10 cm diameter and 40 cm long.

When the pendulum is vibrating, the observed amplitudes on
the same side of the rest position for successive cycles are 9°, 6°

and 4°. Determine,

(a) logarithmic decrement,

(b) damping torque at imit velocity, and

(c) the periodic time of vibration.

Assume for the brass shaft G=4.5X 10® kg/cm-.

What would the frequency be if the disc is removed from
the viscous fluid ?

Solution

(a) Logarithmic decrement

S = loge |- (or loge ~
^

= loge 1.5 = 0 405

or 5 = 0.405

(b) Since, S =
Ans.
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therefore,

or,

or

(1-^:=) 5-

s» =

=

i :t= K-

- C*

3

\/-^t=+5-

0'405

‘>/‘hT--r "405^
= 0-0645

Now damping torque at unit velocity is the torsional

damping coefficient c of the system, given by

c

Cc

or c = ^Cc

But Cc= [Similar to equation (3-3.6)]

Therefore c = ^2 (3.4.4)

The moment of inertia of the system has been given as 600

kg-cm*. This is the weight moment of inertia as seen from the

units. We need mass moment of inertia J to be used in vibra-

tion equations.

Therefore J = - kg-cm-sec*

= 0-611 kg-cm-sec^

Torsional stiffness of the shaft.

ki =
G, Ip _ C
'~~T~ I

4-5 X 105 77

40 32
X 10‘ = Tlx 10’ kg-cm/rad.

Substituting the values of C, J and kt as found .above, in

equation (3.3.4), we have,

c = 0-0645 X 2 X -v/ T1 X 10’ x 0-611

= 334 kg-cm/rad.

This is the damping torque at unit velocity. Ans.

(c) Periodic time of vibration.
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Now, a.„ = r^= r WxlOL = 4240 rad/sec-vow, a

"V / N 0'6U

Therefore t= -— = 0-00149 sec. Ans.ihereiore t
^240 X -0-0645-

The frequency when the disc is removed from the viscous

fluid, is the natural frequency of the system, and is given by

But a>n — 4240 rad/sec as found above.

. 4240 _

Hence fn — 675 c.p.s.

3-5 Viscous dampers.

There are two important types of viscous dampers that are

invariably used for providing viscous damping in vibrating

systems. These are described below.

3.5.1 Fluid dashpot. This consists of a piston mowng to

and fro in a cylinder full of viscous fluid

as shown in Fig. 3.5.1.' There are three

components of damping that are experienced

when the piston moves in the cylinder.

These are:—

( i ) Damping due to the drag of the fluid.

( ii ) Damping produced by the pressue

flow of the fluid through the clearance

space as a result of piston displace-

ment.

(iii) Damping resistance due to the

pressure difference on the two sides Fig. 3.5.1.

of the piston. This pressure difference Fluid dashpot.
is caused by the restriction to the fluid

flow due to the piston motion.
,

It can be shown that if the clearance between the piston and
the cylinder is small, the first two components of the damping
are negligible and the total damping is wholly due to the third
component, and is given by
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where

12 M .ia-/

(3 . 5 . 1 ;

c = viscous damping coefficient (kg-sec/cm),

p. ~ coefficient of viscosity of the fluid (kg-<ec;c.m-),

.'Ip = area of one flat side of the piston (cm*),

I = length of the piston (cm),

Dm — mean diameter of the piston and the cylinder

(cm),

e — clearance between the piston and the cylinder

(cm).

The assumptions used in deriving the above relations are:—

damping medium being a perfect fluid, sharp edge orifice

effects neglected, piston rod dia small as comp.ired to piston

dia, laminar flow in the clearance .space, piston and cylinder

being concentric.

Because of the above assumptions, the equation (3.5.1) is

only approximate.

In practice some adjusting device is used in order to adjust

the damping to the required value.

3.5.2 Eddy current damping. Consider a non-ferrous

conducting rectangular plate being moved in a direction

perpendicular to the lines of magnetic flux as shown in

Fig. 3.5.2 As the pl.ate moves, a current is induced in the plate

t

!

r /

3 i

Fig. 3.5.2. Principle of eddy current damping.

and is proportional to the velocity of the plate. This current

is in the form of eddy current that set up a magnetic field in

a direction opposing the original magnetic field tiiat causes
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them- Thus, there is a resistance to the motion of the plate in

a magn tic field. The resisting force produced by the flux

field from the eddy currents is proportional to the velocity.

Hence, mechanical damping of the viscous type is achieved.

This type of damping is used in many vibrometers and also

in some other vibration control systems.

3,6 Dry friction or Coulomb damping.

Consider two dry sliding surfaces with a normal reaction N
between them. Then the force of friction acting on each of

the two mating surface is given by

F=fiJV (3.6.1)

where \s. is defined as the coefficient of friction between the

two mating surfaces. The dependence of n on the relative

rubbing velocity is shown in Fig. 3.6.1, For ideally smooth

surfaces, dry friction coefficient pi is independent of velocity.

• For rough surfaces, dry friction coefficient decreases somewhat

initially with the increase in velocity (shown exaggarated in the

figure), and then is practically constant, allhough it does

decrease very slightly with further increasing velocities also.

For the lubricated surfaces, ti is approximately proportional ' to

< elocity giving an approximately viscous damping.

Fig. 3.6.1. Dependence of the coefficient of friction on
relative velocity.

For the case under study we shall take n as constant

throughout the velocity range. The slight decrease in friction

coefficient with increase in velocity is responsible for many
cases of the phenomenon known as Self-Excited vibrations.
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The aspects that we are interested in, in connection with free

vibrations with Coulomb damping, are

(
i ) the frequency of damped oscillations, and

( ii

)

the rate of decay of these oscillations.

These are analysed in the following paragraphs.

3.6A Frequency of damped oscillations. Imagine a

spring-mass system as shown in Fig. 3.6.2 (a), with the mass

capable of sliding on a dry surface, /X being the coefficient of

dry friction between the two surfaces. In the equilibrium

position shown, the spring is unstretched and no friction force

acts on the mass. Take the positive direction of x towards the

right and therefore, the positive direction of x also towards the

right.

Mass displacid towards right moving towards right.

Let the mass at any instant be displaced towards the right of

i

%

- / r/y/!// /O’ /.

(c)

Fig. 3.6,2. Free vibration with dry tricuzz 'w.: —

(a) Equilibrium positica. fa liisis .ra'.;

right and moving towarcs rzzzz: z hLzss

to'.vards right and ms-.dag tz . arai
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the equilibrium position and be moving towards the right as

shown in Fig. 3.6.2 (b). Then friction force F on the mass is

acting towards the left (i.e. in the negative direction). The

spring force on the mass is also acting towards the left (negative

direction). Therefore the equation of motion of the mass for

this part of the motion is as follows.

mx — — kx — F

or =0 (3.6.1)

T ,

P
Let ^ + "X

“

Therefore, X —y

Substituting for x and x in equation (3.6.1), we have

k
y ^ y — 0

m
(3.6.2)

This is simple harmonic motion about j>' = 0 ^or ^

and is true only for that quarter of the cycle when the mass

is displaced towards right and is moving towards right. The
natural frequency of vibration for this part of the simple

harmonic motion is obtained from equation (3.6.2) as,

X
m

Mass displaced towards right and moving towards left. In this

case, the friction force on the body acts towards the right
(i.e. positive direction), because the body is now moving
towards the left. This is shown in Fig. 3.6.2 (c). Every thing
else remains the same as in the previous case. The equation
of motion is

m X — — kx F

“ ' + u^- t)= »

FNow let X— -r- = _)!

K

Therefore, x ~y

(3.6.3)
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Substituting for x and x in equation (3.6.3), wc have

y = 0
m

i.e. the same as equation (3.6.2)

This is again simple harmonic motion about ^ 0

^or X— = 0^, and is true only for that quarter of the

cycle when the mass is displaced towards the right and moving

towards the left. The natural frequency for this part of the

simple harmonic motion is again

“• -

Similarly it can be shown that the frequency of vibration in

the other two quarters, which also form parts of simple harmo-

nic motion, is also

Fig. 3.6.3. Disphcemeai-time plot of a system

free vibrations with Coulomb damp'
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- f ^
wa A

“V m

While the system is displaced towards the left and moving

towards the left, it has simple harmonic motion about

_F

k
Q, and while it is displaced towards the left and

moving towards the right, it has simple harmonic motion about

X + — =: 0. The displacement-time plot for such a system

is shown in Fig. 3.6.3.

It can be clearly seen from this figure that each half cycle

corresponding to the body moving in one direction, is a part of

a simple harmonic motion about a point other than the

equilibrium position. The frequency of vibration for each one

of these half cycles is /— . Hence, the frequency of

'V m
vibration for a system having Coulomb damping is the same as

that of an undamped system,

i.e. Wu

or the time period of one complete cycle is

COji

(3.6.4)

(3.6.5)

Each of the portions AB, BC, CD, DE, etc. of the plot in

Fig. 3.6.3 is traversed in time x/4 or Tr/2ton

3.6 B Rate of decay of oscillations. Fig. 3.6.3 also

shows the rate of decay of free vibrations with Coulomb
damping. It is seen that when the body moves from point A to

point C, the motion is a part of simple harmonic motion about
B. If we consider the motion about the equilibrium position
= 0, it is clear from the figure that in moving from A to C,

the body has lost an amplitude of 2F/A:. Similarly there is

another loss of amplitude equal to 2F/1: about the equilibrium
position in the next half cycle GDE. Thus the amplitude loss

2,P
^

per half cycle is and therefore, the amplitude loss

4F
cycle IS equal to —r-

per
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Tills conclusion cnn nlso be cirswn IVoni energy viewpoint.

In Fig. 3.6.3, let Xa be the amplitude of the body from the

mean position, to start with. After half a cycle, when it has
reached the other extreme, let the amplitude be xc. Since in

these two extreme positions the velocities of the mass is zero,

the total energies in two positions are the potential energies and
are respectively equal to i kxA^ and i kxc^. The difference

between the two total energies must be equal to the energy
dissipated or work done against friction.

The friction force F is constant throughout the motion A to

C. The distance moved by the body is equal to (xa+Xc)-
Therefore, work done against friction is equal to F (xa+xc)-

Equating this to the loss of total energy of system, we have

ikxA“—hfcxc“ — F (xa+xg)

or. Xa— xc = 2Flk

Similarly, it can be shown that

Xc—XE = 2F/&

Adding the above two equations,

Xa—XE — 4F/A (3.6.6)

that is, the amplitude loss per cycle is equal to 4F/A

In the case of viscous damping, the ratio of any two successive

amplitudes was constant and the envelope of the maximas of

the displacement-time plot was an exponential curve. In the

case of Coulomb damping, the difference between any two

successive amplitudes is constant and the envelope of the maxi-

mas of the displacement-time plot is a straight line’ (Fig. 3.6.3).

Another point of difference between the two types of dam-

pings is that in the case of viscous damping, the body once

disturbed from the equilibrium position finally comes to rest

in the equilibrium position (although it takes theoretically

infinite time to do so), whereas in the case of Coulomb damping

the body may finally come to rest in the equilibrium position

or in a displaced position depending upon the initial amplitude

and the amount of friction present.

Illustrative Example 3.6.1

A horizontal spring mass system with Coul*
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a weight of 5.0 kg attached to a spring' of stiffness. 1.0 kg/cm.

If the coefficient of friction is 0-025, calculate

(a) the frequency of free oscillations,

(b) the number of cycles corresponding to 50% reduction

in amplitude if the initial amplitude is 5-0 cm, and

(c) the time taken to achieve this 50% reduction.

Solution

For the horizontal system the normal reaction is equal to

the weight of the mass.

Therefore, F — yL W = 0*025 X 5 — 0'125 kg.

(a) ojn = ^
== 14-0 rad/sec

/n == - ~ 2*23 cycles/sec.
Ztt 2, Tt

(b) Initial amplitude = 5*0 cm

Ans.

Amplitude after 50% reduction = 2*5 cm
Total reduction in amplitude = 5.0 — 2.5 — 2*5, cm

4F 4X0*125Reduction in amplitude/cycle =

Number of cycles for 50% reduction

k 1

0-5 cm

^7^
=5 cycles. Ans.

(c) Time taken to achieve the 50% reduction

— time taken to perform 5 cycles

5 X
2Tr

<on

5 X 27r

14
= 2*242 seconds. Ans.

Illustrative Example 3,6.2

A verticle spring of stiffness 10 kg/cm supports a mass of 40
^ friction force of 5 kg which always resists the

vertical displacement whether upwards or downwards. The
mass is released from a position in which the total extension of
the spring IS 12-6 cm. Determine the final e.xtension of the
spring m the position in which system comes to rest.
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Solution

Extension of the spring under equilibrium condition when no

W 40
no friction is present = = — = 4 cm.

Total extension of the spring when initially relased= 12.6 cm.

Therefore, initial extension of the spring from the equilibrium

position = 12.6—4 = 8.6 cm.

4 F 4x5
Loss of amplitude per cycle = —^

=
~Yq“

“ cm.

This shows the number of complete cycles that the system

undergoes is only 4.

Amplitude at the end of four cycles

= 8.6 — 4x2.0 = 0.6 cm.
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Refering to Fig. 3.6.4, it is necessary now to check whether

the mass will come to rest in this extended position at the end

of 4 cycles (Point A), or will move up to start the fifth cycle.

Considering the forces from the equilibrium position, the

spring force acting on the mass in the upward direction

— k X extension

= lOxO'6 = 6 kg.

The resisting friction force = 5 kg.

Thus the spring force is more than the friction force and

therefore the mass starts moving up. Let the mass start up

from point A and finally come to rest in any position, say point

B. At points A and B, the system has only the potential energy

of the spring. The difference in these potential energies

must be equal to the work done in moving the distance

(jca—xb) against the friction force.

Therefore, 4 kxA^—^ kx-s? — F (s:a— xb)

Substituting the values of xa = 0.6, F — 5 and A = 10, and

solving for gives

xs == 0'6 or 0'4 cm.

The two values of xb correspond to the two stationary points

for which the above energy equation is applicable. However,
it has been shown that the body does start from xb = 0.6.

Therefore, it finally comes to rest in the extended position of
0’4 cm beyond the equilibrium position.

Hence, the final extension of the spring in the final rest

position = 44'0’4=4‘4 cm. The displacement-time plot of the

motion is shown in Fig. 3.6.4. Ans.

3.7 Solid or structural damping

This is one of the most important types of dampings since it

occurs in all vibrating systems subject to elastic restoring forces.

The amount of damping, however, is small.

Elastic materials’ stress-strain plots are different for loading
and for unloading. When such a material is subjected to
cyclic reversal of loading, a hysterisis loop appears on the
stress-strain plot and the area of this loop is the energy
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dissipated per unit volume per cycle. All this means, is that

more work is done on the system while straining it than what is

recovered during its relaxation. This type of damping is also

called Hysteresis Damping. It is proportional to the stress

amplitude of the elastic material and therefore proportional to

the amplitude of the vibrating body. This proportionality

holds good upto a certain stress amplitude after which it is

found to increase much more rapidly with the stress amplitude.

Cast iron has much more hysterisis damping than mild steel.

If two similar systems are set vibrating such that their initial

stress amplitudes are the same, then each will d imin ish equally

in amplitude on a per cycle basis. The system of higher

natural frequency, however, will be damped out earlier with

respect to time since it executes more number of cycles per unit

time.

Illustrative Example 3.7.1

A system ‘A^ having structural damping executes 12 cps in

free vibrations. Another similar system ‘B' executes 15 cps in

free vibrations. Both systems are set vibrating with the same

initial stress level. If system ‘A’ takes 4.5 seconds to damp out

completely, how long will the system ‘B^ take to damp out

completely ?

Solution

Both systems execute the same number of cycles after being

set into vibration with the same initial stress level, since the

systems are similar.

Therefore, 12 X 4’5 = 15x^

where t is the time taken for

completely.

Hence,
12x4-5

15

the second system to damp out

3-6 seconds Ans.

3.8 Slip or interfacial damping.

Consider a cantilever B on which another bar A is placed.

The two are pressed together by a number of G-clamps or

any other means to provide a pressure P between the two
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contact surfaces, as shown in Fig. 3.8.1 (a). Now when the

system vibrates in the vertical- plane as shown, notice the

continuous slip between the two surfaces, shown exaggerated

j mjjli-LLiiJ,

I
m i 1

1)
h t n

Fig. 3.8.1, Mechanism of slip damping.

in Fig. 3.8.1 (b). The energy dissipated per cycle depends

upon the coefficient of friction, the pressure between the plates

and the amplitude. This variation is shown in Fig.' 3.8.2.

Fig. 3.8.2. Variation of slip damping with
contact pressure.

At zero pressure there is large slip but no energy is dissipated

in friction because of zero pressure, and therefore no energy
loss. At very high pressure, there is essentially no slip and
hence no eneigy loss There is an optimum value of pressure
for which the energy dissipated is maximum. This is different
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for different amplitudes of vibration. Larger the energy
dissipation, larger is the effective damping in the system.

In the bolted or rivetted joints as shown in Fig. 3.8.3, the

damping is essentially due to microscopic slip at the interfaces

i .JTl n

1
1 I

HHH
uL
j

'I

Fig. 3.8,3. Damping in joints.

of the parts in contact including the bolt head and the nut
surfaces in contact with the members. The trend in the

variation of damping with the amplitude of vibration, is shown
in Fig. 3,8.4.

Fig. 3.8.4. Variation ofjoints damping

with vibration amplitude.

The nut and bolt joint provides greater amount of damping

than the rivetted joint.

PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE

3.1 A spring-mass-dashpot system consists of a spring of stiff-

ness 0.35 kg/cm. The weight of the mass is 3.43 kg. The

s is displaced 2 cm beyond the equilibrium position
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and released. Find the equation of motion for the system,

if the damping coefficient of the dashpot is equal to

(
i )

0.140 kg-sec/cm,

(ii) 0.070 kg-sec/cm,

(iii) 0.014 kg-sec/cm.

3.2 In prob. 3.1, if the system is given an initial velocity of

5 cm/sec from the equilibrium position, find the

equations of motion of the system for three different

values of the damping coefficient.

3.3 A 25 kg mass is resting on a spring of 5 kg/cm and

dashpot of 0.15 kg-sec/cm in parallel. If a velocity of

10 cm/sec is applied to the mass at the rest position, what

will be its displacement from the equilibrium position at

the end of first second ?

3.4 Show that the mass of a system having overdamping, will

never pass through the equilibrium position if it is given

(i) an initial displacement only,

(ii) an initial velocity only.

3.5 Two deshpots of coefficients ci and C2 are connected

in (i) series (ii) parallel. Find their equivalent damping
coefficients from first principles.

3.6 For an underdamped system, plot a graph of phase

angle versus damping factor, in the case of damped free

vibration.

3.7 For the system shown in Fig. P. 3.7,

fF — 1.5 kg; k=5 kg/cm; a=6 cm; and Z,= 14 cm.
Taking the rod on which the weight is fixed, as light
and stiff, determine the value of c for the system to be
critically damped.

3.8 Write the differential equation of motion for the system

y shown in Fig, P. 3.8 and find the natural frequency of
damped vibrations and the critical damping coefficient of
th*' dashpot.
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spring of scale k and a weightless piston in a dashpot of

damping coefficient c. The piston is displaced a distance

and released. For this ideal case, derive an expression

for the motion of the piston. Discuss the result.

3.10 A weight ol 1 kg is to be supported on a spring having

a stiffness of 10 kg/cm. The damping coefficient is 0.005

kg-sec/cm. Determine the natural frequency of the system.

Find also the logarithmic decrement and the amplitude

after three cycles if the initial displacement is 0.30 cm.
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3.11
The damped vibration record ,

of a spring-mass-dashpot

system shows the following data.

Amplitude on second cycle= 1.20 cm.

AmpUude on third cycle= 1.05 cm.

Spring constant, k —8 kg/cm.

Weight on the spring, =2 kg.

Determine the damping constant, assuming it to be viscous.

3.12 A weight of 2 kg is supported on an isolator having a

spring scale of 3 kg/cm and viscous damping. If the

amplitude of free vibration of the weight falls to one half

its original value in 1.5 seconds, determine the damping

coefficient of the isolator,

3.13 A body of weight 5 kg is supported on a spring ofstiffness

2 kg/cm and has dashpot connected to it which produces

a resistance of 0.002 kg at a velocity of 1 cm/sec. In what

ratio will the amplitude of vibration be reduced after-

5 cycles.

3.14 For a system having viscous damping, plot a curve for

the number of cycles elapsed for the amplitude to decay
to 50% of the initial value, against the damping factor.

3.15 For the system shown jn Fig. P.3.15 the characteristic

of the dashpot is such that when a constant force of 5 kg
is applied to the piston its velocity is found to be constant
at 12 cm/sec.

Fig. P.3,15.
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(i) Determine the value of c.

(ii) Would you expect the complete system to be
periodic or aperiodic ?

3.16 A spring-mass-dashpot system has a static deflection of

1 cm. Would the natural frequency obtained from this

static deflection be the undamped natural frequency or

damped natural frequency ? Give reasons.

3.17 For the case of a dashpot, plot the dimensionless damping
against the dimensionless clearance.

3.18 A weight of 1 kg is attached to a spring having a stiffness

of 4 kg/cm. The weight slides on a horizontal surface,

the coefficient of friction between the weight and the

surface being O.l. Determine the frequency of vibrations

of the system and the amplitude after one cycle if the

initial amplitude is 0.25 cm. Determine the final rest

position.

8.19 A vertical spring-mass system has a mass of weight 0.5

kg and an initial deflection of 0.2 cm. Find the spring

stiffness and the natural frequency of the system. The

system is subjected to Coulomb damping. When displaced

by 2 cm from the equilbrium position and released, it

undergoes complete 10 cycles and comes to rest in the

extreme position on the side on which it was displaced.

Calculate the Coulomb damping and the final rest position.

3.20 A body of weight W = I kg, lies on a dry horizontal

plane and is connected by a spring to a rigid support.

The body is displaced from the unstressed position by

the amount equal to 25.5 cm with the tension in the

spring at this displacement equal to 5 W, and then

released with zero velocity. How long will the body

vibrate and at what distance from the unstressed position

will it stop if the coefficient of friction is 0.25 ?

3.21 A body of weight 1500 kg is suspended on a leaf spring.

The system was set into vibration and the frequency of

vibration was measured as 0.982 cps. The successive
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amplitudes were measured to be 4.8 cm, 4. 1 cm, 3.4 cm,

2.7 cm. Determine the spring stiflfness and the coefficient

of Coulombs damping.

3.22 The system of Problem 3.21 is given a sudden velocity

of 25 cro/sec from its natural equilibrium position. Find

(a) the maximum displacement,

(b) the number of cycles counting from the instant of

maximum displacement, and

(c) the final rest position.

3.23 Two steel cantilevers with end weights have the following

physical data,

di=d, d%=2d

4=2/

Find the ratio of their natural frequencies.

Show that if the weight Wi is given an initial lateral

displacement of^ and the weight is given an initial

displacement of 2^, the maximum stress levels of the two
systems are the same. Under these conditions, if both
the systems are released from their respective initial

displacements simultaneously, which system will damp
out earlier ?



CHAPTER 4

FORCED VIBRATIOIIS OF SIIIGLE DEGREE

OF FREEDOM SVSTEMS

4.1 introdnctioii.
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Impulsive types of forces are also quite common and they

give rise to transient vibrations. This will be discussed later in

this text.

The most typical of the random forcing functions is the

earthquake excitation. This is not within the scope of this text

and so will not be discussed.

4.2 Forced vibrations with constantharmonic excitation.

Consider a spring-mass system having viscous damping,

excited by a sinusoidal forcing function Fo sin cot, as shown in

Fig. 4.2.
1

(a). At any instant, when the mass is displaced from

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.2.1. Forced vibrations with harmonic excitation.

the mean position through a distance x in the downwr.
direction (positive direction of x), the external forces acting . .

the system are shown in Fig. 4.2.1 (b). These forces are

( i ) kx, in the upward direction,

(i i) cx, in the upward direction, and

(iii) Fo sin cot, in the downward direction.

From Newton’s second Jaw of motion,

or,

mx — — cx — kx -h Fo sin cot

mx -h rr -f kx = Fa sin cot
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This is a linear, non-homogenous, second order differential

equation. The solution of this equation consists of two parts,

complementary function and particular integral. The comple-
mentary function is obtained from the differential equation

mx + cx + kx ~ 0

i.e., by considering no forcing function. The solution of this

equation has already been obtained in the previous chapter and
is given by,

— .da e sin
^

4" ^2
^

(4.2.2)

This is the same as the last of equations (3.3.15), except that x

is replaced by Xc as this is not the complete solution but only

the complementary solution. We can also write the complementary

solution in any of the other two alternative forms of equations

(3.3.15). And secondly, this complementary solution is based

on the system being an under-damped one. In case the system

is over-damped or critically damped, the complementary solution

will change to equations (3.3.9) or (3.3.12) respectively. Any

of these equations contains two arbitrary constants which

have to be determined from the initial conditions, but not

at this stage. The initial conditions have to be applied to the

complete solution.

The particular solution of equation (4.2.1) is dealtwithin

all text books of fundamental differential equations. That

approach can be used to find the particular solution of this

equation. In this text, the Vector Method of finding the particular

solution will be used to give more insight into the behaviour

of the system.

The particular solution is a steady state harmonic oscillation

having a frequency equal to that of the excitation, and the

displacement vector lags the force vector by some angle. Let

us therefore, assume that the particular solution is

Xp = .AT sin (coi — p) (4.2.3)

where X is the amplitude of \nibration of the system, ^ is the

angle by which the displacement vector lags the force vector

and Xp corresponds to the particular solution. If our

assumption is not correct at this stage we will land into some

absurd results.
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Differentiating equation (4.2.3) twice, we have

Xp — iti X cos (wt — <j>)
— w X sin (cot — ^ + 7r/2)

Xp — — oi^X sin («j/ — ^) = (o^X sin {wt —
<f>

n)

Substituting the values of Xp, Xp and xp as given by equation

(4.2.3) and the two equations above, for x, x and x in equation

(4.2.1), we have

mw^X sin {cat — <^ -f ’»') + ‘^‘oX sin {wt — + 7r/2)

+ kX sin {(at — 4) — Fp sin cot

Or, we can write the above equation as

Fo sin cat — kX sin (cot — 4) — ccaX sin (cot — ^ + jr/2)

— rtKo'^X sin (cot — ^ + jr) = 0 (4.2.4)

The four terms in equation (4.2.4), including their signs,

represent the four forces, in magnitude and direction, acting on

the body. These forces are the impressed force, spring force,

damping force and intertia force respectively, and their sum is

equal to zero. This is nothing but the D^Alemberts Principle.

The vector representation of equation (4.2.4) is shown in

Fig. 4.2.2 (a).

Fig. 4.2.2. Vector representation of forces on the
system having forced vibrations.
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The impressed force on the body is Fo sin tut [from eqaution
(4.2.4'], i.e., the force vector Fo is acting at an angle ut from
the reference axis and is so shovvn in the figure. The
displacement vector lags the force vector by an angle ^ [from
equation (4.2.3)], and therefore this vector acts at an angle
{ait—<})) from the reference axis. The spring force acting on
the body is — A:Z sin (wf— <^) [from equation (4.2.4)], which
means that a vector— A.X’ acting at an angle (cu/— or vector

kX acting in opposite direction to (w/— ^). Thus the spring

force on the body acts in a direction opposite to that of

displacement. In a similar v/ay the damping and the inertia

force vectors are represented in the vector diagram. The
actual forces acting on the body are the components of the

above four force vectors along the perpendicular axis. Since

the body is in equilibrium under the four forces, these vectors

must form a closed polygon.

The following points are observed from the vector diagram.

1. The displacement lags the impressed force by an angle

2. The spring force is always opposite in direction to the

displacement.

3. The damping force lags the displacement by 90°. Since

the velocity leads the displacement by 90° (Sec. 1.3), it follows

that the damping force is always opposite in direction to the

velocity.

4. The inertia force is in phase with the displacement.

Since the acceleration is out of phase with the displacement

(Sec. 1.3), therefore the inertia force is always opposite in

direction to the acceleration.

It may be noted that the relative positions of the vectors and

their magnitudes do not change with time.

In order to find out the values ofX and ^ in equation (4.2.3)

we consider the right angled triangle OAB after droping OB
perpendiculer to AB. This triangle is shown separately also in

Fig. 4.2.2 (b), from which, we have

y - (4.2.5)
y/l{k-mw-y+ica^y]

and (4.2.6)
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In order to obtain the above equations in non-dimensional

brm, we divide the numerators and denominators by k.

Folk
Therefore, X —

^ 77]
(4.2.5a)

and - tan-i|
^Jj

li,

(4.2.6a)

Now, [from equation (2.3.1)]
k <«)n“

(4.2.7)

Ccti c C(* Sttj

k Cc
' 2m ‘ k

'

or

~ t wu “ [from equations (3,3.7), (3,3.6)

and (2.3.1)]

(4.2.8)

In the above equations (4.2.7) and (4.2.8), wn is the undamped

natural frequency of the system and ^ is the damping factor.

Let =Zat (4.2.9)

where Xet may be defined as zero frequency deflection of the

spring-mass system under a steady force Fo» It may not be

confused with Astj the static deflection of the spring-mass

system under the supporting load. The value of Ast is equal to

~ or ^[equation (2.2.1)]. Substituting the expressions (4.2.7),

(4.2 8) and (4.2.9) in equations (4.2.5a) and (4.2.6a), we have

X Xsi

»L \"n/J L “aj

(4.2.10)

and (4.2.11)

Hence tlie particular solution of equation (4.2,3) may be
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written as

Vn = ^gt sin (oif— 1^)

^ being given by equation (4.2.11).

OJ
" ^

(4.2.12)

Therefore the complete solution is a; = + Xp, the values of

ATo and ATp being given by equations (4.2.2) and (4.2. 12) respec-

tively,

or, X = A^e ^ ° sin

+
.Tat sin {ct)t

—
4>)

(4.2.13)

This is the complete solution to an under-damped system

subjected to sinusoidal excitation. It is found to contain two

arbitrary constants A.^ and ^2, which have to be determined

from this complete solution from the two initial conditions.

The first part of the complete solution, i.e. complementary

function, is seen to decay with time, and vanishes ultimately.

This part, in engineering practice, is commonly called as

Transient Vibrations. The second part, i.e. the particular

solution, is seen to be a sinusoidal vibration with a constant

amplitude and is called as Steady Stale Vibrations, The reason is

that after the transients die out, the complete solution consists

of steady vibrations only. The complete solution is a super-

position of transient and steady state vibrations and is shown

in Fig. 4.2.3.

It may also be noticed that the trasnient vibrations take place

at the damped natural frequency of the system, whereas the

steady state vibrations occur at the frequency of excitation.

In case of forced vibrations without damping, equation

(4.2.13) changes to

1
• {

"'‘'at sin (wi-^)
X = .i'12 sm (cuu‘ + VV -T

which ^ as given by equation (4.2.11) is either 0° or 180

depending upon whether w <£^n or a»>tun. This equation can
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Fig. 4.2.3. Superposition of transient and steady

state vibrations.

therefore be further simplified and written as

. . . , , , \ Aat sin „
X = ila sm + ^2) + (4.2.14)

In the equation (4.2.14), the first term, i.e. the transient term,

does not die out theoretically. But under all practical conditions

the transient vibrations do die out sooner or later.

4.2 A Steady state vibrations. For all practical systems

subject to harmonic excitation, the transient vibrations die out
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within a matter of short time, leaving only the steady state
vibrations. Thus it is important to know the steady state
behaviour of the system when subjected to different excitation
frequencies. By the behaviour of the system we mean its

steady state amplitude and the phase lag. Equations (4.2.10)

and (4.2.11) are of much significance in this regard. In
equation (4.2.10), the ratio of the steady state amplitude to the

zero frequency deflection, i.e. is defined as the Magnifica-

iion Factor and is denoted by M. F. It is the factor by which
the zero frequency deflection is to be multiplied to get the

amplitude. Equation (4.2.10) can be re-written in the

following form.

M.F. = -^ = (4.2.15)

The equation (4.2.11) for the phase lag is re-written again for

convenience.

(4.2.16)

The dimensionless plots of magnification versus frsque

ratio and phase lag versus frequency ratio for different value

damping factor are shown in Figs. 4.2.4 and 4.2.5. Tl

curves reveal a loz of interesting and useful informaticn raga

ing the behaviour of the svstem to sinusoidal ezcitatxcn-

Curves of itg. 4;.2-4 are also known as Fncj-iruzy-.

cuTZis, dnce thev 'jive response of tns zyizizz. to

frequencies. Jz is seen. Srcm these curves teat tee respcace

panicolar svstetn at anr particxilar frecuenoj is

value cfdamning- In other 'fiozCS. the curvet t:r ms

values cfdamuma lie iz&'jsyr tnose for lov/sr va-uet -.i—

of the car:-.!--- Le^. X= ’Zclcs. itself ti ut;

y.zst

rxjss
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values. More abrupt the change in phase angle about resonance,

more sharp is the peak in the frequency response curve. For
zero damping, the phase lag suddenly changes from zero to

180° at resonance. The corresponding zero-damping frequency-

response curve is also infinitely sharp at resonance.

Fig. 4.2.5. Phase lag v/s frequency ratio for

different amounts of damping.

Let us now study the phenomenon of Figs. 4.2.4 and i.2.5 ^by

means of the vector diagram and gain some more insight into

what is happening in the system.

With reference to Fig. 4.2.2, at very low frequencies (oi very

small), the inertia term becomes negligibly

f
damping term is also smaU. This gives rise to small
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value of as shown in Fig. 4.2.6 (a). The impressed force

Fo is almost equal and opposite to the spring force kX under

these conditions. Thus, for very low frequencies, the phase

angle tends to zero and the impressed force wholly balances

the spring force.

With increase in frequency, the damping force vector cwX
grows larger. Angle ^ has also to increase so that component

of Fo perpendicular to x-direction may balance the increasing

damping force. The inertia force vector grows much more
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rapidly with increase in frequency because of the factor w*
in its expression. If we continue to increase the frequency,

time comes when the spring force and the inertia force vectors

are equal and opposite. This is shown in Fig. 4,2.6 (b) Under
these conditions

kX = 7nu.~X, or a»

This is the resonance condition of the system and the vector

diagram becomes a rectangle. The impressed force completely

balances the damping force and </» = 90®.

Therefore, co^ — Fo _
or the amplitude at resonance is

X =—° =
''

Cu) Ccx> Ik

Xsi

2K
fe)

,
from equations (4,2.9) and (4,2.0)

Th=refore,/£ =

Xst .

—09 >
since at resonance w tDn.

(4.2.17)

Equation (4.2.17) can also be obtained from equation

(4,2.15) by putting (tu/oj,,) = 1

At very high frequencies, inertia vector becomes very large

and the damping force and the spring force vectors are

negligibly small. Angle ^ tends to 130® and the impressed

force is wholly utilized to balance the inertia force, as shov/n

in Fig. 4.2.6 (c).

Thus, the following conclusions may be mentioned.

1. At very low frequencies, the phase angle is zero and the

impressed force balances the spring force.

2, At resonant frequency, the phase angle is 90® and the

impressed force balances the damping force. Fh ampli'.uce

at resonance is inversely proportional to the damping

and is as given by equation (4.2.17). A.lso the spring i-n tc

and the inertia force are equal and opposite at reionom*—
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3. At very high frequencies the phase angle is 180° and

the impressed force balances the inertia force.

may also be concluded that the phase angle lies between

zero and 90° for frequencies below resonance and lies between

rV90° and 180° for frequencies above resonance.

Going back to Fig. 4.2.4, it is seen that the maximum

amplitude occurs not at the resonant frequency but a little

toward its left. This shift increases with the increase in

damping. For zero damping, the maximum—larnplitude

(infinite value), of course, is obtained at the resonant

frequency.

The frequency at which the maximum amplitude occurs

can be obtained from equation (4.2.15) by differentiating this

equation with respect to (w/tun) and equating this differential

to zero.

=0

which gives, v'l*~2^" (4.2.18)

where top means the frequency corresponding to the peak

amplitude. No maxima or peak will occur when the expression

within the radical sign is negative, i.e. for ^> (^1) or for

0.707. It may also be seen in Fig. 4.2.4 that for value of

?>0‘707, the response curve is always below the unity

magnification line.

The peak frequency is different from the damped natural

frequency of the system which is given by equation (3.3.16), as

(~)=V1'=^ (4 .2 .19)

niastrative Example 4.2.1

A periodic torque having a maximum value of 6 kg-cm at
a frequency corresponding to 4 radians per second is impressed
upon a flywheel suspended from a wire. The wheel has a
moment of inertia of 1200 kg-cm2 and the wire has a stiffness
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of 12 kg-cm/rad. A viscous dashpot applies damping couple
of 4 kg-cm at an angular velocity of 1 rad/sec.. Calculate

(a) the maximum angular displacement from rest position,

(b) the maximum couple applied to dashpot and

(c) the angle by which the angular displacement lags the

torque.

Solution

The external excitation is

T — Tq sin uit

where, Tq = 6 kg-cm,

w = 4 rad/sec.

The moment of inertia of the system is given to be 1200

kg-cm-. This is the weight moment of inertia. The mass._^-

moment of inertia, therefore, is ^

J — = 1.223 kg-cm-sec^

At = 12 kg-cm/rad

rt = 4 kg-cm-sec/rad

It is required to calculate 0 and ctuB, where 9 is tlie torsional

amplitude of vibration.

(a) With reference to Fig. 4.2.2 and equation (4.2.5), the

equation for the torsional vibration amplitude can be obtained

by replacing the translational terms in the above mentioned

equation by torsional terms, i.e.

\
\

or 9 = — :
- — - = 0.338 radian. Ans.

V'(12-1.223xl6)2-i-(4x4)2

(b) Maximum damping couple = Ciaj9 = 4x4x '338

= 5.4 kg-cm. Ans.

(c) Applying equation (4.2 6) after changing the transla-

tional terms to torsional terms.
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or ^ = tan-i[j2_i,223xl6l == tan ^ (-2.114)
^

or = n5£° Ans.

Illustrative Example 4,2.2

The damped natural frequency of a system as obtained from

a free vibration test, is 9.8 cps. During the forced vibration

test, with constant exciting force, on the same system, the

maximum amplitude of vibration is found to be at 9.6 cps.

Find the damping factor for the system and its natural

frequency.

Solution

tup = 9.6 X 2w rad/sec

tod = 9.8 X 2ir rad/sec.

Substituting the above quan^ as in equations (4.2<I8) and

(4.2.19), we have

9.6 X 2 IT

COq
VI -2^*

9.8x2ff

can
vi-!:='

Dividing one by the other,

9-6 ^ fl -2 ^2

9.8 ^| 1

Squaring,

0.96 —
,
which gives ^ = 0.196 Ans.

Substituting th's value of .. n any of the above two equations,

we get

ojn — 10 X 2ir rad/sec

or Jxi — “

2
^— — Ans,

4.3 Forced vibrations with rotating and reciproc ting
unbalance.

An electric motor, a turbine and in fact, all other rotating
machinery have some amount of unbalance left in them even
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after correcting their unbalance on precision balancing

machines. The final unbalance is measured in terms of an
equivalent mass mo rotating with its centre of gravity at a

distance e from the axis of rotation. This centrifugal force

generated because of the rotation of the body is proportional to

square of the frequency of rotation. This centrifugal force is

the maximum value of the sinusoidal excitation in any direction.

It varies with the speed of rotation and is different from the

harmonic excitation discussed in Sec. 4.2, where the maximum
force was independent of the frequency.

Fig. 4.3. 1 represents an elastically supported machine rotating

at oj rad/sec. Let the unbalance mass mo have an eccentricity

e. Let m be the total mass of the machine inc^din^ the

unbalanCe-mass mo, and~A~'ahd- c the spring stiffness and the

damping'coefficient respectively in the direction of vibration.

Let the mass mo make an angle (ot with the reference axis, at

any instant. Then the centrifugal force acts outward

from the centre of rotation as shown in the figure. The

equation of motion in the vertical direction can now be written

as follows.

Fig. 4.3.1. Rotating unbalance.
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{x+e sm wt) = - kx - c-j^

or m •- 7— + c~ + kx = mce<n^ sin cut (4.3.1)
at^ at

If we compare this equation with equation (4.2.1), the only

difference is that Fq in the previous equation is replaced by

matafi. Every thing else remains the same. Therefore, the

transient part of the solution is the same as equation (4.2.2),

considering, of course, that the system is under-damped.

The steady state amplitude corresponding to equation (4.2.5a)

becomes

= moetii^lk

The above equation reduces to the following dimensionless

equation

(~) Vi

1

f (O

r ......
(4.3.2)

rac"
i

L.

2

The equation gives the dimensionless steady state amplitude

as a function of frequency ratio and damping factor. The
equation for phase angle remains the same as equation

(4.2.11), i.e.

(4.3.3)

The plot of equation (4.3.2) is shown in Fig. 4.3.2. The plot

for the phase lag remains the same as shown in Fig. 4.2.5.

At low speeds, the centrifugal exciting force macicu^ is small,

and therefore, all the response curves of Fig. 4.3.2. start from

zero. At resonance when — = 1 , we have

(4.3.4)
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Fig. 4.3.2. Dimensionless amplitude v/s frequency

ratio for different amounts of damping.

and the amplitude is limited by the damping present in the

system. Under these conditions, the motion ormass~(n^mp)

lags that of mas xtig by 90° (see phase angle plot of Fi^4r2.5)

When (co/ain) isvery large, the ratio tends to unity and

the main mass (m—m^) has an amplitude X = This motion

js 180° out of pli^e with the exciting force, i.e. when

unbalanced mass moves ~up, the main mass moves dem-

and vice-versa. In such a case it can easily be shown ti*'
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the amplitude of vibration is such that the centre of gravity

of the total system remains stationary.

This analysis of vibration with rotating unbalance can easily

be extended to the case of reciprocating unbalanee.

Consider a reciprocating engine as shown in Fig. 4.3.3.

Here, the equivalent mass of reciprocating parts is and

Fig. 4.3.3. Reciprocating unbalance.

the total mass of the engine including the reciprocating parts

is m. The crank length and the connecting rod length are e

and I respectively. The inertia force due to the reciprocating
mass is approximately equal to wfcu* [sin ojt -f («/0 sin 2wt].

If e is small as compared to /, the second harmonic may be
neglected and the exciting force becomes equal to meoi^ sin wt,

which is the same as that for the rotating unbalance discussed
earlier in this section. Hence, if e is small, the previous analysis

of rotating unbalance is applicable to this case of reciprocating
unbalance,

Illastrative Example 4,3.1

A system of beams supports a motor weighing 1200 kg.
The motor has an imbalanced weight of 1 kg located at 6.0
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cm radius. It is known that the resonance occurs at 2210
r.p.m. What amplitude of vibration can be expected at the

motor’s operating speed of 1440 r.p.m. if damping factor is

assumed to be less than 0‘1.

Solution

Equation (4.3.2) will be used to find the amplitude of

vibration.

In this case,

CO _ 1440

mo _ 1

m " T2d0
5=6.0

lf^=0.t,

X

=0-652

(•652);i

V[l— (.652)»]3+ [2x OT X •652]2

Solving the above equation gives A'= 0.00362 cm.

If ^=0,

A (-652)2

1 ^ [l-(-652)^]

or Ar=0.00370 cm.

So, if the damping is less than 0.1 (that means it is between

0‘1 and zero), the amplitude of vibration will lie between

0-00362 and 0-00370 cm. Ans.

Illustrative Example 4.3.2

A single cylinder vertical petrol engine of total weight 320

kg is mounted upon a steel chassis frame and causes a vertical

static defiection of 0-2 cm. The reciprocating parts of the

engine weigh 24 kg and move through a vertical stroke a 15 cm

with S.H.M. A dashpot is provided, the damping resistance

of which is directly proportional to the velocity and amounts to

J^^O kg at 30 cm/sec . Determine

(a) the speed of the driving shaft at which resonance will

occur, and
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(b) the amplitude of steady state forced vibrations when the

driving shaft ot the engine rotates at 480 r.p.m.

Solation

(a) W=^S20 kg

^at==0.2 cm

Equation (2.3.9) gives

a>a=

_ / 980 _
0.2

70 rad/sec

Therefore, resonant speed

= 1^ X 60=670 c.p.m. Ans.

(b)
480 X 2s

(JJ

a)a

60

50.4

=50*4 rad/sec.

70
=0-72

=0*0364

m
24

320

IL
" 2

=0*075

=7.5 cm

Substituting these values in equation (4.3.2), we have

__ X (0*72)^

075X7.5 V[1^(o-72)^2+ [2 x 00364X 0*72F
which, on solving gives

^=0*6 cm. Ans.

4.4 Forced vibrations due to excitation of the support.
In many cases, the excitation of the system is through the

support or the base instead of being applied to the mass. In
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this case, the support will be considered to be excited by a
regular sinusoidal motion

y = r sin oit
(4.4 . 1 )

as shown in Fig. 4.4.1.

y

Fig. 4.4.1. Forced vibrations due to the excitation

of the support.

4.4 A Absolute amplitude. If x is the absolute motion

of the mass m, then the equation of motion can be written

as follows.

• • • «

mx — — c {x—y) — k {x—y)

or, mx cx + kx = ky + cy (4.4.2)

Substituting for y from equation (4.4.1), we have,

mx cx kx = T [k sin cot + cos oj<]

or mx + cx + A'x = T -v/A*4-(cto)“ sin(co/+a) (4.4.3)

where a = tan“^ = tan”^ ^2^^^ (4.4.4)

Equation (4.4.3) is of the same form as equation (4.2.1),

therefore the steady state solution is given by the equation

similar to equation (4.2.3) or

X = .y sin (cot -f- a — ^) (4.4.5)

where X, the steady state amplitude is given by the equation

similar to equation (4.2.5), or

y/{k~nm~y- + (ecu)*

Or, in dimensionless lorm.
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(b) the amplitude of steady state forced vibrations when the

driving shaft ot the engine rotates at 480 r.p.m.

Solntion

(a) =320 kg

2:i,at== 0.2 cm

Equation (2.3.9) gives

Astw
0.2

70 rad/sec

Therefore, resonant speed

70

(b)

^ X 60=670 c.p.m

480x2^7

60

Ans.

w
(0^ 70

50’4 rad/sec.

0-72

nta

m

2x

24

c \

cun_J

(50/30)

(
320 \

V 980 j

-- =0-0364

X70

320

15

=0-075

=7.5 cm

Substituting these values in equation (4.3.2), we have

^ (0
-72)a

•075 X 7.5 V[i—(d-7^=*j*+ [2 X 00364X 0 -7^
which, on solving gives

X—0‘6 cm. Ans.

4.4 Forced vibrations due to excitation of the support.

In many cases, the excitation of the system is through the
support or the base instead of being applied to the mass. In
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this case, the support will be considered to be excited by a
regular sinusoidal motion

^ = r sin uit
(4.4 . 1 )

as shown in Fig. 4.4.1.

y

Fig. 4.4.1. Forced vibrations due to the excitation

of the support.

4.4 A Absolute amplitude^ If x is the absolute motion

of the mass nj, then the equation of motion can be written

as follows.

• « • •

mx — — c {x—y) — k (x—y)

or, mx + cx fcx = ky + cy (4.4.2)

Substituting for y from equation (4.4.1), we have,

mx + cx -t- Ax = T '[k sin wt + cto cos uit]

or mx + cx kx = T y'A*+(cw)^ sin(w<+a) (4.4.3)

where a = tan~^ = tan"^ f ^
(4.4.4)

k \ wn /

Equation (4.4.3) is of the same form as equation (4.2.1),

therefore the steady state solution is given by tlie equation

similar to equation (4.2.3) or

x — X sin (cu< -f a — <^) (4.4.5)

where X, the steady state amplitude is given by the equation

similar to equation (4.2.5), or

“s/ {k— mcti~)~ -r

Or, in dimensionless form.
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And <{> is given by equation (4.2.11), or

(4.4.7)

Comparing equations (4.4.1) and (4.4.5), it is seen that the

motion of the mass lags that of the support through an angle

(^— a), or the angle of lag

as obtained from equations (4.4.7) and (4.4.4).

Equations (4.4.5), (4.4.6) and (4.4.8) completely define the

absolute motion of the body because of the support or base

excitation.

From equation (4.4.6) we see that when w < < XjT ^ 1,

or the complete system moves as rigid body at slow frequencies.

"When CO > > wn, XjT = 0, or the body is stationary at high
frequencies. The ratio XlT as given by equation (4.4.6) is

sometimes called Displacement Transmissibility. The curves for

transmissibility and phase lag are drawn and discussed in Sec.

4.10.

4.4 B Relative ampKtude. If z represents the relative

motion of the mass with respect to the support, we have

z — X — y
or X — y -h z

Substituting for ;t from the above equation in equation (4.4.2),
we have

mz + cz + kz ~m'y
(4.4.9)

Substituting for j from equation (4.4.1),

m z -jr cz kz — moi^ T sin cot

_ ^n_

(4.4.6)

(4.4.10)
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Equation (4.4,10) is of the same form as equation (4.3.1),
and therefore, the steady state relative amplitude Z ^rid the
phase lag ^ between the excitation and the relative displacement
are given by

r
~

(4.4.U)

and
<f>

=tan“^ (4.4.12)

The plots for these equations are shown in Figs. 4.3.2 and

4.2,5, respectively.

Illustrative Example 4.4.1

The time of free vibration of a mass hung from the end of a

helical spring is 0.8 seconds. When the mass is stationary, the

upper end is made to move upwards with displacement y
centimeters given by

j'— 1.8 sin 2nt

where t is the time in seconds measured from the beginning of

the motion.

Neglecting the mass of spring and any damping effects,

determine the vertical distance through which the mass is

moved in the first 0.3 seconds.

Fig. 4.4.2. An undamped spring-mass system with

vibrating support.

Solution

Referring to Fig. 4.4.2, the differential equation of motion for

the system is mx =k {y—x)
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or tnx -{-kx — ky

or tnx + kx—kT sin tut (4.4.13)

where 3r = 1 .8 cm
and oi = rad/sec.

The complete solution of equation (4.4.13) consists of

complementary solution plus particular solution, i.e.

*=;irn+Arp

Since there is no damping in the system the complementary

solution consists of either of the equations (3.3.15). Choosing

the first of these and putting ^ = 0,

Xa—A cos ojai+B sin ton* (4-4.14)

The steady state solution is given by the equation (4.4.5),

where the values of X and (^— a) are given by equations

(4.4.6) and (4.4.8). Rewriting these equations for ? = 0,

we have

Xp=.3r sin ((ut-i-a—
r

where X=

(^-a)=0.

= 180°,

2trNow {yn=

co=27r

if I

cjn

if — >1
iUp

^ 2jt

0.8

Therefore, — =0.8
cua

and if>—a=0
Hence

Xp = -sin wt

is the particular or the steady state solution.

The complete solution, then, is

yX— A cos wpt+B sin cunt-l-

[- im
sm cut.

(4.4.15)

(4.4. 16)
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Putting in equation (4.4.16) and its derivative, the ini
conditions

initial

= 01
= oj

‘

* = 0
X

we have,

giving,

and

0 = ^

0 = 5 tun +

^ = 0

B = -

ro.

['-(;)]

r(-)

[ -fen
Substituting the above values of constants in equation (4.4 16),
we have

sin tun/H-

OT X = p 7 sin <ut —
(
— jsin wnt

when t = 0.3

sb (vt = sm (277X0.3) = sin 108° = 0.95

sb wnt= sin^-^-g
j

= sb 135° = 0.707

Substituting in equation (4.4.17),

=[T^6:8)2]
[0.95-0.8x0.707]

= 5 [0.95—0.566] = 1.92 cm
or V = 1.92 cm.

sb cut

(4-4.17)

Ans.

Illustrative Example 4.4.2

The support of a sprbg-mass system is vibrating with an

amplitude of 5 mm and a frequency of 1150 cycles/min. If

the mass weighs 0.9 kg and the sprbg has a stiffness of 2 kg/cm,
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determine the amplitude of vibration of the mass. What

amplitude will result if a damping factor of 0.2 is included in

the system.

Solution

We are interested in the steady state amplitude only.

= 9.0 kg

k = 2 kg/cm

Therefore, V W

u> = 1150x

^ ms
46.7

== ^ rad/sec

= 120.3 rad/sec

= 2.58

Applying equation (4.4.6) after putting ^ == 0,

^ _ 1 1 -
i
_ J.

OT “
I 1- (2.58)2 1 “5.65

or Z = 0.0886 cm. Ans.

when ^ = 0.2, applying again equation (4.4.6),

X _ vTTli'My _ 1_^5
0.5 V(a.65;2+(1 03)2 5.75

or X — 0.125 cm. Ans.

Illustrative Esample 4.4.3

The springs of an automobile trailer are compressed 10 cm
under its own weight. Find the critical speed when the trailer

is travelling over a road with a profile approximated by a sine

wave of amplitude 8 cm. and wave length of 14 meters. What
will be the amplitude of vibration at 60 km/hour.

Solution

Equation 12.3.9) gives

e»n ^ /_g / 980

V Abi V 10
= 9.9 rad/sec.
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or /n = -n*— cvcles/sec.
J.'iT

Let the critical speed of the trailer be v meters/sec.

Then the corresponding forcing frequency (see Fig. 4.4.3) is

vjlA cycles/sec. This must be equal to tlie natural frequency

fa-

Fig. 4.4.3. Automobile trailer travelling on a wavy road.

Therefore
1̂4 2Tr

or V ~

This gives V =

or

22*1 meters/sec.

221 X 60x60,

1000

V = 79'5 km/hour

km/hr

Aub'.

The value of the exciting frequency to corresponding to .i

or

km/hr is given by

60X 1000 277

OJ =
60x60 14

OJ = 7-47 rad/sec.

tx} = 0-755
9-9

Applying equation (4'4'6) after putting ^ Oj h*-'*

X _ I 1

8 ~
i

1 -(0-755)2

which gives X = 18.6 cm.
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4.5 Energy dissipated by damping.

When a system is undergoing steady state forced vibrations

with viscous damping, energy is continuously being absorbed

by the dashpot. This energy absorbed per cycle can be deter-

mined from Sec. 1 *7 where the expression for work done per

cycle by a harmonic force on a harmonic motion was found

out to be

W.D. = rt PaXo sin
<f>

where, Xn = amplitude of vibratory motion,

Po == amplitude of vibratory force,

and ^ = the angle by which the motion lags the

force.

For the case under study,

Xo = X

Therefore,

Fe — cwX

^ - 90° }
See the vector diagram ofFig. 4,2.2.

W.D,/cycle = (fwZ) x (-1)

= — TT ca)X^

or the energy dissipated per cycle is given by

E.D./cycle = tt coyX^ (4.5.1)

From this, the energy dissipated per second or the horse

power can be calculated.

xlllnsta^ve Sample 4,5.1 ^

Determine the horse power required to vibrate a spring-mass-

dashpot system with an amplitude of T5 cm and at a frequency
of 100 cps. The system has a damping factor of 0*05 and a
damped natural frequency of 22 cps as found out from the free

vibration record. The mass of the system weighs 0'5 kg.

Solutioix

Applying equation (4*5‘1),

energy dissipated per cycle == w caiX^

Now, to = 100x27r rad/sec

X = 1*5 cm
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To find c, we apply equation (3.3.6) and (3.3.7),

or

but

Therefore c = 2 X

c = 2m oJa K

uia - Wd when ^ is small (see Fig. 3.3.6).

0.5
X (22x27r; X 0.05

980

= 0.00707 kg-sec/cm.

Hence E.D./cycle = ttX 00707 X (200n-) X 1.5- kg-cm.

E.D./sec = TT X .00707 X 200w X 2.25 X lOOkg-cm.

= TT X .00707X 20077X 2.25 kg-meters.

77 X.00707x200^x2.25
H.P.

75
-= 0.42 Aus.

4.6 Forced vibrations with Coulomb dampiug.

In the case of forced vibrations with Coulomb damping we
will consider an equivalent viscous damping Co such that the

energy absorbed per cycle is the same in both the cases.

IfX is the amplitude of steady state vibration and F the

constant friction force, the energy absorbed per cycle is 4Fx.

For the same amplitude of vibration, the energy absorbed per

cycle for the case of equivalent viscous damping is ttc^u^X'

[from equation (4.5.1)],

Equating the two expressions,

irC^iuX- = 4:FX

4F
or nmX
The steady state amplitude for a

damping is given by equation (4.2.5a),

(4.6.1)

system having viscous

:.e. X Folk

rr mai- 1 -
,
fcoj “

1
^

Substituting for c the value of equivalent viscous damping

as obtained in equation (4.6.1), we have

Folk
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After putting (A/m) = qjo.^ in the above equation and solving

for X, gives,

(4.6.2)

The amplitude will have a real value if

4F
ttFq

< 1

or (4.6.3)

In most cases the friction force F is small and the equation

(4.6.2) holds good. As the friction force increases, this

equation becomes approximate only, till when (F/Fq >7r/4),

the equation (4.6.2) caeses to hold good.

It may be noticed that at the resonance (a>=con ), the

amplitude becomes infinite although friction damping is

present in the system. This may look to be a little strange, but

can be explained by consideration of energy input and energy

dissipated. The energy input per cycle is proportional to the

amplitude of the system and the energy dissipated per cycle

by Coulomb damping is also proportional to the amplitude

(=: 4 FA). Thus if the friction damping force is small, the

energy dissipated is always less tt’an the input energy and

therefore, the amplitude increases without limit. In the case

of viscous damping, the energy dissipated is proportional to

the square of the amplitude {—nCioX^), and even if the

damping Is small, increasing amplitude makes the dissipation

of energy increase rapidly with amplitude and the stage comes
when the input and absorbed energies balance. That decides

the amplitude in a system with viscous damping.

Illustrative Example 4.6.1

A horizontal spring-mass system subjected to dry friction

damping has the following physical data.

Weight of the mass = 3.7 kg

Spring constant of the spring — 7.7 kg/cm.
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Coefficient of friction between the mass and
horizontal plane on which it slides = 0.22

The mass is subjected to a sinusoidal forcing functions of

amplitude 2 kg and frequency 5 c.p.s. Find the amplitude

of vibration of the mass.

Also calculate the equivalent viscous damping.

Solution

F = y.R= 0.22x3-7 = 0-813 kg

Fo = 2 kg.

k = 7-7 kg/cm.

<0 = 5 X 2jr rad/sec.

0-697

tun ec.

tu

ctJn

5x257
45-1

Substituting the above values in equation (4.6.2), we have

X _ '\j^-

(2/7-7) 'l-(a6'97)

which gives, X == 0.41 cm.

Equivalent viscous damping

4F
,7CuX

4x0-813

"2 J

Ans.

Ci!

or

77 X 1 0:7X0.41

Cj, = 0-0805 kg-sec/cm.

= 0-0805

4.7 Forced vibrations

damping.

with Coulomb and

Ans.

viscous

Consider a system having a compound damping consisting -

Coulomb damping force F, and vEcous damping coefficient.', n

parallel. Then the equivalent damping coefficient is girtn

4/-'

Co Cl +
TTWX
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the second part of the equivalent damping coefficient being the

same as that given in equation (4.6.1),

Substituting in equation (4.2.5a) for c, the value of as

given in equation (4.7.1), we have

The above equation can be written down in the following

manner.

Solving the above equation for gives the amplitude of

vibraticn of the system having both Coulomb and viscous

damping.

If, in this equation, ci = 0 (i.e. no viscous damping), the

amplitude obtained corresponds to that of equation (4.6.2). If

on the other hand, F — 0 (i.e. no Coulomb damping), the

amplitude obtained is the same as that given by equation (4.2,5a).

4.8 Determination of equivalent viscous damping from
frequency-response curve.

The damping in a system, as was pointed out in Chap. 3, can

be obtained from free vibration decay curve. Where the free

vibration test is not practical, the damping may be obtained

from the frequency-response curve of forced vibration test.

Suppose the frequency-response curve as obtained for a

system excited with a constant force, is that shown in Fig, 4.8.1.

The magnification at resonance is given by 1/2^ as obtained in

equation (4.2.17). It is a little difficult, however, to get the

exact resonance point since the peak point occurs slightly away
from the resonance. If the amplitude of vibration or the

magnification can be found out at resonance, then the damping
factor is given by

X, -

2(M.F.)rea
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On

Fig. 4.8.1. Determination of equivalent viscous

damping from the resonant amplitude.

The fact that the phase difference between the e.xciting force

and the displacement is 90° at resonance, is made use of in

locating the resonant point. Two signals, one corresponding to

the exciting force and the other corresponding to the

displacement, are fed to an X~T plotter or to the two beams of

Fig. 4.8.2. Determination of phase difference

between two harmonic signals of

the same frequency.

a double beam oscilloscope. Since the two signals are of the

same frequency, the Lissajous figure obtained on the oscilloscope

screen is an ellipse, as shown in Fig. 4.8.2 (a) The phase
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difference ^ between the force and the displacement, then, is

given by

(j} — sin-1 (4.8.1)

where, X = intercept of the ellipse bn one of the central

axes, and

T — total length of the ellipse along the same axis.

The phase difference will be 90° when X ^ Y, i.e. when the

ellipse becomes symmetrical, as shown in Fig. 4.8.2 (b). The

excitation frequency can be adjusted till the ellipse obtained

is completely symmetrical. The symraetricity of the ellipse

can easily be checked visually. At this excitation, the amplitude

can be obtained, which is the amplitude at resonance.

The damping factor can be obtained from the corresponding

magnification.

There is another method available for finding the damping in

the system provided the damping is small and is of viscous

nature. This is illustrated in the following example.

Illustrative Example 4.8.1

Describe how would you determine the damping in a system

if you have just a frequency-response curve of the system with

constant excitation. It being assumed that the damping is of

viscous nature.

Fig. 4.8,3. Determination of equivalent viscous damping from
the frequency-response curve.
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Solution

Let Fig. 4.8.3 be the frequency response curve of the system
obtained from forced vibration test. As a first approximation
let the resonance frequency be the peak frequency. Then
eqation (4,2.17) becomes

Zp _ 1

(4.8.2)

Now draw a horizontal line at X ~ 0.707 Xp, cutting the

response curve at two points, the corresponding values of

abscissae being oji and iu 2 .

Rewriting equation (4,2.15) for points A and B of Fig. 4,8.3,

we have

0.707 Zp 1

(4.8.3)lat

In the above equation top has been written in place of coq

because it is taken that top = wp as a first approximation. Also

the values of <o in this equation correspond to W] and cm.

From equations (4.8.2) and (4.8.3), we have

0.707

2?
'

which yields the equation

(5)‘ -2 (1

Solving, we get

(«T.J
= (1-

Assuming C« 1 ,
we have

= 1 ± 2K

that is. (- )
KT

CM111

\ “>p /

and. (^)
'

== 1+2^
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From the above two

<02®— OJi®

<0p®

. Ois -h coi
Putting H

we finally have

equations, we get

=4?

== <Up

or

or

0)2 0)1

COp

AB
OP

= 2!:

= 2?

L^
2 OP

(4.8.4)

Taking these measurements from the frequency response

curve after making necessary construction, we get the first

approximate value of C

To get an accurate value of C, use Z as found above to

determine the natural frequency of the system from equation

(4.2.18), i.e.

ton — o)p

vr^r-
Mark this point as N on the abscissa and draw an ordinate.

The height of this ordinate upto the curve gives the resonance

amplitude Xr.

Now repeat the process by first drawing a horizontal line at

a height X—0'107 Xj and then finding the frequencies tvi' and
<02 ' corresponding to the points of intersection. Then in a

similar manner it can be shown that

2K = (4.8.4a)
<On

'

Hence an accurate value of ^ can be found by construction

and measurements.

4.9 Forced vibrations of an undamped system Having
non-barmonic excitation.

If the external force F(t) acting on an undamped single

degree of freedom system is not sinusoidal but is periodic
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alright, then P'(t) may be expanded in a Fourier series as shown
in Sec. 1.8, or

F(«) = Po + S Pn cos noit + S sin neat (4.9.11
n=l n-.l

' '

where the constants Pq, P^ and dn are to be determined from

m-
The differential equation of the system now becomes,

mx kx = Pq S Pn cos nait + ^ Q.n (4.9.2)
D-i n-i

If we are interested in the steady state vibrations only, the

steady state response to the complete forcing function F{t) is the

vector sum of the responses to the individual forcing functions

as on the right hand side of equation (4.9.2).

The steady state response to the constant force Pq is equal to

Pafk. This can be obtained from equation (4.2.5) by putting

c=0, tu=0 and replacing Fo by Pfl. There might be a slight

confusion here because by putting cu=0 , the forcing function

Fq sin cat used in Sec. 4.2 reduces to zero. But for that matter

we can consider the forcing function there as Fq cos cat, and the

steady state amplitude does not depend upon whether the forcing

is of sine or cosine type.

The steady state response to the other cosine and sin functions

of equation (4.9.2) can be individally obtained in a manner

similar to that discussed in Sec. 4.2. The complete response

will be the sum of all the individual responses. The following

example will further clarify the procedure.

Illustrative Example 4.9.1

Obtain the steady state response of an undamped single

degree of freedom system to an alternating square wave

excitation.

Solutior

The fourier series representation of a square wave function

F{t) of amplitude Fq is given by

Fit) = -iffj^sin sin Zcat + -

3
- sin 5w/ ...

J
(4.9.3)
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The equation of motion of the system becomes

mx -{ kx — sin out + sin Scot + — sin Scot *1-
...

J

The steady state solution for each one of the component

forces in the above equation can be written as second part of

equation (4.2.14) where Xu and to for each component solution

will be replaced by Pn/^ and flco respectively.

Therefore, the steady state solution is

X
4Pp sin cut 4Fo sin Scut

^[R^7]
“
L-en

sin 5cuf

5nk ri-f—
1 <"n j J

or

+

4Fo

7rk

sin cot
I

^ sin Scot

L \ “a / J L \“'D / _

+
sin 5cot

n-(—
n'

L '
• _

(4.9.5)

If in the above equation any odd integral multiple of co is

equal to coa, then the system will go into resonance at the

corresponding fractional value of— . In the present case, the
coa

frequency-response curve will consist of a series of peaks at

~ = 1,4-j 4- and so on. If— is near 4-3 the second term
co„ 6 0 ton 3

of equation (4-9‘5) governs most of the motion and the other

terms may be neglected in comparison to it. Similarly if

— is near 4-3 the third term predominates, and so on.
cun 5

4.10 Vibration isolation and transmissibility.

In the beginning of Chap. 1 it was stated that many kinds of
vibrations are undesirable and therefore should be eliminated
or, at least, reduced. For example, the inertia forces developed
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in a reciprocating engine or unbalanced forces produced in any
other rotating machinery should be isolated from the foundation
so that the adjoining structure is not set into heavy vibrations.

Another example may be the isolation of delicate instruments

from their supports which may be subjected to certain

vibrations.

In either case the effectiveness of isolation may be measured
in terms of the force or motion transmitted to that in existance.

The first type is known as force isolation and the second type

as mo tion isolation. The lesser the force or motion transmitted

the greater is said to be the isolation.

In this section, we discuss the ways of reducing transmitted

vibrations by vibration isolation, which is obtained by placing

properly-chosen isolator materials between the vibrating body

and the supporting structure. The isolating materials may be

pads of rubber, felt or cork, or metallic springs. All these

isolating materials are elastic and possess damping properties.

The force or motion transmitted can be evaluated as in the

following paragraphs.

4.10 A. Force transmissibility. The term transmissibility

in the case of force-excited system is defined as the ratio

of the force transmitted to the foundation to that impressed

upon the system. Imagine a mass m supported on the

foundation by means of an isolator having an equivalent

stiffness and damping coefficient k and c respectively, and

excited by a force Fq sin wt, as shown in Fig. 4.10.1 (a). Under

steady state conditions, force acting on the mass can be

represented by means of a vector diagram as shown in Fig.

4.2.2 (a), and reproduced in Fig. 4.10.1 (b). Out of these four

force acting on the mass, the spring force kX and the dashpot

forces CioX are the two common forces acting on the mass and

also on the foundation. Therefore the force transmitted to the

foundation is the vector sum
.
of these two forces acting in

directions opposite to that on the mass, as has been shown

in Fig. 4.10.1 (c). These forces are 90° out of phase with each

other and their vector sum Fti is the force transmitted to the

foundation.



Fig. 4.10.1. Transmissibility determination

from vector diagram.

Therefore Fu =

or Ftr = X
Substituting the value ofX from equation (4.2.5), we have.

+ {Ca>)~

+ (rto)“
(4.10.1)
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which, in dimensionless form, can be written as

+(^ ^

(4.10.1)

Tr being the transmissibility.

The angle through which the transmitted force lags the

impressed force can be seen from Fig. 4.10.1 (c) to be {<f>—a.),

where a = tan~^

“ '“{ T ]

Angle (j) is given by equation (4.2.11). Therefore the angle of

lag is equal to

j)—

a

(4.10.3)

Equations (4.10.2) and (4.10.3) give the transmissibility and

the phase lag of transmitted force from the impressed force, and

are plotted in Figs. 4.10.2 and 4.10.3 respectively, with different

damping factors.

The transmissibility curve of Fig. 4.10.2 gives us a lot of

useful information. The first thing that we see is that all the

curves .start from unity value of transmissibility, pass through

the unity transmissibility at. (tu/wn) = and after that they

tend to zero as (tu/cun)~>®3 . These curves can be divided into

two ranges, one from (cu/a/ji)=0 to (cu/<un)==‘v/2, and the second

from (cu/ton) = ^72 to (a>/a)n)->®3 •
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(*)n

Fig. 4.10.2. Transmissibility v/s frequency ratio

for different amounts of damping.

In the first range greater amount of damping gives lower
transmissibility, which always remains greater than unity.
In the second range greater amount of damping gives greater
transmissibility, which is always less than unity. This means
that damping is favourable in the first range and unfavourable
in the second range. In order to have low value of transmi-
ssibiiity, the operating range is generally kept far away in the
second range. Under these conditions zero damping will be
ideally suitable as this would give extremely low value of
transmissibility. But since the system has to pass through the
resonance in reaching the operating point and zero damping will
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give very high transmissibility (though for a moment only),

some amount of damping is generally incorporated in the system

at the cost of a little higher transmissibility at the operating

point. Some systems operate in the first range at very low

values of oj/ojn- For these systems higher the damping, lesser

the transmissibility.

From the phase angle plot ofFig. 4.10.3 it is interesting to note

that, all curves start from zero and tend to 90"’ when
When ^<0.5, the phase angle continues to increase to a maxima
which depends upon the amount of damping and then gradually

becomes 90° when (to/con) -^co When ^ ^ 0.5, the phase angle

gradually increases from 0 to 90° without having a maxima

point.
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4.10 B Motion transrnissibility. In Sec. 4.4 on the

‘Forced vibrations due to excitation of the support,’ equations

(4.4.6) and (4,4.8) give respectively, the ratio of absolute

amplitude of the mass to the base excition amplitude, and the

phase angle. The former is the motion transrnissibility and the

latter phase lag of the absolute motion of the body from the

exciting motion. These two equations are exactly the same as

equations (4.10.2) and (4.10.3) with the corresponding plots in

Figs, 4.10.2 and 4.10.3.

4.10 C Materials used in vibration isolation. Materials

commonly used for vibration isolation, as has already been

mentioned, are rubber, felt cork and metallic spring. The

effectiveness of each depends on the operating conditions.

Rubber is loaded in compression or in shear, the latter mode

gives higher flexibity. With loading greater than about 6 kg

per sq cm, it undergoes much faster deterioration. Its damping

and stiffness properties vary widely with applied load,

temperature, shape factor, excitation frequency and the

amplitude of vibration. The maximum temperature upto which

rubber can be used satisfactorily is about 65®G. It must not be

used in presence of oil which attacks rubber. It is found very

suitable for high frequency vibrations.

Felt is used in compression only and is capable of taking

extremely high loads. It has very high damping and so is

suitable in the range of low frequency ratio. It is mainly used

in conjuction with metallic springs to reduce noise transmission.

Cori is very useful for accoustic isolation and is also used in

small pads placed imderneath a large concrete block. For
satisfactory working it must be loaded from 100 to 250 kg/sq

cm. It is not affected by oil products or moderate temperature
changes. However, its properties change with the frequency
of excitation.

Metallic sptings are not affected by the operating conditions
or the environments. They are quite consistent in their

behaviour and can be accurately designed for any desired
conditions. They have high sound transrnissibility which can
be reduced by loading felt in conjunction with it. It has neg-
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ligible damping and so is suitable for working in the range of

high frequency ratio.

Illustrative Example 4.10.1

A machine weighting 1000 kg is mounted on four identical

springs of total spring constant k and having negligible

damping. The machine is subjected to a harmonic external

force of amplitude Fq = 50 kg and frequency 180 r.p.m.

Determine

(a) the amplitude of motion of the machine and maximum
force transmitted to the foundation because of the unbalanced

force when k = 2000 kg/cm.

(b) the same as in (a) for the case when (t = 100 kg/cm.

Solution

(a) k •= 2000 kg/cm.

1000 .

wn = \ /— = A = 44.3 rad/sec
" V m V 1000

w _ I80x2:r

60 X 44’3

Fo = 50 kg.

i; = o

y 50

" A 2000

0.425

0.025 cm.

Amplitude

Substituting in equation (4.2.15), we have

X 1 _ -JL
-OioSs"

0.819

or Amplitude X = = 0.0305 cm.
0.819

Ans.

Transmitted Force

Substituting in equation (4.10.2), we have

1
1

= JTI0,425» !

0.819
50
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or Transmitted force Fxr
50

0.819
= 61.2 kg. Ans.

(b)

m =

100 kg/cm.

1000

980
kg-sec“/cm.

oin

Co

COfl

^100x980
1000

I80x2:r

60x9.9

Fc = 50 kg.

? = 0

y 50
“ “ A ~ 100

== 1.90

0.5

(1-1.902)
!

0.5

2.61

50 (1-1.903)

or Transmitted force Ftr
50

= 9.9 rad/sec.

Amplitude

Substituting in equation (4.2.15), we have

JL ^ ^

0.5
'

or Amplitude X = = 0.191 cm.

Transmitted Force

Substituting in equation (4.10.2), we have

F,r 1 1

2.61

2.61

19.2 kg.

Ans.

Ans.

Illustrative Example 4.10.2

A machine weighing 75 kg is mounted on springs of stiffness

k — 1200 kg/cm with an assumed damping factor of ^ = 0.20.

A piston within the machine weighing 2 kg has a reciprocating

motion with a stroke of 8 cm and a speed of 3000 c.p.m.

Assuming the motion of the pbton to be harmonic, determine

the amplitude of vibration of the machine and the vibratory

force transmitted to the foundation.

Solution

W == 75 kg.

k — 1200 kg/cm.
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C = 0-20

= 12S rad/sec.

Oi =

a)

cun

3000 x_2j
"'60

IOOtt

125
= 2-51

lOOff rad/sec.

IVo = 2 kg.

^ ~ ~2
~

OTo

m
(
2/980 \

175/980 )
X 4 = 0‘1067 cm.

Fo = Mo = 2

980
X (!00 7r)2 X 4 = 806 kg.

For finding the amplitude X of vibration of the machine,

substitute above quantities in equation (4.3.2).

X _ (2-51)^

0*1067 V[1 - {2.51)2]24- [2 X 0*2 x 2.51]2‘

which gives

X = 0.125 cm. Aas.

For finding the vibratory force Fu transmitted to the

foundation, substitute the above quantities in equation (4.10.2).

^ _ r 1 + (2x0-2x2.51)3
806 V [l-(2'51)2]2+[2x0-2x2-51]2

which gives

Ftr = 212 kg. Ans.

Illustrative E^aample 4.10.3

A radio set weighing 20 kg must be isolated from a machine

vibrating with an amplitude of 0.005 cm at 500 cpm. The

set is mounted on four isolators, each having a spring scale of

32 kg/cm and damping factor of 0’4 kg-sec/cm.

(a) What is the amplitude of vibration of the radio ?
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(b) What is the dynamic load on each isolator due to

vibration ?

Solution

Let m be the mass of the radio and, k and c represent the

overall equivalent striffness and the damping coefBcient of the

four isolators.

m ~ -gg^ = 0*0204 kg-sec“/cm

A: = 4 X 32 = 128 kg/cm.

f = 4 X 0*4 =1*6 kg-sec/cm.

y = T sin wt

r = 0*005 cm.

cu = IttN 27rX500

60 60

Ct*a =s=

A/ m v 0*0204

OJ 52.5
= 0*662

u 0 79 2
~

= rad/sec

= 79*2 rad/sec.

__c ^
2VT28 X 0*^4"'

0*496

(a) To find the absolute amplitude X of vibration of the

radio, substitute the above quantities in equation (4.4.6)

X
0.005

which gives

a/ ri -
1 + (2 x 0.496 x 0.662)3

[1 - (0.662)3? -f [2 X 0.496 x 0.662]3

X — 0.0069 cm. Ans.

(b) The dynamic load on isolators due to vibration can be
obtained by first finding the relative amplitude of vibration

and then

^Dyn = Z V(rco)* 4- Aa

Applying equation (4.4.11), we have

Z ^ (0.662)3

0.005 a/[1-(0.662)3]2 + [2 x 0.496 X 0:6^
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which gives

= 0.0025 cm

Therefore, Foyn = 0.0025 V (1.6 x 52.4)2 + 1282

or Foyn = 0.385 kg.

Hence, the dynamic load on each isolator is

^ = 0.096 kg. Ans.

The maximum force transmitted through the isolators can
also be found by equating it to the maximum inertia force on
the radio’, i.e.

Max. dynamic load on the isolators

= Max. force transmitted through the isolators

== Max. inertia force on the radio = mu>~ X

= X (52.4)2 X 0.0069

= 0.39 kg

Hence the dynamic load on each isolator is

0 39— = 0.097 kg. Ans.

4.11 Vibration measuring instruments.

The primary purpose of a vibration measuring instrument is

to give an output signal which represents as closely as possible

the vibration phenomenon. This phenomenon may be displace-

ment, velocity or acceleration of the vibrating system and

accordingly the instrument which reproduces signals propor-

tional to these are called vibrometers, velometers or accelero-

meters.

Fig. 4.11.1 shows the schemetic of a seismic instrument

is used to measure any of the vibration phenomenon. It

consists of a frame in which the seismic mass m is supported by

means of a spring k and dashpot c. The frame is mounted on

a vibrating body and vibrates along with it. The system

reduces to a spring mass dashpot system having base or support

excitation as discussed in Sec. 4.4. Consider the vibrating body

(base) to have a sinusoidal motion
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y T sin oit.

Then the steady state relative amplitude Z of the seismic

mass with respect to the frame is obtained from equation (4.4.1 1)

and the phase difference between the exciting motion and the

relative motion is given by equation (4.4.12).

Imagine that a scale is fixed on the frame and a pointer on

the seismic mass. Then the amplitude of motion of the mass

over the scale represents the relative motion having an

amplitude Z- This motion is also harmonic.

The plots of equations (4.4.1 1) and (4.4.12) for the relative

response and the phase shift respectively, are already shown in

Figs. 4.3.2 and 4.2.5.

4.11 A Displacement measuring instruments or
vibrometers. If the input motionj in Fig. 4.1 1.1 is harmonic,
then the relative motion z that can be recorded by means of a
secondary strain sensing transducer, is also harmonic. The
ratio of recorded motion to exciting motion is given by equation

(4.4.11) and plot by Fig. 4.3.2. If in equation (4.4.11), —
ton

>> 1 ,then Zl'^ tends to unity irrespective ofthe value ofdamping.

This is also seen in Fig. 4.3.2. The ratio = 1 means that the
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relative amplitude recorded Z> is equal to the excitation

amplitude T or the amplitude of the vibrating system. Thus,
provided w/cun is large, the amplitude recorded is approximately
equal to the amplitude of the vibrating body. Further more,
it can be seen from Fig. 4.3.2 that if damping factor is about
0.7 or a little lower, it is possible to have a better approxima-
tion of the relation — 1) over a larger range of frequency

ratio. However, in most vibrometers, damping is kept as

small as possible (for reasons of reduced distortion, discussed

later in this section), but to/ion is large enough to ensure that

the recorded motion is a good approximation of the input

motion. The ratio co/wn can be made large by having the

instrument of low natural frequency, the average value of which

may be about 4 c.p.s.

We have seen that if the vibrating body has a harmonic motion

of a frequency such that (w/ton) > 3.0 (say), then the amplitude

recorded is a good approximation of the amplitude of the

vibrating body. However, the output signal is not in phase

with the input motion and so, there is some time delay

depending upon the amount of damping in the system. But

that is immaterial as long as the output signal is a true

representation of the input signal.

Now consider that the vibrating body has a non-harmonic

periodic motion of fundamental frequency to such that (to/ton)

> 3’
0 (as before). Then the fundamental will be transmitted

with the same accuracy as before and any higher harmonic has

a higher frequency than the fundamental and will be recorded

still more precisely. But if we look back to the phase angle

plot of Fig 4.2.5. we see that the phase shift for different values

of to/cou (corresponding to different harmonics) is different, in

general, depending upon the amount of damping. This will

mean that although each harmonic separately, is recorded

accurately, it has different phase angle relationship with the

fundamental in the recorded motion than whar it had in the

input motion. The result is that the output motion will be a

distorted motion and not a true reproduction of the input

motion. This can be seen in Fig. 4.11.2, where the fundamental

in the recorded wave has suffered a lag of 4>i from that in the

input wave, and the third harmonic has suffered a lag of
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j)«. The final output wave is distorted. This difiiculty can be

overcome by making the damping in the system to be zero.

Under this condition and when (a./wn)> 1 the phase difference

is 180° whatever the frequency ratio. So each harmonic, sepera-

tely, apart from being recorded accurately is also transmitted
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with the same phase angle relationship. The resulting output
signal is a true reproduction of the input motion.

4.11 B Velocity measuring instruments or velometers.
In Sec 4.11 A it was said that the relative motion .s could be
measured by means of a secondary strain sensing transducer.

If, however, we can have a velocity sensing secondary
transducer of the type of a magnet rigidly fixed to the seismic

mass moving in a coil fixed to the frame, then the output

voltage at the two ends of the coil will be proportional to the

relative velocity since the voltage output is proportional to the

rate at which the lines of force are cut. This relative velocity

is equal to the input velocity of the support or the vibrating

system at large values of ou/<un. Hence the instrument behaves

as a Velometer and everything else said in regard to the

vibrometer holds good for velometer.

4.11 C Acceleration measuring instruments or

accelerometers. The instrument shown in Fig. 4.11.1 can

also behave as an accelerometer imder certain conditions.

In equation (4.4.11) if (w/wn) < < 1, then

r {ton)
(4.11.1)

(4.11.1a)

The expression in the above equation is equal to the

acceleration amplitude of the body vibrating with frequency

CO and having a displacement amplitude T. Hence, the ampli-

tude recorded under these conditions is proportional to the

acceleration of the vibrating body since ton is a constant of the

instrument. Therefore the extreme left hand part of tlie

frequency-response curve of the instrument actually represents

the accelerations at various frequencies. The ratio co/wn can

be made small by having con as large as possible.

The curve represented by equation (4.11.1) is a parabola and

this curve is also shown in Fig. 4.3.2. It is seen that this cur\ e

agrees fairly well with other curves for small values of co/a-n

and almost coincides upto the range of (co/con) = 0 to O'o,

with the frequency-response curve for damping factor
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of 0'7 and a little lower. And this is the damping ratio usually

kept in accelerom eters.

The natural frequency of the accelerometer should be at least

twice as high as the highest frequency of the acceleration to

be recorded. There is a possibility of some difhculty in the

case of non- harmonic periodic vibrations where the harmonics

of higher frequency may not be recorded accurately unless ojq

is much higher than the highest frequencies of the harmonics.

For this reason the natural frequency of most of the good

accelerometers is above 10,000 cps. much above the range of

the frequency of mechanical vibrations.

Regarding the distortion, if the input acceleration is not

sinusoidal but is of complex nature as of the form

fi{t)— Ai cos ojt -f- Ai cos 2a}t -f A:i cos Scut -f- (4.11.2)

each harmonic now has a phase shift depending upon the

damping present in the system and the frequency of the

fundamental. Fortunately for us, it is seen from Fig. 4.2.5

that for a damping ratio of about 0‘7 or a little lower, the

phase shift is almost linear with frequency of operation in the

working range of the accelerometer; i.e. for successive compo-

nents of equation (4.11.2), the phase shift is approximately

2if>, ‘dif> ... etc. Hence the output acceleration curve will be

of the form

/o(t) = /li cos + Az cos {2wt—2<f>)

4- Ay cos (Scut— 3^) 4-...

or fo{t) ~ Ai cos p A- Az cos 2/3 4- As cos 3/3 4-... (4.11.3)

where /S = col — ^

From equations (4.11.2) and (4.11.3) we see that the input

and output acceleration curves are of the same form where
each term retains the same relative harmonic relationship with

the other term. Therefore there will be no phase distortion

and the output signal will be similar to the input acceleration

in everyway.

4.11 D Frequency measuring instruments. One of the

methods of measuring the frequency of vibration of a system is

by means of Frahm’s Reed Tachometer. It consists of a
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system having a number of reeds hxed over it in the form
of cantilevers carrying small masses at their free ends, as
shown in Fig. 4.11.3. The natural frequencies of the set of
these reeds is adjusted to give a definite series of known
frequencies. When this instruments is attached to the body
whose frequency of vibration is to be measured, then the reed
whose natural frequency is nearest to the excitation frequency
vibrates near resonant condition and has a large amplitude of
vibration The frequency of the vibrating body is then given

by the known frequency of reed vibrating with mavirpiiTn

amplitude.

Fig. 4.11.3. Frahm's reed tachometer.

The accuracy of this instrument depends upon the difference

between the natural frequencies of the successive reeds. The

smaller the difference, more accurate is the instrument and

vice-versa. Of course, with a more accurate instrument of this

type, the range of frequencies that can be measured, will

be smaller.

Illustrative Example 4.11.1

A vibrometer has a period of free vibration of 2 seconds. It

is attached to a machine with a vertical hormonic frequency

of 1 cps. If the vibrometer mass has an amplitude of 0.25

cm relative to the vibrometer frame, what is the amplitude of

vibration of the machine ?
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Solution

27r j,— ~ — rad/sec-

tu — 1 X 2rr = Stt rad/sec.

^ = 2.0
iun

^ = 0, for vibrometers.

Z — 0.25 cm

Substituting the above quantities in equation (4.4. 1 i), we

have

0.25 _ (2.0)° _ £
Y V'[1~(2-0)^‘F 3

or ~ xO-25 = 0T875 cm,
4

which is the amplitude of vibration of the support or the

machine as in this case. Ans.

Illustrative Example 4.11.2.

A commercial type vibration pick-up has a natural frequency

of 5.75 cps, and a damping factor of 0.65. What is the lowest

frequency beyond which the amplitude can be measured

within

(i) one percent error.

(ii) two percent error.

Solution

/n — 5‘75 cps.

K, = 0-65

(i) We want to find that value of uilota for which J)
= I’Ol (see Fig. 4.3.2). This is the lowest value of w/wn
beyond which the amplitude can be measured within one
percent error.

Using equation (4.4.11), and letting (w/tun) — r we have

1-01 =
V(l-r)2+(2x0-65xr)2
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Simplification leads to

0-02 ri-0-31 7-2 + 1 = 0

giving r = 3*30 and 2'02.

These are the two values of r at which [ZIT) = I'Ol. In
between these two values (Zl^) will be greater than I’Ol.

Therefore, the lowest frequency beyond which the amplitude
can be measured within 1% error is given by

/ = — = r = 3-30
Jn

or /= 3'30x5'75 = 19 cps. Ans.

(ii) In this case (Zl^) — 1*02. When we use equation

(4.4.11) for finding the value or r (=co/uJn) for the given value

of damping we get imaginary value of r2. This means that

the curve in Fig. 4.3.2, for ^ = 0'65, does not go as high as

ZIT— 1‘02. Therefore, to get the frequency for 2% error we
will have to take ZIT — 0’98,

or 0-98 =- '

V'(l -r2)34.(2x0'65xr)2

Simplification leads to

0-04 + 0-31 r2 - 1 = 0

giving the only positive value for

r = 1-55

Hence r = T55
Ja <^a

or f= T55x5’75 = 8’9 cps.

Illustrative Example 4.11.3

A device used to measure torsional accelerations consists of

a ring having a mass moment of inertia ofO'5 kg-cm-sec

connected to a shaft by a spiral spring having a scale o 0

kg-cm/rad, and a viscous damper having a constant o . -

kg-cm-sec/rad. When the shaft vibrates with a frequency o

15 cpm, the relative amplitude between the ring an t le s a t

is found to be 2°. What is the maximum acceleratiom ot tne

shaft ?
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iolutiozi
in^

Ast - -sfT

or

k =

/d

w
.

6 at

m
IT 1 I

_ (giveo)- 60

= 30 cps.

" 900 X 4;r- X p

I«.(l/12)X0.6X0.075=^
= 2L2XI0-^

^rk^ rtv^lA—-C' •' ^Now,

Therefore, W = 900 x"~4 x'lrS x
3 X (2X10S) X (21.2x10

**' ~ ~***
. * « ^ mZ

or It/ = 0.028 kg.

PROBLEMS POR PRACTICE

4.1 A weight of 100kg is suspended on n 5-

scale of 20 kg/cm, and is acted nv- a.

force of 4 kg at the undamped

damping may be considered to be .ioana wxa. s. a-teut-'

cient of 0.1 kg-sec/cm. Determine

(a) the undamped natural frecuennj-

(b) the amplitude of the v/eigbn and

(c) the phase difference between dne

displacement.

4.2 During the installation of a I-no

motor weighing 250 kg, i: ii

level that the deflection ofme

is 0.012 cm. Would you co:

Explain your ansv/er.

sr.d

fii'Oyox induo-tTor.-

deterr.'.med r-y raear.a o

bur.da; ion ur.dier tb/jrrfotor

ider :?.x xor.datxn tafa ?
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Fig. P. 4.3

^
4.3 The apparatus shown in Fig. P. 4 3 is intended to

determine the coefficient of sliding friction between dry

surfaces. A metal block is supported with its lower plane

face AB horizontal and in contact with two cylindrical

rollers which revolve, as shown in the figure, in opposite

directions about fixed axes C and D. When initially

disturbed so that the c.g. of the block which is at a height

h above AB, is displaced from the central position

between the rollers, it performs simple harmonic motion.

^4.4

^.6

If the coefficient of friction n between the block and
the rollers is the same for both rollers, show that its

magnitude is

4
^

(5t®+4w*A)

where t is period of oscillations.

What will happen if the two rollers rotate in directions

opposite to those shown in the figure.

Plot a curve showing dimensionless peak frequency
against damping factor for the forced vibrations of a
spring-mass system with a variable dashpot.

Show that the maximum velocity of the mass of a
vibrating spring-mass-dashpot system occurs at {wlwn)= l

irrespective of the amount of damping.

An eccentric weight exciter is used to determine the
vibratory characteristics of a structure weighing 200 kg.
At a speed of 1000 rpm, a stroboscope showed the eccen-
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trie weight to be at the bottom position at the instant the
structure was moving downward through its static

equilibrium position and the corresponding amplitude
was 2.00 cm. If the unbalajjco-of the eccentric is 5 kg-
cm, determine,

^

(a) the undamped natural frequency of the structure,

(b) the damping factor of the structure, and

(c) the angular position of the eccentric at 1300 rpm at

the instant when the structure is moving downward
through its equilibrium position.

4.7 The point of suspension of a simple pendulum of length

I and mass m is given a horizontal excitation = 2* sin wt.

Derive an expression for the angular amplitude of

vibration of the mass and plot a non-dimensional

frequency-response curve.

4.8 A motor weighing 60 kg is mounted on a simple beam
that has a stiffness of 40 kg/cm at that point. The rotor

of the motor weighs 10 kg and has an eccentricity of

0.01cm. What will be the amplitude of vibration of

the motor when it runs at 1460 rpm ? Neglect damping,

the weight of the beam and the deflection of the motor

shaft.

4.9 A vertical single stage air compressor weighing 500 kg

K is mounted on springshaving stiffness of 200 kg/cm and

dashpots with a damping factor of 0.2. The rotating parts

are completely balanced and the equivalent reciprocating

parts weigh 20 kg. The stroke is 20 cm. Determine the

dynamic amplitude of vertical motion and the phase

difference between the motion and the excitation force if

the compressor is operated at 200 rpm.

4.10 Aspring mass system has a natural frequency of

4 cycles/sec. When the mass is at rest the support is

made to move up with displacement_)’ = 3 sin (where

t is in seconds andj in centimeters) measured from the

beginning of the motion. Determine the distance

through which the mass moves in the first 0 1 second, x
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4.11

Analyse the problems of Fig. P. 4.11 for steady state

response of the mass.

Yo Sfn wt

C I

"*"

i—\N\f\t
—

Vg sin wt

Fig. P. 4.11.

4.12 Determine the critical speed of a 1000 kg automobile

travelling on a concrete road with expansion joints

spaced 12 meters apart, if the static deflection of the

spring system is 5 cm.

4.13 The two rear wheels of an automobile are subjected to

a load of 500 kg through springs of 20 kg/cm. What is

the amplitude of vibration of the rear of the automobile'

at a speed of 80 km/br on a road having waves 2 cm
total depth whose crests are 1 .5 meter apart. At what

speed will there be resonance.

4.14 A vehicle weighs 490 kg and the total spring constant

of its suspension system is 60 kg/cm. The profile of the

road may be approximated to a sine wave of amplitude

4.00 cm and wave length of 4.0 meters. Determine

(a) the critical speed of the vehicle,

(b) the amplitude of the steady state motion of the

mass when the vehicle is driven at critical speed and
the damping factor is 0.5, and

(c) the amplitude of steady state motion of the mass
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when
^

the vehicle is driven at 57 km/hr and the
damping factor same as in (b).

For the cases shown in .Fig. P. 4.15 (a) and (b),
determine the steady state response of the point between
the dashpot and the spring to a sinusoidal input y X
sin wt. Also derive an expression for the phase lag.

Fig. P. 4.15.

4.16 For the data given in problem 4.9, find the horse

power dissipated in vibration of the compressor unit.

4.17 Draw a graph between the magnification factor against

the phase angle for various values of damping ratios.

4.18 Determine the H.P. required to run a motor carrying

an eccentric at 36U0 rpm, when the motor is mounted on

a concrete block and the whole assembly is supported by

felt pads placed on the foundation. The damping

coefficient of the system is 30 kg-sec/cm and the amplitude

of vibration is 0.12 cm.

4.19 A spring-mass system is guided to move only in the

vertical direction. The guideways cause a dry frictional

force of 2 kg on the mass. Mounted on the mass is a



e
aS
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to the equation of motion under these conditions. What is the
steady state displacement of the mass from the equilibrium
position ?

The equation of motion of a reciprocating engine im-
pressed upon by its inertia forces is given by

mx kx Pi sin oit Pj sin 2u!t.

Find the general solution to this equation.

The saw-tooth tpye excitation as shown in Fig. P. 4.23

acts on the support of a spring-mass-dashpot system.

Determine the resultant steady state motion of the mass

when W = 2000 kg, K= B kg/cm and c = 4 kg-sec/cm.

i ’

a

>•

0

t (sec) —

X

Fig. P. 4,23.

4.24 A machine weighing 100 kg and supported on springs

of total stiffness 800 kg/cm has an unbalanced rotating

element which results in a disturbing force of 40 kg at a

speed of 3000 rpm. Assuming a damping factor of 1^=0.20

determine

(a) the amplitude of motion due to the unbalance,

(b) the transmissibility, and

(c) the transmitted force.

4.25 A machine weighing one tonne is acted upon by an

external force of 250 kg at a frequency of 1500 rpm.

To reduce the effects of vibration, isolators of rubber

having a static defletcion of 0,2 cm under the given load

and an estimated damping factor X,
= 0,2 are ured-

Determine :

4.22

4.23
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( i
)

the force transmitted to the foundation.

( ii )
the amplitude of vibration of machine.

(iii) the phase lag.

1.26 A huge machinery is mounted on a bed plate which is

supported on four elastic members, each having a stiffness

of 4000 kg/cm. The total weight to be supported is 1

ton. It is estimated that the total damping force exerted

on the system is 20% of the critical and is of viscous nature.

When the speed of rotation of the machine is 2000

rpm, the amplitude of vertical motion of the bed plate is

0.006 cm. Calculate the total maximum force transmitted

through each mounting to ihe foundation.

4.27 A compressor unit weighing 200 kg is mounted rigidly

on a concrete bed weighing 500 kg. The disturbing

force whose frequency is the same as the compressor

spaed and which is sinusoidal, has a maximum value of

30 kg. If the compressor speed is 1000 rpm, determine

the stiffness of rubber pads to be used beneath the con-

crete bed such that the force transmitted is. 0.5% of the

disturbing force. Neglect damping.

4.28 A centrifugal compressor weighing 100 kg is supported

on isolators having a damping factor of 0.20. It runs at

a constant speed of 1500 rpm and has a rotating

unbalance of 10 kg-cm. What should be the stiffness of

the isolators if the force transmitted to the foundations is

to be less than 10% of the unbalanced force.

4.29 An instrument weighing 50 kg is located in an airplane

cabin which vibrates at 2000 cpm with an amplitude of

0.01 cm. Determine the stiffness of the four steel springs

required as supports for the instruments to reduce its

amplitude to 0.0005 cm. Also calculate the maximum
total load for which each spring must be designed.

4.30 An aircraft instrument weighing 10 kg is to be isolated

from the engine vibrations. The engine runs at speeds

ranging from 1800 rpm to 2500 rpm. Natural rubber
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isolators with negligible damping are used. Determine
the rubber stiffness for 90% isolation.

4,31 Discuss very briefly the advanges and the disadvan-
tages of the various isolator materials.

In the case of isolators consisting of springs only what
is the transmissibiliy when the spring constant is

(
i

) A = CO j

(i i) ^ - 0 ;

(iii) k = any intermediate value ?

In what range of speed is the spring isolator desirable

and in what range it is undesirable ?

4.3iJ What are the principles on which a vibrometer and an

accelrometer are based ? What should be the range of

natural frequencies for a vibrometer and for an accelero-

meter for a frequency / of vibration and of acceleration

respectively ?

Explain how the result is affected in case the motion

contains higher harmonics,

4.33 An undamped vibration pick-up having a natural

frequency of 1 cps is used to measure a harmonic

vibration of 4 cps. If the amplitude recorded is 0.052 cm,

what is the correct amplitude ?

4.34 A vibrometer with a natural frequency of 2 cps and

with negligible damping is attached to a vibrating system

which performs a harmonic motion. Assuming the

difference between the maximum and minimum recorded

values as 0.06 cm, determine the amplitude of motion of

the vibrating system when its frequency is

(i) 20 cps,

(ii) 4 cps.

4'35 A commercial vibration pick up has a damped natural

frequency of 4.5 cps and a damping ratio of 0.5. What

is the range of impressed frequency at wliich the

amplitude can be read directly from the pick up with

an error not exceeding 2% of the actual amplitude.
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4.36 An instrument for measuring accelerations records 30

oscillation/sec. The natural frequency of the instrument

is 800 cycles/sec. What is the acceleration of the

machine part to which the instrument is attached if the

amplitude recorded is 0.002 cm ? What is the amplitude

of vibration of the machine part ?

4.37 An accelerometer having a natural frequency of 1000

cpm and a damping factor of 0.7 is attached to a

vibrating system. Determine the maximum acceleration

of the system when the recorded amplitude is

uP'Z — 50 cm/sec-

when the system performs a hormonic motion at

(i) 400 cpm,

(ii) 800 cpm.

4.38 The static deflection of the weight of a vibrometer is

2 cm. The instrument when attached to a machine

vibrating with a frequency of 125 cpm record to relative

amplitude of 0.003 cm. Find out for the machine

(a) the amplitude of vibration,

(b) the maximum velocity of vibration, and

(c) the maxitnum acceleration of vibration.

4.39 A seismic instrument with a natural frequency of 6 cps

is used to measure the vibration of a machine running

at 120 rpm. The instrument gives the reading for the

relative displacement of the seismic mass as 0.005 cm.

Determine the amplitudes of displacement, velocity and
acceleration of the vibratitng machine. Neglect damping.

4.40 Determine the torsional stiffness of a spring for a
torsiograph with a ring having moment of inertia of
0.02 kg-cm-sec®, so that the difference in the relative

motion and that of the vibrating shaft will not be greater

than 3% when the shaft vibrates with a frequency of
1000 cpm or above. Neglect damping. If the steft

amplitude is 0.01 radian, determine the corresponding
dynamic tonque on the spring.
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4.41 It is desired to study the vibration of the foundation of

a two cycle diesel engine between speeds of 300 and

1200 rpm by means of a vibrometer. It is known that

the vibration consists of two harmonics, because of

primary and secondary inertia forces in the engine. Find

the maximum natural frequency that the vibrometer

may have in order to keep the amplitude distortion below

5%.

4.42 A reed tachometer consists of 16 reeds and covers a

range of 5 cps to 20 cps. Each reed, made of steel, is

1 mm thick, 5 mm wide and 6 cm long. Find the end

weights for the reeds corresponding to the two e.xtreme

frequencies.



CHAPTER 5

TWO DEGREES OF FREEDOM SYSTEMS

5.1 Introduction.

The discussions so far have been limited to systems having

single degree of freedom and therefore having one natural

frequency and requiring one independent coordinate to define

the system completely at any instant. Although the ideal system

with which the theory dealt, occurs rarely in practice, but a

number of actual cases are sufficiently close to the ideal ones

to give us a reasonably correct estimate of certain conclusions of

importance.

The systems having two degrees of freedom are important

in as far as they introduce us to the coupling phenomenon

where the motion of any of the two independent coordinates,

in general, depends also on the motion of the other coordinate

through the coupling springs or dashpois. A system having two

degrees of freedom has two natural frequencies and the free

vibration of any point in the system, in general, is a combination

of two harmonics of these two natural frequencies respectively.

Under certain conditions, any point in the system may execute

harmonic vibrations at any of the two natural frequencies, and
these are known as the Principal Modes of Vibration. The two
degrees of freedom system analysed in this chapter also explains

certain other phenomenon of interest.

5.2 Principal modes of vibration.

Let us consider an ideal two degrees of freedom system as

shown in Fig. 5.2.1 (a) where the masses are constrained to

move in the direction of spring axes. Let and be the
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displacements of the masses at any instant measured from the
equilibrium positions of these masses respectively, positive in

the direction shown. In order to write the differential

equations for these two masses, let us assume A:2>:ri. Then the

spring forces acting on these masses are as shown in Fig. 5,2.1 (b),

giving us the following differential equations.

*2

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.2. 1 Derivation of differential equation for

a two-degree system.

miXi = —kixi -{-kn (xg—*i)

tnzXii = {xz—xi) —kzXz

or, these equations may be re-written as,

imxi + {ki + kz)xi = kz xz
-j

(5 2.1)

mz xz -f {kz + kz) xz — kz xi J

The reason why we considered Xz> xi was to have some

physical concept and ease in writing down the differential

equations. We could as well have considered ^3 and tiie

final equations (5.2.1) would, of course, be the same.
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Let us now make a guess work regarding the solutions

for xi and xa in considering that they can have harmonic

vibrations under steady state conditions. We will then consider

the case when mass mi executes harmonic vibration at frequency

cui and mass nij executes harmonic vibration at frequency

wa, that is

Xi = sin oiit

and xa = Xi sin waf

where Xi and X^ are the amplitudes of vibration of the two

masses under steady conditions. This is just a guess work

and we donot know yet if such a solution is possible. If our

guess is wrong we will land into some absurd results.

Substituting equations (5.2.2) in one of the equations (5.2.1),

say the first one, we have

— mi tuj® ^1 sin tuii (iti “h ^2) sin cuii = /tj Tj sin toa^

Xi A3 sin tojt

X2 t(Ai -h ka)—mi ci>i®j sm coit

Since Xi and X2 are the amplitudes of two h- rmonic motions,

therefore their ratio must be constant and independent of time.

Therefore, _ (y constant).
sin tail

'

This should be true at all times.

Let us see what happens if C > 1.

At time t ~ ^— , sm ui\t — sin == 1

xtui 2a>i

,
sin <azt sin a)»f ^ ,

^
' ,• O 1
sm tujt 1

or sin tuat > I

which is not possible.

Thefore C > I.

Similarly it can be shown that C < 1

.

The only possibility, therefore is that C ~

sin Wit
Hence —r—=- = 1sm Wit

which is only possible if cui = «ua.

(5.2.2)
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So, the two harmonic motions, if at all they exist, have to
be of the same frequency. Let us then modify the assumed
solutions of equations (5 .2 .2

)
as:—

Xi = Xi sin wt “j

Xi — Xi sin o)t J
(5.2.3)

Substituting equations (5.2.3) in equations

cancelling out the common terms sin wt, we have
(5.2.1) and

[

—

mi u>“ -f- (/ci -j- ^2)] X\ — kz Xn

£—mz co^ {kz A3)) Xz — kz Xi j
(5.2.4)

Equations (5.2.4) give the following two

respectively.

equations.

Xi kz

Xz [(^1+^2)— (5.2.5)

X\ “f" ^3)
—

Xz ~
kz

(5.2.6)

From the above two equations, we have

kz [(As "h A3)—OTsw®]

[(Ai -H ^2)
— (5.2.7)

which gives

[(Ai 4- A2) — niioX\ ((Aa -T As) — mz w*] = kz"

or mimzu}^ — \mi {Jkz~Vk^’\’niz{ki-\~k^'\(ji“

-f- £Ai kz-f-ki kj-^-kz As) = 0 (5.2.8)

The above equation is a quadratic in and gives two values

of U1 -, and therefore two positive values of w corresponding to

the two natural frequencies wni and wns of the system. Equa-

tion (5.2.8) is called the Frequency Equation since the roots of this

equation give the natural frequencies of the system.

Let us take a special case to gain more insight into the

behaviour of the system.

Let ki = kz — k "| (5.2.9)

nil = TUn = m -I

Then the frequency equation (5.2.8) reduces to

m^w*—2m {k-\-ki)io- -1- {k~+2kkz) — 0

which gives
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-„i, 0,^2 - J(A±^4±b
V m

rj~
^

== Vjr _
and «„2 -

“V ,
m ..

tuni and cona being' the firk arid the second natural frequencies

of the system.

For this special case the equations

reduced as below :—

^ Aa

' ' '

(A-f-Aa)

—

niio^

(Asd'A)

—

THio^

Xi A"

(5.2.5) and (5.2.6),, are

(5.2.11)

(5.2.12)

In either of the equations (5.2.1 1) or (5.2.12), substituting for

to the value of wni from the first of equations (5.2.10), we have

This means that when the system is vibrating with the first

natural frequency tom, the mode shape is, such that the ratio of

the amplitude of the two masses is equal to -i- 1- The sufEx *1’

after {XjlXa) means the ratio in the Jirst mode shape corres-

ponding to the first natural frequency.

Again, in either of the equations (5.2.11) or (5.2.12), substi-

uting for to the value of tona from the second of equations

(5.2.10), we have

\yhich means that when the system is vibrating with the second

natural frequency tons, the mode shape is such that the ratio of

the amplitudes of the two masses is equal to ~ 1 . The suffix

‘2’ after {XJXi) means the ratio in the second mode shape

corresponding to the second natural frequency.

The ratio of the amplitude of the two masses being -I- 1

means that the amplitudes are equal and the two motions are

in phase, that is, the two masses move up or down together.
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The ratio of the amplitudes of the tv/o masses being — I msaoi
that the amplitudes are equal but the two motions are out of
phase, that is, one mass moving do'.vn and the other moving
up, and vice-versa. In the first case every point • in the system
executes harmonic motion of frequency cuai and in the second
case that of frequency ojns. This motion where every point in

the system executes harmonic motion ith one of the natural

frequencies of the system, is called the Principal Mode of
Vibration. A system having two degrees of freedom can vibrate

in two principal modes of vibrations corresponding to its two
natural frequencies, the mode shape being given by either of

the equations (5.2.11) or (5.2.12) after substituting for ej the

corresponding value of the natural frequency.

We have seen that in the first principal mode of vibration, the

mode shape is aiven by (Yi/Yi)i = I

.

Here the two masses

move in phase with the same amplitude. Thus, the coupling

springes of Fig. 5.2.2. (a) is neither stretched nor compressed

during vibrations. It moves bodily with both the masses, and

is therefore completely ineffective. Even if this coupling spring

is removed [Fig. 5.2.2 (b)], the two masses will vibrate as two

single degree of freedom systems v/ith natural frequency Vkim

which was obtained to be the first natural frequency of the sj-stem

in the first of equations (5.2.10).

Again, the second mode shape is given by (^Xi 1X2)2 = — 1.

Here two masses move out of phase with the same amplitude.

Thus the spring is symmetrically compressed and stretched

alternately. The middle point of this spring does not have any

motion and is effectively grounded, giving us an equivalent

system as in Fig. 5.2.2 .c). Each half of this spring has double

the stiffness 2k,. And the original system is now converted to

two single degree of freedom systems each having the natural

frequency v {k~2kd]tm, which was obtained to be the second

natural frequency of the system in the second of equations

(5.2.10).

And lastly, we may conclude that, if the two masses of Fig.

5.2.2 (3) are given equal initial displacements in the same

direction and released, they will vibrate in the first principai

mode of vibration with ti'.c first natural frequencj.’. Aiso, if
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they are given equal initial displacements in the oppositi

direction and released, they will vibrate in the second principa

mode of vibration with the second natural frequency. If

however, the two masses are given unequal initial displacement

in any direction, their motion will be superposition of iwc

harmonic motions corresponding to the two natural frequencie;

as given below.

Xi ~ Ji^i' cos Walt -r Xi' COS Wait

X2 cos Walt cos
(5.2.13]

where Xi and Xi’ are the amplitudes of mass ot, at lower and
higher natural frequencies respectively ; and X2

'

and Xz* are

the amplitudes ofmass m2 at lower and higher natural frequencies

respectively. They have the following relationships.

Xz ~ KXzJi

\
Xz x-Yi jz

X/ -f Xi" = initial displacement of mi

Xz -f Xz’ = initial displacement of mz

(5.2T4)

Any motion can be broken up into the sum of two principal

motions having two different natural frequencies wai and ojqj.

In the general system of Fig. 5.2.1 (a), the expressions for the

two principal mode shapes are not so simple and the coupling

element can not be eliminated or split up as in the special case

discussed above. ' However, equations (5.2.13) are applicable

to the general case.

Further, in the principal mode of vibration, no mention has

been made to the absolute values of the amplitudes, which

depend upon the initial conditions. If the amplitude for one

of the masses is taken as unity, the principal mode is said to be

Normal Mode of Vibration.

Illustrative Example 5.2.1

For the system shown in Fig. 5.2.1 (a), find the two natural

frequencies when
mi = m. = m = 0.01 kg-sec-/cm

Aj = {'(3 =s = 9 0 kg/cm

ki — 3.5 kg/cm.
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Find out the resultant motions of mi and m* for the following

different cases.

The displacements mentioned below are from the equilibrium

positions of the respective masses.

(a) Both masses are displaced ^ cm in the downward

direction and released simultaneously.

(b) Both masses are displaced i cm; mi in the downward

direction and mz in the upward direction, and released

simultaneously.

(c) Mass mi is displaced i cm downward and mass ms is

displaced -2 cm downward. Both masses are released

simultaneously.

(d) Mass mi is displaced J cm upward while mass ms is

held fixed. Both masses are then released simultaneously.

Solution

The above system corresponds to the special case of Fig.

5.2.2 (a) for which the two natural frequencies are obtained in

equations (5.2.10); or

==1, =, 40 rad/sec.
V m V 0.0

1

Mode shapes for this system have been shown to be

Since the system is given only initial displacement s. the

equations (5.2.i5)_applv for thes&^onditions . If, however, the

sy^em is given only initial vdqci^, the cosine functions will

have~T(rb^eplaced by sine functions.
^

(a) Applying the relationship of equations (5.2.14), we have.

^1’
,
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.Y,' + Z/ = -L

Y/ + 2̂
' = 4

These give Xi' ^2
' == A

and Z,' = Zj' = 6

Substituting these in equations (5.2.13), we obtain

Xi = h cos 30/

.V2 = i cos 30/

This is obvious also since initial displacement are such as to

give the first mode shape to the system. Ans,

(b) In this case the displacements are such as to give the

second mode shape to the system. The equations of motion,

therefore, are

.vi = A cos 40/

ATa = —A cos 40/

These can also be obtained by applying equations (5 2.14).

The negative sign included in the expression for Xz above

means that its initial displacement is in the negative direction

(upwards). Ans.

(c) Applying equations (5.2.14)

Xl _
1

X /
1 V ff

^

1 T -0-1 — -2

X,' + Xa' = ~
These give Xi' = Xi' = —

Xa' = h Xa' = J

Substituting these values in equation (5.2.13), we have

Xi = I cos 30/ — i cos 40/

Xa = § cos 30/ + J cos 40/ Ans.

(d) The solution for this case, now, can be written down by

inspection, as
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Xi = — ^ cos 30< — J cos 40<

X3 = — ^ cos 30? + i cos 40/

This may be checked by the usual method. Ans.

5 3 Other cases of simple two degrees of freedom

systems.

In the following paragraphs we will study three different

systems of two degrees of freedom and find out the two natural

frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes.

5.3 A Two masses fixed on a tightly stretched string.

Consider two masses 7ni and rtiz fixed on a tight string stretched

between two supports as shown in Fig. 5.3.1 (a), and having a

tension T. Let the amplitude of vibration of the two masses

be small and tension T large so that it remains appreciably

constant during the vibrations of the two masses. At any

instant let yi and ja be the displacements of the two masses

respectively as shown in Fig. 5.3.1 (a). The free body diagrams

of the two masses are shown in Fig. 5.3.
1

(b). The components

of the tension T along the original direction of the string are

T cos (fii, T cos and T cos ^3 , and each one of these is appro-

ximately equal to T for small amplitudes since the angles <fi,

and <f)a are small. Therefore, there is no resultant force on the

masses in the original direction of the string.

Fig. 5.3.1. Analysis of a system consisting of two
masses fixed on a tightly stretched string.
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Writing down the equations for lateral motion of the masses,

we have

imyi = — T sin 4>i—T sin

— + T sin
(f>2
— T sin ^3

Substituting in the above two equations the values of

• jt
yi.

sin (pi == 7-n

sin (pi
__ J^LZJ±

• Asm <p3 ~ -j-
*3

Ture for small (pi, cp2 , ^3

and rearranging, we get

f r r\ r

! T
,

T\ T
”=->'>+

(,ir + irj
J’a = j-^i

h

(5.3.1)

Assume, for the principal mode of vibration, the solutions

to be

yi = Ti sin ut

yz = Tz sin cut

Substituting the above solutions in equations (5.3.1) and

cancelling out the common term sin cut, we have

]
(5 3.2)

r „ . /
^ T T\ —

1

— mi +
j

1 n = -T-rz
•a

r f T T\1 .V-— ma cu^ + Ir + x)
(5.3.3)

Equations (5.3.3) give the following two equations

respectively.

^ _ Tlk

n

n
n

(5.3.4)

-mi cu-

-ma <0

77/a

(5.3.5)

The frequency equation is obtained by equating the two

expressions in the above two equations and cross multiplying.
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To make the analysis simple, . let us take special case

when

mi — rm — m

li — Iz = Is — ^

as shown in Fig. 5.3.2 (a). The equations (5.3.4) and (5.3.5)

become

FIRST MODE SHAPE

SECOND MODE SHAPE

lb)

Fig. 5.3.2. Mode shapes.

Tx Til

n
~

iT
-j mu,2

<7*0j

Tx

22"

T ~ (5.3.V)

Yz
~

Tjl

from which we have

2^ „ -

Tjl 1

2r
,

“
'

ffi

1

an
or, mu>^ = ± y (5.3.8)

which is the frequency equation.
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Solving for cu, we have the two values of the natural

frequencies given by
^

Wd! -41

T
mlw
ml

(5.3.9)

The corresponding principal mode shapes are obtained by
substituting in either of equations (5.3.6) or (5.3.7) for cj the

values of air.i or cuna from equations (5.3.9). These mode shapes

come out to be

and are shown in Fig. 5.3.2 (b).

5.3B Double pendulum. It consists of two point masses

mi and ma suspended by strings of length lx and /s as shown in

Fig. 5.3.3 (a). Let the system vibrate in a vertical plane with

small amplitudes, under which conditions the masses may be

considered to have only horizontal motion. Let di and tfs be

the angles the strings at any instant make with the vertical and

let Xj and ATa be the horizontal displacements of the two masses,

such that the following relationships hold good for small

amplitudes.

sin 0i = Qi
h

sin 9o = 6^ =
(5.3.10)

Fig. 5.3 3 (b) shows the free body diagrams for the two

masses. Considering no motion in the vertical direction, the

vertical components of the forces on each of the two masses

must balance. Therefore,

Tj cos 02 = m2g

and Ti cos 9i — mig + Tj cos 02

For small values of 9i and 02, the above relations reduce to

and

Ta = iring

Tt ~ mig 4- Ta = {,mi—m2)g
(5.3.11)



VIBB.
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X2

X2

m2

kI ^
‘2

mi+ nio
,
m2

~— + 7- S-
1 ‘2 J

mi ou-

mo
g—77l2 tu-

ma

^2

(5.3.15)

(5.3.16)

The frequency equation is obtained by equating the two

expressions in the above two equations and cross multiplying.

Let us again consider a special case when

mi = m2 = m
li = I2 — I

as shown in Fig. 5.3.4 (a).

The equations (5.3.15) and (5.3.16) become

Xi 3g '
;-p-o.-

(5.3.17)

^2

— ftj-

I

from which vve have

I

or

3g „ g_ - CO- -j.

<ti' 4 <o“ 2 „

F

(5.3.18)

(5.3.19)

which is the frequency equation.

Solving for oj, we have the two values of the natural

frequencies as

‘^Jnl

cja2

= a/'t ^2-V2)

=
(2+ V2)

(5.3.20)
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The corresponding principal modes are obtained as

(S)t
= - i + V2 - + 0.414

lS)=
- - ' - 2 - -2-4H

These mode shapes are shown in Fig. 5.3.4 (b).

Fig. 5.3.4. Mode shapes.

5.3C Torsional system. Consider a two rotor torsional

system as shown in Fig. 5 3.5 (a) in which /j and /a are the

two respective mass moments of inertias coupled by a shaft

of torsional stiffness At. Let, at any instant, the displacements

of the two respective inertias be and 9a from a certain

reference position, positive in the clockwise direction when
viewed from the left, as shown in Fig. 5.3.5 (b). The tivist

in the shaft is
(03
— 0i), and for the relative displacements of

the rotors shown, the shaft exerts a torque of At(02— 0i) on
Ji in the direction of rotation, and the same torque on Ja

opposite to the direction of rotation. Therefore, the differential

equations of motion are

j/e\= At(0a-0i)

and Ja 02 = —At (02 -0»)

These equations may be written as

J> di At 01 == At 02

and /a 02 + At 02 = At 0i

(5.3.21)

(5.3.22)
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C} = Qn

Fig. 5.3.5. Two rotor torsional system.

Let, for the principal modes of vibration, the solutioiis be

]
9i
—

/3i sin wt

0., = ^2 sin out

(5.3.23)
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Substituting these solutions in equations (5.3.22) and can-

celling out the common term sin ait, we get

i-Jioi"- + ki) -]

{—

J

2 01^ kt) ^2 ~ kt J

which further give the following two equations

^ — Jiai^-\-kt

_ -Jzai^-^kt

^2 kt

(5.3.24)

(5.3.'25)

(5.3.26)

Equating the two expressions on the right hand sides of the

above two equations and cross multiplying, we have the

frequency equation as

[Ji J2 co^-kt {Jx-i-Ji)'] =0 (5.3.27)

which gives

‘"nl = 0

oina
t (Jx-j-Ji)

Ji J2

— tun (say) (5.3.28)

One of the two natural frequencies of this system is, therefore,

zero. The fact is further clarified when we obtain the mode
shapes, which come out to be

4* 1} when ai ~ ui^x ~ 0
(fr)
(^l \ Jz .

(5.3.29)

These mode shapes are shown in Fig. 5.3.5 (c). Here we
see that the mode shape corresponding to to = 0 is such that

the shaft is not twisted at all. Therefore no elastic force are set

up in the shaft and so the vibrations can not take place. Thus,

the system is not really a two degree freedom system although,

loosely speaking, it is said to be so since it has two inertia

points. This system has only one natural frequency wo other

than zero.

This system could have been tackled on the basis of relative

displacement of the two rotors which is also equal to the twin

of the shaft.

Multiplying the first of equations (5.3.21) by J2 and the

second by Jx, and subtracting from the other, we have
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Jl Jl {pi— ^s) — kx (/2+ -/l) (®2— 0{)

Replacing {62— Bi), the relative displacement, by 9, we have

Jl Jz 'b + kx (/i+ Za) 6 = 0 (5.3.30)

This is the differential equation of relative motion which

corresponds to a single degree of freedom system, giving,

Ju — >\j

kt (Ji-i-Jz)

Jl J

2

which is the same as obtained in the second equation (5.3.28).

For the only mode in which the vibrations are possible, the

mode shape is given by the second equation (5.3.29), which

means that the displacements of the two rotors are in opposite

directions and are inversely proportional to their inertias. Thus

if I is the total length of the connecting shaft, then the node

point divides the shaft in two lengths li and /j such that

Jz

/a
~

J\

h+i;
~ 7a

or

(5.3.31)

7i+7v

'* “ (77+^7 )
‘

‘-“(TITyT)'..

The torsional stiffness of the shaft is obtained from the well

known equation in the Strengh of Materials text-books. This

equation is

T_ _ G_B_

Ip I

Therefore, the stiffness, which is the torque per unit twist,

is given by

GIp
I

(5.3.32)

showing that the stiffness is inversely proportional to the length

of the shaft. Also the stiffness is directly proportional to Ip

(or d^).
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Illustrative Example 5.3.1

Derive an expression for the natural frequencies and

amplitude ratios for the system shown in Fig. 5.3.6 (a), for

small displacement in the plane of the paper. The pendulum

rod is, stiff and weightless, and is pivoted at point O.

maO

(b) (c)

Fig. 5.3,6- Combined pendulum and spring-mass system.

Solution
Consider the displaced position of the system at any instant

as shown in Fig. 5.3.6 (b). The free body diagrams for both
the masses are shown in Fig. 5.3.6 (c). For small angular
displacements the motion of the mass wio is horizontal only.

Therefore,

5 = Tecs e ^ T
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f«2 (x 4- / 0) = — T sin d ^ ~ T 6

mi X = — Ic X T sin 0 ^ — Ic X -r T 9

The vertical forces on the mass mi balance and it is not

necessary to write the corresponding equation.

Eliminating T from the above three equations,

we have

7«2 (x + / 9) + m2g 6 = 0

and 772ix -i- kx — m^g 0 = 0

or 19 g 6 = — X

and mix -t kx = m^g 9

Let the solution for the principal modes be

X — X sin cut

0 = /3 sin ojl

Substituting these solutions in the above two differential

equations and cancelling out sin wt, we have

— /oj^^ 4 g^ —
and — mi 4 kX — mzgp

or — = _ fflig

k—
The frequency equation obtained is

mil(x)*—{mig 4 rring 4 kl) co- 4 % = 0

which gives

u,2 (;«| 4 m,)g + kl ± V[(;bi 4
2 mil

4 klV-~^mil kg

Ans.

These are the two natural fiequencies of the system. It is of

interest to study the following special cases and to compare the

results obtained with the corresponding physical systems. These

special cases are the natural frequencies obtained from the

above equation when

(
i

) A = CO
;

(i i) /«2 ” 0; and
(iii) I = 0.

This is left for the students to study.
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Illustrative Example 5.3.2

Two uniform rods AB and CD are pivoted at their upper

ends as shown in Fig. 5.3.7 (a). Their lower ends are at the

same level and are connected by a spring. Each rod weighs

5 kg/m and is vertical in equilibrium position with the spring

unstrained. The spring has a stiffness of 3 kg/cm.

Fig. 5.3.7. Spring-connected double pendulum.

The spring is now compressed slightly and released. Find

the frequency of the resulting vibrations if the effect of gravity

is neglected. If aB moves through 1° on either side of the

vertical, find the corresponding angular amplitude of CD
and the maximum force in the spring.

Solution

Consider the displaced position of the system at any instant,

as shown in Fig. 5.3.7 (b).

3
Ja

Jo
M2

where Mi and Mg are the masses of the two rods respectively.

Neglecting gravity, the equations of motion can be written

as below.

Ja e'i = - (/i 9i~l„ e.) A/i

d'c ^2 = + ih — S2) kli
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or
Mx/i

3

Mn L

6x ~

-\- ki^di = ki^Ox

Letting 0i = jSj sin oi/

and — ^2 sin uit

for principal modes of vibration, and substituting these in

the differential equations, leads to the following equations after

simplification.

IL
i3=

kin

kk

These give

ojn a — 3 (Ml + Mn) k

Ml Mn

... Mn_ In, „kh -—
kli

besides a zero value.

Now All = ^
kg-sec“/cm

and Ain —

980

5 X LOO

980
“ kg-sec^/cm

Substitution in the above equation gives

wn = 64.1 rad/sec

or /p = 10.2 cycles/sec.

The reason that one of the natural frequencies is zero, is

because the gravity has been neglected. If gravity is considered

two non-zero frequencies will result.

kin 3 X 100

Ans.

Now =
Pa

or
^a

,. All 1 1 nkh- -3
-

1

0.55
Aus.

Angular movement of CD = 0.55° and it is out of phase

with the movement of AB.

Maximum force in the spring

- k (h ?i - /a i3a)

'75 X 1 .
100 X 0.55'

= 3 == 6.83 kg. Aus.
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Illustrative Example 5.3.3

Determine the natural frequency of torsional vibrations of

a shaft with two circular discs of uniform thickness at the ends.

The weights of the discs are Wi = 500 kg and Wo = lOOO kg,

and their outer diameters are Di — 125 cm and Do == 190 cm.
The length of the shaft is /=300 cm and its diameter <f=10 cm.
Modulus of rigidity for the material of the shaft is G= C.85X 10®

kg/cm®.

Also find in what proportion will the natural frequency of
this shaft change if along half the length of the shaft the
diameter is increased from 10 cm to 20 cm.

Solution

The system is shown in Fig. 5.3.8.

Wa

W, = 1000 kg
Dj = 125 cm
Da = 190 cm

1 = 300 cm
d = 10 cm
G = 0.85 X 10® fcg/cm*

Fig. 5.3.8. Two-rotor torsional system.

A =
S 2

IF

500

980
X = 1000 kg-cm-sec®

y.. = ^ i^oo
^ _

2 980

At
G A _ (0 85x10®)

_
/ ^

300

Applying equation (5.3.28), i.e.,

4620 kg-cm-sec®

(32
^^ 10®^=2.78x 10®kg-cm/rad

Clin

CUn

At (A + /»)
,y

J 2 78 x To® X (1000^4^46^
V 1000 X 4620

or oin = 58.1 rad/sec.
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or 9.25 c.p.s. Ans.

Now along half the lengh of the shaft the dia is doubled.

Consider two halves of the shaft in series; one of the original

diameter and the other of double the diameter. Xhe. ^ stiffness

of haHThc-sharLja:-itli-the-originaLdiameter_-will_be_ The
stlffiness of the other half of the shaft with twice the dian^ter

vvilUifiJ2&tX2Lsiiice the stiffness ispropertlonarib'lh^fourth

power of the diameter. These two half shafts are in series.

Therefore the equivalent stiffness is given by

-L. _L_ + _JL_
Atu 2A. ^ 2AxX2i

Substituting for k\ = 2.78 x 10® and solving, we have

Ate = 5.23x10® kg-cm/rad.

(ujn) midlfled
Now,

(wn) original

L® ^ = 1.

ai V A, V 2.78
37

Hence there is 37% increase in the natural frequency of the

system. Ans.

5.4 Combined rectilinear and angular modes.

In the previous section, cases have been discussed where two

coordinates have been either both rectilinear to both angular.

In this section we will discuss a system having combined

rectilinear and angular modes.

Consider a body having mass AI and mass moment of inertia

J Mr®, r being radius of gyration about the CG of the body)

supported as shown in Fig. 5.4.1 (a), and capable of oscillating

in the directions v and d. Let, at any instant, the body be

displaced through a rectilinear distance JC and angular distance

0 as shown in Fig. 5.4.1 (b). At this instant, taking 0 to be

small, the springs Ai and Ao are compressed through {x—lxO) and

{x-\-l,^0) respectively, beyond their equilibrium position.

The free body diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 5.4.1

(c). The differential equations of the system are written for

motions in the .x: and 0 directions by taking the forces and the

moments in the respective directions acting on the system.

These equations are

Mx - — Ai {x—t]6) — Aj (AT-f /a)

JO ~ Ai(.v

—

UO) lx— A" (.V-' I2O) I2
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(c)

Fig. 5.4.1. Analysis of a combined rectilinear

and angular mode system.

or

Letting

and

(5.4.1)

(5.4.2)
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and remembering that /= the equations (5.4.1) reduce
as below

X + a X = b d

d + cO ^ (blr^) X

As in the previous cases we end up with two dilTerential

equations which are coupled with respect to the two coordinates.

Here b is called the coupling coefficient since, if 5 = 0, the two

equations are independent of each other (uncoupled) and
therefore the two motions, rectilinear and angular, can e.xist

independently of each other with their respective natural

frequencies -^/a and '\/c. Thus for the case of uncoupled

system when 5 = 0, i.e., ki li — kn in, the natural frequencies

in the rectilinear and angular modes respectively, are

]
(5.4.3)

and

ojni =» s/o =

—

ki 4- Aa

M~~
ki ~ /a*

(5.4.4)

We could have written down these two natural frequencies

in the very beginning by considering the system to be having

single degree of freedom, successively, in rectilinear mode and

angular mode.

Going bock to the coupled equations (5.4.3), let us assume

the following solutions for the principal mode of vibration.

a: = Arsina;/ -1

0 — p sin wt J

Substituting the above solutions in equation (5.4 3) and

cancelling out the common term sin int, we have

+ a] X = bp 1 gj
[-0.2 + C-] p = X ] ^

'

From equations (5.4.6) we get the following two equations

respectively.

X ^ b

P a— 0.2
(5.4.7)

X C— 0.2

J
^ 'W (5.4.8)

Therefore,
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b c-w^

which gives the frequency equation as

oi^~{a+c) 0,2 j^[ac — {
fis/rS)] = 0 (5.4.9)

The roots of the above equation give the following two

natural frequencies of the system.

wjxi'‘ =. 4 (fl+s) —
-yj J (c—a)- + —

|

= 4 (a-f c) -h
-^1 } {c—a)- -{-

|

(5.4.10)

The above two natural frequencies reduce to those of

equations (5.4.4) for the uncoupled case when 6 = 0.

The expressions for the mode shapes can be obtained in usual

manner, but these expressions will not be much meaningful

because of their complexity.

niustrative Example 5.4.1

For the system shown in Fig, 5.4.2, find ratio Ijd such that

the two natural frequencies in the plane of the paper for

the figure on the right are the same.

Fig. 5.4.2. A cylinder suspended by two springs.

Solution

Let M be the mass of the cylinder and J the mass moment
of inertia about an axis through the GG perpendicular to the
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plane of the figure on the right. Then

The value of b as given in the second equation (5.4.2) is

zero because of symmetry. Therefore the two natural

frequencies are given by equations (5*4.4), and these should

be equal.

Therefore, 4
2 k (//2)2

which gives
/ _ \/3

d
~

2^2
Ans.

5.5 Systems with damping.

Consider a two degrees of freedom system with damping

as shown in Fig. 5.5.1 (a). At an instant when the masses nn

and mz are displaced through distance Xi and *a from the

(}

Fig. 5.5.1. A two degree of ireeccm r/zieia vrrri

multiple dam-irj eLezaenea.
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equilibrium position, the forces acting on the two masses are as

shown in Fig. 5.5.1 (b).

Writing the differential equations of motion for the two

masses,

mi X} — —ki .'Cl— Cl :xi -4 fcj (la— JCi) + e« (*2— *i)

m2 — —ki {xi—Xi) — C2 {Xi—Xi)—k3 X2—C3 Xz

or, on rearranging,

[mi 3Ci+(ci+C2) (^:i+ fe) Jfi]— [ca^a+ ^a^sl —

0

[C2 Xl -)-/C2 ^1]“ [ttt2 *24-(C2+ C3) *2+ (^2+ ^'3)^2] ==0

These are two coupled linear differential equations of

second order and their solutions can be put down as

Xl = Ai

= A2
(5.5.2)

where Ai, A% and s are constants.

Substituting equations (5.5.2) in equations (5.5.1) and

cancelling out the common term we have

[t^i (ci-f C3)^+(&i+^2)] ^Ii— [cas+^a] = 0 "]
/5 5 3I

.dj— [m2 *4 (^3 "4 C3) ^ "4 (^'3~4^3)3 ^2 —0 j
The above equations will have values of di and A 2 different

from zero only if the determinant formed from their coefficients

is zero, i. e. if

[miJ^d- (ci-f ^2)^*4 (Ai +^2)3 — [fa ^"4^23
Q

[ca 5+ ^23 — [m25®-4 (cad- C3)j-4(A2 4-ft3)3

ot, [mi j“-l- (ci -4r2)r-4 (Ai"4/c2)3 [m2S"-t-(c2-4c3)j-)-(A2d-fc3)3

+ i^s s -T ks]- = 0

which after expanding and rearranging, becomes

jA
[ ^ *1? *4^3 *1^3 r^id-Aca Aa+^3

,

CiC2-4ca Ca+ Ca Ci~|

L m2 J [_ nil m2 mi m2 J

I

rAci (c2+c3)d-^i:2 (C3+C1I+A.2 (ci+caT
j ^

r ki k2+k2k3+k2ki “j

L ">2 J "^L '”1 ftij J
= 0 (5.5.4)

This equation is called the charackrislic equation of the

system and the values of s have to be obtained from this

equation. There will be four values of s for which equations
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(5.5.2) will be solutions of equations (5.5.1), and so the general
solutions are

*1 " .dll 1
xn = Ail e^^^-r-A'it J

(5.5.5)

where the coefficients An in first of these equations are

four arbitrary constants to be determined from the initial

conditions and the coefficients in the second equation

are related to yln from either of the equations (5.5.3) by
substituting for s the corresponding value of Si obtained from
equation (5.5,4).

Hence from the first of equations (5.5.3),

An _ [ffllJr-f (gi-rC2) J<-r (fej-rA-a)]

{ci Si -}- ki)
'-An (5.5.6)

For a physical system with damping we can anticipate that

the motion will die out after a certain time. Looking back

at the solutions as obtained in equations (5.5.5), we can

conclude that si, Si, and Si must either be real negative

numbers or complex numbers with negative real parts. When
Si is a real negative number, that part of the solution containing

Si will decay exponentially and so the corresponding motion

will be aperiodic. When Si is a complex number with negative

real part, that pait of the solution containing st will be an

oscillatory motion which will also decay exponentially. If

all the values of s are real negative numbers, the final motion

will be a dead beat motion or aperiodic motion, being a

superposition of four aperiodic motions. If two valus of s

are real negative numbers and the other two complex conjugate

numbers with real negative parts, then the final motion will

be a superposition of two aperiodic motions and a damped

oscillatory motion. For two complex conjugate roots of s

the solution can be put in the form of damped free vibration

as discussed in Sec. 3.3C.

Illustrative Example 5.5.1

For the system whose schematic diagram is shown in

Fig. 5.5.2, find the mode shapes and the general equations

of motion for the two masses for the case when
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vibrations with undamped natural frequency Vkj,n and dam-

ping coefficient 2c (or damping factor 2!(). This is reflected in

the values of rsu obtained.

5.6 Undamped forced vibrations witb harmonic

excitation.

When a harmonic forcing ftmction acts on a system, the

solutions consist of the transient part and the steady state part.

In the steady state part the vibrations of any point in the system

take place at the frequency of excitation. It will be shown in

the analysis that resonance in the system will occur when the

exciting frequency equals any of the natural frequencies of

the system.

Fo smut

Fig. 5.6.L Forced vibrations of a two degree of freedom
system.

Consider again the system shown in Fig. 5.6.1 with the
exciting force Fo sin uit acting on mass mi. The differential

equations of motion for tlie two masses tvill be same as equa-
tions (5.2.1) except that the term Fo sin wi will now be
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introduced on the right hand aide of the Hrst of equations
-L^oing tuis and rearranging, gives

imxi -f {ki+k-) m] — [^2*2] = Fa sin wl 1
[Ao-vi] - -I. (A-2 -i-A:3)t2] - 0 J

For the case of no damping in the system each mass will be
either in phase or out of phase with the exciting force. Let us
then assume, for the steady state, the solutions as

Xi = Xi sin cut "]

Xi = Xn sin cut J
(5.6.2)

Substituting these in equations (5.6.1) and cancelling out the
common term sin cut, we have

[-;«icu2.f(Aj4.A2)] .Yi-A:2.Y2 = Fo 1
k.,Xi-[-,n2cu^ + (*2+^3)] Z2 = 0 J

Solving lor Xi and X-> from tne above two equations, we get

.Yi =
i

[^2 — nijco *] Fo
nii7n'^uA — •^wji (And*

A

3) -1- Wa (Ai-l-A'n))^*

d* (AiA2*1‘ An/tod" /c.AiJ-

k-> Fo

]

iii\tTi'2,cu^ — "ji/ii (A2d'A3) -j- 7/12 (Aid^Ao)) oi*

_ d''{A'iA2d"A2A3-f- AaAiJ'

(5.6.4)

(5.6.5)

The above two equations give the steady state amplitude of

vibration of the two masses respectively, as a function of o,.

The denominator of both the e.xpressions is the same and it is

no coincidence. Further, this denoraetor is equal to the

e.xpression for the frequency equation (5.2.8) which is for the

same system being considered here. And this expression for

the frequency equation is zero when cu is equal to any of the

two natural frequencies. That means when the exciting

frequency is equal to any of the two natural frquencies, the

denominators of equations (5.6.4) and (5.6.5) vmiish

simultaneously, or tiie amplitudes Ai and A, arc infinite,

which is the resonance condition. Thus, we h.ive isvo resonance

frequencies, each corresponding to the one natural frequency

of the system. At resonance, all the pohiis in the system li.ue

infinite amplitude of vibration.
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A damped dynamic vibration absorber can take care of the

entire frequency range of excitation but at tite cost of reduced

effectiveness. This will not be treated in this text as it is not

within its scope.

Various other types of absorbers have been used under •

various other conditions. These are subsequenly introduced

in the following sub-sections.

5.7A Undamped dynamic vxbx'atiou absorber. Tite

undamped dynamic vibration absorber is also known as Frahm

Vibration Absorber after the name of its inventor. The principle

of working of this absorber was briefly mentioned in Sec. 5,6

and will be discussed here afresh.

Consider a two degrees of freedom system as shown in

Fig. 5.7.1. It is different from the system of Fig. 5.6.1 in

that it has no spring ka. For reasons that will be obvious

1 little later, we will call the spring-mass system k^~mi as the

main system, and the spring-mass system Aj-wa as the absorber

system,
'

The procedure for writing, the differential equations and

then deriving the e.xpressions for the steady state amplitudes

Xi and Xa is exactly the same as discussed in Sec. 5.6. It is

not necessary to do that derivation again since we can write

Fig, 5.7.1. Undamped dynamic vibration absorber.
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the expressions for Xi and Xs from equations (5.6.4) and
(5.6.5) by putting A'a = 0 in those equations. Therefore, for

the case of Fig. 5.7.1,

y (&2 — CT2CO-) Fq
— -{wti/ri -f 4-

{nhmz(u'‘ — {ttiiki -r m2.[k^ -f k2)]ui--{-kih^
(5.7.2)

To bring these equations into dimension-less forms, let us
divide their numerators and denominators by ki k^ and
introduce the following notations.

Xai—'Fojki. = zero frequency deflection of first mass,

= \/kijini = natural frequency of the a main system
alone,

012 = -v/ito/OTo = natural frequency of the absorber system

alone,

= ratio of the absorber mass to the main mass.

Mlquations (5.7.1) and (5.7.2) can then be written in the

dimensionless form, as

Equation (5.7.3) clearly shows that Xi=0 when u)=w <; that

is when the excitation frequency is equal to the natural

frequency of the absorber, the main system amplitude becomes

zero even though it is e.xcited by a Itarmonic force. This is the

principle of an undamped dynamic vibration absorber,

since, if a system (main system) has undesirable vibrations at

the operating frequency, a secondary spring-mass system

(absorber system) having its natural frequency equal to tie

operating frequency can be coupled to the main system -

reduce its amplitude to zero. Let us see what happens to

amplitude X^ of the absorber mass under these condrJ-'-^

Substituting a> = cu 2 in equation (5.7.4), we get
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0/2®

1^

Oil"

ki

m2 kn mi

mi • tn-i ki

r fo — ATnA" J

The above equation shows that the spring force k2^z on

he main mass due to the amplitude X2 of the absorber mass

s equal and opposite to the exciting force on the main mass

esulting in no motion of the main system. The main system

dbrations have been reduced to zero and these vibrations have

jeen taken up by the absorber system. Hence the name
ibralion absr.rber.

The above drawn conclusion is of great importance and is

he basis of the great many types of vibration absorbers.

The addition of a vibration absorber to a main system is not

nuch meaningful unless the main system is operating at

esonance or at least near it. • Under these conditions we have

i> = wi. But for the absorber to be effective we already have

J2 ~
Therefore, for the effectiveness of the absorber at the

>perating frequency corresponding to the natural frequency of

he main system alone, we have

CU 2 = coi, or (5.7.6)

When this condition is fulfilled, the absorber is known to be

1 iuned absorber.

For a tuned absorber, equations (5.7.3) and (5-7.4) now
lecome

1
0,2®

- (2 + m) + 1
'Jin* 012“a>2''

1

^,-(2 + ,.)-^+ 1
0^2^ (Jin-

(5.7.7)

(5.7.8)
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Equation (5.7.5) still holds good at oj = wj, at which point

Xx = 0 .

To have a tuned absorber, we can have many combinations

of ki. III, as long as their ratio is equal to kijitii to satisfy equation

(5.7.6). We can have a small spring and a small mass

m2 ;
or ku large and 1112 large. In all these cases main system

response will be zero at a. = tu^. However, equation (5.7.5)

shows that for the same exciting force the amplitude of the

absorber mass is inversely proportional to its spring rate. In

order to have small amplitude of absorber mass we must

have a large k-i and therefore large ni2 which may not be

desirable from practical considerations. Small mass m- would

be the best from practical considerations but diat is associated

with small ^2 and therefore large amplitude X2 of vibration of

the absorber mass. So a compromise is usually made between

the amplitude and the mass ratio y. The mass ratio

is usually kept between 0.05 and 0.25. A proper design of the

absorber spring is also necessary which depends upon its

amplitude.

The denominators of equations (5.7.7) and (5.7.8) are

identical. At a value of cu when these denominators are zero

the two masses have infinite amplitudes of vibration. The

expression for the denominators is a quadratic in cu-, and there-

fore there are two values of cu for which these expressions vanish.

These two frequencies are the resonant frequencies or the

natural frequencies of the system. When the excitation

frequency equals any of the natural frequencies of the system,

all the points in the system have infinite amplitudes of vibration,

or the system is in resonance.

To find the two resonant frequencies of the system when

0)2 = oji, we equate the denominator of either of the equations

(5.7.7) or (5.7.8) to zero,

or (5.7.9)

Solving for we have
(»T>

[-) 1-)^ tL
4

(5.7.10)
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Fig. 5. 7.2. Resonant speeds v/s mass ratio.

The relationship of equation (5.7.10) is plotted in Fig. 5.7.2.
From this plot we see that greater the mass ratio, greater is the
spread between the two resonant frequencies. The importance
of this fact will be seen in the following paragraphs.

The dimensionless frequency response curves for the main
system and for the absorber system given by equations (5,7.7)
and (5.7.8) are shown in Fig. 5.7.3 (a) and (b) respectively for
a value of n ~ 0.2. The dotted curves shown actually mean
that the amplitude is negative or its phase difference with
respect to the exciting force is 180°. These portions of the
curves, however, are shown on the positive side of the ordinateR can be seen from these curves that when w/o.^ < 1, the phase,
difference between the two masses is zero and when to/w- > 1,the phase difference between them is 180°.

For the main system alone without absorber we have onlyone resonant frequency at = i. imagine that for themam system alone the exciting frequency is very close to its
natural frequency. To overcome this resonant condition we
attach a vibration absorber (w. « coi) to the main system,
thereby reducing its vibrations to zero. Now if the exciting
frequency is absolutely constant, the system will work hne; if
the e.xcitmg frequency, which is governed by the speed of the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.7.3. Frequency-response curve for (a) main

system, (b) absorber.

machine, is not constant but varies some what with the cliangcs

in load, then any changes in exciting frequency will shift the

operating point fVom the optimum point and the main system

response will no longer be zero. We also see that by adding

the vibration absorber we have introduced two resonant points
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instead of one in the original system. These two resonant points

are spread on either side of the original resonant point corres-

ponding to the main system alone. Now if the variation of the

exciting frequency is such that the operating point shifts near

one of the new resonant points then we are in trouble again.

Thus, depending upon the variation of the execiting frequency,

the spread between the two resonant frequencies has to be

decided so that we do not come very near resonant point. After

deciding the spreed between the resonant frequencies, the proper

value of p. can be obtained from the curve of Fig. 5.7.2.

Undamped dynamic vibration absorbers are exteraely effective

for constant speed machines but they loose their effectivesness

with any change in speed of the machines.

As in the case of rectilinear vibrations discussed so far, a

torsional vibration absorber can be used to eliminate or reduce

Fig, 5.7.4, Torsional absorber system,

the torsional oscillations of a system. The schematic arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. 5.7,4 in which At, and Jy represent the
main system and Ku and Jz represent the absorber system. All
the discussion for the rectilinear vibration absorber holds good
for this case also.

5.7B. Centrifugal pendulum absorber. The undamped
dynamic vibration absorber discussed in Sec. 5,7A is fully
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efTective only at a particular frequency for which it has been
designed. In the case of a torsional system having torsional

oscillations superimposed upon its rotation, it is possible to use

a dynamic vibration absorber that will be effective at all rotating

Fig. 5.7.5. Centrifugal pendulum.

speeds. This is a centrifugal pendulum absorber schematically

shown in Fig. 5.7.5. It consists of a pendulum AB of length

L having a mass m at one end and pivoted to the rotating body

at the otlier end. The pivot point A is at a distance R from the

centre O of the rotating body. Due to rotation of the system the

pendulum bob is subiected to the centrifugal force wliich is

large as compared to the gravitational force. At any instant,

let the pendulum be displaced from the radial line through an

angle d. If cj is the speed of rotation of the body then the

centrifugal force acting on the pendulum bob is muj-r, wiicre r

is the distance OB. This force is directed outward along OB.

Let <p be the angle between OB and .\B. This centrifugal

force has one component along the pendulum line and the

other perpendicular to it. The latter, mu/-r sin
<l),

is the force

that iias to be taken into account in the differential equation of

motion for the oscillation of the pendulum, which is written as

inIJ 0 -= — (mwVsin <f) L
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or
‘9 + o>" sin ^ — 0 (5.7.11)

From the traingle OAB,

R r

sin 4> sin (180—0)

or r sin ^ = J? sin 0 (5.7.12)

Substituting equation (5.7.12) in equation (5.7.11), we

have

JLt

or if 9 is small,

(5.7.13)

The above equation for the pendulum is that of simple

harmonic motion having its natural frequency

£Un = oi^^l

or the natural frequency in cycles per second is given by

/n = ^VW = n^'W' (5-7.14)

where n — revolutions per second of the rotating body.

Thus the natural frequency of the pendulum absorber is

always proportional to the speed of the rotating body.

The usual torsionally vibrating system receives a certain

number of disturbing torques per revolution. The number of

these disturbing torques per revolution is known as Order Number

of the system. A two-cylinder engine working on four-stroke

cycle has one disturbing torque per revolution and so its order

number is one. A six-cylinder engine working on four-stroke

cycle has its order number three.

For the pendulum absorber to be effective, its natural

frequency/a should be equal to the excitation frequency or the

frequency of the disturbing torque. Therefore, from equation

(5.7.14),
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_ Disturbing torque Impluses/sec

Revolutions/sec

or = Disturbing torque impulses/revolunon

= Order number.

The procedure for the design of the centrifugal pendulum
absorber is to equate the order number of the engine to

and choosing a value of it, solve for L. For a certain disturb-

ing torque amplitude, greater the mass of the pendulum, the

smaller is its amplitude of vibration. Thus, in order to beep

the amplitude of vibration small, the pendulum ma'?; is chosen

as large as possible.

For reducing the torsional oscillations of an internal combus-

tion engine, the pendulum is usually pivoted at the crank vteb.

Thus R is about equal to the crank throve. Suppose for a six-

cylinder engine working on four-stroke cycle (order number 3),

the crank throw is equal to 6 cm- Take R ~ 5 cm. Then

3 = V 5jL, or L — 0*555 cm.

This is too small a length of the pendulum to n.x an apprecia-

ble mass to. So, the following method is used to overcome

this problem.

Bifilar susptnsion. It consists of a U-shaped counter weight

suspended on two pins of diameter d-. The holes in the counter

weight and in the crankweb are slighdy larger, of diameter di

as shown in fig. 5.7.6. Thus the counter weight fits loosely

and rolls on the two pins which themselves roll in the bigger

holes of the web. During vibrations all points on the counter

weight have parallel motion, moving on circular paths of

radius ('A— do), which is therefore the length of the simple

pendulum. Thus, by decreasing the clearance between the

holes and the pins, the length L of the pendulum can be

made as small as we like.

5.7C Dry friction damper. Fig. 5.7.7 shows a

friction type of damper known as Lanchester Damper. It is
'

'

useful in reducing the torsional amplitudes of vibrauoa

the resonance conditions. It consists of two fly\*
’

*
, ..

mounted over a hub b rigidly fi-xed to the s'
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Fig. 5.7.6. Bifilar suspension.

vibrations. These flywheels are driven through the friction

plates c fixed to the extension of the hub b, the pressure

between the friction plates and the flywheels being adjustable

through the spring loaded bolts d.

When the pressure between the friction plates and the

flywheels is excessive which corresponds to a large friction

torque, the flywheels become rigid with the shaft, have the
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Fig. 5.7.7. Lanchester damper.

same oscillations as that of the shaft, and no energy is dissipated

during vibrations since there is no relative rubbing. The

energy dissipated is propotional to the friction torque times

the relative velocity. When the pressure on the friction plates

is zero, the relative velocity is maximum but the friction

torque is zero. Again, no energy is dissipated. However,

for an intermediate value of the pressure, there is friction

torque as well as relative rubbing due to the inertia effect

of the flywheels, and so, some energy is dissipated. This

reduces the amplitude of torsional oscillations. Greater the

energy dissipated, greater will be the amplitude reduction.

The variation of energy dissipated against friction torque

shown in Fig. 5.7.8.
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PRICTlON TORQUE

Fig. 5.7.8. Energy dissipated v/s friction torque for a

LanChester clamper.

Let us consider the shaft to be oscillating about its mean

speed as shown by the speed-time curve of Fig. 5.7.9. If the

flywheels are continuously slipping over the shaft then they

will be acted upon by a constant torque T which gives a

constant angular acceleration TjJ of the flywheels, J being

their mass moment of inertia. This constant acceleration

gives a constant slope of the velocity curve for the flywheels,

as shown in Fig, 5.7.9. The velocity of the flywheels will

continue to increase linearly as long as the shaft speed is

more than that of the flywheels. When the shaft speed is

less than that of the flywheels, the latter’s speed will continue

to decrease. The work done per cycle or the energy dissipated

Fig. 5.7.9. Relative slipping in a Lanchester damper.
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per cycle is then given by

E =
I

T Xcot dt
J ty.'le

where oir is the relative velocity at any instant (see Fig. 5.7.9).

Or E = 7" X
j

to t dt
} cycle

= 7 X shaded area.

For decreasing pressure between the friction plates and the

flywheels, the curve of flywheel speed becomes flatter and
finally coincides with the mean line for zero pressure. For

increasing pressure, the same curve becomes steeper and
finally coincides with the shaft speed curve.

5.7D Untuned viscous damper. This type of damper

is similar in principle to the one discussed in Sec. 5.7C except

that instead of dry friction damping we have viscous damping.

Such a damper is useful for damping out torsional oscillations

and is commonly known as Houdaille Damper. It is schemati-

cally shown in Fig. 5.7.10

Fig. 5.7.10. Untuned viscous damper.

When the damping is zero in the damper, it is ineffective

and we have a single degree of freedom system whose

frequency-response curve is shown in Fig. 5.7.11. If
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damping is in&mte, the damper mass becomes \drtually integral

vdth the main mass. It still remains a single degree of

freedom system whose effective mass becomes larger. The

frequency-response curve is of the same nature except that the

peak now shifts totvards the left by an amoimt depending upon

the ratio of the damper inertia to the main system inertia. It

can be shown that the point of intersection P of the above two

curves is such that the response curves of different dampings

pass through it. And a system having optimum damping has

its response curve with P as the highest point. The idea is to

introduce the optimum damping in the system in order that the

maximum response over the entire frequency range does not

go beyond a certain level.

The undamped dynamic vibration absorber has the

disadvantage of having two resonance peaks in the frequency-

response curve and so its use is limited only to fixed-speed

Uo

Pig. 5.7.11. Frequency-response curves for an untimed

viscous damper.

machines. Houdaille damper can be used with variable

speed machines, the maximum response being controlled by

the ratio of the damper inertia to the main system inertia.
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Illustrative Example 5.7.1

A torque Tq sin "it is applied to Ji of the torsional system

shown in Fig. 5.7.12. If the moment of inertia of the main
system /i = 7.5 kg-cm-sec-, the torsional stiffness of the main
system kxi — 7.5 X 10“ kg-cm/rad, T., = 3000 kg-cm and
01 ~ 10® rad/scc; specify the minimum size of the absorber

and k the stiffness of each of the four absorber springs such

that the resonant frequencies are at least 20% from the

excitation frequency. What will be the amplitude of vibration

of this absorber ?

Solution

uii = ^^ ^
7.5x 10“ _ jQs rad/sec.

For the undamped vibration absorber here, the excitation

frequency is equal to the main system natural frequency of

10® rad/sec.
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Taking W2 = tui> the two resonant frequencies of the main

system are obtainable from equation (5.7.9), i.e.,

which gives

MiJ. (5.7.15)

Now (cu/coo) = 0.8 or 1.2 for resonant frequencies to be at

least 20% away from the original natural frequency of the main

system.

If a>/co2 ” 0.8, n = 0.20 from equation (5.7.15)

If mjcui — 1.2, n — 0.13 from equation (5.7.15)

Choosing the larger value of [i, we have (t= 0.20

Therefore, J2=:0.2i/i=0.2x7.5=1.5 kg-cm-sec'^. Ans,

Since

Therefore, itt2 — 0.2 Ati = 0.2 X 7.5 X 10®

= 1.5 X 10® kg-cm/rad.

But *12 = 4 X ft X 10“

, it2 1.5 X 10®
, ,

.

^ 400
"" 400— ""

The amplitude of vibration of the absorber at 10® rad/sec

(exciting frequency) is given by the equation (5.7.5) after

changing the translational quantities into torsional quantities.

or ^2 = - Ik
ftt2

3000

1.5 X lO®
— 2 X 10"® rad. Ans.

Illustrative Example 5.7.2.

A section of pipe pertaining to a certain machine vibrates

with large amplitude at a compressor speed of 220 r.p.m. For
analysing this system, a spring-mass system was suspended from
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the pipe to act as an absorber. A 1 kg absorber weight tuned

to 220 c.p.m. resulted in two resonant frequencies of 188 and

258 c.p.m. What must be the weight and the spring stifihiess

of the absorber if the resonant frequencies are to lie outside

the range of 150 to 310 c.p.m. ?

Solution

dll = 220 X ^ = 23.0 rad/sec.
60

cao = 23.0 rad/sec, also.

m-< = l/'^iSO kg-sec“/cm

^2 = moojo^ = -g^ X 23- = 0.54 kg/cm

27r
tuoi = 180 X = 19.7 rad/sec.

bU

ain2 = 258 X = 27.0 rad/sec.

For OJ2 = <ui, we apply equation (5.7.15) to find ii by taking

first CO = coni and then w = coaz.

When CO = coqi = 19.7, ft = 0.100,

When CO = con2 = 27.0, = 0.104,

The average value of n therefore is

= 0.102

= 9.8 kgTherefore, ^V^ =. = S'® ‘S

After finding the weight and the stiffness of the main system

it is required first to find n so that the new resonant frequencies

will not be in the specified range.

- = m - »'®®'
C02 220

cona 310
,~ = 220 =
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Using equation (5.7.15), the two corresponding values of /xare

H — 0.62 and C'.493.

Choosing the higher value, we get

M = 0.62.

Therefore 11^2=0.62 x 9.8=6.06 kg

A:2=0'62 X 5.3 =3.29 kg/cm. Ans.

PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE

5.1 For the illustrative e.xample 5.2.1 investigate the

motion of the two masses for the following different

cases.

(a) Both masses are given an initial velocity of 10

cm/sec simultaueously in the same direction.

(b) Both masses are given an initial velocity 10 cm/sec

simultaneously in the opposite direction.

(c) Mass mi is given an initial velocity of 10 cm/sec

and mass ms an initial velocity of 15 cm/sec, both

in the same direction.

(d) Mass mi is given an initial velocity of 10 cm/sec

and mass nis released from the position of rest

simultaneously.

5.2 Write down the differential equations of motion for the

system shown in Fig. P. 5.2. The quantities Xi and xs

are absolute displacements.

Find the two natural frequencies when ki ~ 100 kg/cm.
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ka = 20 kg/cm, mi = 0.20 kg-sec^/cm and ma = 0.05

kg-sec^cm.5.3

Determine the two natural frequencies and the modes
of vibration of the system shown in Fig. P.5.3. The two

equal masses are under tension T, which is large.

21 -

Fig. P.5.3.

5.4

Determine the two natural frequencies and the

corresponding mode shapes for the system shown in Fig.

P.5.4. The string is stretched with a large tension T.

Fig. P.5.4.

5.5

Find the natural frequency of vibration for the system

shown in Fig. P.5 5. Check your result from the solution

of illustrative example 5 3.1 after putting k = 0.

1

m,

Lj
0

f

/ //y / / > / /

f

5.6 Fig. P.5.6 sho'.ri n.~-
— ~ ---

each. They are .-aaie-i ay cf tara:
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3000 kg/cm. How many natural frequencies does this

system have ? Find their values.

Fig. P.5.6.

Find out the two natural frequencies of vibration for

the system shown in Fig. P.5.7. The light pendulum rod

is pivoted at the centre of the roller. The spring acts

through the centre of the roller.

What happens to the two natural frequencies when

(
i ) k = 0 ; and

(i i) / = 0.

What physical models do these systems pertain to ?

Determine the expression for the two natural
frequencies of the system shown in Fig. P.5.8. The cord
is inextensible and there is no slippage between the cord
and the pulley. The mass of the pulley is ms
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5.9 Assuming the connecting rod AB shown in Fig. P.5.9,

to be light and rigid, determine the natural frequency of

oscillation of the system.

Fig. P.5.9.

5.10 Derive expressions for the two natural frequencies for

Fig. P.5.10.
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small oscillations of the pendulums shown in Fig. P.5.10

in the plane of the paper. Assume the rods as weightless

and rigid. Also obtain expressions for the angular

amplitude ratios in the two modes.

5.11 Fig. P.5.11, shows two light and rigid rods pivoted at

points Ox and 0% respectively, and both are horizontal

under the action of three springs as shown. Obtain the

frequency equation.

when a — b — c = d—

mi — mz m

kx =5= kz " kz k

5.12 Determine the natural frequencies and the amplitude

ratios of the system shown in Fig. P.5.12 in the two

modes of vibration. The system consists of a mass mi

with cross-sectional area Ai floating in a fluid of specific

weight W. The mass mx carries a second mass mz with

volume Fa and is connected to it by a spring of

constant k.
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5.13

5.14

5.15

Fig P.5.12.

Derive an er.pression for the natural frequency of the

torsional system shown in Fig. P.5.13anddraw the normal

mode curve. Show that the nodal distance from /s is

Z,3{ 1 /( 1 + /a/Zi)

.

Fig. P.5.13.

If for the case of Prob. 5.13

Ji — 6 kg-cm-sec-

J-i — 4 kg-cm-sec-

ku — 20 X 10® kg-cm/rad.

/;v3 — 0.4 X 16® kg-cm/rad

Li — 30 cm
Li — 15 cm

determine the natural frequency and the mode

shape for the system.

A mild steel shaft of 1 cm dia is built into walls at

both ends. It carries two flywheels, each at 25 cm
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from a wall and also 25 cm from each other, of steel 30

cm in diameter and 5 cm thick. Find the two natural

frequencies in torsion.

5.16 In a two mass torsional system two wheels are mounted

15 cm apart on a shaft 4 cm diameter. If the moments

of inertia of the two wheels are Ji — 1.2 kg-m- and

/a == 2.0 kg-m-, find the position of the node and the

frequency of free torsional oscillations.

If both the rotors are coupled to the shaft through

similar torsional spring couplings, find the torsioal

stiffness of these couplings so as to reduce to half the

natural frequency of the complete system in torsions.

5.17 A thin rod of length I and mass m is supported

horizontally on two unequal springs of stiffness ki and is,

at points h and U from the centre, as shown in Fig.

P.5.17. Derive the frequency equation and show that the

two frequencies are equal if ki ~ is and h — tl{2^/3).

Fig. P.5.17.

5.18

The equations of motion representing the system of
Fig. 5.4. 1 (a) have been obtained to be as follows.

X ax b6

0+ ce = (blr^) X,

If a = c = lOQO

b == 100

> = 1 ,

determine the resultant motion of the system when the
mass is displaced one centimeter parallel to itself and
released.
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5.19 An automobile weighs 2000 kg and has a wheel base

of 3.0 meters. Its centre of gravity is located 1.4 meters

behind the front wheel axis and has a radius of gyration

about its c.g. as 1.1 meter. The front springs have a

combined stiffness of 6000 kg/cm and rear springs 6500

kg/cm. Find the principal modes of vibration of the

automobile, and locate the nodal points for each mode.

5.20 Find the response of the system of Fig. P.5.20 to a

sinusoidal excitation as shown in the figure.

Fig. P.5.20.

5.21

For a two-degree of freedom damped system of Fig.

P.5.21 derive expressions for the mode shapes and the

characteristic equation. If the roots of the characteristic

equation are

51 = — a -r lb

52 = ~ a — ib

53 ^ ~ c

s.i — dj

write down the general equations of motion for mi and

Fig. P.5.21.
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5.22

Two concentrated masses are fixed upon a tight string

stretched with tension T, as shown in Fig. P.5.22. Find

the steady state amplitude of the mass on which the

excitation acts. Find the frequencies corresponding to

zero amplitude and infinite amplitude. Could you have

predicted these frequencies before hand ? If so, how ?

f"' sFn l^iOcot

Fig. P.5.22.

5.23

Find the steady state amplitude of vibration for each

of the two masses of Fig. P.5.23 when the support is

excited with a displacement A sin

aZ4SjUJjLLlM.(.
I

I

Fig. P.5.23.

5.24 A reciprocating engine weighs 40 kg and runs at a

constant speed of 3000 rpra. After it was installed it

vibrated with a large amplitude at the operating speed.

What dynamic vibration absorber should be coupled to

the system if the nearest resonant frequency of the

combined system should be at least 25% away from the

operating speed. Under these conditions what amplitude

of the absorber will be obtained ?

5.25 A torsional system has an inertia of 12 kg-cm-sec® and
a torsional stiffness of 2400 kg-cm/rad. It is acted upon
by a torsional excitation at 150 cpm. Determine the

parameters of the absorber to be fixed to the main
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system if it is desired to keep the natural frequencies at

least 20% away from the impressed frequency.

5.26 For the system in Fig. 5.3.6. (a), an exciting force

Fa sin wt acts on mass m\ in the horizontal direction. -\t

what excitation frequency will the mass wii be stationary ?

What will be the amplitude of the pendulum at this

frequency ?

5.27 For a four cylinder engine working on four-stroke

cycle, the crank throw is equal to 8.5 cm. What should

be the length of the equivalent pendulum suspended at

a radius of 7 cm to serve as a centrifugal absorber. If

the disturbing torque on the main system is 1500 kg-cm

what size of the pendulum should be taken so that its

amplitude is limited to 15°. Discuss the practicability of

the solution.



CHAPTER 6

MANY DEGREES OF FREEDOM SYSTEMS-

EXAGT ANALYSIS

6.1 Introduction.

Having understood the phenomenon of coupling in a two

degrees of freedom system, we are in a better position to

appreciate the problems involved in a multidegree of freedom

system. Here the coupling between various coordinates makes

the system a real complex. More the number of degrees of

freedom, the more involved will be the equations; and the

degree of complexity increases many folds with damping

included in the system. Exact solutions are possible in certian

cases only.

The procedure for analysing multi-degree of freedom system

is only an extension of the method used for analysing two

degrees of freedom systems. However, in the case of beams and

strings, the use of influence coefficients makes the things

somewhat simpler,

6.2 Undamped free vibrations.

Consider a system shown in Fig. 6.2.1 having n-degrees of

freedom. In order to find the frequency equation for this

system we first write down the differential equation for each

mass separately from Newton’s second law. If xi, Xs, X3...Xu are

the displacements from the equilibrium positions of the

respective masses at any instant, then

mtXi = —kixi—ki {xi—xt)

mzXs — 4- ki{xi—x^—kz{x-i—x^

maXa = -f ka{x2—xa)~ki{x3—x^

nta Xn + ka{xu-i—Xn)
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Fig. 6.2.1. Undamped free vibrations of a

multi-degree of freedom system.

These equations can be arranged in the follow.^^ forms

[mi + ®

—it2Xl+[m2 X2-r(^'2+ ^3)*2]—^3*3 = ^

— /ti*2+ (/.3+

®

(6 .2 . 1 )

—/:n3:n_i+(«'n + " P „s assume the

For the principal mode of vibration, let us assuin

solution as.
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~ Xi sin

x^ ~ Xi sin cut

Xa — Xa sin u.t ; (6.2.2)

S

;fn = Xu sin cut __|

Substituting equations (6.2.2) in equations (6.2.1) and

cancelling out the common term sin cut, we have

[iki-\-ki)-micu^Xi~k2Xi = 0
—‘ki-^ X'c]^{ki-]rk'^ ‘^ctiicu*^Xa~~ kaXa "0 1

-kaXi^ [{ka-=rki) - ma u^lXa - k^X^ = 0 (6.2 3)

"kuXn—X-\' {ku.~ tnaCU“)Xu — 0 .,^1

For the above equations, the .«olution other than Xi — Xa

Xa — — A'n = 0 is possible only when the determinant

composed of the coefficients of X‘s vanishes
; or

[(Ai+Ira)— —ka ... 0 0

— ka [(^a'hl's)

—

tnaco^^ ... 0 0

0 -ka ... 0 0 =0

0 0 ... ~ka (A'ti

—

ntucu")

(6.2.4)

This is the frequency equation} being of degree in w-

and therefore gives n values of cu corresponding to n natural

frequencies. The mode shapes can be obtained from equations

(6.2.3) by using, one at a time, the various values of cu as

obtained from equations (6.2.4).

Illustrative Example 6.2.1

A three degree of freedom system is schematically shown
in Fig, 6.2.2. Calculate its three natural frequencies.
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the system. Similarly Snm will be the deflection at point n due

to a unit load applied at point m of the system. On the same

principle, Smm (or 8nn) will be the deflection at point m (or ii)

due to imit load applied at the same point of the system. All

these 8’s are called the influence members or the influence coefficients.

Smm, Son, Spp, etc. are called the direct influence numbers and

Smn, Snm, Snp, etc. as cross influence numbers.

Now, the MaxwelEs reciprocal theorem states that the

deflection at any point in the system due to a unit load acting

at any other point of the same system is equal to the deflection

at the second point due to a unit load acting at the first point

;

or 8mn = Snm.

For the proof of this theorem consider a system as shown in

Fig. 6.3.1. Let m and n be any two points in the system where

|Frn I
f'n

Fig. 6.3.1. A general system to prove Maxwell's

reciprocal theorem.

we can apply loads Fm and Fq. Now imagine that loads Fm
and Fn are applied to the system in the following two alterna-

tive ways.

(i) First apply Fm at point m gradually from zero to its full

value
;
then apply Fn at point n gradually from zero to its full

value with Fm there at point m all the time.

(ii) Reverse order; i.e. first apply Fn at point n gradually

and then Fm at point m gradually with Fn there at point n all

the 'time.

The total work done in applying Fm and Fn to the system in

either of the above two manners will be the same since the

final deflection curve would be the same and therefore the

strain energy in the system the same.

Let us consider the work done in deforming the system as
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described under (i) above. When load Is applied gradually

at point m, the final deflection at that point is 5^^ Fm, and
since the load Fa is gradually applied the work done is

(i Fa)’ (fiaa Fm). Nov/ v/hen Fa is applied at point n, the vrork

done by this force in the same way is (i Fq), (oqa Fq). This is not

all. When the force Fq is applied at point n there is a further

deflection oan Fa at point m v/here a full force Fq is already

acting. Therefore additional work done by force Fa in moving
through a distance Omn Fa is equal to Fq (obo Fq). Hence the

total work done in the first mode is

iW.D.)o, = i OaaFa-~b SonFq=-fSn„FnFq (6.3.1)

Similarly the work done in the second mode of application

of loading as described under (ii) above is

(lF.Z).)(ijj = OamFa'-rb^aaFa'-i-OaaFaFa (6.3.2)

Equating the above two equations, we have

3mo = Saa (6.3.3)

This proof is quite general since we did not put any restric-

tions on the system.

Let us use the influence numbers to analyse multi-degree of

freedom systems. Consider a string stretched with a tension

7* betv/een two points, and having a number of point masses

mi, m 2”.ma fixed along its length as shown in Fig. 6.3.2. When

Fig. 6.3.2. Inertia loading on a multi-degree

freedom system.

the system is vibrating in a principal mode, all the points in it

ha%-e harmonic vibration. For any principal mode of vibration,

let the amplitudes of various masses be Xi, Xz...Xa. Then the

assumed solutions are
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xi — Xi sin cut
’I

Xi — sin cut
I

Xn = Zn sin cut !

(6.3.4)

where to is the frequency in that mode of vibration- In one of

its positions at any instant, let us bring the system to static

equilibrium by introducing inertia forces on the masses. If all

X are taken positive in the downward direction, so will all x

be, and the inertia forces on various masses will be m x in the

upward direction, i.e. in a direction opposite to x. So, if

Fi, F-i Fn are the inertia forces as shown in the figure, then

Fi- -
F2= -

Fn - -

miX« i (6.3.5)

In a system with static equilibrium, if Fi, F-i..,Fn are the

forces acting at various points of the system, then the deflection

at any point is the sum of deflection at that point due to

individual forces acting at their respective points; or mathe-

matically speaking.

Xi = Sii Fi+SioFa-f- 4-SinFn
•<4 = Fi+SjaFj-i-

— SnlFiH-SnaFs-f- -TSnnFn

(6.3.6)

Substituting in the above set of equations for F from equations

(6.3.5) and for x from equations (6.3.4), and rearranging and
cancelling out the common term sin a>(, we have

(Snail — l)Zi-l-8i«77iatu®Z2 4' "h Siqinnw^Zn—

0

S2imico"Zi4-(S25aiato®— 1)Z3 + 4-83nmnco®A'a— 0 (6.3.7)

Sni»liai®Zi4-Snaai2cu2Za-|- -h (SnnrWnW®— l)Zn-0

The determinant from the above set of expressions, equated

to zero, gives the frequency equation for the system.

Special case. Let us consider a special case of the above

general case by taking three equal masses attached to the string,

dividing it in four equal parts as shown in Fig. 6.3.3 (a). In

order to find the influence numbers, imagine a unit load applied

at point 1 . This load will deflect the system as shown in Fig.
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6.3.3. (b). Let the tension Tin the string be large and unafTe-

cted by this small deflection. At point 1 in the deflected posi-

tion, the horizontal components of T in two parts of the string

balance each other (deflection being small) and the vertical

components balance the unit load. Or,

^ f ^
/ 31

“ ‘

which gives Sii = A. i_
4 r

And from equation (6.3.3) and the proportional triangles in

Fig. 6.3.3 (b), we have

2 1 I

Si2 = S-ii = Sii = —

The remaining coefficients can be obtained by considering

the system loaded as in Fig. 6.3.3 (c), and these are

3 - ^

^ rr“

S '>3 S32 — r

and from symmetry

s
3 I

033 = 5 ii “ 7^

Hence, the values of influence coefficients are

I I
>5 _ L i-Sii - ^ T 5i2

2 T
= _1_

4 T

_ 1 I

^31 Q 'fj^

- v 7-

S33 = S33 -=
1 I

T T

2 r

S33 =
4 r

For this special case we have the following equations ccrr-r-

ponding to equations (6.3.6).
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(b)

2l 4. 2l
I

Fig. 6.3.3. Influence coefficients for a three

degree of freedom system.

xi— SiiFi+ SiiFi 4- 5i3^a
jTo— SaiFi'f'SasFa-j-Sa'jF’a

.^3—SgiFi 4“SsaFa 4"

(6.3 8).

The equations corresponding to equations(6.3.7) for this case,

after substituting the values of influence numbers, now become
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-A'l-t- 1 ~

2
'^ i/it/i-A'a = 0

)a'3=0

-i-l
2 T
1 I .,y ,

1 /—:
— //Joj-Aif ;p“ ;/zu»

^ ^ Z i

(6.3.9)

Dividing all ihe above set of equations by -jzmuj- and equal-

ing the determinant from the above expressions to zero, we get

M T_\
\ 4 mlui- J4 tnlu)-

2

4

9

fl-—

^

V tnu^ )tnla}'^

2

= 0

(1 -. .JL') i

V 4 mlu)^ ) 1

Expanding it out, gives

53-

T

(6.3.10)

where 5 =-

Equation (6.3.10) is the frequency equation and by simple

trial and error, this equation can be broken up as

{S~l) (52-2.S’-i-^)=0

giving the tlnee roots as

or

I 4-

V2

I o L o _
>

-— 2
’ ‘

—

•>
i T

aJni“ —
ml

J r
i’... ml

1^ T
cut,

3'*^

ml

0.5858

„ r

_r

ml

_T
ml

1.6.3.11)

Equations (6.3. U) give the square of the three natural

frequencies for a three degree of freedom system.
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To find the mode shapes, let us obtain the values

X~ from equations (6.3.9), first by dividing all the equations

by X\ and then solving for the two ratios from the first two

equations. These can easily be obtained as

When <u = coni as found out in equation (6.3.11),

Fig. 6.3.4. Mode shapes.
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When <o = ojn-',

(a- and

41 and

When to = ojna,

(II.:.-
These mode shapes are shown in Fig. 6.3.4.

Illustrative Example 6.3.1

For the system shown in Fig. 6.2.2, write down the influence

coefficients.

Find out the three natural frequencies by the method of

influence coefficients.

Solution

Applying unit force at the first mass, the deflections of all the

1

masses are
3k

‘

1

Therefore, Su = S-i = S31

= Siu = 813 (by .xlaxwell’s theorem).

Applying unit force at the second mass, the first two springs

are in series and their equivalent spring constant is given by

I 1,1 L 3

X ^ 3T T»
^

Therefore, 833 = ~

Due to this unit force at the second m:iss, deflections of

masses 2 and 3 are the same.

4
Therefore, 833 “ ^

= 833 (by Maxwell’s theorem).

Applying a unit force at the third mass, the tliree springs are

in series. The equivalent spring constant is given by

1

J-
-r
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Hence, Su

§21

Sax

3k

Sx2 = 5^, 813 leo
11

1 c 4 . 4

3F’ =3&’ 3k

1

3k ’ “ 3k ’ 3k

Ans.

Equations for this case can be written similar to equations

(6.3.6) after substituting for F = — m x. These equations are

xi — — Snmi xi — Siitnz xz — Sianta xs

• » • • • •

xn = — Siimi xi — Sanii x-i — Bzstns Xa

Xj = — Bjitni xi — Saiim xo - S^stn-^ xs

Substituting in the above equations the values of various m
and S, and the values of x from equations (6.3 4), we have after

rearranging and cancelling out the common term sin cut, the

following equations.

4_

3

mcu^
1 Ufi +

muj‘

~T~

?nu>“

k

3k

mui"

Xi

Xi +

mm-

nioi-

1

Aa =0
k + 3 k

— X'i +
4

3 k
II c

-
mcu-

k -) II 0

±
3

_4

3

Putting ~ S in the above equations, the frequency-

equation, after simpiihcation, is given by the following deter-

minant equation.

(4-5)

4

4

3

(8-5)

8

1

4

(7-5)

Expanding the determinant, gives

53 - 1952 - 725 - 72 = 0,
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the roots of which are

i’l ^ 14.32, 63 = 3, .^3 = i.68

Since S = 3/;/mou-, we have

= 0.21 kirn, uj„,2 == ^ { jg

or wni = 0.46v'A/m

Wn2 = VA/z/j

ojna — 1.34:^/ lijj,

I

These values are the same as obtained in Illustrative

Example 6.2.1. ^Vns.

6.4 Undamped forced vibrations.

Consider the system of Fig. 6.3.3 (a) with a harmonic excita-

tion Fq sin 0)1 acting on the first mass as shown in Fig. 6.4.1.

The deflections at points 1, 2 and 3 due to this force would

i

i

^
« u Q lU Us)

Im
0
'^

-
..ni

\

j

]

1 T

5

1

I I I-

Fig. 6.4.1. Undamped forced vibrations of a

three degree of freedom system.

respectively be Sn Fq sin wt, Sji Fq sin wt and 6ii Fo sin wl.

The inertia forces continue to be there in this case also. There-

fore, the equations of motion for the three masses of this system

can be obtained by adding the above deflections respectively,

to the right hand side of equations (6.3.8). Or,

— Suf*i -r S12F3 -T- Sij/'a 4' guFp sin \

^2 — SjiFi -j- Sij/'2 -T S-^pFs 4' ,^AiF|j_sin^^t
|

(G.t.I)

*3 “ SaiFi 4- SsiFi -f- ^asFp 4- SajTo sin w t

which equations can finally be written in the following forins
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after substituting for F and jr from equations (6.3.5) and

(6.3.4) respectively, and the values of S from p.257 which are

for the same system.

— S + 3 _FoS

4(r//y

~-Xx + (l-5)J?s
1 FoS’

2 (T/l)

1 FoS

4 (T/i)

(6.4.2)

where as before.

From the above three equations, the e.vpressions for Jfi,

and Xs can be obtained as follow.

,

|S (S ~ 0.333)_ (5 - 1)
^ ""

(T/O {S'- 1 .707)' 0? - 0.5) "(S'- 0.293)

'

. _ Fo {S - 0.5)
“
"(r//) (S - 1.707) (S - 0.5) (S-0293)'

. „ Fo
^
"(Til) {S - 1.707) {S - 0.5) (5-0.293)

(6.4.3)

The denominator of each one of the above equations has been

split up from the expression (5® — #5® + -|5 — J) and is the

same as the expression for the frequency equation for free vib-

ration of the system, i.e. equation (6.3.10), giving an infinite

amplitude for each of the masses at a frequency equal to any

of the three natural frequencies of the system. However, equa-

tion for Xt above has a common factor (5—0.5) in the nume-
rator as well as denominator, and therefore, this mass has

infinite amplitude at the two frequencies only corresponding

to 5 = 1.707^= 1 -1-

^

and 5 = 0.293
^
= 1 -

j

These frequencies further correspond to the first mode and the

third mode. The reason why the second mass does not have
infinite amplitude and frequency correspondmg to 5 = 0.5 is

that this frequency corresponds to the natural frequency for the

second mode when mass «» becomes a node (see Fig. 6.3.4).
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Amplitude ATi of mass wji on which the forcing function acts,
is zero at two frequencies corresponding to S = 0-333 and

f Iml >

Fig. 6.-k2 Frequency response curves for the three

degree of freedom system of Fig- 6.4.1.
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5—1. This may be explained as the dynamic absorber effect

(see Problem 6.5 at the end of this chapter). The dimension-

less frequency-response curves for the three masses are shown

in Fig. 6.4.2. The abscissa for these graphs has been taken as

If • e ^ \

^/S \ VTIml

The dashed portions of the curves indicate that the displace-

ments are ISO"^ out of phase with the exciting force.

6.5 Torsional vibrations of multi-rotor system.

Torsional vibrations of multi-rotor systems are quite common
in internal combusion engines besides many other machinery.

Consider an n-rotor system having (n - 1) connecting shafts

as shown in Fig. 6.5. 1 . The moments of inertia of the rotors

•tt, n
u [j
.^3 Jn-i

u
-1

Fig. 6.5.1 Multi-rotor torsional system.

are represented by /i, /a.. ./n and the torsional stiffnesses of

the shafts by kn, Ats, kiu-i- Let, at any instant, 9i, 9«

6n be the displacements of various rotors from their equilibrium

positions when the system is having torsional vibrations. The
twists of the respective shafts at this instant are (di — ^2),

(02 — 03),...(0n-i — ^o). From Newton's second law of
motion the differential equations of motion for different rotors

are

Ji Bl — — kt\ (01 — 02
)

Jo 02 ~ + kti (01 — ^a) — k12(82 — 03)

.fa 03 — + kt2 (0s — 62)
— ki3 (03 — 0^)

Jo~i 0B-1 — ^tn-3 (0n-2 — 0ii-i) — Atu_i(0fl_, — 0J,)

== ^tn-l (0n-l — 0n)

(6.5.1)
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Adding all the above equations, \vc have

‘2G7

a

T Ji Oi 0 (foi- free vibrations). (6.5.2)

i = i

The left hand side of tlie above equation represents the sum
of the inertia torques on all the discs and it is equal to zero

since there is no external torque on the system. However, if

there are external torques acting on the system at different

points, then we must have

n

£ J^ 0{ = Text (for forced vibrations). (6.5.3)

i — 1

where Ti-xi Is the sum of all external torques on the system.

Coming back to the case of free vibrations, let us assume for

principal made of vibration, the solution to be

01 — /9t sin oit

0-i sin (at 3 4
)

sin (at

Substituting these in equations (6.5.1), we have

Ji(a-^i — /;n(^i — /Ij) = 0
I

J«(a'^^2 -I- fill (^1 — P;) — kfi {Pi — /^s)
~

{Pi — Pi) - ^'3 {Pi - Pi) -

Jn(a^Pn P' {Pa i
— Pa) — d

|

Eliminate /Ji, /!?, r?n from the abo\f n homogenous set

'

equations in j8t, /I. .. j8n, and the resulting a'f' degree equ::^-

in would then give n natural frequencies of the system

xSpLcial case— Three rotor sjste-r..

For the case of a tiiree mror j>stem having f.vc

shafts as shown in Fig. 6 5 2 ^a), equations (6.5.C’
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vJi

(b)

Fig. 6.5.2. Three rotor system and its

mode shapes.

— At! (^1 — ft) = 0

4- kti {pi — P'i) — Ats {Pz — Ps) = 0

Jsio^Pa + ^ta iPa — Ps) = 0

On rearranging, we have

(/icu- — Ati) ft + ^tjft = 0

ftift + (/jto* — kfi — kxa) Pa + ki->Pa — 0

ftaft + {Jaui' — kta) ft = 0 ;

(6.5.6)
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This is a homogenous set of equations in /9i, ^2 and ^3 ,
and

can have a solution only if the determinant formed with their

coefficients vanishes; or

!
— Ati) 9

I A^ti
— ^ta) ^t2

; 0 ^ta (/stu- — k\2)

= 0 (6.5.7)

Expanding the above determinant, gives

a)“{_J}J2J2<U^ — -{(/1/2 + JlJ2)kl2 + {JzJs + /l/3)Atl}a)2

+ {Ji T J^2 "f" *^3)] — 9 (6.5.8)

The above equation is cubic in w with one of the roots of

a>“ = 9. This should have been expected as we are dealing

with what is known as a semi*definite system. The same thing

was obtained in the case of a two-rotor sytem also. The two

definite frequencies in this three rotor system can be obtained

from equation (6.5.8) as

cum*

+

1 r/Ati kn 4- AtaX
li -1 >
Atl -r kts ,

ki2 '^kakiz{Ji-r

h - - ) JiJzJz ]
(6^.9)

The mode shapes can be obtained from the first and third of

equations (6.5.6) and these are:

—

£l ku

^2 ka — /la-

_ hz

^2 — J2Ci~
I

When ct> = 0, both the above ratine are crbr,: hnb:

that the whole st'steiiL rccatas rbnfilT. For vaZae
'

(the smaller of the r.vo natural Srecaertctts) . ere of

equation (6.5 10} is ccsittre whfla: the rF- 5t tervt'-^

for <u = (Ja* both the radcs are reaatrTeu The
of the form sho'.vn £1 Hhr. c_5_2 (Tt;.

6.5A Vibraticirs c£ geared systans*- _ vJ

systems have geared ccrretrSrrs ~ hetveBB

,
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such cases vve take a system as shown in Fig- 6,5,3 (a). Let the

gear ratio be n, that is, the speed of the second siiaft is n times

the speed of the first shaft. The first step in the analysis of this

system is to convert the original system into an equivalent

system. This we will do with respect to the first shaft although

we can do it with respect to the second shaft also. The basis for

this conversion is that the kinetic energy and potential energy

for the equivalent system should be the same as that for the

original system. Then if and 0i are the angular displace-

speed of shaft 2

speed of shaft 1

(Jg, +

‘'t, 1

(cj

Fig. 6.5.3. (a) Original geared system, (b) Equivalent system

neglecting the inertia of gears, (c) Equivalent

system taking into account the inertia of gears.
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ments of the rotors /j and respectively, then, neglecting the

inertias of the gears, the kinetic energy and the potential energy

of the original system are given by

K. E. = i -f- A

P. E. = A kti^i" n- A

Since 9-> — n6x, the above expressions become

K. E. = A + A /2

P. E. -= A knOi- + A yt,2 {n0i)a

or K. E. = A -u (nVo)V
|

P. E. - A kiidx"‘ -r A («2A'to)0i2

The above equations show that the original system can be

converted into an equivalent system with respect to the first

shaft as shown in Fig 6 5.3 (b), by multiplying the inertia of the

second rotor and the stiffness of the second shaft by n" and

keeping this part of the system in series with the first part. The
stiffness of this equivalent two rotor system is then

k\e
/i“ kxi kt2

ka -r n^kiz

and therefore, the natural frequency is

f Arttf (/id* nrJi) j~
u>n

V-
7

(6.5.12)

n^JiJ2
(6.5.13)

If, however, the inertias of the gears are not negligible, then

the equivalent system with respect to the first shaft can be

obtained in the same way and finally we have a three rotor

system as shown in Fig. 6.5.3 (c), which can be analysed in the

usual way.

Illustrative Example 6.5,1.

Fig. 6.5.4 (a) represents two single rotor systems connected

by a non-slipping belt. Convert the system to an ecjuivalent

torsinal system and find the natural frequency of the system.
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ilation;

Each of the rotor is connected by two shafts which are fixed

the other ends. The system can be converted to that of

g. 6.5.4 (b) where each rotor shaft now represents the stiffness

the two original shafts in parallel. It may be noted that

i' and itti' are in parallel and not in series. The same is ture

)out the second set of shafts.

Let iti' kt)" — hii

and -i- ka — kt^

_ speed of shaft 2 _ Di
” speed of shaft 1 Ds

The final equivalent system is shown in Fig. 6.5.4 (c), which

ves the natural frequency of the system as

(a)

(b)

* n^Jg)

; Ht,

1 V

(C)

Fig. 6.5.4. Two single-rotor systems connected
by belt.
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A/ /x + «V2

6.6 Generalized coordinates and coordinate coupling.

An n-degree of freedom system requires n independent

coordinates to define the system completely at any intant. In
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most of the cases considered we have taken these coordinates

from the equilibrium positions. However, we can have any

other set of n independent coordinates to specify the configura-

tion of the system. Any of these sets is called the generalized

coordinates.

Let us go back to the system discussed in Sec. 5.4 and take

the two coordinates as shown in Fig. 6.6.1 (a). Fig. 6.6.1 (b)

shows the displacements of the two coordinates at any instant

and Fig. 6.6.1 (c) gives the external forces acting on the body.

The displacement of the CG of the body is (x -}- e8) and there-

fore, the differential equation of rectilinear motion is

M{x + e’d) =— Aj (h—e)®]— As[.t+(/2-j-e)6] (6.6.1)

Also, the differential equation of angular motion is

Jd = ki [x-(li-e)6] li~ks [x+(ls+e)d]l2 (6.6.2)

where J is the mass moment of inertia of the system about its

CG. In order to write equation (6.6.2) in terras of /p, the

mass moment of inertia about the point P, add Me^B to both

the sides of this equation, or multiply equation (6.6.1) by e and

add it to equation (6.6.2). Doing the latter, we have

/0 4- A/ex + A/e-8 ~ ki[x~(li— e)t!]li—k2lxA(lzAe}8Jls

—ki[x~(li~e)8]e~ks[x+(l3+e)8]e — 0

(6.6.3)

Equations (6.6.1) and (6.6.3) can be arranged in the follow-

ing forms after putting (/-t Ale-) = in equation (6.6.3).

Afx 4 Afei)' 4 (Ai 4 A-) j?4 [A- (L +e) -h {h ~e}Jd^0 (6.6.4)

JpO 4 A/ex 4 [Ai(/i- ^)-4A2 {IzAe)^^ B 4
[A2(/24«) — h(lt—e)] X — 0 (6.6.5)

These are the two general differential equations for recti-

linear motion and for angular motion respectively. We will

study these equations for three different sets of generalized

coordinates.

6,6 A Only static coupling. First of all let us take the

point P at the CG of the body; that is, taKe «=:0. The equation

(6.6.4) and (6.6.5) reduce as below.
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Mx (Ai + k2)x {kill. — 0=0
-f- (Ara/j — kili)x — 0

This set of generalized coordinates is shown in Fig. 6.6.2 (a)

and is the same as that taken in Sec. 5.4, Since the point P
coincides with the GG, we have Jp = J. Then equations

(6 6.6.) become the same as equations (5.4.1), which they should.

Now, equations of the type (6.6.6), both of which contain

X and 6 are said to be elastically or statically coupled equations

or there is said to be elastic or static coupling between the

coordinates. The physical concept of the static coupling is that

if one coordinate is given a displacement, the other coordinate

also undergoes some displacement. This can clearly be seen

with respect to Fig. 6.6.2 (a) where, if a displacement x is given

at the point G, the beam does not go down horizontally but is

tilted i.e. there is displacement of coordinate 9 also. And also

if we give a displacement 6 to the system, the point G does not

stay in its position but undergoes displacement in the x—dire-

tion also. Of course, there will be no static coupling if the first

of equation (6.6.6) contains no 9 term and the second equation

contains no x term ;
that is, if kil\ — k«h

6.6 B Only dynamic coupling. A sy.stem of generalized

coordinates will have only inertia or dynamic coupling if both

the equations (6.6.4) and (6.6.5) contain the terms x and 0,

and the terms x and 0 occur only in the respective equations.

Now, the coefficient of 9 in equation (6.6.4) and the coefficient

of X in equation (6.6.5) are the same. If this coefficient is

equated to zero, i.e.,

+ e) - ki (/i
- tf) - 0

then the coordinates will have only dynamic coupling and no

static coupling. Under these conditions equations (6.6.4) and

(6.6.5) reduce to

Mx -f- Meb + {ki -f- As) .v = 0 '(6 6 7)

Jp9 4- Mex + [Ai(u—^)®+ k^ (/a 4~^)~]^=0 I

Hence, for only dynamic coupling and no static coupling

ki — ^) — ^'3 (^3 + <?)

(6 .6 .6)
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Fig. 6.6.2. Coordinate coupling, (a) Only static cupling. (b)

Only dynamic coupling, (c) Static and dynamic

coupling.

and i 9̂ o.

Refering to Fig, 6.6.2 (b), we have for the above equation

ii.AP = kz.'S?

If the point P is chosen so as to satisfy the above relationship,

then the coordinates shown in Fig. 6.6.2 (b) have only dynamic

coupling and no static coupling.

The physical concept of dynamic coupling is that if an

acceleration is given to one coordinate, the other coordinate also

gets an acceleration. It can be seen with reference to Fig. 6.6.2

(b) that if an acceleration x is given at point P, than there is

an inertia force Mx at the centre of gravity G in opposite

direction to x giving a torque on the system which finally gives

angular acceleration 9 to it. It can also be seen in a similar

manner that an angular acceleration 9 given to the system
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causes a translational acceleration at point P. There will be no
static coupling in this case which can also be clearly visualized.

6.6C Static and dynamic coupling. If the point P is

taken at any other point than the two points taken in the

previous two cases, then we have both static and dynamic
coupling. Let us take the point P immediately above giving

e = has shown in Fig. 6.6.2 (c). Substituting for e in equations

(6.6.4) and (6.6.5), we have

Mx Mild -}- (Jci -f- k^x -j- kA& — 0 I

(6 6 8)

J 4" Mlix 4” kil^d = 0

Thus, for the coordinates chosen as in Fig. 6.6.2 (c), the

differential equations are as obtained in equations (6.6.8). Since

both the equations liave both x and d terms, there is dynamic

coupling between the coordinates. And since both the equations

have both x and d terms, there is static coupling between the

coordinates. Thus, the system of coordinates chosen has both

static and dynamic coupling.

Now, taking a general case of two degrees of fieedom system

having ?i, as the generalized coordinates, the equations of

undamped free vibrations can be written as

ail ?i + ais <72 4- ^ii<?i F ^i2?u — 0
j (6.6.9)

aji qi 4” aj253 -i- bnqi + bizqz — ®

in which and csi are the dynamic coupling coefficients and,

byi and b-n are the static coupling coefficients. These equations

can be compared with equations (6.6.4) and (6.6.5) to determine

the coupling coefficients between the two coordinates x and d.

The frequency equation from equation (,6.6.9) can be obtained

by assuming the solution

qi = 0.1 sin {ojt — <p)

and = Q,i sin (w/ — ^)

and substituting these in equations (6.6.9) and following the

usual procedure.
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For an a degree of freedom system, if the generalized

coordinates are qu qi, ... qa, then equations of undamped free

vibrations can be written as

Uii9x + an + am ?o + hiqi + — 0

anqi ”i" q% 4- ••• ajn qx, 4- ^2t?i 4* ^22^2 4“ ••• ^zsx^ix ~ 0
j

^nl ?x 4 an2 ?3 4* annjn 4* ^d1?1 4- ^n2?2 4“ ••• ^nn^n = 0

(^.10)

The generalized coordinates may be lengths, angles or their

combinations.

The existanca of coupiing can also be seen by writing the

expressions for kinetic energy and potential energy of the

system. If the kinetic energy expression contains the cross

product of the coordinates, there is dynamic coupling between

the coordinates. If the expression for potential energy contains

the cross pzoduct of coordinates, there is static coupling

between the coordinates.

Illustrative Example 6.6.1

Consider the coordinate system of Fig. 6.6,2. (b) for the case

of a two degree of freedom system. Write down the expressions

for the kinetic energy and potential energy of the system.

Discuss the coordinate coupling for different values of e and

compare with the values concluded for various couplings in

Sec. 6.6 A, B and C.

Solution

The expressions for the kinetic energy and potential energy
are written below.

K.E, = iM (x 4- eOy 4- i J&s

P.E. = I ki [x _ (h _ e) e]s + i /C2 [* + {h 4-

On rearranging, we have

K.E. = -J Mx^ 4- -i {Me- 4- J) fla 4- MexB I

P.E. = J 4- -l[ix (124-^)-]^“ 1 (6.6.11)

+ [>*^2 l^i -be)~ki ik-oixe
j
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For no static coupling, the last term of the P. E. expression
of equations (6.6.11) roust vanish, i.e,,

{k + e) = ft, (/, - e). (6.6.12)

For no dynamic coupling, the last term of the K.E. expression

of equations (6.6.11) must vanish, i.e.,

« ==•• 0- (6.6.13)

Therefore, for only static coupling and no dynamic coupling,

equation (6.6. 13) only is the requirement which corresponds

to the coordinate system of Fig. 6.6.2 (a), (see sec. 6.6 A).

For only dynamic coupling and no static coupling, equation

(6.6.12) only is the requirement which corresponds to the

coordinate system of Fig. 6.6.2 (b), with the condition that

e (see Sec. 6.6 B).

For both static and dynamic coupling, neither of the

equations (6.6.12) and (6.6.13) is satisfied. A particular value

of « = h which dissatisfies both these equations, gives both

static and dynamic coupling. This coordinate system was

chosen for Fig. 6.6.2 (c), (see Sec. 6.6 C).

To eliminate both static and dynamic couplings, equations

(6.6.12) and (6.6.13) should both be satisfied, i.e.,

<f — 0

and ftj/j ~ Ans.

6.7 Principal coordinates

For a particular system, as has been shown in the previous

section, we can have more than one set of generalized

coordinates. Depending upon the coordinates chosen we may

have static, dynamic or both forms of coupling between them.

By the proper selection of coordinates it is always possible to

eliminate both static and dynamic coupling between them.

Such coordinates are called the Principal Coordinates. When

using principal coordinates, each equation of motion will have

only one dependent variable and its solution will give it.«

natural frequency and amplitude independently of other

equations.

The cxistance of the principal coordinates can be seen with

reference to the system discussed in Sec. 5.4.
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For an n degree of freedom system, if the generalized

coordinates are qu q-i, — ?n, then equations of undamped free

vibrations can be written as

Uii?! + ^13 ?2 + + ^12?3 + ••• — 0

Oiiqi + ^23 qi ••• qa T" ^2191 + ^2292 + ••• ^2o9n = 0
j

flfll 91 + 92 d" ^on9n "i" ^oi9l T ^0393 "T •• ^anQn — 0
j

(^.10)

The generalized coordinates may be lengths, angles or their

combinations.

The existance of coupling can also be seen by writing the

expressions for kinetic energy and potential energy of the

system. If the kinetic energy expression contains the cross

product of the coordinates, there is dynamic coupling between

the coordinates. If the expression for potential energy contains

the cross pioduct of coordinates, there is static coupling

between the coordinates.

Illustrative Example 6.6.1

Consider the coordinate system of Fig. 6.6.2. (b) for the case

of a two degree of freedom system. Write down the expressions

for the kinetic energy and potential energy of the system.

Discuss the coordinate coupling for different values of e and

compare with the values concluded for various couplings in

Sec. 6.6 A, B and C,

Solution

The expressions for the kinetic energy and potential energy
are written below.

K.E, = iM (x -f e9)= + i /tfs

P.E. {k - e) dy- + ^ *3 -[- (/a + e)9y

On rearranging, we have

K.E. = i Mx^ + i 4. y) ^2 .j,

P.E. = i (Ai+ A3)x2 4 (/x-tf)3+A2 +
+ E^3 (A e) ~ ki (h—eijxd

(6 .6 . 11
)
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For no static coupling, the last term of the P. E. expression
of equations (6.6.11) must vanish, i.e.,

Ara (/a + e) = A:, (/, — e). (6.6.12)

For no dynamic coupling, the last term of the K.E. expression

of equations (6.6.11) must vanish, i.e.,

^=^0-
(6.6.13)

Therefore, for only static coupling and no dynamic coupling,

equation (6.6.13) only is the requirement which corresponds

to the coordinate system of Fig. 6.6.2 (a), (see sec. 6.6 A).

For only dynamic coupling and no static coupling, equation

(6.6.12) only is the requirement which corresponds to the

coordinate system of Fig. 6.6.2 (b), with the condition that

a ^ 0, (see Sec. 6.6 B).

For both static and dynamic coupling, neither of the

equations (6.6.12) and (6.6.13) is satisfied. A particular value

of e — li which dissatisfies both these equations, gives both

static and dynamic coupling. This coordinate system was

chosen for Fig. 6.6.2 (c), (see Sec. 6.5 C).

To eliminate both static and dynamic couplings, equations

(6.6.12) and (6.6,13) should both be satisfied, i.e.,

« ^ 0

and A2/2 — Ans.

6.7 Principal coordinates

For a particular system, as has been shown in the previous

section, we can have more than one set of generalized

coordinates. Depending upon the coordinates chosen we may

have static, dynamic or both forms of coupling between them.

By the proper selection of coordinates it is always possible to

eliminate both static and dynamic coupling between them.

Such coordinates are called the Principal Coordinates. VVlien

using principal coordinates, each equation of motion will have

only one dependent variable and its solution will give its

natural frequency and amplitude independently of other

equations.

The exisiance of the principal coordinates can be seen with

reference to the system discussed in Sec. 5.4.
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The general solution for undamped free vibration of this

ffstem is

X = AT' sin (wnit — ^i) + AT' sin (wnai — ^ 2) "l
(6 7 1)

0 = sin {oinii — ^1) + (S' sin (tons^ — J

These equations are similar to equation (5.2 13) except that

iese are more general. In the above equations cuni and a'u -2

re the two natural frequencies of the system, and

P'

= amplitude ratio in the first mode, and

= amplitude ratio in the second mode.

Let qi, q-i be a set of generalized coordinates such that x and

are related with these as follow.

X - aiqi 4 a.q^
-j ^ ^ 2)

fi = ai^j + 02^2 J

The choice of the coefficients at, a^, at and aj is arbitrary and

ifferent values of these constants will give rise to different sets

f generalized coordinates. Let us choose

at = I

oa = 1

fli = X’!^'

nd fla = ^'7/8"

Then, solving for qi and y, from equations (6 7.2) and (6.7.1),

nd substituting the above chos'n values of the coefficients, we
ave

qi — 0' sin {unit — ^1) "| /c t ci\

qz = 0
"

sin {unit - 4.,) J
(6-7.3)

Equations (6.7.3) are the solutions for the following differen-
al equations,

Oil qi + bu qi = I

flaa Qi "h ^22 ^2 = 0 i

(6.7.4)
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the coordinates of which have neither static nor dynamic
coupling and therefore, are the principal coordinates.

For the principal coordinates chosen, the expressions for

kinetic energy and potential energy will be free of cross

products of the coordinates.

Illustrative Example 6,7.1

For the two degree of freedom system shown in Fig. 6.7.1,

find the principal coordinates for the case when mi = ms — m
and ki = k -2 = k.

Fig, 6.7.1 Determination of principal

coordinates.

Solution

It is first necessary to find the equation of motion in terms of

generalized coordinates, say xi and ^2 . The differential equa-

tions of motion after rearranging, are
• •

mxi + 2kxi := kx^

mx-i -h kx-i — kxi

Let xi = Xi sin wl

and ATa = sin cat

for principal mode of vibration.

After substituting these solutions in the equations of motion,

the two equations can be written as

_ A _ k — mca^
(6.7.5)

X2 2/r — 7Tica“ k

The frequency equation, can be simplified to

— 3kmu)^ d- A:® = 0,
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giving wni — 0.616 v^A/ot

and <on3 = l-62-\/fcjm

Substituting these natural frequencies in equations (6.7.5),

we have the following mode shapes.

The equations of motion for the two masses can now be

writtten as

xj = .dll sin (0.616v'it/m t — <l>i)

+ .dis sin {1.62\/^//« t—4>3)

Xi — 1.62.-ln sin (0,616\/A:/»i t — ^i)

— 0.62 Aia sin {\S2vkjm

The constants (pi and <^2 have been added to make the

equations completely general to take care of any initial

conditions.

Let us define a new set of generalized coordinates and ^2

such that

— An sin (0.616 t—
<pj) j

ys = Ai2 sin (1.62Vfch« ^2) -
,

^

(6.7.7)

Since^'i and are harmonic motions, the corresponding

differential equations can be written as

"
.

0-38 A n+ —ir “

2.62 A
y- +

The above equations represent a two degree of freedom
system with natural frequencies ~ 0.616V;t/m

<^d2 — 1-62
. These equations have neither static nor

dynamic coupling between them. Therefore yi and y« are
principal coordinates. Their relations with xi and ;.-a can be
obtained from equations (6.7.6) and (6.7.7).
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Therefore,

= yi -r

Xn = 1 .62 ji- 0 .62>2

giving

ji = 0.295 xi + 0.447 x-

J2 = 0.705 Xj — 0.4"I7 Xi Ans.

6.8 Continuous systems.

The rest of the portion considered in this chapter deals with
the continuous systems which have continuously distributed

masses and stiffnesses. Such a system is equivalent to an infinite

elements of masses concentrated at different points and
hence is an infinite degree of freedom system. The equations

for these systems are derived on the assumption that the bodies

are homogenous and i--otropic, and that they obey Hooke’s law

within the elastic limit.

These systems have infinite principal modes of vibration

corresponding to the infinite natural frequencies of the system.

In general, the vibration of these systems is the sum of all

these principal modes. If the elastic curve of tlie body under

which the vibration is started, is identical to any one of the

principal mode shapes, then the system will vibrate only in

that principal mode.

6.8A Vibrations of strings. A string stretched between

two supports, as shown in Fig. 6.8.1 (a), is an mfinite degrees

of freedom system since it is equivalent to infinite elements of

masses distributed along its entire lengtli.

Let the tension S in the string be large and the amplitude cf

vibration small so that the tension remains appreciably constant

throughout the string during its vibrations. To anal>se this

problem let us take an element of length dx at a distance x from

the left end. Let, at any instant, this element of string be displaced

through a distance,)’ from the equilibrium position. ^ P’ !

tension at both ends of this element is S. If C is the ang e that

the left end of the element makes with the X-a.xis, then ang c a
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The solutions of the above equations are

Z = ^ sin— X B cos— a:

c c

T — C sin + Z) cos wt

But we have y = XJT

Therefore,

A sin x+B cos ~x
^

^(7 sin cot + Z) cos wt

Here, co is seen to be the frequency of vibration and the

above solution is for one value of to. Since co can have infinite

values, being an infinite degrees of freedom system, the general

solution can be written as

03

^
Ct sin tiiit+Di cos coji^

t-x

(6.8.7)

The constants in the above equation have to be determined

from the boundary conditions and the initial conditions as will

be shown in the example at the end of this main section.

s At sin
aiiX

, „ aiiX
i-Bi cos

{6 .8 .6}

6.8B Longitudinal vibrations of bars. To analyse this

system it is assumed that the bar is of a constant cross-section

A and that the plane sections normal to the axis remain plane

and normal to the axis during vibrations.

Consider an element of length dx at a distance x from one end

of the bar as shown in Fig. 6.8.2, At any instant, during

vibrations, let P be the axial force at the left end of this element.

Then the axial force at the other end of the element will be

^P -f dx^’ Further, if u is the displacement of the left

end of the element (i.e. the cross-section of the bar at a distance

x) at the same instant, then displacement of the section at the

other end of element will be -j- dx Therefore, the

change in length of the element = dx.
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or, the unit strain
dx

p—

X -1 • dx-*

_ 1

Fig. 6.8.2. Longitudinal vibrations of bars.

Also, the unit strain is the ratio of stress

of elasticity E.

Therefore,
du

dx

PIA

E

PjA to the modulus

or
(6 .8 .8

)

Considering the dynamic equilibrium of the element from

the Newton’s second law, we have

(mass of the element) x (acceleration)

= (resultant e.xternal force)

or (iH*)x(g)-?- *
where y is the weight per unit volume of the bar.

„ dP yA d-u

dx g dl-
(6.8.9)

Also, from equation (6.8.8)

dx 8.v3
(6.8.10)

Equating (6.8.9) and (6.8.10), we have

dju _ 1 82u

8.'£- " c- ct^
(6.8.11)

where c — ^ (6.8.12)

is the velocity of wave propagation in the bar.

The equation (6.8.11) is similar to equation (6.8.1) for the

case of the string and therefore the solution to equation (6.8. il)

is exactly similar to equation (6.8.7), that is.
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"20

u — sin —~—I" ft cos ~
^

i~i

(6.8. i 3)

where c is given by equation (6.8,12).

6.8G Torsional vibrations of circular shafts. The

equations of motion for the torsional vibrations of the circular

uniform shafts are similar to the longitudinal vibrations of

uniform bars discussed in Sec. 6.8 B. The method of derivation

of these equations is also similar.

Let T and
^
T + (f.v^ be the torques at the two ends

of the element of a circular shaft as shown in Fig. 6,8.3. If Q

is the angular rotation of the shaft at the distance x, then

Fig. 6.8.3. Torsional vibrations of circular shafts,

{®+ dx^ is the angular rotation of the shaft at the distance

{x + dx). Therefore, the angular tsvist of the element of length

dx is ^‘dx. If /p is the polar moment of inertia of the shaft

and G the modulus of rigidity, then this angular twist is given
by

d& , Tdx
dx G/p

or G/n!
(6.8.14)

Considering the dynamic equilibrium of the element, we have

( hvdx \ fd^\ dT
\ i ) [dty dx’

^
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where
ly y dx

g J
is the mass moment of inertia of the element

laterial.

(6.8.15)

of the shaft, y being the weight per unit volume of its material.

ly y c^B 8T

Also from equation (6.8.14)

rr 9 -^ 97
-

From equations (6.8.15) and (6.8.16), we have

^ \_ d^B

8x^
~~

3ii

where c = , /^
V V

(6.8.16)

(6.8.17)

(6.8.18)

This solution is similar to equation (6.8.13) and is given by

CO

Ci sinwj/ -r Di cos wd
^

(6 8.19)

where c is given by equation (6.8.18).

6.8D Lateral vibrations of beams. To derive the diffe-

rential equation of motion for the lateral vibrations of beams,

consider an element ol beam of length dx witli the forces and

moments acting on it as shown in Fig. 6.8.4. Q,and M are the

shear force and bending moment respectively, and p {x) is the

distributed load per unit length.

= 2(
. (tliX „

Ai sm— 4- Ui cos

M O
p(i<icl't

M* d*

et
a d*

fix

X - dx —

Fig. 6.8.4. Lateral vibrations of beams.
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equating to
VIBRaTK

element, we h!vr vertical fore*vice On
... n ^
p(^) dx -

or

dx

P{^)

dx = 0

!£
dx

This states that the ro. .

^

« .qua, ,: :
“S. of ahaa. a,„„,

,. ,

, ,h.

'’'”

f'ght end of the ela moment aboi t'lement to aero. “f Point on ,

dM
0

+ P(x) dx

''"•-“-..-..n.eaae.Lom::

^

/O __

This states that th« ^^-8.

“'length of the btam“'
nfebange

ofbendina

e^nadom (e g 2^“'r
PW =W we have

dx-‘

The relation between ft, u f^.S.

dxs
=

4" r£/ (6.8.2;

(6.8.24
is.''"

''
“>’"‘‘"1' ease a

'“'“I.eSr/’ “'''‘'“‘»SP«l''’r le iavi,

“ are the iveS '’1''“ m'is'a^^
efthebea

’» -I' !. i, .m"''«'‘'l>-nni< VO, acc,

ad. Of a “.an et i’"" “'-sect® f the beam is force per u
^ I'-Plaemg.

therefore,
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equation (6.8.24) by — — ^ we have
S

— [e 7^1 - - "td ^2^
5z2 L g

or ^±^EI^-^^+r2 2y. 0
dx^ \_^ dx-2 ^ g dt-

^

If El is constant, then above equation reduces to

cJ'J’

^2 + '^'

I - “
dx*

where ^ = V ^

(6.8.25)

(6.8.26)

(6.8.27)

Solution of the differential equation (6.8.26) is obtained by

considering _>> to be a product of two functions as shown below.

Let y{x,t) =Xix) . T {t)

For simplicity, let us write

y^X . T

3T»
= ^ ST

. S‘y _ d‘X
0T.

- jpr

V̂
• dr-

Substituting these in equation (6.8.26),

a^-T d^X_
^ lid 77'-°

o, L " (6.8.29)
r dr- X dx^

The left hand side of the above equation is a function of t

alone and the right hand side a function of x alone. It can be

shown that this is possible only if each side of this equation is

equal to a negative constant, — uj- (say), where oj is a real

number.

Therefore,

_L^__a2^__ ,

T dr “ X dx*
~

which gives

d^T ^ —
-^+a,2r^0

-X _ Ar‘ X=0
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where k — -\/uja (6.8.1)

The solutions to the equations (6.8.30) are as below.

T — A sm tut B cos tut
1 (6 8 32)

X — Cl sin kx+Ci cos Ax-f Cj sinh kx+Ci cosh Ax J ^ ‘ ^

X defines the shape of the normal mode of vibration and is

termed as Xormal Function. The constants Ci ... Ct can be deter-

mined from the four boundary conditions for the two ends of

the vibrating beam, shown in Table 6.8.1

TABLE 6.8,1

Boundary conditions for different beam ends.

Defl (x) Slope
^

'dX\

,
dx j -•(S)

Hinged End zero — zero —
Fixed End zero zero — —
Free End — — zero zero

The general solution can be written as

CO

sin Wit 4- Bi cos wA) (6,8.33)

i-j

where

Xi — Cii sin kiX -f C«i cos kix

-f Cii sinh hiX -j- Cn cosh kiX (6.8.34)

Illustrative Example 6.8.1.

A uniform string of length I and a large initial tension S,

stretched between two supports, is displaced laterally through a

distance at the centre as shown in Fig, 6.8.5, and is released

at / = 0. Find the equation of motion for the string.
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Fig. 6,8,5. Vibration of string with initial displacement

at the centre.

Solution

The general equation of motion for the starting has been

derived in Sec. 6.8A and is given in equation (6.8.7).

The boundary conditions for the siring arc

y = 0 at = 0,

y = 0 zt X — 1.

Applying the first of these boundary conditions to equation

(6.8.7), we have

The equation, now, is modified to

CO

y = '^^sin (Ci sin uni + Di cos wit)

the constant Ai having been included in Ci and Di-

Applying the second boundary condition to the above

equation, we have

in

inC
or wi = —j-

Therefore the equation for y now can be written as
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CO
. . ,

y — ^ sin sin t -t Di cos —~ l

J
(6,8.35)

The initial conditions are

= 2oo (l- y )’
i

Applying these initial conditions to equation (6.8, 35) and its

derivative, we have

Di sin
tjrx

i-l

CO

i=l

tTTC . tux

T T

(6.8.36)

The second of the equations (6.8.36) is zero which gives

Ci = 0

The first of equations (6.8.36) can be written as

CO
irrx 2aQX

~r~’

I

0 < .V <
i=l

= 2ao ^ .V ^ 1.

Multiplying both sides of the above equation by sin*^ and
»

integrating between the limits x = 0 and x - /, we get
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Solving the above integrals we get

~ ^ when i odd

= 0, when i even.

Equation (6‘8.35) can now finally be written as

CO

E(-')

( i~l)

2 8f2.<

7^ sin
iirx~ ITTC

COS i

8ao r • . I . Sa-.v Snc
^ ~

"T
"g" ~— ^

,
1 . Onx 5nc

+ ^sin — cos—j- t

]

Illustrative Example 6 8.2

Determine the normal functions for free longitudinal

vibration of a bar of length I and uniform cross-section. One
end of the bar is fixed and the other free.

Solution

The general solution has been obtained in Sec. 6.8B and E

given by equation (6.8.13).

The boundary conditions are

« = 0 at 4! = 0,

— = 0 at a: = /.

O-S

Substituting these boundary conditions in equation (6.8. 13),

gives
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jv = 2 sin ~ Fq sm~t + Di cos t 1 (6.8.35)

i»l
^

The initial conditions are

2acx

(^ lo
“

I ’
0<Ar<

2

2ao (l-

{^L=»-
Applying these initial conditions to equation (6.8. 35) and its

erivative, we have

sin
iirx

t-x

03

/ • \ ^ tvr . inx
(J' ” 2. T T

i-1

(6.8.36)

The second of the equations (6.8.36) is zero which gives

Ci = 0

The first of equations (6.8.36) can be written as

I

2j a sm —y— = —y- , 0 < .V < y

= 2<7o
^
1-y), Y <.V < /.

Multiplying both sides of the above equation by sin y and

ntegrating between the limits x ~ 0 and x - I, we get
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H2
Di

2aaX
et n ^

Zrr.v

dx
1

dill

/

i

1 2i7o {'-
X \ . irrx .—

j
Sin —J— dx

112

Solving the above integrals we get

— i~ i) ^ when i odd
l-n2

= 0, when i even.

Equation (6‘8.35) can now finally be written as

(t—

U

-
VI, 2 - t'r.v tncJ~ -yrmsin — cos /

i'^n -
I

or
8<Zo r • .

y =

i

Stt.vIsin-T 3nC
COS -j- (

,
1 . 5a-.v 5nc

.+ 95
st.i -j— COi—j~ t

]

Illustrative Example 6 8.2

Determine the normal functions lor free longitudinal

vibration of a bar of length / and uniform cross-section. One
end of the bar is fixed and the other free.

Solution

The general solution has been obtained in Sec. 6.8B and b

given by equation (6.8.13).

The boundary conditions are

w = 0 at « = 0,

= 0 at . = /.

oi

Substituting these boundary conditions in equation (6.8.13),

gives
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and cos

= 0

COil
= 0.

The latter equation has a solution

i== 1 3 5
c 2’

Thus the normal functions are

Xi = Ji sin I, 3, 5..

Illustrative Example 6.8.3

A bar fixed at one end is pulled at the other end with a force

P. The force is suddenly released. Investigate the vibration

of the bar.

Solution

For longitudinal vibrations, a bar fixed

at the other has frequencies given by

U)il

c

in

T’ i = 1,3,5...

at one end and free

as obtained in Illustrative Example 6.8 2.

^ inc . , „ -
Or a>i == I = 1,3, 5...

Also Bi — 0

Equation (6.8.13) then reduces to

sn . inxf^ . ivc
^ _ irtc

,

s>n2|-t + A cos (6.8.37)

the constant Xi having been included in constants Q and A
The initial conditions are

X
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Substituting these initial conditions in equation (6.8.37) and
its derivative, we get

(23

and sin-;rr == — JC-

iTTX

~2f

_P

AE"

177X
Multiplying by sin— on both sides and intergrating between

0 to /, we obtain

/ /

f ^ „ ivx, C P . ITTX

JA sm- -^.r-j-^^sin ^dx.

0 0

Solving gives

8P/ / \

The equation of motion, therefore, becomes

^ 8Pl ( . ivx
“ “S ‘j

= cos —TT2—

t

or
8P/ r . vx vet 1

“ ~
'mr-l 9

21

3nX 3vCt
sm —XT- cos

1 .

-rxv sm
2o

21

cos

2/

5cvt

]21 21

Illustrative Example 6.8.4

Determine the normal functions in transverse vibration for a

simply supported beam of length I and uniform cross-section.

Solution

The normal functions for transverse vibration are given by

equation (6.8. 3 r) which may be written as

Xi — Cii (sin kiX -r- sinhAtiJt) -f Ai(sin /:,r — sinh Aix)

-j- C3 i{cos k iX-'rcos'n k ix)-TCti{cos kiX— cosh k ix) (6.8.38)
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with the constants being different from those of equation(6.8.34).

Since the ends are simply supported, the deflection and

bending moment are both zero for both the ends. Therefore,

the boundary conditions are

(Zi) =0 (1) (Xi) =0 (3)
x=o x—l

The first of the boundary condition substituted in equation

(6,8.38) gives

Csi == 0

and the second boundary condition gives

Cti = 0

Boundary conditions (3) and (4) give

Cl i
— Cii

and sin ki /== 0

This last equation is tJie frequency equation and its solution is

kil — in

Equation (6,8.38) can, therefore, finally be written as

Xi == Q sm —
which are the normal functions, and can be written as

Xi = Cl sin

= Ca sin

Xz — Cz sin

ttx

T
2jtx_
3nx

~~r

The above equations give the deflection curve during any

principal mode of vibration. Suitable combination of the

various constants can give the deflection curve corresponding

to any initial deflection curve. The various mode snapes and
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the correspoding natural frequencies wj obtained after

Fig. 6.8.6. Mode shapes for a simply supported beam.

substituting in equation (6.8.31) the value of A',- as found above,

are shown in Fig. 6.8 6

Illustrative Example 6.8.5

Obtain the frequency equation for the lateral vibrations of a

cantilever of uniform section having a length /.

Solution

The boundary conditions are that deflection and slope at the

fi.xed end are equal to zero, and bending moment and shear

force at the free end are zero.

Therefore

The fust two conditions substituted in equation (6.8.38) gi
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Cgj 0, Cii 0.

The otlier two conditions give

Cit (—sin kil — sinh kil) + Ci i (—cos ij/ — cosh kj) = 0

and Csi (—cos kil — cosh kd) -j- Cu (sin kd — sinhkd)=0

C2 i _ —(cos k/l -h cosh kjl) (sin kjl — sinh kd)

Cti
~

(sin kd + sinh kd) (cos kd + cosh kd)

After cross multiplication and simplification, we obtain

cos kd cosh kd = — I

which is the frequency equation.

PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE

6.1

Calculate the three frequencies of the system shown

in Fig. P.6.1. When the pendulums are vertical, the

coupling springs are unstressed.

Fig. P.6.1.

6.2 Determine the frequency equation in the form of

determinant for a general three degree of freedom spring-

mass system shown in Fig. P.6.2.

6.3 By means of influence numbers determine the three

natural frequencies for the system shown in Fig. P.6.3.
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Could you have predicted these three natural frequencies ?

Fig. P. 6.2. Fig. P. 6.3.

6.4 For a taut string having tension T and three concen-

trated masses as shown in Fig. P.6.4, use tire method of

influence numbers to find the three natural frequencies.

m zn\ m
i -i

1

»

,

i

^

Fig. P.6.4.
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6.5 For the system of Fig. 6.4. 1., it has been shown by

first of equations (6.4.3) that the amplitude of the mass

on whicht he excitation acts becomes zero when S= 0.333

T
or when S — where S = r--

.

-

, .
’ tnlio-

Show that for these two values of S the exciting

frequencies become equal to the two natural frequencies

of the system with the first mass considered to be

stationary or fixed.

6.6 The system of Fig. 6.4.1. is excited by a sinusoidal

force Fo sin uit at the middle mass instead of the first

mass. IfT is the tension in the string find the expressions

for the steady state amplitudes ofeach ofthe three masses.

Discuss these expressions, explaining these from physical

viewpoint.

6.7 A three rotor system of Fig. 6.5.2 (a) has the

following physical constants.

Ji — 50 kg-cm-sec*^

Js — 100 kg-cm-sec®

Ja — 70 kg-cm-sec®

kii — 2.2x 10® kg-cm/rad

its = 0 8 X 10® kg-cm/rad.

Find the natural frequencies of the system and the

corresponding mode shapes.

6.8 For the system shown in Fig, 6.5.3 (a)

Ji =10 kg-cm-sec®

Js — 20 kg-cm-sec®

Jgi — 0,5 kg-cm-sec®

/ga = 2.0 kg-cm-sec®

Dia of gear 2 = Twice the dia of gear 1

kn ~ 3.2 X 10® kg-cm/rad

kts — 0.8 X 10® kg-cm/rad.

Find the natural frequency of torsional oscillations

( i ) neglecting the inertias of the gears,

(i i) taking into account the inertias of the gears.
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6.9 Study the type of couplings between the coordinates

of the systems shown in Fig. P.6,9 (a), (bj, (c) and (d).

Use the differential equation method and the energy

method.
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6,10 Find the principal coordinates for the system shown

in Fig. P.6.10.

Fig. P.6.10.

6.11

Fig. P.6.11 represents a symmetrical two-degree of

freedom system with tension T in the string. Determine

the principal coordinates for the system.

Fig. P. 6. 1 1

.

6.12

A uniform string of length / fixed at its end has a

large initial tension. It is plucked at x = //3 through a

distance and released. Determine the subsequent

motion.

6.13 A imiform taut string of length I fixed at both ends has

a large initial tension. It is struck in such a manner as
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to give an initial velocity to the string wliich varies

linearly from zero at the ends to at the centre.

Determine the subsequent motion.

6.14 A cantilever consists of uniform bar of length /. At
mid point a force P which acts away from the fi.xed end

is applied, and released at time / = 0, suddenly. Find

the ensuing motion.

6.15 A free-free bar of uniform section and length I is

compressed on the two sides so as to give a total

compression e. The compressive forces are released

suddenly, simultaneously. Derive an e.xpression for the

resultant free vibrations.

6.16 A uniform circular shaft of length / is fixed at the

two ends. At its middle point a torque 7o is applied

which twists it by Oq radians at the middle point. If the

torque is released suddenly, find the subsequent motion.

6.17 A simply supported beam of length I is deflected by

a force P applied at a point distant c from one end. Find

the resulting transverse vibrations when the load is

suddenly removed.

6.18 Determine the frequency equation in transverse

vibration for a free-free beam of length / and having a

uniform cross-section.

6.19 Determine the frequency equation in transverse

vibration for .a uniform beam of length I having one end

fixed and the other simply supported.



CHAPTER 7

MANY DEGREES OF FREEDOM SYSTEMS-

RUMERIGAL METHODS

7.1 Introduction.

Chapter 6 gives the exact methods for finding the natural

frequencies of multi-degree of freedom systems. The actual

solution of the determinants of higher order becomes more and

more difficult with increasing number of degrees of freedom.

Numer cal methods are used to solve these problems. Discussed

in this chapter are the methods based on Rayleigh, Dunkerley,

Stodola, Holzer and the matrix iteration method. It may be

pointed out here that these methods as'well as those discussed

in the previous chapter can be used for the .systems which can

be represented by mathematical models. In case of highly

complex systems, solutions by these methods become e.xtremely

difficult if not impossible. Natural frequencies for such cases

are determined e.xperimentally by means of variable frequency

exciters.

7.2 Rayleigh’s method.
This method developed by Lord Rayleigh is very handy for

finding the first natural frequency of a multi-degree of freedom

system. This is a numerical method strictly speaking, but in

the very first trial gives close enough fundamental natural

frequency for all practical purposes. It is based upon equating

the maximum kinetic energy of the vibrating system to the

maximum potential energy as was discussed in Sec. 2.6. The
only difference is that here we are dealing with a multi-degree

of freedom system instead of a single degree of freedom system.

And for multi-degree of freedom system there are many masses

and thus many components of kinetic and potential energie-,

but all the masses will have simple harmonic motions passing
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through their mean poiiiion at the same instant, for any princi-
pal mode of vibration.

The following procedure is adopted for finding the first natural"

frequency by Rayleigh’s method.

(i) Assume a deflection curve of the system that is consistent

with the boundary conditions.

(ii) Find the maximum kinetic energy and the maximum
potential energy of the system for the configuration of (i), and

equate the two to find the natural frequency.

That is, jr

or
gSlVj yj

TIT,- jr-
(7,2.1)

where Wi and yi are the load and the deflection at point i.

in case the deflection curve assumed in (i) above is due to the

loads considered as dead or static, as is generally done to start

with, then the natural frequency as obtained from equation

(7.2.1) will be some what higher than the actual value. The

reason is that during the actual vibrations the deflection curve

will be due to the inertia loads rather than static loads, and

thus the assumed deflection will be different from the actual

deflection
;
and whenever assumed deflection is different from

the actual one. a higher frequency will result. This is because

any change of deflection curve from the actual is associated

with the stiffening of the system which results in a higher natural

frequency.

A more accurate value of the natural frequency can be ob-

tained by considering the deflection curve duo to inertia loading;

this inertia loading being obtained from the frequency calcuhated

in equation (7.2.1). The method converges very fast and a

very accurate value of the natural frequency can be obtained.

Plowever, for most practical purposes the natural frequency as

obtained from equation (7.2.1) serves the purpose.
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Equation (7.2.1) can be further generalized to include the

cases of distributed masses as in the case of beams. This, of

course, will require the assumption of a reasonable deflection

curve.

Consider a uniform beam of length / and of weight w per

unit length. The maximum potential energy of this beam in

bending is given by

1
P.E. - y j

^ (7.2.2)

0

where M is the bending moment and dQ is the change in slope

over a distance dx.

From the beam theory we also know that

M 1 ^
El ~ R ~ dx ~ dx^

Substituting from the above relation in equation (7.2.2),

we have

P.E. = y El dx (7.2.3)

The maximum kinetic energy due to the mass of the beam is

K.E =
2g (7.2.4)

where wa is the natural frequency of the system corresponding
to the assumed deflection curve F.quating the maximum
potential energy to the maximum kinetic energy from equations

(7.2.3) and (7.2.4), we have

con-
(7.2.5)

V® dx
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Illustrative Example 7.2.1

Find the lower natural frequency of vibration for the sy.stem

shown in Fig. 7.2.1 by RayleiglYs method.

E= 2x K.® kg/cm-

1=40 cm'

Fig. 7.2.1. Fundamental frequency determination

by Rayleigh's method.

Solution

Equation (7,2.1) gives

.. _ g^VOi
i’ iyo'r

In order to find the deflections at the two points, we find

the deflection at each point independently due to each load and

then superimpose.

From the Strength of Materials, we know that

Sn ^ (31 - c)

3EI

The total static deflections at the two points are then given by

1F,5„ + fF.Si-.: (7.2.0.1)

lOOx 18®
.

.50 X I8=x72
""

3 X 2x10® ,x
40' " 6x2 x 10® X 40

- IF, 5,, -r lF=o,,

0'00486 cm.

(7.2.6b)
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100 X 18“ X 72 50 X 30^

6x2x16“x40'^ 3x2x10«x40
0.01048 cm.

Therefore, — 980[100x .00486+50 x.01 048]

[100X.004862+50x.0l04'82]-
126000

or tua = 355 rad/sec.

The above natural frequency has been found out by assum-

ing the deflection curve as that due to static loading. For all

practical purposes this value of the natural frequency is quite

accurate. However, if still greater accuracy is desired, then

the deflections at the two points should be obtained by

considering inertia forces there instead of static loads.

Therefore the forces at points 1 and 2 may be considered as

Fi and Fa instead of Wi and W-, where

Fi = miyi X .00486 x 126000 == 62.5 kg

'50

Fi = X .01048 X 126000 = 67.4 kg
you

The new deflections at points I and 2 are obtained fay form-

ulas given in equations (7.2.6a) and (7.2.6b) except that W
will now be replaced by F. These values come out to be

yi = .00480 cm

y-i = .01058 cm

and are very close to the previous values inspiie of the fact that

the loading has changed considerably.

For the case of inertia loading equation (7.2.1) is modified to

ton “ =
2:yVi Xi ~

980[62.5x •0(:480+67.4x .010581

[lO'Ox .004802+50 X .010582]"

= 125500

or toa' = 354 rad/sec. Ans.

This value is lower than the previous value showing it to be
more close to the actual natural frequency.
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Illustrative Example 7.2.2

For a simply supported beam of lengtii / and of uniform
cross-section, find the first natural frequency of transverse

vibration by Rayleigh's method.

Solution

(i) Let the deflection curve be assumed to be a sine curve.

Then j = T sin ^ (see Fig. 7.2.2)

Fig. 7.2.2. Natural frequency of a simply supported

bc-im by Rayleigh's method.

Stibsliiuiing in equation (7.2.5),

sEI
w

I

-4

T‘'

or tuj.

'V
sEI
w

wliich is exactly the same as obtained in Illusiratiue Ex.iin])ie

G.8.4 for the first mode showing th.it the defleition curve

assumed coresponds to the deflection cuive for the first mode

of vibration.
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(ii) Let us assume a parabolic deflection curve, with

coordinates at the centre of the beam.

I

Substituting in equation (7.2.5),

112

i(-?y
„ gEI -112

- 1/2
' “

j[4-:
-112

gEI
.

120
~

V3 I*

) r

or wu
fgm, 10.95

w

which is about 10% higher than the correct value.

Illustrative Example 7.2.3

A beam carrying uniformly distributed load can be

represented by a light beam carrying equivalent concentrated

load at a single point such that natural frequencies of the two

are the same. Find out this equivalent concentrated load for

different boundary conditions.

Solution

(a) Simply supported beam

It has been shown in Illustrative Example 7.2.2 (i) that the

natural frequency of transverse vibrations of a simply supported

beam is given by

-~ N wit'
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or cvn -
^
wl (.the total beam load).

(7.2.7)

where PE

Now if M'e .1 is the equivalent load at the centre of the beam,
then the natural frequency of this equivalent system is given bv

m
-p (7.2.8)

0)^ = jAl. ^ Jiiis
^ PE.ci \ PEeq.

Equating the above two expressions for wa, we have

PEeq = 0.492 PE

Thus we see that the system can be replaced by 0,492 of the

total beam load acting at the centre of the beam to give the

same natural frequency as the original system.

Thus for simply supported beam, replace the total load of

the beam by approximately 50% of its weight to act at the

centre of the beam.

We could have started with a simpler deflection curve (e.g. a

sine curve) without much effecting the final result. Ans.

(b) Cantilever beam

It can be shown in a similar fashion that the total unifornily

distributed load of the cantilever can be replaced by 23.2% oi

its load to act at the free end.
Aas.

{c) Fixed-fixed beam

For a fixed-fixed beam, the total uniformly distributed lo.id

can be shown to be replaced by 37.2% ofitsloa

the centre.

7.3 Dunkerley’s method.

. , 1 useful applic.uions in

Dunkerley’s equation, which has m
> f ri . .

case of multi-degree of freedom systems, is as foUoiss .

1 .
1 u. .

- -
oin''

I

n
Oil**

+ Wt
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where ton is the fundamental natural frequency of the system;

toi, t02,
cnj .. are the natural frequencies of^lhe system with

each mass acting separately at its point of application in the

absence of other masses; and is the natural frequency of the

shaft alone due to its distributed weight.

Illustrative Example 7.3.1

Use Dunkerley's method to find the fundamental natural

frequency of transverse vibration for the system discussed in

Illustrative Example 7 2.1 and shown in Fig. 7.2.1.

Solution

Consider only weight H'l to be acting, then

Ji = f'Fi.Sii

100 X 18^

3x2x I0®x40
(from. 111. Ex. -7.2.1)

= .00243 cm.

Similarly^2 — 1^2822

50 X 30^

3x2xl0®x40

= .00563 cm.

If only weight IFi, is acting, then

a>i _%0
00243

If only weight W-> is acting, then

980

00563

Applying equation (7.3 1)

J_ __ .00243 .00563

wa- 980 980

or

980

_ .00806

980

a»n- = 122000

(from 111. Ex. 7.2.1)
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which gives wn = 349 rad/sec. Ans.

This frequency is slightly lower than the correct value.

In case the weight of the shaft has also to be considered then
the natural frequency due to the weight of the shaft alone can
be obtained by considering the shaft to be light and puutting a

concentrated load at the end equal to 0.232 of the shaft load.

This natural frequency wa has also to be included in equation

(7.3.1) to find the first natural frequency of the complete system.

If the shaft weight is negligible, og need not be considered.

7.4 Stodola’s method.

This method is a quickly converging iterative proccs.s used

for the calculation of the fundamental natural frequency of

undamped free vibrations for multi-degree of freedom systems.

The procedure is as follows.

(i) Assume a reasonable deflection curve of the system. This

may be taken as the static deflection curve as in Rayleigli’s

method.

(ii) Find out the inertia loading of the system for the deflec-

tion assumed in (i) above. This will be in terms of tu®, where

CO is the natural frequency of the fundamental mode.

(iii) Consider that the system is loaded with the inertia loads

as found in (ii) above and find the corresponding new deflec-

tion curve. This will also be in terms of co^.

(iv) If the assumed deflection curve of (i) is similar to the

derived deflection curve of (iii) along the system, then the sh.ipo

of the assumed curve of (i) is correct. Simply equate the t\so

expressions of (i) and (iii) and that gives the value of co’.

(v) If the deflection curve of (i) and (iii) are not similar, then

the derived deflection curve of (iii) t°ay be used .is t le iitxl

starting point and the process repeated till the .issumed and tlie

derived deflection curves are similar.

It can be proved that whatever

start with, we will finally end up with the

corresponding to the fundamental mode, ihe frequency Im.
,
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F-I = X 2.16 X a,* - •IlO.u-

The deflections for the.se inerii.T forces are obtained as in fust

trial and are as

xi = 7.83aj2x 10-0

X2' = 17..36aiix 10-0

giving ^ = 2.21

This ratio is still some u’hat difierent from tlie starting ratio.

Srd Trial

n

Let now ^ — 2.21 be taken as the starting value.
.Vl

Let.vi' = l,.v/ = 2.21

The corresponding inertia forces are obtained as

Fi" = . 102a>2

Fi' = .1125co2

and the deflections as

xi"' = 7.95c«2x 10 0

Xi” = 17.66uj2x 10-0

giving = 2.22

This value is quite close to the starting value for this iri.d .uui

so we finish our trials here. The assumed and the derived

values of the deflections are equated for the third tri.il .mtl

have

.V,' - .Vl'", or l-7.95cu=xlO-o

giving — 125500,

and .va" .va'", or,2.21 -- 17.66 ..^x lO'®

giving - 125200,

'Fhe mean value of - 125350 may be chosen, vdiieh >:ive.»

w -- 353.6 rad/jec.

This value is about the same as obtained in 111. Lx-
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Illastrative Example 7.4.2

For the three degree of freedom system shown in Fig. 7.4.1,

find the lowest natural frequency by Stodola’s method.

Fig. 7.4.1. Natural frequency determination by

Stodola's method.

Solution

The values of the influence coefficients for this system are

the same as those for the system of Fig. 6.2.2 derived in

Illustrative Example 6.3. 1 . These are shown again by the side

of Fig. 7.4.1.

We can start the trials by choosing any reasonable values of

deflections of various masses or even start with simple values

of unity each.

1st Trial

Let .vi = 1, .ra = 1 , .V3 — 1 ;

therefore xi : xa : 0:3 — 1 : 1:1
Fi = 4mtt»®, F- = 2muj% F3 =
x'l ~ FiSii -f FjSia 4" F3O13
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— 4mi
3t

0 ni'jj-.

3A'
-r riiu.-

3A

7

3 K

X/ ~ -j- /'jOj; ^35;3

= + mui-. at- =
3A 3‘

WJto-

"k~

A'l' = F,03i-i EoSii-r EaSjs

19 Kcu~

T ~T
Therefore xi'

:

j 2
' Xi' ~ 1 : 2.3 : 2.7, which doesnot agree

with the assumed deflection shape.

2nf/ Trial

Let xi' = l,x.' = 2.3,xa' = 2.7

with A,' : xj' ; X.V = 1 : 2.3 : 2.7

Fi' ^ 4;«a.2, Fi ^ 4.G ;««.=, F3 = 2.7 mw’

Proceeding in the same manner as in 1st trial, we get

, 11.3 njuj*
xr = -

~ir

33.2 mui-
X ... - 2 k

, 41.3 lllUJ-

A. = 3 k

giving xi' : a/ : x./ = 1 : 2.94 : 3.76

This mode is also not similar to the starting mode in this trial.

3rd Trial

Let .V,' = 1, .Ti' - 2.94, x/ == 3.76

with .V|' : .vj' : .vj' - 1 : 2.94 : 3.76

Fi’ — -h/Ku', Fz' - 5.88 Fj' — 3.76 mui-

Phe values for deflections obtained are

13.6-4 mw~
3

~ k

42 56 mu '2
ttt
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I

Wn“ — s (7.5.1)

J
wy-Jx

0

If the fundamental deflection curve j'l is known, substituting

it in equation (7.5.1), we will get the value of woi*, where cuai

is the fundamental natural frequency of the system. If a

deflection curve yi is known and substituted in the above

equation, the resulting value will be that of ojnj® corresponding

to i‘*‘ mode of vibration.

Now if ji is not known exactly and an approximate value

that satisfies the boundary conditions is taken and substituted

in equation (7.5.1), the resulting value of cun will always be

higher than tuni, the true fundamental natural frequency.

Equation (7.5.1) can therefore be considered to define aia

(dependent variable) as a function ofj (independent variable).

Thus ojd -• tun {y) is the relation which satisfies the required

boundary conditions. The minimum of this function is equal

to the fundamental natural frequency cum and tlie corresponding

value at which this function is attained is the deflection curve

corresponding to the fundamental mode of vibration.

Coming to the procedure, it is as follows. Let /i(^),

-fiix) be a series of given functions satisfying the boundary

conditions. The values cun(/i), ‘"u(/;) ‘"a(/() obtained from

equation (7.5.1) are all greater than cum. A linear combination

of the functions/, that is,

Ci/i {x) + Ca/a (;c) + -r Q / (r) (7.5.2)

also satisfies tlte given boundary conditions and the correspond-

ing value o( cun as obtained from equation (7.5.1), that is

‘c'a (Cj/ Ca/; 'j- Ci fi )
(7.5.3)

will also be greater than cuni for all possible combinations ot

the coeificients C's. A proper combination of C's gives the

lowest value of the expression (7.5.3) which will still be greater

than « ni but will be the best possible appro.ximation to cum-
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Equations (7.3.7) are a set ofi homogenous linear equations

in t unknowns Ci, Ci ... Ci, It will have a non-trivial solution

if the determinant of its coefficients is equal to zero. This leads

to an degree equation in uin“i the lowest root of which is a

good appro.ximation to tunt,-. The next higher root is somewhat
poor approximation to ojdi’. For most practical purposes, only

two terms in expression (7.5.2) give a very good approximation

for the fundamental natural frequency. With increasing

number of terms, the lowest root converges to cum*, and the next

higher root converges to <uo 2' although not that fast.

The functions chosen in expression (7.5.2) should be simple

enough to facilitate the integration process, and they must also

satisfy the boundary conditions.

niastrativc Example 7.5.1

Find the lowest natural frequency of lateral vibration of a

tapered bar fixed at its base as shown in Fig. 7.5.1. Take the

width of this bar as unity.

Fig. 7.5.1. Natural frequency of lateral vibration

of a tapered bar.

Solution

Thickness of the bar at distance x from the base is given by

Moment of inertia of the section of the bar .u distance j from

tlie base U
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1
bfi

12- 12

as b is given to be unity.

The weight per unit length w{x) at distance x from the base

is given by

wix)
t.dx.y

dx

%vhere weight per unit volvune.

Let us assume for.y the expression

y ~ (7.5.8)

in order that the following boundary conditions are satisfied.

y{Q} = 0, |-(0)=0,^/(i).g(Z;) = 0. £/(L).g(L)=0

1st Trial. As a first approximation let us consider only the first

term of equation (7.5.8), i.e.,

y =

Substituting the above quantities in equation (7.5.1), we have,

{‘‘eIwH'-
2Ci

1
dx

wn- = g

Solving and simplifying, gives

“«

-

The result is about 3.3% higher than the actual value.

2nd. Trial Let us now consider the deflection curve as that

corresponding to the first two terms of equation (7.5.8), i.e.

Therefore, coming to equation (7.5.7), i.e..
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Performing the integrations and then differentiating first witli

respect to Ci and then with respect to Ci, ve have the following

two siinulataneous equations after simplification,

(2-0.80s)Ci + (1.2-0.57s)Cj - 0

(1.2-0.57j)C'i + (1,2-0.43j)Cu = 0

where
yL^oje?

"tW
The above two simultaneous equations give a non-trivial

solution if the determinant formed from the coefficients of C'l

and C> is aero.

i.e.

(2 - 0.80j) (1.2 - 0.57s)

j

(1.2 - 0.57j) (1.2 - 0.13j)!

0

This gives the lower root of s corresponding to the lowest

natural frequency as

r = 2.34

giving

oin* yU

which value is less than 0.15% higher tli.ui the ex.»ct v.tlue ol

die lowest natural frequency. ,\ns.
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as b is given to be unity.

The weight per unit length z«(x) at distance x from the base

is given by

=^ -j)

where y= weight per unit volume.

Let us assume for j* the expression

y ” (7.5.8)

in order that the following boundary conditions are satisfied.

^(0) = 0, ^(0)=0,£/(L).g(L) === 0, Ef(L).g(L)=0

Isi Trial. As a first approximation let us consider only the first

term of equation (7.5.8), i.e.,

Substituting the above quantities in equation (7.5.1), we have,

_ \nr 2Ci

L
0

Solving and simplifying, gives

“» " i
The result is about 3.3% higher than the actual value.

2ric/. Trial Let us now consider the deflection curve as that

corresponding to the first two terms of equation (7.5.8), i.e.

y

Therefore, coming to equation (7.5.7), i.e.,
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Performing the integrations and then differentiating first with

respect to Ci and then with respect to C*, have the following

two simulataneous equations after simplificatioru

(2-0.a0r)Ci -f (L2-0.57r)a = 0

(1.2-0,57r)C’i + (1,2-0.435)0: = 0

where

The above two simultaneous equations give a non-trivial

solution if the determinant formed from the coefficients of Ci

and Cs is zero.

|(2 - O.SOj) (1.2 - 0.575)j

i(1.2 - 0.57j) (1.2 - 0.435)!

= 0

This gives the lower root of s corresponding to the lowest

natural frequency as

5 = 2.34

OlQ-

or oiQ

2.3-iT^Eg

yL^

= 1.53 J
which value is less than 0.15% higher than the exact value of

the lowest natural frequency. Ans.
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— xz = §31 miXi 4- S32 mzxz + S33 m^xz

Replacing x by we have

= Sn mioi^xi + S12 mom~X2 + S13 mzw-xz

X2 = 821 tn\(ii^xi ^ S22 mz'xrxz + ^zzm^w^xz

xz = 831 m\w“Xi -h S32 mzoi^xz + S33 mzoj“X^

The above equations can be written in matrix notations as

follows.

Siimicu" Siatwatu® Siamacu* Xl

Xi SS Szitnioi^ S’iintzw^ Szzntzoo~ Xz

Xz Saiffuai^ Szzmztti^ 833^30)^ Xz

Substituting the values of m and those of S obtained in III

Ex. 6.3 .

1

j
the above equation becomes

Xl A
CM 1 Xl

Xi

oj-m
~ 3k 4 2 4 Xz

Xz CO^1 7 Xz

The iterative process may be started by assuming any simple

deflection shape.

\

First Iteration. Let xi = 1 , *2 = 2, Ja == 3

2 1

8 4

8 7

1

2

3

tu^nj

11

32

41

3k

— t I

3k
^

1

2.9

3.7

Second Iteration. Let xi = 1, xa = 2.9, xz = 3.7
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I

2.9

3.7

tu%
Zk

4

4

4

2

8

8

1

4

7

1

2.9

3.7

oj^m
''

3k

oi-m

3k

X13.5

Third Iteration. Let = 1, Xz — 3.1, X3 ~ 3.9
mmrm •“

““J
1 {421

ai~m
1 i

3.1 ' - 3^
! 4 8 4 1

3.1

3.9 CO 3.9

—

3)t

wm
"
3^ X 14.1

Fourth Iteration. Let Jtj == I, xu — 3.15, .va — 3.98

13.5

42.0

53.1

1

3.1

3.9

14.4

44.4

56.1

1

3.15

3.98

1 4 2 1

1
3.15 \r-W ^84

I

3.98
j

14 8 7

I

I 3.15
I

! 3.98

m‘-m ]

31:

}

14.28

45.12

57.06

The modes have been repeated

fourth iteration.

u)®m

(u-rnw X 14.28

‘

!

3.16
j

4.00
j

with sufficient accuracy in the

Therefore
3-t

X 14.28 = 1

which gives ou — 0.458 4
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This value is about the same as obtained in 111. Ex. 6.3.1

Although we can start the iterative process by any arbitrary

deflection shape, but the number of iteretions can be reduced if

the starting deflection shape is approximately close to the first

mode shape.

7.7 Graphical method.

For the shafts of non uniform sections, or those containing a
number of steps, the graphical method for finding the natural

frequency is very well suited. The method consists in first divid-

ing the whole length of the shaft into a number of elements,

calculating the weight of each and assuming that these loads act

at the mid-point of each element. The external weights, if

any, are added at the corresponding points to the shaft weight.

The direction of these loads should be taken as that of the

centrifugal forces which are the actual loads causing the whir-

ling of the shaft.

By the method of graphic statics the bending moment diagram

is drawn over the entire beam length. After this, the values

of the flexural rigidity, that is E/, are calculated for the various

section lengths of the shaft and a MjEI diagram is drawn. A
conjugate beam is assumed to be loaded with the area under

MIEI diagram. These areas are calculated for each element

of the shaft. The imaginary loads thus calculated will act at

the centres of gravity of the areas which may be taken, with

sufficient approximation, as the mid points of the elements.

The B.M. diagram drawn with this imaginary loading gives

actually the deflection curve of the beam. The deflection of

each element is known now. The weight of each element was

already found out in the begining. Equation (7.2.1) gives the

fundamental natural frequency based on static deflection.

If further accuracy is required, the value of the natural fre-

quency determined above can be used to find the inertia loads

on the shaft, and the process repeated to obtain the modified

natural frequency of the system.

Illustrative Example 7.7.1

A shaft ofnon uniform sections has two simple supports and
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an overhang on one side. Two rotors are mounted on this

shaft; one weighing 100 kg between the bearings and the other

weighing 50 kg on the overhang. The schematic of this system

is shown in Fig. 7.7.1 (a). Determine by graphical method,

the critical speed of the shaft-rotor system.

Sonltion

The scales mentioned in the following paragraphs refer to the

original scales when plotting was done. This scale was further

reduced for accomodating the complete diagram on one page of

this text.

The shaft in Fig. 7.7.1 (a) has been drawn to a scale of

1 cm — 5 cm. There are two rotor weights which may be

taken to be concentrated loads. The shaft weight is not

negligible and the weights of different section length have been

calculated by assuming the density of the material of the shaft

to be 7.6 gm/cm^

Fig. 7.7. 1 (b) shows a horizontal line corresponding to the

shaft length. Each part of the shaft of uniform diameter has

been divided into convenient number and the weight of these

sub-sections including the rotor weights are shown by arrows

above the horizontal line. The bearing reactions are shown by

another two arrows below this line. The weights on the

overhang side are shown directed upwards. This is so because

the centrifugal forces will act in the upward direction for the

overhang side and therefore the deflection curve, although

considered for static loading, will conform to approximate

dynamic shape with these directions of loading.

The forces on the shaft now are named by means of Bow’s

notation as ab, be, cd . ... hi. These forces have been

represented along a vertical line to a scale of I cm =^20 kg as

shown in Fig. 7.7.1 (f). All the points are obtained on this

line except i. Pole p is taken at any convenient distance from
the vertical force lines (in this case 3 cm). Its location along

vertical is immaterial. Lines pa, pb ... ph are drawn and

lines parallel to these are laid in spaces a, b ... h as shown in Fig.

7.7.1 (c). This polygon has been closed by a dotted line to give
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Fig. 7.7.1. Determination of the fundamental natural

frequency of a non-uniform shaft with

rotors fixed on it, by graphical method.
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the complete moment diagram. The moments at various

sections are measured and given below the moment diagram

after multiplying with the moment scale which is (space scale x

load scale X polar distance from the force lines)

1 cm = 5x20x3 = 300kg-cm.

The value of I has been calculated for various sections and

these are given below the moment values. Still below these

are given the values of M/£/ after taking E—2X 10® kg/cm®. It

may be noted that at certain sections two values of MjEI are

listed. These are the values immediately to the left and

to the right of the section respectively and are due to the

discontinuity in the shaft size or the sudden change in section.

The final MIEI diagram is drawn with these values and is

shown in Fig. 7.7.1 (d).

If a conjugate beam is considered with the area of the MIEI
diagram as the loading on it, then the moment diagram

with respect to this loading is nothing but the final deflection

curve. First the conjugate beam load is divided into suitable

sub-sections and the load equal to the area of each sub-section

may be, with sufficient accuracy made to act at the middle of

such sections. These area loads are shown below the MIEI
diagram.

These imaginary loads are laid off along a vertical to a suitable

scale (1 cm = 10"® in this case) as shown in Fig. 7.7.1

(g). A pole p' is chosen at a convenient distance { 3 cm in this

case) from the vertical line. Lines p'a', p'b', p'h' are joined

and lines parallel to them are drawn in the corresponding spaces

a', b' ... h' as shown in in Fig 7.7.1 (e). This is the partial

deflection curve. Since at the supports the deflection is zero, a
straight line BiBs is drawn and the vertical lines between BiB«
and the funicular polygon give the deflections at the
corresponding points.

Now equation (7.2.1) can be applied for finding out the
fundamental natural frequency. The deflections at various load
points have been measured directly and multiplied by the ,r—
scale which is (space scale x area scale x polar distance).
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1 cm =• 5x lOx 10-8x3 = 1.5 X I0-* cm;-

These values are shown below the deflection curve.

The following table has been constructed.

w y jp2 Wy Wy^-

4.6 0 0 0 0

8.6 .750x10-* .56x10-8 6 4x 10-* 4.81 X 10-3

100.0 .825x10-* .68 X 10-3 82.5x10-* 68;0xl0-8
8.6 .825 x 10-* .68x10-3 7.1X 10-* 5.85 X 10-8

6.0 0 0 0 0

6.0 1.5x I0-* 2 25x10'8 9.0x10-* 13.5x10-8

52.2 3.9 X 10-* 15.20 X 10- 8 198x10-* 793.0x10-8

SWy = 303 X 10-*, SWy^- = 885 X 10-8

Now oja^
g2Wy

980x303x10-*
885 X 10-8 335 X !0*

wn — 1830 rad/sec

or
1830x60
'~'27T

17500 rpra. Aus.

7.8 Holzer’s method.

In Sec. 6.5, a multi-rotor vibrating system was analysed. It

is seen that the equations for obtaining the natural frequency of

the system become increasingly complex with increase in the

number of rotors in the system. Holzer’s method, which is

based on the same fundamental equations, is a trial and error

method and is very effective in finding the natural frequencies

of such systems.

Consider the system shown in Fig. 6.5. 1 and the corresponding

set of equations (6.5.5). Summation of these equations for the

case of free vibrations, gives

(7.8.1)

Torque acting on the shaft ku due to inertia of the disc Ji
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the complete moment diagram. The moments at various

sections are measured and given below the moment diagram

after multiplying with the moment scale which is (space scale X

load scale X polar distance from the force lines)

1cm — 5x20x3 = 300 kg-cm.

The value of / has been calculated for various sections and

these are given below the moment values. Still below these

are given the values of MjEI after taking E=2x 10® kg/cm®. It

may be noted that at certain sections two values of MjEI are

listed. These are the values immediately to the left and

to the right of the section respectively and are due to the

discontinuity in the shaft size or the sudden change in section.

The final MjEI diagram is drawn with these values and is

shown in Fig. 7.7.1 (d).

If a conjugate beam is considered with the area of the MjEI
diagram as the loading on it, then the moment diagram

with respect to this loading is nothing but the final deflection

curve. First the conjugate beam load is divided into suitable

sub-sections and the load equal to the area of each sub-section

may be, with sufficient accuracy made to act at the middle of

such sections. These area loads are shown below the MjEI
diagram.

These imaginary loads are laid off along a vertical to a suitable

scale (1 cm = 10'® in this case) as shown in Fig. 7.7.1

(e)* pole p' is chosen at a convenient distance
{ 3 cm in this

case) from the vertical line. Lines p'a', p'b’, p'h' are joined

and lines parallel to them are drawn in the corresponding spaces
a

, b ... h as shown in in Fig 7.7.1 (e). This is the partial

deflection curve. Since at the supports the deflection is zero, a
straight line BxBt is drawn and the vertical lines between BiBi
and the funicular polygon give the deflections at the
corresponding points.

Now equation (7.2.1) can be applied for finding out the
fundamental natural frequency. The deflections at various load
points have been measured directly and multiplied by the x—
scale which is (space scale x area scale x polar distance).
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1 cm =-• 5x lOx 10-®x3 = 1.5x 10-^ cm;

These values are shown below the deflection curve.

The following table has been constructed.

w y _y2 Wy Wy"-

4.6 0 0 0 0

8.6 .750 x 10-^ .56x10-3 6 4x 10-* 4.81 X 10-8

100.0 .825x10-* .68 X 10-8 82.5x10-* 68;0xl0-8

8.6 .825 X 10-* .68 X 10-8 7.1X 10-* 5.85X 10-8

6.0 0 0 0 0

6.0 1.5 X 10-* 2 25x10-8 9.0x10-* 13.5x10-8

52.2 3.9 X 10-* 15.20x10-8 198x 10-* 793.0x10-8

= 303x lO-*, TJTys = 885x 10-»

Now

X 303 X 1 0 * „ „ - , «

^

885x 10-8

wn — 1830 rad/sec

or jV= '-
2
;“ = ^7500 rpm. Ans.

7.8 Holzer’s method.

In Sec. 6-5, a multi-rotor vibrating system was analysed. It

is seen that the equations for obtaining the natural frequency of

the system become increasingly complex with increase in the

number of rotors in the system. Holzer’s method, which is

based on the same fimdamental equations, is a trial and error

method and is very effective in finding the natural frequencies

of such systems.

Consider the system shown in Fig. 6.5.1 and the corresponding

set of equations (6.5.5). Summation of these equations for the

case of free vibrations, gives

^ = 0 (7-^

Torque acting on the shaft ku due to inertia of the disc Ji

(7.8.1)
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=—Ji "di = sin ujt

Maximum value of this torque =

Angular twist of the shaft ~ kn

.*. ^2 — /8i 1

kn _

Maximum torque on the second disc

Angular twist of the second shaft

JlW^Pl + Jjca^^z
~

kt2

“
^t2

In the same way, continuing upto the second last disc, we
have

Maximum torque on the second last disc

n-l

i-1

Angular twist of the last shaft

a-i

At(Il-l)

p _a /n-i
PCL PO—1

" " " '

1 .rr- -
. .

-- -
.

,

*1(0-1

)

Maximum torque on the last disc

n

1-1
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For the case of free vibrations, the value of is chosen to be
any convenient value since the amplitude will not affect the
natural frequency. An estimate is made for the natural
frequency in any mode of vibration of interest. Starting from
the inertia torque on the first disc with the above assumed value

of 6u 2 and shifting on to the angular twist of the first shaft and
then the angular displacement of the second disc, the process

is continued in the above mentioned steps to obtain the final

maximum torque on the last disc. This should be zero in

accordance with equation (7.8.1), provided the frequency

u) chosen was one of the natural frequencies. If a> was different

from the exact natural frequency (as will generally be the case),

then the final inertia torque (remainder torque) on the last

disc will not be zero. The remainder torque v/s frequency

curve is of the type shown in Fig. 7.8.1, where the value tuni,

wna .. etc. correspond to the natural frequencies of the system.

A few trials are necessary to get a good approximation of the

natural frequency.

Fig. 7.8.1. Remainder torque v/s frequency for

multi-degree freedom torsional system.

In case the other end of the shaft is fixed, then the angular

displacement of this end should be zero and a few trials are

again necessary to achieve this. All this is done in a tabular

manner as is e.xplained in the following examples.

The case of forced vibrations does not require any trial and

error. The amplitude of the first disc is taken as and the

rest of the expressions obtained in terms of ^i. The external
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torque is added to the inertia torque of that rotor where the

external torque is acting. The total torque at the last disc

(which is the sum of inertia torques on all the discs plus the

external torques) must again be zero. This is in terms of

and equating it to zero gives the value of fit. All other ampli-

tudes which are in terms of can be obtained now.

Illustrated Example 7,8.1

A four cylinder engine whose shaft is coupled to a damper at

one end and a generator at the other end has a flywheel moun-

ted on the shaft between the engine and the generator. The
schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 7.8.2 (a) with the

values of the rotor inertias and the stiffnesses of the shafts.

Estimate the two lowest natural frequencies and find these out

by Holzer’s method. Show also the corresponding mode shapes.

Solution

Since the first two natural frequencies are desired, the system

will be converted into an approximate equivalent three rotor

system. This can be done in many ways. In this case rotor

numbers I to 5 are combined together and rotor number 6 and

7 are left as they are. The stiffness between the summed up

rotors and rotor 6 is taken as the equivalent stiffness due to the

shafts 1 to 5 in series. This is shotvn in Fig. 7.8.2 (b) with

complete values of inertias and stiffnesses.

.\ow Fig. 7.8.2 (b) is a three rotor system and its natural

frequencies are obtained from equation (6.5.9) as

= 260,000

and COD2" = 1,120,000

These are only approximate values and their degree of correct-

ness depends upon how correct is the equivalent system to the

actual system.

Determinalion offirst naturalfrequency. The estimated value of the

first natural frequency has been found above to be o-® = 260,000.

This is taken as the starting trial value for the Holzer’s table

shown in Table 7.8.1 (a). The first column of this table

gives the trial number. In the second column the serial
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Ji = 10 kg-cm-sec2

J‘i — Jz ~ Ji = Jr, = 1-5

/o = 20

J^ = 120

kii = 40x 10*’ kg-cm/rad

At2 = At3 hi --- 30x10®
Arts = 60X10®

ha = lOx 10®

(a)

J7=I20

(b)

Fig. 7.8 2 Natural fiequency of a multi-rotor system

by Holzer^s method.

numbers are listed. These pertain to the rotors and the shafts.

Col. No. 3 gives the moment of inertia of various rotors Col.

No. 4 is lu,-, which is the product of figures in Col. No. 3 and

the trial value of to*. This has been divided by 10® for conve-

nience. Now let us come to Col. No. 8 which gives the stiff-

nesses of the various shafts. Since there are only six shafts in

this case, the last space in this column will remain vacant.

All the columns described above (i.e. cols. No 1, 2, 3, 4 and

8) are filled up initially to work up the table. All these figures

are shown in bold types.
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TABLE 7.8.1

Holzer’s tables for finding the first natural frequency of

the system shown in Fig. 7.8.2 (a).

1 2
1

3
i

4 5
1

6
!

^ 8 9

1 J
, !

o
1

Jw"‘P ht
‘

1

Z -sec®) 10« lo® 108 wsm
cd

j

I

1

|(kg-cm)

(rad)

1

(kg-cm)
1
rad)

(rad)

C3 1o 1o 10 2.600 1.000 2.600 2.600 40 .065

c
c*.i

2 1.5 .390 .935 .354 2.954 30 .098

i

e<1
' 3 15 .390 .837 .327 3.281 30 .109

4 1-5 .390 .728 .284 3.565 30 .119

5 5
4

1.5 .390 .609 .237 3.802 60 .063

1
^

E 7

20 5.200 .546 2.840 6.652 10 .665

120 31.200 --.119 --3.720 [3.068] — —

§ 1
S'

10 2.900 1.000 2.900 2.900 40 .073

C?1 Q 1.5 .435 .927 .403 3.303 30 .110

c 3 1.5 .435 .817 .355 3.658 30 .122

1.5 .435 .695 .302 3.960 30 .132

ei a 1.5 .435 .553 .245 4.200 60 .070

J
Z 6 20 5.800 .493 2.860 7.060 10 .706
W
o 7w '

(A

120 34800 --.213 --7.410 [-.350] — —

c

<

c

g 1
7

10 2.880 1.000 2.880 2.880 40 .072

c

c

c
» 2N ^ 1.5 .432 .928 .400 3.280 30 .109

1 3 1.5 .432 .819 .354 3.634 30 .121

/ \ >J 4
(c)

1.5 .432 .698 .302 3.936 30 .131

1

2 5
•4

1.5 .432 .567 .245 4.181 60 .070

(

Ji
® 20 5.760 .497 2.860 7.041 10 .704

1

k

i

2 7
H

120 34560 -.207--7.140 [-.099] — —
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Col. No. 5 gives the amplitudes of vibration of various rotors.

Col. No. 6 is the product of figures in col. No. 4 and 5, and
represent the inertia torque on the particular rotor. Col. No. 7

shows the summed up inertia torques upto and including the

particular rotor. Col. No, 9 gives the maximum twist of the

particular shaft.

Filling up of the Cols. No. 5,6,7 and 9 is done by proceeding

horizontally, line by line. In Col. No. 5, against the first rotor,

an arbitrary amplitude is chosen since the system can have

free vibration in a particular mode with any amplitude of the

first rotor. This value has been taken as unity for convenience.

In Col. No. 6, against the same row, the product of the figures

in the previous two columns is entered. This is the inertia torque

on the first disc. In Col. No. 7. against the same row, we
have the total inertia torque upto and including the first rotor,

which in this case is just the same as figure in Col. No. 6. In

Col. No. 9 we have the twist of the first shaft which is equal

to the total inertia torque upto the first rotor (Col. No. 7)

divided by the stiffness of the first shaft (Col. No. 8). The first

row is complete now.

Coming to the second row, the amplitude of the second rotor

is equal to the amplitude of the first rotor minus the twist of

the first shaft. This is equal to the figure in Col. No. 5 minus

the figure in Col. No. 9 of the first row, i.e., (1.000

— .065) = .935. The next space (Col. No 6) is the inertia

torque on the second rotor and, as before, is the product of

figures in Cols. No. 4 and 5 in the second row. For the Col,

No. 7, we have the sum of the inertia torques upto and includ-

ing the second rotor and is, therefore, the sum of the figures

in Col. No, 7 of the previous row and Col. No. 6 of the presenr

row, i.e., (2.600 + .354) = 2.954. Process is continued in tae

same manner till we reach the last row at Go]. No. 7. 'Xhis

figure is the sum of inertia to.'ones on aii the rotors. This

should be zero if w (starting trial mine) is exactly etrna! n:- rra

one of the natural freqnenxes os' the systans. asarf

will always be a remainder torq-ne ii ca is net ecnaf - nr'

natural frequency. Tie rentainfnr tnrens is Dtehfre

case. If we look back to Fig. 7.3 1 ftre nireanvianv'h^*
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re near the value uj=ujih)j the positive remainder torque

leans that cu'^conij or the trial value co- taken in Table

.8.1 (a) is too low.

The second trial [Table 7.8.1 (b)] is now done with

omewhat higher value of (taken == 290,000 for this case),

fhe same procedure is repeated and the remainder torque now

s— 0.350. This value is much less than that in first trial and

ilso has a negative sign with it. From Fig. 7.8.1 we can see

that the negative remainder torque in the neighbourhood of

the first natural frequency means that ai>a>ni, and the low

magnitude of this torque shows that we are only a little bit on

the higher side.

The third trial is done with slightly reduced value of ou®

(taken=288,000 for this case) as shown in Table 7.8.1 (c). The
remainder torque now is— 0.099 showing that we are very

near the actual value on the higher side. The actual value of

wn'^ will be slightly less than 288,000. However this is quite

accurate for all practical purposes and therefore is taken as the

required value.

"ni == V2887)b0 = 537 rad/sec. Ans.

Delerminaiion of secani naturalfrequencyt The estimated value of

the second natural frequency has been found to be aj®= 1,120,000.

This is taken as the starting trial value for the Holzer's table

shown in Table 7.8.2 (a). The procedure is exactly the same
till we get the remainder torque as— 39.290.

If we look at Fig. 7.8,1, the negative remainder torque in

neighbourhood of second natural frequency means that aj<ton2

and therefore larger value of should be taken, Laige

magnitude of the remainder torque indicates that we are still

quite far from the exact natural frequency. Therefore, the

trial value taken for the second trial is 1,200,000 as shown
in table 7.8.2. (b) and the remainder torque obtained is— 12.893.

This is still negative indicating that we are still below the actual

value of (Usi, and the smaller magnitude of the resulting torque

shows that we are nearer to the actual value than we were in

the first trial.

The next trial value is taken as oi*— 1,240,000 as shown in
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TABLE 7.8.2

Holzer’s tables for finding the second natural frequency of
the system shown in Fig. 7.8.2 (a).

1_1 2 '

3 4
!

b 6__ : f 8 9

c J
/«i2

1

,

iS

kt

(kg-cm
-sec-)

100 k\,

in
1

10“' (rad) 10., 100 (kg-cm/ (rad)

(kg-cm)
1

(kg-cm) (kg-cm) rad)
oo
c?
o 1 10 11.200 1.000 11.200 11.200 40 .280
C*4

'i

• 2 1.5 1.680 .7.:0 1.208 12.408 30 .414

3 1.5 1.680 .306 .514 12.922 30 .431

(a) J
<

1

4 1.5 1.680 --.125 —.210 12.712 30 .424

s
H 5 1.5 1.680 --.549 -.923 11.789 60 .196

Cbi

6 20 22 400 --.745- 16.680 --4.891 10 --.489

7 120 134.400 --.256- 34.400[--39.290] — —

ooo 1 10 12.000 1.000 12.000 12.000 40 .300

1 2 1.5 1.800 .700 1.260 13.260 30 .442

1
c> 3 1.5 1800 •258 .465 13.725 30 .457

(b) j
1

4 1.5 1.800 --.199 —.358 13-367 30 .446

5 1.5 1.800 --.645 --1.160 12.207 60 .203

r*

6 20 24.000 --.848-20 400 --8.193 10 --.819
z

- 12.893]o
o
(d
W3

7 120 144.000 --.029 -- 4.700 [-

Ooo 1 10 12.400 1.000 12.400 12.400 40 .310

o
2 1.5 1.860 .690 1.280 13.680 30 ,456

7i 3 1.5 1.860 .234 .435 14.115 30 .471

(c) j
* 4 1.5 1.860 --.237 -.441 13.674 30 .456

<
2 5 1.5 1 .8d0 --.693 --1.290 12.384 60 .206

A
H
Q 6 20 24.800 --.899-22.300 -•9.916 10 --.992

§
3 7 120 148.800 .093 13.820 [3.904] —

H
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Table 7.8.2 (c). The remainder torque obtained now is 3.904.

The magnitude is smaller than in the previous cases and it is

positive now showing that for this trial conj.

Now Fig. 7 8.3 is drawn for the remainder torque against

for the three values of tu" obtained in the above three trials.

This curve cuts the abscissa at cj^— 1 ,230,000 which is therefore

equal to tuno^.

Or = Vij230,000 = 11 10 rad/sec. Ans.

1

Fig. 7.8.3. Remainder torque v/s frequency square for

system of Fig. 7.8.2 (a) when vibrating in

the neighbourhood of second natural fre-

quency.

Mode Shapes. For the first mode shape corresponding to the first

natural frequency we take the values of the amplitudes for

various rotors from Table 7.8.1 (c). Col. No. 5. Although these

are not the exact values because in that case the remainder
torque should be zero, but these are sufficiently close to the
exact values. These are plotted in Fig. 7.8.4. (a).

Similarly the second mode shape plotted in Fig. 7.8.4 (b) is

obtained from the amplitudes of various rotors as obtained in
Table 7.8.2 (c). Col. No 5. Ans.

In case only the lowest natural frequency is required to be
obtained, then the original system should be converted into an
approximate equivalent two rotor system. This can be done,
in this case, by combining the first five rotors on one side and
the last two rotors on the other side. The stiffness of the
connecting equivalent shaft may be taken as combination of all

the shafts in series.
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Fig. 7.8.4. First two mode shapes for the system

of Fig. 7.8.2 (a)

Illustrative Example 7.8.2

A four rotor system is represented schemetically in Fig. 7.8.5.

The physical constants of the system are given alongside. A
torque T — Tq sin co/ acts on the second rotor. Determine the

amplitudes of vibration of various rotors. Find also the maxi-

mum twist in each section of the shaft and the corresponding

twisting moment.

Solution

The procedure for making the Holzer’s table for forced vib-

rations is similar to that of free vibrations except that there are

some points of difference. In the case of forced vibrations the

system vibrates with the exciting frequency which is given, and

therefore no trial and error procedure is required. Only one

table has to be constructed with this value of Further, since

each rotor has a definite amplitude (unlike free vibrations) the

value of amplitude for the first rotor may be taken as ^j.

After filling Cols. No. 1,2,3,4 and 8 of Table 7.8.3 initially.
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Ji — 100 kg-cm-sec’

Jz = 50

/j - 10

Ji = 50

/tii = 1 X I0‘ kg-cm/rad

kvi = 1 X 10^

A,3 = 2xl0<

To = 10,000 kg-cm

w = 5 rad/sec.

Fig. 7.8.5. Forced vibrations of a multi-rotor system.

we proceed to fill the table row-wise as in the case of free

vibrations. All the quantities here will be in term of /8i.

When we come to Col. No. 7 for the second rotor (on which

external torque is acting) it is necessary to include theetxernal

torque here along with the summed up inertia torques. This

expression (2437^1 + TJ, therefore gives the total torque

(inertia plus external} upto and incuding the second rotor. The
procedure is continued now till we get a final remainder torque

in terms of and 7*o. This is equated to zero since the

remainder toque is the sum of external torque and inertia

torques, and this is zero for forced vibrations.

Therefore 3625^t + .789 To ~ 0

or
0.789ro

3825

0.789X 10*

3825
— 2.06 rad

The amplitudes of various discs are obtained from Col. No. 5

after substituting for ft and To, and these are:

—



‘250

,
4

RRv^^n-^

287^i-0.186r,

[3825^3x4-

1.488x10

0.78970]
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= — 2.06 rad

^2 — — 1.55 rad

^3 = — 1.836 rad

pi = — 1.961 rad.

The twists of the shafts are obtained from Col. No. 9 and

these are

First shaft — 0‘515 rad

Second shaft + 0.293 rad

Third shaft + 0,123 rad.

The twisting moments in the shafts are obtained from Col,

No. 7 as

First shaft — 5150 kg-cm

Second shaft + 2930 kg-cm

Third shaft +• 2460 kg-cm.

From the above values of the twists and the twisting moments

we can obtain the maximum stress in each section of the shaft

provided its diameter is given. Ans.

PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE

7.1 Find, by Rayleigh's method, the lowest natural frequency

of the system shown in Fig. 7.2. 1 , when the weights Wi
and IFs are interchanged.

7.2 Find the lowest natural frequency of transverse vibrations

for the system shown schematically in Fig. P. 7.2 by

Rayleigh's method. Take E — 2 x 10® kg/cm- and
I = 100 cmh

40kg

'SI
aokg

jar

’ Octn ' J
Fig. P. 7.2.
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7.3

7.4

7.5

7.6

7.7

7.8

7.9

7.10

7.11

7.12

Same as Problem 7.2 except take into accoimt the weight
of the shaft which is given to be 4 kg. [Hint : Find the

equivalent weight at the centre].

Using Rayleigh’s method, estimate the fundamental
frequency of the system shown in Fig. P. 7.4. The shaft

weight = 10 kg.

100 wg

121

50 Wg

Et:. CONST. ,,
[Wi = 101<g

imu 1
1.5 m

r 1

Fig. P. 7.4

Find the lowest natural frequency of transverse vibration

for a cantilever carrying uniformly distributed load by

assiuning the deflection curve to be

( i
)

since curve,

( ii )
SI atic deflection curve,

(iii) parabola.

Which one of the above is the closest to the first

mode shape ?

Solve parts (b) and (c) of Illustrative Example 7.2.3.

Solve Problem 7.2 by Dunkerly’s method.

Solve Problem 7.2 by Dunkerly’s method by taking into

account the weight of the shaft also, which is 4 kg.

Solve Prob. 7.4 by Dunkerley’s method

Solve Problem 7.2 by Stodola’s method.

Solve Prob. 7.4 by Stodola’s method.

Find by Stodola’s the lowest natural frequency of the

system shown in Fig. P. 7.12.
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= — 2.06 rad

p., == — 1.55 rad

^3 = — 1.836 rad

= — 1.961 rad.

The twists of the shafts are obtained from Col. No. 9 and

these are

First shaft — 0-515 rad

Second shaft + 0.293 rad

Third shaft + 0.123 rad.

The twisting moments in the shafts are obtained from Col.

No. 7 as

First shaft - 5150 kg-cm

Second shaft + 2930 kg-cm

Third shaft -f 2460 kg-cm.

From the above values of the twists and the twisting moments

we can obtain the maximum stress in each section of the shaft

provided its diameter is given.
Ans.

PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE

7.1 Find, by Rayleigh^s method, the lowest natural frequency

of the system shown in Fig- 7.2.1, when the weights IVi

and IPs are interchanged.

7.2 Find the lowest natural frequency of transverse vibrations

for the system shown schematically in Fig. P. 7.2 by

Rayleigh's method. Take £ = 2 X 10" kg/cm=^ and

J = 100 cm*.
40kg
r-.

Fig. P. 7.2.
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7.3 Same as Problem 7.2 except take into account the weight
of the shaft which is given to be 4 kg. [Hint : Find the
equivalent weight at the centre].

7.4 Using Rayleigh’s method, estimate the fundamental
frequency of the system shown in Fig. P. 7.4. The shaft

weight Wb = 10 kg.

100 kg

50 kg

1 1
EU CONST.

(W5 = 10kg

^
1 1 A

t

1.5m 1.5m
1

1.5 m

r 1 )

Fig. P. 7.4

7.5 Find the lowest natural frequency of transverse vibration

for a cantilever carrying uniformly distributed load by

assuming the deflection curve to be

( i ) since curve,

(ii) static deflection curve,

(iii) parabola.

Which one of the above is the closest to the first

mode shape ?

7.6 Solve parts (b) and (c) of Illustrative Example 7.2.3.

7.7 Solve Problem 7.2 by Dunkerly’s method.

7.8 Solve Problem 7.2 by Dunkerly’s method by taking into

account the weight of the shaft also, which is 4 kg.

7.9 Solve Prob. 7.4 by Dunkerley’s method

7.10 Solve Problem 7.2 by Stodola’s method.

7.11 Solve Prob. 7.4 by Stodola’s method.

7.12 Find by Stodola’s the lowest natural frequency of the

system shown in Fig. P. 7.12.
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Fig. P. 7.12.

7.13 If in Fig. 7,5.1, the origin is taken at the tip of the

cantilever and the x—axis towards left of this point,

then at a distance * from the tip point

and w{x) — y T

Assume the expression for the deflection curve as

Show that this equations satisfies the boundary condition.

Find the lowest natural frequency of the system in

lateral vibrations. Take the width of the bar as unity.

7.H A cantilever of the shape shown in Fig. P. 7.14 is of unit

width and is fixed at its base. Find the lowest natural

frequency of the bar in transverse vibrations.
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Fig. P. 7.14.

7.15 Find the first natural frequency of the triple pendulum
shown in Fig. P. 7.15, by the method of matrix iteration.

|!

pm

I

Om
Fig. P. 7.15.

7.16 Find the first natural frequency of transverse vibration

of three masses fixed on a string as shown in Fig. P. 7.16,

by matrix iteration. The string is stretched with a

a large tension T.

m m 2 m
—^

—

1
/

t

/

r

i

—e

—

1
(

® — —

1 1

.

P

_J—

J

t- ‘'f*''- r 1

Fig. P. 7.16.
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7T7 Find the first natural frequency of transverse vibrations

of a tight string having four masses fixed on it as shown

in Fig. P. 17.

Fig. P. 7.17.

7.18 Find the fundamental natural frequency of transverse

vibrations by the graphical method for the system of

Problem 7.2.

7.19 Two rotors are mounted on a simply supported shaft of

non-uniform sections as shown in Fig. P. 7.19. Find the

fundamental natural frequency of the system.

Fig. P. 7.19.

7.20 For the 5-rotor system shown iji Fig. P. 7.20, calculate

by Holzer’s method the first two natural frequencies.

The quantities mentioned on the figure are In the

following vmits

:

J -> kg-cm-sec2

frt -> kg-cm/rad.

7.21 Fig. P. 7.21 shows a torsional system consisting of three

rotors. Make an estimate of the first natural frequency
and starting with this value perform Holzer’s calculations

to determine the first natural frequency.

J -» kg-cm-sec^

/it kg-cm/rad.
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Fig. P. 7.20.

22 Find by Holzer’s method the natural frequency of the

torsional system shown in Fig. P. 7.22 when the right

end in fixed. The mass moments of inertia and the

stiffcesses are in kg-cm-sec units.

23 A four-rotor system schemetically represented in Fig.

P. 7.23 has the following physical quantities.

y, = 817 kg-cm-sec2 /j = 100 kg-cm-sec^

^2 = 608 kg-cm-sec* = 120 kg-cm-sec*
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J,= lO

Fig. P. 7.22.

kii = 30x 10® kg-cm/rad == 42x 10® kg-cm/rad

kti = 42x 10® kg-cm/rad

To ~ 12000 kg-cm

OJ = 200 rad/sec.

Find the amplitudes of vibration when the external

torque acts on the first rotor, as shown in the figure. If

the diameter of each of the connecting shaft is 3 cm,

find the maximum stress in each shaft section. Assume

G = 0.85 x 10® kg/cm®.

Fig. P. 7.23.



CHAPTER 8

CRITICAL SPEEDS OF SHAFTS

8.1 Introduction. •

A critical speed of a rotating shaft is the speed at which the

shaft starts to vibrate violently in the transverse direction. It

is very dangerous to continue to run the shaft at its critical speed

as the amplitude of vibrations will build up to such a level that

the system may go to pieces. Critical speed is also, quite often,

given the name of whirling spied or whipping speed.

The whirling of shafts result from various causes among
which the most important and the one which will be discussed

in detail in this chapter is the mass unbalance of the rotating

system.

8.2 Critical speed of a light shaft having a single disc

—

without damping.

Consider a light vertical shaft in a deflected position with a

single disc of mass m as shown in Fig. 8.2.1. Point S is the

geometric centre of the disc through which the centre line of

the shaft passes. Point G is the centre of gravity of the disc

which is displaced from the geometric centre through a distance

e because of the manufacturing inaccuracies or slight variation

in the density of material of the disc. Point O is the intersection

of the bearing centre line with the disc. In the deflect'" d

position the geometric centre S of the disc is deflected through

a distance r from the undeflected position. Let k be

stiffness of the shaft in the lateral direction at the point " '

the disc is located.
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Fig. 8.2.1- ' Critical speed of rotating shaft.

Considering the equilibrium of the disc, there are two forces

acting on it. The centrifiugal force at G acts radially outwards

and the restoring force at S acts radially inwards. The friction

forces have been neglected. For the equilibrium of the disc,

these two forces must act along the same line and therefore the

points O, S and G must lie on the same straight line. The
centrifugal force is equal to Wa<- (r+<?) where m is the angular

velocity of the shaft. The restoring force is equal to kr.

Equating the two, we have

= kr (8.2 . 1 )

which gives

where wn = Vkjm .

vibration of the shaft.

moi^e

k mw-

is the natural frequency of the

(8 ,2 .2)

lateral

Equation (8.2.2) shows that the deflection r of the shaft tends

to infinity when co = ujn. Thus the critical speed of the shaft

is equal to the natural frequency oflateral vibration of the shaft.

Also, it is seen that the deflection r is positive below the critical
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speed and negative above the critical speed. This means that

the disc rotates with heavy side outwards when w<wn and light

side outwards when ai>£UQ. This corresponds to zero degree

phase difference when aj<ton and lbO“ phase difference when
This is shown in Fig. 8.2.2.

Fig. 8.2.2. Possible phase relationships— no damping.

The system has indifferent equilibrium whencu=a»n. This

is the point when the system undergoes violent vibrations.

When <o>>£od, T-r—e, which means that the point G
approaches O and the disc rotates about its centre of gravity.

Illustrative Example 8.2.1

A rotor weighing 5kg is mounted midway on a 1 cm dia

shaft supported at the ends by two bearings. The bearing span

is 40 cm. Because of certain manufacturing inaccuracies, the

C.G. of the disc is 0.02 mm away from the geometric centre of

the rotor. If the system rotates at 3000 r.p.m. find the

amplitude of steady state vibrations and the dynamic force

transmitted to the bearings. Neglect damping.
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Solution

Assuming the ends to be simply supported, the stiffness of the

shaft is given by

,
4QEI _ 48 X (2X10°) X r(W64) Xji-l-

^ p 40^

a/Q = a/|-

= 73.5 kg/cm

r 73.5 _ 05 g rad/sec
'V 5/980

277.V 2n-x3000 — 1 OOtt rad/sec.“ lo 60

Applying equation (8.2.2), we get the amplitude of vibration

as

r ==
3.6 /

,002

VJ5

['-M
-0.00216 cm.

The negative sign shows that the displacement is out of

phase with the centrifugal force. Ans.

The dynamic loaj on the bearings is due to this deflection

of 0.00216 cm.

Therefore R-q

^

X 0.00216 = 0.16 kg.

Hence, the dynamic load on each bearing is 0.08 kg. If the

shaft is vertical this will be all the load on each bearing, but in

case the shaft is horizontal there will be additional load due to

he dead weight of the rotor. Ans.

8.3 Critical speed of a light shaft having a single

disc-with damping.

When damping is present in the form of air resistance, etc.,

the analysis becomes slightly more involved. Now three forces

act on the disc. These are

(i) the centrifugal force at G along OG produced,
(ii) the restoring force at S along SO, and
(iii) the damping force at S in a direction opposite to the
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velocity of the point S.

Due to these forces the points O, S and G no longer lie

on the straight line. These forces are shown in Fig. 8.3.1.

G is the centre of gravity of the disc displaced from the

geometric centre S of the shaft through a distance e which is

fixed. O is the centre of rotation, being the point of intersection

of the centreline of the bearings with the disc. Let r be the

deflection of the shaft i.e. OS = r. Let OG = a, Z.GOS = a

and /IGSA = <^. The centrifugal force is equal to mwra and

acts at G. The restoring force is equal to kr and acts at S.

Assuming viscous damping, the damping force is equal to cwr

and acts at S. Here c is the damping coefficient and wT is the

linear velocity of point S. The resultant of kr and cur at S must

be equal to mu^a and parallel to it to give a clockwise moment

which has to be overcome by the driving torque in the anti-

clockwise direction. This is because of the damping present in

the system which requires the driving torque equal to cut.t—cwt'^

Fig. 8.3.1. Vector relationship for whirling shaft with

single disc having damping.

From the geometry of the figure, we have

a sin a = e sin ^

a cos a = r-ff cos ^

(8.3.1)
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For the forces acting on the system, putting SX=0 and ST—0,
give

—kr+jnw^a cos a = 0

— sin a = 0
(8.3.2)

Eliminating a and a from equations (8.3.2) with the help of

equations (8.3.1), we have

—kr+mu)~ {r+e cos (^) = 0 1 (833)
(e sin ^) = 0 J ,

^ '

The above equations give

r _ m<o“ (£r
fl V(A-;n£u2)2-f-(rw)s

(8.3.4)

1

/ Co* \
2?.- I

1 (8.3.5)and tan = Wll
.

j

_ -(=)’

J

where ? = W km

Equations (8.3.4) and (8.3.5) are exactly the same as equa-
tions (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) respectively and can be represented by
the corresponding curves of Figs. 4.3 2 and 4.2.5. The ordinate
in Fig. 4.3.2 now represents r/s for this case corresponding to

equation (8.3.4).

From the curves of fig. 4.2.5 or equation (8.3.5), it is seen
that

(i) when a» < < ujn (heavy side out)

(ii) 0<^<90 whenu-<a)n (heavy side out)

(iii) when w= u,„

(iv) 90 <^<180° when wn (light side out)
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79.5

82.8
0.96

r == „
km 2xV82.8 x 4/980

Substituting these values in equation (8.3.4), we have

_ (0.%)^

0.3 ” VCl - (0.96)2]2 + [2 X 0.043 ^.96]2

r — 2.47 cm

The dynamic load on the bearings is equal to the centrifugal

rce of the disc %vhich is equal to the vector sum of the spring

d damping forces (see Fig. 8.3.1),

or Fa ~ V {kT)~+ {c<ur)-

= 2.47V 282+(0.05x 79.5)3

or Fa ~ 70 kg.

ais is the effective dynamic force with which the shaft is de-

cted under the operating conditions. Total maximum load

the shaft under dynamic conditions is the sum of the above

id and the dead load, i.e.,

Foa, = 70+4 = 74 kg.

The load under static conditions is

Fa = 4 kg.

For maximum stress due to a load acting at the centre of a
aply supported shaft, we have

M. d CFll^) X {dm
'

/• 2 [(W64)X(di)]

(Fx 48/4) X (0.9/2)

[(7r/64) X (0.9)^]

' = 168 F

ital maximum stress under dynamic conditions

rmax = 168Fmai = 168x74 == 12,400 kg/cm^,

aximum stress under dead load

fg = 168 F„ = 168x4 = 670 kg/cm^.

imping force = cwr

== 0.05 x 79.5x2.47 = 9.85 kg.

Ans.

Ans.
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Damping torque 9.85 X 2.47 = 24.3 kg-cm.

„ _ 27rJV(jaitlD) 2j7X 760x24.3
4500 4500x 100

=0.258 Ans.

8.4 Critical speeds of a sbaft Laving multiple discs.

So far we have dealt with the case of a light shaft with a

single disc. For a shaft having more than one disc, there will

be as many critical speeds as the number of discs. The
procedure for finding these is as follows.

Fig. 8.4. 1 is the schematic of a shaft with two discs, shown

in deflected position while rotating. Let j; andjj be the

deflections of the two discs from the centre line of the bearings.

Let us assume that the two discs of weight IPl and IF2 are

having their centres of gravity displaced from the geometric

centres through distances and to. If Fi and F, are the

centrifugal forces on these discs, then

Fig. 8.4.1. Critical speeds of shaft with two discs.
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IFi
Fl = -^0)2 (Jl+ tf,)

IF"
Fn = O)" (

g

(8.4.1)

where w is the angular velocity of the rotating shaft. It has

been considered in equations (8.4.1) that and are along

the same directions as^'i and _y2 respectively. If it is not so,

and ez can be treated as vectors with respect toj'i and ^2.

However, as will be seen in the following lines, it doesnot

create any problems.

Using the notations of the influence coefficients, we may
write

Jl = hllFi + S12F2 »

>2 = SjiFl + S22F2
i

1

(8.4.2)

Substituting for Fi and F-> in the above set of equations from

equations (8.4.1), we have

. n,
, A , s ,

,Ji=oii

—

uf- l>'ri-«i) +012— to- (y-i-rez)
g g

yz--Szi— oi
"
(ji + «i)+ 522—•^(o-(_y2+«2)

O S

W2
(8.4.3)

Equations (8.4,3) can be used to compute the values of^i

and_y2. But more important than these values are the values

of the critical speeds. It is understood that at the critical

speeds, the deflections and ^2 will be very large. Therefore,
neglecting ei and ez in comparison with and >'2 respectively,

equations (8.4.3) become

(Sii^V - lj^i+
^

Siz —cj^^yz^O
I

^
821 ^to-

j
Ji+

^
S22 ~~to-—

1

j
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The solution of the above equations other than the trivial

solution is possible only if

( s..
2:.

\ g ) g

o m ,
021 ct>“

g

And this gives

= er/’±y/’=-4'7l
L 2? “J

where

= 0 (8.4.5)

(8.4.6)

p = IFiSii+fTaS-

? = f'Fi 1^2(81 (Soo—

6

ia“)

The negative sign in equation (8.4.6) gives the lower or the

first critical speed and the positive sign gives the higher or the

second critical speed.

These critical speeds can also be calculated by Rayleigh’s

method by finding the natural frequency of lateral vibration of

the shaft since the critical speed is numerically equal to the

natural frequency of lateral vibrations.

In case the shaft is not light and its weight has also to be

considered, then this can be taken into account very

conveniently by Rayleigh’s method or the method described

above.

For the case of the shaft with more than two discs tlie

solution becomes somewhat cumbersome, and since we are

mostly interested in the lowest critical speed, it can be

conveniently obtained by Rayleigh’s method.

Illustrative Example 8.4.1.

Find the two critical speeds for the system shown in

Fig. 7.2.1.

Solution

For the e.xpressions given for the influence coefficien:-= -

Illustrative Example 7.2.1, we have
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SEI

183,

3x3x 10®X40
= 0.0243x10-3

c3
, _ 183X (90-18)

i>i2 = 821 = (31-c) - g^2x 108X40
0.0486x10-3

822 —
303_P

3EI 3x2x108x40
= 0.1125x10-

To apply equation (8.4.6.), we have

p = 11^2822

= (100 X.0243+50 X. 1 125) X 10-3

or p = 8.05X 10-3

q 1+2(8,1822 -Sz23)

== 100 X 50 X (.0243 X . 1 125 -.04863) x lO'®

or 5=1.9x10-8

Now using equation (8.4.6),

^
980 [8.05± +8.053 _ 4x 1.9] X lO’®

2x1.9x10-8

we have

oiQi* 126,500

ojn,* = 4,020,000.

or, wm = 355.5 rad/sec

0/03 = 2005 rad/sec.

The first of these values is about the same as obtained in

111. Ex. 7.2.1.

The critical speeds, therefore, are finally given by

,, 355.5x60
Ac, 2^ == 3395 rpm.

,, 2005x60
^02 = 2^^

= 19150 rpm. Ans.

8.3 Secondary critical speed.

Apart from the main critical speed resulting from the

centrifugal forces of the unbalanced masses, a good amount of

vibration hasbeen observed at half the critical speed. This effect

has been noticed on horizontal shafts only and has been found
to be totally absent in the vertical shafts, indicating that gravity
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must be one of the causes of it. The importance and severity

of this critical speed known as the secondary cr itical speed, is

much less than of the main or primary^ critical speed.

Fig. 8.5.1. Secondary critical speed.

Let Fig. 8 5.1 represent a rotating shaft having no vibrations,

in which case, the geometric centre S of the disc coincides with

O, the point where the bearing centre line intersects the plane

of the disc. Let G be the of gravity of the disc at a distance e

from the geometric centre. While the shaft is rotating in the

anticlockwise direction, the torque on the disc due to the weight

W accelerates the shaft when the point G lies on the left of S

and retards the shaft when the point G lies on the right of S.

The magnitude of this torque is We cos wt. Let J be the mass

moment of inertia of the disc about its geometric axis. Then,

due to the varying torque We cos cut. the angular acceleration

pj/

of the shaft is -j- a cos wt, and therefore the tangential

W
acceleration ol point G is -y e- cos wt. To have this tangential

acceleration there must be an equivalent force m fi* cos wt
J

where m is the mass of the disc. The component of this

tangential force along the vertical is cos wt times as large.

Hence the vertical component of this force = w — cos- wt
J
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^ ^ <,2 [1 + cos 2col] (8.5.1)

The first part of the force in the above expression is a

constant and is taken up as a small additional deflection of the

shaft, and is of no interest to us. The variable part has a

frequency 2tu. If the shaft is running at half its critical speed,

the variation of the vertical force occurs at the natural

frequency so that large amount of vibrations occur,

8.6 Critical speeds of a light cantilever shaft with a

large heavy disc at its end.

If a light shaft having two end supports has a central disc

then the system his been shown to have one critical speed.

Even if the disc is not central, the system will have one

critical speed as long as we assume the mass of the disc to be

concentrated. If, however, the disc has mass as well as moment

of inertia, and is not central, then the system will have two

critical speeds. The treatment given below is for a light

cantilever shaft having a disc which has mass as well as

moment of inertia. Since the critical speed is numerically

equal to the natural frequency of lateral vibrations, we will

find the latter for this system.

Consider the beam so as to be displaced from the equilibrium

position as shown in Fig. 8.6.1. In this figure,

M = mass of the disc,

Mr- =3 moment of inertia of the disc about an axis

passing through the CG of the disc and

perpendicular to the plane of the paper,

Fig. 8.6.1. Critical speeds of a light shaft having a
large heavy disc at its end.
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y,y
— displacement and acceleration of the CG of the disc,

0,0 = angular displacement and angular acceleration of the

axis of the disc due to bending.

Further, let

3ii = deflection of the CG of the disc per unit force acting

on it in the lateral direction = L^ISEI

= slope at the free end of the beam per unit moment
acting on the CG of the disc, in the plane of the

paper = IjEI

Siu = deflection of the CG of the disc per unit moment
acting on it = slope at the free end of the beam per

unit force acting on it in a lateral direction=/-/2E/

where

I = length of the beam,

I = moment of inertia of the section of the beam about the

neutral axis,

E = modulus of elasticity of the material of the beam.

The inertia force and the inertia torque on the disc in the

displaced position are shown in Fig. 8.6. 1 along with their

directions. These are as follows.

Inertia force = — My— Mui^y

Inertia torque = — Mt-'o = Mr-m-O ^
where to is the natural frequency for the principal mode of

vibration of the system.

Then the deflection at the CG of the disc and the rotation of

the disc in the plane of the paper are given by

y -= 8n iUto»y -h S,2 Afr’to^tf (8-6 2)

0 = Alijj^y "h A/r*co“0 (8.6.3.)

Eliminating ^ and tl from the above two equations, and

putting
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(8.6.4)

vve have

- 4 (A+l) ga + 4 = 0 (8-6-5)

giving the two natural frequencies as

= — [(A+
1 ) ± J

(8.6.6)

Fig. 8.6.2 is a plot of the above equation and shows the

variation of the two natural frequencies of the system with the

change in ^ ^
; it may be recalled that r is radius of

gyration of the disc about an axis passing through its CG and

perpendicular to the axis of the disc.

A == 0 corresponds to the concentrated mass.

A -> CO corresponds to the disc having large radius of

gyration.

4
Ml^

3EI

h = 3r3

Fig. 8.6.2. Variation of the two natural frequencies

. . ,/ 3rs \
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Illustrative Example 8 6.1

A light cantilever steel shaft of 30 cm effective length has a

heavy rotor fixed at its end. The weight of the rotor is 10 kg and
has a radius of gyration of 12 cm about its axis. The thickness

of the rotor is 6 cm. The moment of inertia of the section of

the shaft about its neutral axis is I0cm‘. Tliis shaft is to run at

10,000 rpm. Check if this operating speed is safe.

Soludou

/ = 30 cm

IF = 10 kg, M = 10/980 kg-sec-/cm

fa = 12 cm

6 = 6 cm

7=10 cm’

E = 2x 10“ kg/cm* (assumed).

If r is the radius of gyration of the rotor about a line through

the CG and prependicular to the axis, then

J.
2 ^2

r- = + — (prove this relation).

12»

2
'

12
75 cm’’.

Substituting the above values in the second of equations (8.6.4),

we have

3x75
h .=

30”
= 0.25

Substituting the value of h in equation (8.6.6), we have

51 ,2
= -^ [(0.25+ l)±V(0.25 f l)=-0:2'5]

= 0.84, 19.16

Coming back to the first of equations (8.6,4), we have

or

S =

to --
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f
iEI ^ r3x(2xI0«)X l0^467

'\~MF "V (10/980) x303

/. tu = 467^

Substituting for g above, the values already obtained,

oji = 467gi = 467x^/0-84 = 428 rad/sec

wa = 467g2 = 467xV 19-16 = 2040 rad/sec,

giving

428 x 60 = 4080 rqm

JVea
2040x60

2rr
19500 rpm.

The operating speed of 10,000 rpm is not near any of its cri-

tical speed. Hence the operating speed is safe. Ans.

PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE

8.1 A variable speed machine has a diametral clearance of

2 mm between the stator and the rotor. The rotor weighs

37.5 kg and has an unbalance of 0.3 kg-cm. The rotor

is moimted on a steel shaft midway between the two bea-

rings. The operating speed of the machine varies from

500 to 6400 r.p.m. Specify the stiffness of the shaft so that

the rotor is always clear of the stator at any operating

speed within the range.

8.2 A single rotor weighing 7 kg is mounted midway
between bearings on a steel shaft 1 cm dia. The bearing

span is 40 cm. It is known that the CG of the rotor is

.025 mm from its geometric axis. If the system rototes

at 1000 r.p.m, find out the amplitude of vibration, the

dynamic load transmitted to the bearings and the maxi-

mum stress in the shaft, when
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(a) the shaft is vi^tically supported,

(b) the shaft is hpxizontally supported. Neglect the

weight of the shaft and the damping in the system.

Assume the shaft to be simply supported.

8.3 A vertical shaft 1.25 cm in diameter rotates in spherical

bearings with a span of 90 cm and carries a disc of weight

10 kg midway between the two bearings. Tiie mass

centre of the disc is 0'025 cm away from the geometric

axis. If the stress in theshaft is not to e.xceed 1050 kg/cm*,

determine the range of speed wi thin which it is unsafe to

run the shaftT Neglect the mass of the shaft and the

damping in the system.

8.4 A disc made of solid steel with a diameter of 12 cm
and a thickness of 2 cm is fixed in the centre of a 50 cm
shaft 1 .^5~'crrrdTa^ Tlie shaft may be considered to be

simply supported at the two extreme ends. The bearings

have equal flexibility in all the directions and the

equivalent spring constant for each bearing is 20 kg/cra.

Find the whirling speed of the shaft.

8.5 Calculate the whirling speed of the shaft supported by

long bearings so as to give zero slope at both ends of the

shaft.

8.6 A rotor having a weight of9.5 kg is mounted on a 12mm
horizontal steel shaft midway between bearings that are

60 cm apart. The centre of gravity of the disc is 6mm
from its geometric centre. If the damping in the system

is estimated at ? = 0.1, draw a diagram of the forces and

displacements when the shaft rotates at 690 r.p.m.

Compare the maximum dead load stress in tlie sliaft witli

the maximum stress at the operating speed. Also

determine the horsepower required to drive the shaft at

this speed.

8.7 A rotor weighing 10 kg is mounted on a shaft of

stiffness 5 kg/cm at the rotor. The equivalent damclr.;

coefficient of the system is 0.2 kg-sec/cm. When
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shaft rotates at 500 rpm, the power dissipated in damping

is 0.01 H. P. Determine the eccentricity of rotor.

1.8 For the system shown in Fig. P. l.% find the two

whirling speeds. Take E—2x 10® kg/cm® and /=100cra^.

1.9 Find the two natural frequencies for the system

shown in Fig. P.8.9. Take the shaft to be of uniform

section with I— 3.2 cm*. Assume the modulus of

elasticity as 2 X 10® kg/cm-.

Fig. P. 8.9.

8.10

A light cantilever steel shaft 5 cm dia and 40 cm long

has a heavy C.I. disc 30 cm dia and 5 cm thick fixed at

its end as shown in Fig. P.8.10. Assuming the density

of C.I. as 7.2 gm/cm“, determine the two critical speeds

of the shaft.

Fig. P. 8.10.



CHAPTER 9

TRANSIENT VIBRATIONS

9.1 lutroduction.

A system subjected to periodic excitation has two components

of motion, the transient and the steady state. In most of such

cases the transient part is not important as it dies out soon

and the steady state part is the one that persists. However,

where the excitation is of aperiodic nature like a shock pulse

or a transient excitation, the response of the system is purely

transient. After the duration of the excitation, the system

undergoes vibrations with its natural frequency with an

amplitude depending upon the type and duration of the

excitation. It is in such cases that the transient vibrations have

importance. The practical examples of siiock excited transient

vibrations are rock explosions, gunfires, loading or unloading

of packages by dropping them on hard floors, punching

operations, automobiles at high speeds passing over pits or curbs

on the road, etc.

The use of Laplace transform is introduced in tiiis chapter

for the analysis of systems subjected to shock pulses. The usual

differential equations method or the so-called classical method

becomes very lengthy and cumbersome with transient excitations

of different shapes.

9.2 Laplace transformation.

Laplace transform is a powerful mathematical tool that is

extremely useful in the solution of differential equations, and

especially so, where transients are involved. It is tiiat branch
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of operational calculus wherein a function is transformed from

t (time) domain to a new s domain. The original differentia]

equation in t domain, by the use of Laplace transform, changes

itself into an algebraic equation in s domain. The solution

of an algebraic equation is very easy as compared to that of

a differential equation. Once the solution in s domain is

obtained, the process of inverse transformation gives the solution

back in t domain. Manipulation with transformation and

inverse transformation is facilitated by the use of table of

transform pairs which is given later in this section.

Laplace transform F(s) of a function /(/) is defined as

CO

m = 1
M ^

(9.2.1)

0

In shorthand it is generally written as

(9.2.2)

The use of the basic definition of Laplace transform [Eqn.

(9.2.1)] is illustrated below by actually transforming a few

common functions.

lllastrative Example 9.2.1

Find the Laplace transform of a step function (i) A u{t),

(ii) A u(l—a). These functions are shown in Fig- 9.2.1 (a)

and (b).

(0) (b)

Fig. 9.2. 1 . Step functions.

J\fote : u(t) is called a unit step function starting at time 1 == 0
and u{t~a) is a unit step function starting at time t — a.

Before these respective times the function is zero.
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Solution

ca

(i) L [^la(0] =
I
Ae~'^dt

0

= A

CO

(ii) L [.i =
J

Ae~''dt

a

Ans.

= A Ans.

Illustrative Example 9.2.2

Find the Laplace transform of a pulse of height A and

duration t as shown in Fig. 9.2.2. Deduce the Laplace

transform of a unit impluse.

0
^

r

Fig. 9.2.2. Rectangular pulse.

Solution

F{s) --
j
Ae dt = A

|

0 I

-St
e

—s
o

s
/\ns.
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If in the above pulse of area xA ~ a (say), x 0 and ^ 03

with the condition that the area a of the pulse remains constant,

then this pulse of infinitermally small duration and area a is

known as an impluse of strength a, A unit impluse will have

a unit area in the limiting case.

Thus the Laplace transform of an impluse of strength a can

be obtained from the Laplace transform of a pulse of area

xA — a (found above)

m - 0

A ~> CO j 1_

xA a

or F(s) =
a

That is, the Laplace transform of an impulse of strength a is

equal to a itself. Hence the Laplece transform of a unit

impluse is unity, A unit impulse is written as S(l).

Therefore

L [8(03 - 1 Ans.

Illustrative Example 9.2.3

If /(O = sin«f,findL[/(0].

Solution

eo

L [/(t)3 = <1 [sin tut] =
1

e"*‘ sin wt dl

0

CO

L[/{t)3- sm cot] —
1
- •* 1

f e"*t
1 (u cos cot dl
J

—
-r

0 0

03 .

j
COS tot dl

o
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CO CO

or L[/W]=.^[jCl- CO.
I

^,,,-1

O O

-
j [t - T 1

sin a./

=
-T - ^ L [/(O]

giving

L[f{t)} =

or L [sin ojt] =

H- to»

CJ

j^+ 0)3 Ans.

Illustrative Example 9,2.4

Find the Laplace transform of the derivative of a function.

Solution

Lot /(<) »^
and let the initial value of x{t) at / = 0 be ;c(0).

o

CO CO

=
I

x{t). e-’*
j

+ -f

J
x(t) <»“'< dt

o o

= - a:(0) + s X{s)

Therefore

L =sX{s) - x{0)

Table 9.2.1 gives various Laplace transform pairs. 1 oi

any function in the left column the corresponding trans

the right column can be derived in a manner simi ar o

illustrated in the above four example^'
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Table 9.2.1

Laplace Transform Pairs

1 . /W 1
L [/(<)]

CO

1. /(O J /(O dt = F{s)

o

2. z(o + r(s)

3. KM KF{s)

4. u{t) or 1
1

J

5. 8(0 1

6.
1

t

S‘

7.
n\

sn+l

8. sin wl
a>

9. cos ojt
S

j2+ co3

10. g-at 1

J "I* fl

11. sin tat
cu

(j + a)2 + ^2

12. e~at cos wi S £l

(j + a)2 £0®

13. F (j 4- a)

14. u{t—d)
g-as

s
15.

.6.[

S((-a)

0 when 1 < cT

e~a3

j=/(<— a) u{t—a) «“a3 p(s)
. when 1 > a

17.
dm

sFis) -/(O)dt

18.
d-m

dt s"-P{s)~sfiQ)-^A

1

19. ; f{i)di F(0
o J
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9.3 Response to an impulsive input.

Consider a damped spring mass system as shown in Fig. 9.3.1
A

subjected to an impulse FS{t), the strength of the impulse

Fig 9.3.1. A damped system subjected to an impulse.

being F. Since the impulse acts for an extremely small

duratioHj its effect is to give an initial velocity to the mass,

given by
A

F = m dv

where dv is the change in velocity of the mass due to the

A

impulse F. If the system is initially at rest, the impulse gives

it a starting velocity of
A

m
The initial displacement of the mass from the equilibrium

position is zero because of the extremely small duration of the

impulse.

Thus the initial conditions for the mass are

.\:(0) = 0
A

The differential equation for the system can now

m 4- ca; + A'j: = 0

(9.3.1)

be written as

(9.3.2)

The forcing function on the right has been t-aken to be ...ero

since the impulse effectively gives only the initial conditions

obtained in eqn. (9.3.1).
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Dividing eqn. (9.3.2) by m throughout, it can be written as

y + 2 ^ ojn i X = 0 (9.3.3)

Taking the Laplace transform of the above equation, we

have

[r> Ar(f) - J x(0) - x(0)]

+ 2 wd [r Z(j) - x(0)] + X(s) = 0

Substituting the initial conditions of eqn. (9.3.1), and

rearranging, gives

1

+ 2 ^ ton s -j- £On^
(9.3.4)

In order to obtain the inverse transformation for the above

equation, the expression on the right has to be rearranged in

one of the forms corresponding to the transform pairs of

Table 9.2.1, for direct inversion. If C < 1, the above

equation is re-written in the following form.

A

[;«\/l-Ca.ton Lu + C ton)2 + (VT )*-
.JJ2.

wn)*

(9..3.5)

The inverse transform of the above equation can be obtained

by comparing the bracketed expression with item 1 1 in Table

9.2.1. Therefore

x(0 = - r-^"“'sin Vl~K- cont (9.3.6)
WIV1_^3. u>a

which is the response of the system to an impulsive input.

The same equation could have been obtained by the classical

method of solution of the differential equations, but as we
advance further in this chapter, the classical approach becomes
more and more difficult whereas Laplace transform - approach
lends itself to comparatively easier solutions.

The response solution as obtained in eqn. (9.3.6) is true only
for the case when ^ < 1 (i.e. underdamped system), since for

the case of C ^ 1, eqn. (9.3.4) cannot be written as eqn.

(9.3.5). For the latter case, eqn. (9.3.4) has to be split up
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into partial fractions and then compared with standard

transform pairs in the table.

Eqn. (9.3.6) is plotted in Fig. 9.3.2 in dimensionless form

for various values of the damping factor.

Fig. 9.3.2. System response to an impulsive input for

different amounts of damping.

A

In case the impulse F occurs at / = a, that is the impulse is

A

F the response eqn. (9.3.6) is modified to

A

x(t) = j=J== g
— K<oa{i-a)

j _rsft>n(/— fl) u{t—a)
mVl-^2oja

The last factor u(t— a) being included to mean that the

complete response is zero unful < = a. This is because

u {t—a) — 0 for < < 0

u {t—a) = 1 for / 0.

Illastrative Example 9.3.1

A container having an apparatus suitably packaged inside it

is schematically represented in Fig. 9.3.3. When the package

h

!

Fig. 9.3.3. Package dropping oa a hard suri-ice,
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is dropped on a hard surface during loading or unloading,

analyse the system for its response.

Solution

At the instant the container hits the ground, its velocity

along with its content will be •s/ 2gh.
*

The differential equation of motion of the mass m during the

period- the container is in contact with the ground is

mx k X — 0

with the initial conditions

;«(0)
= 0

^(0 )
=

the positive directions of x and x being taken in the downward

direction. The solution can be directly obtained from
A

eqn (9.3.6) by substituting V^iT for -^and putting ^ = 0.

Therefore

a(0 =* sin Wat (9.3.7)
Wq

the maximum acceleration of the mass is given by

Jtmax = Wn® • — wq ^/2gh (9.3.8)
Ola

If the maximum acceleration is to be limited in order to

prevent damage to the apparatus m, then the natural frequency

Wo of the spring mass system has to be controlled to a suitable

low value. This is seen from eqn (9.3.8). Further the container

will rebound up if the inertia force mx increases the gravitational

force on the combined container and its content. Ans.

•Actually the velocity of the container just before hitting will be slightly

greater than 2gh that of the mass m slightly less than This is

because the strained spring before the fall relaxes during the fall, thus helping

the container down and opposing the mass m in its downward motion. But

this effect is neglected.
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9,4 Response to a step input.

Fig. 9.4.1. shows a spring-mass-dashpoc system subjected to a

step force F.. The magnitude of the force is constant at a

value Fo for all time greater than or equal or zero. The force

is zero fori <0. The differential equation of motion can be

written as

Fig- 9.4.1. A damped system subjected to a

step forcing function.

mx cx + kx Fo u{i)

or a; + 2 ojn * + u(() (9-4.1)

Taking the Laplace transform of the above equation, we have

[s»^W-rj:(0)-x(0)]

q- wn - x(0)]4-o,a=»Z(j) y
A second order system subjected to a finite step cannot have

any initial velocity or displacement. So, putting all initial

conditions zero in the above equation, and rearranging, we

have

A'(s) = — .
! /caj:'

The inverse transform of the above equation ~~

obtained straightaway from the cables. Hence reihneg

right hand side into partial fractions, we have
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The right hand expression in the bracket above is still not

invertable directly. Assuming an underdamped system, U.

1, the above equation is written as follows :

X{s) = m wn®

(vr^> ^
(r -f- Vl

—

^d)“

(9.4.3)

Inverse transform of eqn. (9.4.3) can now be obtained

directly from the table and is given below

.x(i)
Fq

maja‘ [
COS

-?^£Un/

Putting main® = A, we have finally

X (<) = •^l^l-r ^"“'(cos

Vl-C®

sin
J

sin
)J(9-4.4)

For an undamped case, the response equation can be written

from the above equation by putting ^ = 0, or

(£) = _ CCS cont

J
(9.4.5)

Eqn. (9,4.4) is plotted in Fig. 9.4.2 for various values of the

damping factor.

Fig. 9.4.2. System response to step input for different

amounts^f damping.
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In case of a mulii-step input to tiie system at different

times as shown in Fig. 9.4.3 (a), this type of input may be

considered to be the superposition of three steps as sliown in

Fig. 9.4.3 (b). Considering the system to be an undamped
second order system, the differential equation of motion is

written as

,

..-.j

(b)

Fig 9.4.3. Multi-step input.

mx -f kx -> Fq «(/) Fi u(l -ui) -Fi -aj)

/? /'

or + 0Jn^x=: — uO) H
— — a(/— fli)m m "

Taking the Laplace transform and pjrtiai :i:l initial conclr'zn.

to be zero, we have

or X{s)
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la order to take the inverse transform, we take the three

terms on the right one by one.

^ Po TJl _ _£
m Vla'n^ t t

Thus the inverse transform of the first term is

main' {-
cos OJjit 1

J

or — cos <t)n<

]

The inverse transform of the second term is similar to that

of the first except that it is delayed by a time ai. From the

transform pair No. 16 of the table, its inverse transform is

cos Wn u{( — ill)

and similarly for the third term.

Thus the final inverse transform of eqn. (9.4.6) is given by

]

X «(t— ai) — ^j^l— cos wn (t—

a

2

)J
«{{~aa) (9.4.7)

The inclusion of the terms u(t), u(t—ai) and u(t— as) mean
that when t < oi, only the first term would be considered and
when ai < t as, the first two terms would be considered

and so on.

^ (0 - y 1^1
-cos OJnt u((} 4- ~|^1— cos Wn (t-Oi)

niustrative Example 9.4.1

A trailer being pulled at a high speed, hits a A cm high
curb. Considering the trailer to be a single degree freedom
spring-mass system, analyse the system for its response.

Solution

Consider the system as shown in Fig. 9.4.4. Hitting the

curb while travelling at a high speed is equivalent to a
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displacement step to the base of the system. The diiTerential

equation of motion for the system may be written :is

Fig. 9.4.4. A displacement step input to the base of a

spring mass system.

inx -r kx = ky

= k Ii u{t)

or .V -f wn‘X — uixrh «(0

The solution of the above equation can be easily obtained

by comparing it with eqn. (9.4.1) and its solution cqn. (9.4.5)

for zero damping. Plence

X{t) ~ h {\ — cos OJnO

The ma.ximum acceleration to which the trailer is subjected

is

’^trax — Wn'A

The trailer as well as any instruments rigidly fi.\ed to it

must be strong enough to stand this maximum acceleration.

Arts.

9.5 Response to a pulse input.

Pulse applications in engineering practice are very common.

An e.xplosion occuring on a system with a comparatively larger

natural period will be an impulse while the same explcs::r

occuring on a system with a smaller natural period will

pulse. In this section two important types ot pulses, rectanr—

'

and half sinusoidal, are treated. The method lends ;;-~*

the .analysis of any type of pulse for which a main:.s:-

equation can be written.
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Fig. 9.5.2 shows the response of systems with diiTercnt

natural period —
, to a rectangular pulse of duration t.

Fig. 9.5.2. Response of systems with difierent natural

periods to a rectanguler pulse.

9.5 B Half sinusoidal pulse. A half sine pulse of duration

X shown in Fig. 9.5.3 (a) can be made from two identical sine

waves one starting at zero time and the other starting at

time t = T. The function representing the ii ilf sine pulse,

therefore, is

Fosin^ uit) Fo sin
• •

If a spring-mass system is subjected to this pulse, tiie

difierential equation of motion of the m.ass is given by

•• tt(1 — *t)

mx -f kx ~ sin u{t) -f- /'o sin - •<(<-")
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Fig. 9,5.3. A half sine pulse made from superposition

of two identical sine waves.

Dividing by m throughout, taking the Laplace transform and

putting all initial conditions zero, we have

/.a I vfA _ -£?r i'^h) .

”1

^
FoTT P 1

The first term in the bracket on the right of the above
equation can be written as

{sHo>n‘yisH{rrlr)^T [W'r)“-«vn=3 U= +
1 1

s"+{nlx)~ J
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Its inverse transform is

r 1
.

,

-
. rr

•) wq J l_CAin jT - j
The inverse transform of the second term in the bracket on tire

right of eqn (9.5.3) can be written directly now and is

- ^ sin -^(t - -r)

J
u(t--r)

Therefore the complete inverse transform of eqn. (9.5.3) is

rr 1 fr 1
.

tn T L(W •)* e/a'J (Lcun

— -- sin
I
a(0 + I

sin a-n(t— tt)
" T J

'
' l_Wn

- -^sin -J(t - t)] «(/-t)|

Rearranging, the above equation can be written as

x{t) s= ~ — p-r Ifsin Ual
' k (Tr/wa'!} — (tun'r/^r) ((_

— ^^sin-^/J u(l) -f j^sin c;,n(t— t)

— sin (t - t)
]

«(<-•)} (9.5.4)

It is left as an exercise for the student to plot the re-ponse of

systems with different natural periods 2rr/£un, to a halt sine pulse

of duration i.

Illustrative Example 9.5.1

Find the response of a second order undamped system to a

trianguler pulse force as shown in Fig. 9.5.4 ( i .

Solution

The triangular pulse of Fig. 9.5.4 , a can be broken up into
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Fig. 9.5.4, A triangular pulse made from superposition

of three ramp functions,

2Fc —4Fq 2Fo
three ramp functions of slopes , and starting

T

at times 0, ^12 and t respectively.

Therefore, the expression for the given pulse can mathema-

tically be put down as

/(,) i „(() _ „(f_,/2)

(t-v)

The differential equation of motion can now be written as

mx kx
T D

f a(t)-2 (t—c/a) u(t—c/2)

+ (t — r) u{t ~ t)J (9,5.5)

Dividing the above equation throughout by m, taking tlie

Laplace transform and putting all initial conditions zero, we
have
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,,, , „ ,,, , 2K,r 1 2t ^ ’‘-I

^ ''^y^
is- fcVu-)

'

' S-{S^ +Wn^)'

j2(j2 i w,,:
(9.5.6)

The first term in the bracket on tlie right of the above

equation can be written as

{s^ + oin*) <JJ

Its inverse transform is

== 4, (-4. _ .1
<un“ t_i“ + tUQ^ _

-f''Jn" L
- sin oint

Similarly for the second term

2 r£1^^4
J- (i^ 4- ojn*) “'ll" L •*' "h “'ll*

Its inverse transform is

--^[(^-^2) - - sin a.n(/-r/2)l a(<-T/2)
Wii" ujn J

and so on foi the third term.

Thus the complete inverse transform of eqn. (9.5.6) is

»w = i,,”''"'"']
"f'*

2 [^(t-v'2) sin un(l - -12)
J

u[t~^r2)

') — sin a»n(t ")
I
“(^ •)

wa J
which is the required response equation.

Illustrative £:£aixiplc 9.5.2

Obtain the response of a second order und.imped system to

to an arbitrary forcing function by the extension oi liie un tlajd

used for response to a step input.
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Solution

We may consider the effect of an extremely small change in

the force between times i = ^ and t ~ ^ as that of a

constant force suddenly applied as a step force at time

t = 5 (see Fig. 9.5.5). From the response eqn. (9.4.5) to a step

Fig. 9.5.5—An arbitrary forcing function.

input, we can write the response equation for the present case

as

.w „ j/m«
0

t

or x{t)^A [l-cos«,„0 + ^ J/'(^)[l-cosa,„(t-?)]d?

0

Integrating by parts the expression within the integral sign in

the above equation and simplifying, we have

t

•*(0 — ^ l^sin tunf

J
/(5i cos cuq^ df

0

t

— cos t/inf j/(5) sin

J
(9.5.7)

0

Equation (9.5.7) is a general response equation to any type of

forcing function. The solutions to all the types of pulses

discussed earlier in this section can also be obtained from the

response equation (9.5.7).
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9.6 Phase plane method.

395

Aspring mass system with initial conditions A'o and has
its diflerential equation for free vibrations written as

X
-f- oin" a = 0

Its solution may be written as

X = A sin (o/nt + ,{>) (9.6.1)

where A = Jx,r- +~
V

and
<l>
= tan“^

^

Differentiating equation (9.6.1) for velocity, we have

X = /Icon cos {wal + <j>)

or /I cos (cont -r ^) (9 6.2)
con

Squaring and adding eqns. (9.6.1) and (9.6.2), we have

.v2 + f - y = /!= (9.6.3)
\con /

The above equation is a circle in a plane with the coordinate

axes X and Its radius is A and centre at the origin. This
COq

is shown in Fig. 9.6.1 (a). The starting point on this displace-

ment velocity plot is marked Pi. At h seconds later the

displacement and velocity of the system are represented by

point Pi where /^Pi O/T = tonh radians. From this diagram,

the displacement and velocity phase of the motion are avail.ible

from the single point which corresponds to a particular time.

This is the phase plane plot. The horizontal projection of the

phase trajectory on a time base givi.-s the displacement-time

plot of the motion and is shown in Fig. 9.6.1 (b). Similarly

the vertical projection on the time base will give the velocity-

time plot of the motion.

It may be noted that the centre of the phase tr.ijectory .dw.iys

lies on the x-axis at a distance equal to the st.nic ccjuiiihrium
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displacement of the system. In the case discussed the static

equilibrium displacement was zero and therefore the centre of

the circle was located at the origin. In case of a step force

input Fo, the static equilibrium position suddenly changes

through a distance Folk. Thus the phase plane plot for such a

motion will be a circle whose centre lies Folk above the centre.

The radius of this circle will be -Fojk so that the trajectory

starts from the origin corresponding to zero initial conditions.

The use of the phase plane method is illustrated by the

following examples for systems subjected to multiple steps.

Illustrative Example 9.6.1

Draw the phase plane plot and the displecement-time plot

for a spring-mass system subjected to a rectangular pluse of

duration t.

Solution

Since the initial conditions are zero, the phase trajectory

starts from the origin. For the duration of the rectangular

pulse force from t = 0 to t = t
, the static equilibrium position,

of the mass is at 0 (see Fig. 9.6.2 (a), such that AO
where Fo is the pulse height of the forcing function and k the

spring constant. With centre 0 and radius = 0?i, draw an
uru PiPi locating it within an angular region of oidT radians,
where t is the duration of the pulse. The phase trajectory
therefore in the pulse duration is PiP^, At the end of this

duration the forcing pulse finishes. The force acting on the
system beyond this time is zero. The static equilibrium
position of the mass at the end of the pulse shifts to the origin
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suddenly. Therefore the centre of the phase trajecior>' at the

end of the pulse also suddenly shifts to the origin. The final

conditions of motion at the end of the pulse, represented by l\

become the initial conditions for the next era. .Since the

force is zero indefinitely after the pulse finislies, the pli;ue

trajectory in this era starting from Pu is a circle with centre

at the origin and radius equal to PiPz.

Fig. 9.6.2. Phase plane plot and displacement-time plot

for a system subjected to a pulse.

At any time h after the donation of the pulse, the system

coordinates are represented by the point Fs where /.PrPiPj —

couh radians.

The displacement-time plot has been shown in Fig. 9.6.2 (b),

on the right of the phase plane plot. This has been done by

horizontal projection of the phase plane plot on the time b;ise.

The maximum displacement point phase pKano plot

occurs at an angular distance of radians from the end of

the pulse. Correspondingly, in the displacement-time plot,

the equivalent time has been shown as Ans.

Illustrative Example 9.6.2.

The natural period of .a spring-mass system is T sec. It u

subjected to an irregular pulse shown in Fig. 9.6.3. I -ndug

the dotted steps as ;in approximate eqtiiv.ilent of the origin.d

pulse, plot the response of the system, .-Mso find the maximum

displacement that the system experiences.
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Fig. 9.6.3. An irregular pulse changed into approximate

equivalent steps.

Solutioii

Plot the coordinate axes of the phase plane plot and the dis-

placement-time plot, as shown in Fig. 9.6.4 (a). For the step

forces shown in Fig. 9.6.3, plot the corresponding static equilibrium

positions for the different durations of the steps as shown in

Fig. 9.6.4 (b). The static equilibrium positions for the four steps

respectively jn the four eras are iFjk, —Fjk. and zero

from the origin. These are projected on the a;—axis of the

phase plane as points A, B, C and 0.

The phase trajectory for the first era is the arc of a circle

included in an angle

ojnh = ojn X OAT = ^ X 0.4r = 0 877 rad = 144°

The centre of this arc lies at A and its radius is AO. Thus,
the arc OPi is the trajectory for the first era. The correspond-
ing displacement-time plot is projected as OPi in Fig. 9.6.4 (b).

The motion conditions represnted by point Pi are the end
conditions for the first era and the initial conditions for the
second era. The centre of the arc for trajectory in the second
era lies at B and the radius of this arc is BPi. This arc is

included in an angle

Wnta = ojn X O.fiT = ^ X 0.8T = 1.677 = 288°

Consequently this is shown as arc PiPg in the phase plane plot
and projected as displacement-time curve PiPs in the second
era.
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The point in the phase plane represents the end conditions

for the second era and the starting conditions for the third

era for which the trajectory centre is C. The third arc is

therefore drawn with C as centre and radius = CP%. The
angle included by this arc is

wn/s = o.„ X 1.2r = 432°

This arc is a little more than a full circle and is represented
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by PiPzdPiP^ ia the phase plane. The correspoding curve

in the displacement-time plot is shown as faPs.

The point Pa in the phase plane represents the end conditions

for the third era and starting conditions for the fourth era. The

centre of the trajectory for the fourth era is 0, and therefore

its radius = OPa- This trajectory is a full circle repeating

over and over again.

The maximum displacement the system experiences is at

the first peak and is

F
^max 5.9 Ans*

9.7 Shock Spectrum

The response of a spring-mass system to a particular pulse

depends upon the natural frequency of the system. The plot

of the maximum response of the system against the natural

frequency of the system is called the shock spectrum of the

particular disturbance. The shock spectrum shows at a glance

the natural frequencies which cause large response amplitudes

for the the particular disturbance.

Illustrative Example 9.7.1

Determine the shock spectrum of a rectangular pulse.

Solution

The response of the undamped spring mass system to a

rectangular pulse has been dealt with in Sec. 9.5 A. We will

obtain the maximas here in two stages,* one, during the

duration of the pulse, and the other after the pulse finishes;

and call the respective spectra as the initial and the residual

shock spectrum.

Initial shock spectrum. Eqn. (9.5.2) gives

x{t} = — cos cont for 0< t

The maximum value of x(t) is straightaway known to be

at t = TT/cun
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But since 1 t, we have

or ton ^ —
That is, for natural frequency given by

ain't ^ ir (9.7.1)

the maximum value of the response is

m) - 2 p-w)

For ojnT < jr, there is no maximain the duration of the pulse.

This is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 9.7.1.

Residual shock spectrum. The response after the duration

of the pulse is given by eqn. (9.5'2), as

cos ton {t~ t)— cos wnt
]

for t > T

The maximum value of x{t) is obtained by differentiating the

above expression and equating to zero. Accordingly,

—sin wn (i— t) + sin tunl = 0

The solution of the above equation is obtained as

aJn(t— t) + oJnf = (2n+ 1):? for n=0, 1,2,

(‘in+ljtr-ftoa't
or t =-

2cOn
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Substituting for c»in(t— 'f) from eqn. (9.7.3a) in the response

equation, we have

xQ) — ^jcos l)ir— J~costoii<
j

or x(t) ~ cos (Out

Substituting the value of I from eqn. (9.7.3b) in the above

equation, we have

Jtmai
2Fo r (2«-f

]

0^0
2 -T-cos

k ^

TT+ MiiT

^

or
^max

2 sin
WnT

(Fo/fc) r 2 1

Eqn. 9.7.4 is plotted as full line curve in Fig. 9.7.1.

(9.7.4)

Depending upon the application of the information obtained,

either the residual shock spectrum or the complete shock

spectrum may be used.

PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE

9.1

9.2

Show that Laplace transform of/(<) = t sin cut is given

by

F{s)
2ws

(j2 + cu2)*

Obtain the Laplace transform of a pulse shown in Fig.

P. 9.2, and show that it is given by

t

Fig. P. 9.2.
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9.3 If ir(.)=-^|^,find/(0.

9.4 Show that the inverse transform

9.5 For a vibratory system subjected to an impulse, plot the

maximum peak displacement against the damping ratio.

9.6 A mass nii is dropped on to a vibratory system from a

height h as shown in Fig. P.9.6. Assuming that the two

masses adhere together after the impact, obtain the

response of the combined system after the impact. Plot it

against time.

9.7 The light base of the spring-mass-dashpot sysytem is

dropped on to a hard floor through a height A = 1.6

metres as shown in Fig. P. 9.7. If IF = 18 kg, k =
2 kg/cm and c = OT kg-sec/cm, find the subsequent

motion of the mass. What is its maximum acceleration ?

mi

T W

£
bASE

•77777777r7Tr

Fig. P. 9.7.
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9.12 An undamped vibratory system having IK= 50 kg and
^ kg/cm is acted upon by a forcing function

shown in Fig. P. 9. 1 2. Obtain the phase plane plot and

displacement-time plot of the motion of the system.

9.13 A rectangular pulse of constant area A but variable

duration acts on an undamped spring-mass system.

Plot the amplitude of vibration of the system after the

expiry of the pulse against the duration of the pulse,

9.14 A ramp-step forcing function shown in Fig. P. 9.14 acts

on a spring mass system. Obtain the shock spectrum of

this forcing function.

Fig. P. 9.14

9.15

Obtain the initial and residual shock spectra of a half

sine pulse. What is the total shock spectrum ?



CHAPTER 10

NON-LINEAR VIBRATIONS

10.1 Introduction.

Most physical systems can be represented by linear

differential equations, the types of which have been dealt with

in the previous chapters. A general equation of this type is

mx cx kx = F{t) (10.1.1)

In this equation which is for a linear system, the inertia force,

the damping force and the spring force are linear functions of

X, X and x respectively. This is not so in the case of non-

linear systems. A general equation for a non linear system is

m + fix) - Fit) (10.1.2)

in which the damping force and the spring force are not linear

functions of x and x. There are quite some physical systems

which have non-linear spring and damping characteritics.

Rubber springs and other similar isolators have spring stiffness

which increases with amplitude. Cast iron and concrete

have spring stiffness which decreases with amplitude. Examples
of nonlinear damping are dry friction damping and material

damping. Even socalled linear systems tend to become non
linear with larger amplitudes of vibration. The analysis of

non linear systems is comparatively difficult. In certain cases

there is no exact solution.

One major difference between the linear and non linear

systems is that the law of s’xperposition does not hold good for

non-linear systems. Mathematically speaking, if xi is a
solution of
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mx cx kx = Fi{t)

and Xz is a solution of

mx cx + kx ~

then {x\ \-X2) is a solution of

mx cx + kx Fi{t) 4- Fz{t).

This is not so in the case of non linear systems. Even for the

case of free vibration any tv^o known solutions of the non linear

system cannot be superimposed to obtain a general solution.

10.2 Examples of non-linear systems.

Fig. 10.2.1 (a) shows a system with an abrupt nonlinearity

in spring. As long as the amplitude of vibration of the

amplitude of vibration of the mass is less than or equal to d,

the system behaves in a linear manner. When the amplitude

exceeds d, there is an abrupt change in spring stiffness. The

spring force versus displacement characteristic of the system is

given in Fig. 10.2.1 (b). The system differential equation is

mx +f{x) — 0

where f{x) = k\X, 1 x I
^d

= k^x + kiix—d)^ I
X

I
>d

Fig. 10.2.1. An abrupt non-linearity.
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the wire at this instant is (T+ST) and the restoring spring
force is given by

f{x) = 2(r+ 8r) sin 6

= (r-l-S7)
V

Substituting for S7 from eqn (10.2.2), we have

/W = 2(T +f

+ f )

t ) f ]

Now T is very small as compared to AE and so, is neglected.

Also neglecting higher powers of x, we have

2xr^/W- a
or

2T
fix) = +

1
T+ ^AE ^i]

AE
T3-

(10.2.3)

The above equation shows the hardening spring nonlinearity.

The spring stiffness in this case increases with the displacement.

A sketch of eqn (10.2.3) is shown in Fig. 10.2.2(b). If,

however., the displacement x is very small, then the term

containing x® can be neglected and the system reduces to a

linear system.

The third example of the non linear spring will be taken for

a simple pendulum which has soft spring characteristic,

i.e. the stiffness decreases with displacement.

The differential equation for the simple pendulum of Fig-

10.2.3 (a) is given by

ml~ 6 4- mgl sin 8 = 0

The restoring torque, therefore, is given by
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f{x) == mgl sin 0

= mgl {o- + - )

Neglecting the higher powers of 0, we have

f{x) — mgl d — 0^ (10.2.4)

The above equation shows tire softening spring non-linearity.

The spring stiffness in this case decreases with displacement.

A sketch of equation (10.2.4) is shown in Fig. 10.2.3 (b). If,

again, the displacement 0 is taken small, then the term contain-

ing 6® can be neglected and the system reduces to a linear one.

It may be mentioned here, that unlike linear systems, the

frequency of a non linear system is not constant. For a hard

spring, the frequency increases with displacement since the

effective stiffness increases ; and similarly for a soft spring, the

frequency decreases with displacement since the effective

stiffness decreases.
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Illustrative Example 10.2.1

For the system shown in Fig. 10.2.1, find the time period per

cycle as a function of amplitude of vibration. Show this in

the form of a graph.

Solution

Refer to Fig. 10.2.4.

Fig. 10.2.4. Analysis of a system with abrupt

non linearity.

Let the amplitude of vibration be Xo = OA. Starting from

the system moves towards left with a simple harmonic

motion about point XI with a natural frequency

= VC*! + Aa)/”*'

It moves with this motion upto point L. The end conditions at

point L become the initial conditions for the second era from

L to 0. This part of the motion is again a simple harmonic

motion, but this time about point 0 and with a natural

frequency If the time taken for the system from

A = L and from L to 0 respectively are h and h, then the total

period of one cycle will be 4 (h+^s).

At any instant the displacement x of the mass is given by

a; == n + (Zo--n) cos wit, {x > d) (10.2.5)

if the time is counted from the extreme point A.
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When X ~ d, we have

( 10.2 .6)

The velocity at point L is obtained by differentiating equation

(10.2.5) and substituting t — h from eqn. (10.2.6). This is

obtained as

Also X = ri

(10.2.7)

Eqns. (10.2.7) give the initial conditions for the second era for

which the natural frequency is o)«.

Now, for the era L to 0, starting from the point L (i.e. t — 0

at X — d), with the help of the above initial conditions the

equation of motion can be obtained as

X — d cos w-J — — 'J{Xa~o:)~~(d—a)^ sin ^ d)
402

The time h from L to 0 can be obtained from the above equation

by substituting zero for x. Or,

/a =•
1

tan-1

D
d {ai'il<oi)

-ar ..V{X^~a)^~{d-

Hence, the time period per cycle is given by

X — 4 (h 4- h)

4] — COS'

I

- -

jj-|_
^(tua/uji)

lV(;f(,-a)--(d-a)4]

( 10 .2 .8)

(10.2.9)

The above equation is applicable for Xa > d. For Zo < d the

time period is constant and equal to 27r/u)2. A sketch of the

variation of t against amplitude Zo is given in Fig. 10.2-5.

10.3 Phase Plane.

Phase plane rvas introduced in Sec. 9.6 for the case of linear

systems. Here we extend it for the case of non linear systems.

Consider the differential equation
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Fig. iO.2.5. Time period v/s amplitude for a system

with abrupt nonlinearity.

mx + f{x) = 0 (10.3.1)

The acceleration x can also be written as

•• dv

where v is the velocity of the particle. Substituting it in eqn.

(10.3.1), we have

mv ^+ = ®

or mv dv = — f{x) dx (10.3.2)

The above equation is integrable directly, ify = Fo when

X — Xq, then the integration of eqn. (10.3.2) gives

V X

^mv
— I

f(x) dx
(10.3.2a)

mv^

Vo

+

Xo

= - [F{x) FW]

The above equation is in accordance with the aw

)f Conservation of Energy. The left hand side is t ie increase

n kinetic energy of the system and the right han
^ ^

lecrease in potential energy. This equation can a so

vritten as

mVo^mv-'
+ F{x) = 4- FiXo)

(10.3.3)

2~ I * v.-'y — 2

/hich states that the total energy of the system at ai^ in

equal to the total’ initial energy of the system.
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*—£/ plane can be drawn from eqn. (10.3.3) and this will be

a curve of constant energy. A set of such curves can be

drawn, each for different total energy. These curves are

known as Energy Curves or Integral Curves in phase plane.

In Sec. 9.6 we had taken the phase plane with x along the

ordinate and v along the abscissa, and the trajectory was

always counter-clock-wise. Here, for convenience we will

take X along the abscissa and v along the ordinate. The

trajectories here will be clockwise.

Systems which have periodic motion would be represented

on the phase plane by means of a set of closed curves, each

curve for different energy of the system.

Consider the linear case when f{x) = kx, Eqn. (10.3.2a)

then integrates to

mu® m7o® (kx^ kXo^

T T' \2 2

mv-
,

Ar®

2 2

mVo^
^ 2

A-To®

2

= ^(say) (10.3.4)

The phase plane trajectories are clearly a set of ellipses with

the origin as the centre. The right hand side of eqn. (10.3.4)

is the total initial energy of the system. As the value of this

initial energy (depending upon initial conditions) increases,

the size of the ellipse also increases. This set of trajectories is

shown in Fig. 10.3.1.

Fig. 10.3.1. Phase plane trajectories for a linear system.
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In general a point P (at, y) in the phase plane, called the
representative point of the system, represents the state of the
system at any instant I and the trajectory traced gives the
history of the system. Through any and every point of the phase
plane passes one and only one trajectory and thus the trajectories

in the plane do not intersect one another.

With the passage of time the representative point moves along

the trajectory in a clockwise direction with what is known as

the phase velocity given by

« = (10.3.5)

The phase velocity is always non-zero except at points of

equilibrium. Origin is a point of stable equilibrium.

Most non-linear equations cannot be solved explicitly.

However, their phase-plane plots can be drawn graphically and

these diagrams give several important conclusions regarding

motions of the systems.

Consider the general case of a system with non-linear

damping and non linear spring. Let the differential equation

of motion be

mx + 4>{x) -1-/(a) = 0 (10.3.6)

Letting x = v, the above equation can be written down in

the form of the following two equations

^ +/(^) I

dt m 1

Differential dt can be eliminated from eqns

(10.3.7)

(10.3.7) to give

^ +/(-*^) (10.3.8)
dx mv

Eqn. (10.3.8) gives the slope of the trajectory at any point (x, o)

in the phase plane and is useful for constructing the plots. The

slope of the trajectory is directly obtainable at all points except

the ones where y = 0 and +/(.v) = 0. At these points

the slope becomes indeterminate and these points are called
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singular points. From eqn (10.3.7), these points correspond to

the conditions t> = 0 and = 0,t.e. the points of equilibrium.
at

Singular points exist on x— axis (v = 0) where ~ Origin

is always a singular point. Other singular points may or may

not be there for the system. At singular points the phase

velocity is zero.

10.3 A MetBod of isoclines. Consider eqn (10,3.8) giving

the slope of the trajectory at any point (x, »). Curves of

constant slopes given by

_ == p (10.3.9)
mo ^

for different slopes /ii, /i2 form a family of curves known

as isoclines. All the trajectories for a particular system cut

any single isocline at constant slope. Or, in other words, an

isocline is the locus of points in the phase plane where the

trajectories pass them with constant slope. The method of

isoclines is used for constructing the trajectory by first filling

the phase plane with isoclines and marking small slope lines on

them, and then drawing the trajectory with the help of these

directional guide lines.

For the case of a linear system, eqn. (10.3.9) is modified to

or

cv + A*

mo

± JL A ±. =
m m V

or 2 ^ ioa “h -P

Fora simple case where K = 0.5 and con = 1, the above

equation reduces to

Whenp 1,x = 0(d — axis); i.e. the trajectories cross

the 0 — axis at an inclination of —45° (see Fig. 10.3.2).
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When p — y = 0(A: — axis)
;

i.e. the trajector iescross the
X — axis at an inclination of 90°. And so on for other slopes

and corresponding isoclines. Fig. 10.3.2 shows a number of
isoclines drawn with small lengths, of corresponding slope lines

marked on them. Then, the slope lines serving as guide lines,

the trajectory can be drawn from any point.

Fig. 10.3.2. Trajectory of a linear system with

(On = I and ^ = 0.5.

Illustrative Example 10.3.1

A system with dry friction damping has its differential

equation of motion given by

X + ^(x) -f- a: == 0

where ~ ^ when x is -j- ve.

= — F when x is — ve.

Obtain the trajectory of motion when the system is given an

initial displacement and released.
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Solution

Write the differential equation as

iii _ ^)-±Z = p (say)
dx V

where = F when t) is 4- ye

- F when a is — ye

X
or, _

V

The isoclines are straight lines. When the slope of the trajectory

is p, the slope of the corresponding isocline from the above

equation is — . This means that the trajectories always out

the isoclines at right angles. Further, the isoclines are two

sets of straight lines as given below

y+-l = -F
p

when y is + ye

+F
when y is — ye

p P

The first set lies above the x — axis and emerge from point A
where 0/1 = — F (see Fig. 10.3.3). The other set lies below

the * — axis and emerge from point B where OB = F. The
slopes marked on these isoclines are always at right angles to

them. Hence in the lower half plane the trajectory is a semi-

circle with B as centre and in theup/er half plane the trajectory

is again a semicircle with A as centre. With the starting point

on the X — axis the complete trajectory is shown in the figure.

10.4. Undamped free vibration with non-linear spring
forces.

Let the system be represented by

+/W = 0 (10.4.1)

the above equation can be written as

dv

^ + f{^) = 0

Integrating eqn. (10.4.2) we have

(10.4.2)
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Fig. 10.3.3. Trajectory of a system having

dry friction damping.

+ F(x) =- E (10.4.3)

where F(x) is the integral of/(x) and so represents the potential

energy of the system; and E is the total energy of the system

and depends upon the initial conditions.

From eqn (10.4.3), we have

Af|'[^"^(^)]
Let the system have cubic nonlinearity represented by

f(x) = ax + ^ (a>0) (WAJ:

then, F(x) = (104^^^

From eqns (10.4.3) and (10.4.6), we get
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The above equation gives the plot in the phase plane for

different values of These are closed curves when ^>0 for any

amplitude. For the case when jS<l, the phase plane plots are

closed curves upto a certain amplitude and beyond that they

are unstable. For the case of closed curves, the system has

periodic motion. Let Xmax = a be the amplitude of vibration.

When X — «mai — a, v — o; eqn (10.4.7) becomes

^ - E^O (10.4.8)

giving ^ -°+ V 4- 4 pE (10.4.9)

P

In the above equation only positive sign before the radical is

applicable whether ^ > or < 0.

dx
Writing v as eqn (10.4.4) is written as

Vl-rTw (10.4.10)

For the case of periodic motion of amplitude a, the time

period per cycle of vibration is given by integrating the above

equation over a quarter of a c> cle and multiplying it by 4.

Thus,

a

. (10.4.11)

o

Substituting for F’{x) from eqn (10.4.6) in the above equation,

we have

(10.4.12)

The quadratic expression in the radical sign of the above
equation can easily be factorized since comparing it with eqn
(10.4.8) it shows that is one of the factors of this

quadratic function.
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Therefore, let

(S _ -|-) = )(^"- + v)
Comparing the coefficients of x” and the constant terms in

the above equation, we have

E =
(10.4.14)

The second of the above equations gives

^a2 a
- + ~242 = (10.4.15)

Eqn. (10.4.12) can now be written with the help of eqns

(10.4.13) and (10.4.15) as

a

or
dx

V(a2 — x2) (j3a2 + 2a + Px^)
-(10.4.16)

It is possible to convert the above complex integral into

complete elliptic integral of the first kind the value of

which can be obtained from tables of Elliptic Integrals.

Disscussed below are the two cases falling under this type of

non-linearity.

10.4A Hard spring (i3>0). Making a substitution

X = a cos ^

in eqn (10.4,16), we have

-a sin(4 dcj)

y/{a--a^ cos2 4,) (|9a2-f2a+^a2 cos*
<f>)

I

" ®
'/T Iv/Sa* -f 2a + pa* cos^^i

W2
77/2

d$
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= 8

Tr/2

! V'2^aa + 2a —̂ ^a- sin^
(f,

or

«/2
*

d<f>

oJn

(10,4.17)

where ton natural frequency of the linear

system (when ^ == 0).

The integral in eqn (1 0.4. 1 7) is of the type

-Jvr^r
o

,
|3tz2

where fc--

This is a complete elliotic integral of the first kind and its

value for different values of k- can be seen from the tables of

Elliptic Integrals,

The time period for the linear system (jS— 0) can be obtained

easily from eqn (10.4.17) as

Tj ?!
U)7J

The phase plane plot for a hard spring system discussed

above can be drawn easily as follows.

Draw the F{x) (potential energy) variation against x. For
F{x) given in eqn. (10,4.6) for j8>0, this curve is shown on
top in Fig. 10.4.1. The origin for the phase plane is taken

below the origin of the energy curve. For the total energy
£ = JEj of the system, draw a horizontal line indicating a

total energy Ei of the system. Where this straight line cuts the

potential energy curve, there will be zero velocity at this

displacement since when the potential energy is equal to total

energy, the kinetic energy is zero. Also in accordance with
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Fig. 10.4.1. Phase plane plot of a hard spring system.

eqn (10,4.4) since [.Ei — F’(.v)] is zero at these points, v will

be zero. Project these points on the x - axis of the phase

plane where they lie on the trajectory of total energy Ei. At

any other point between these extreme points, measure

{E^ — F(a;)]. On this value of .t on the phase plane the velocity

then is given by

in accordance with eqn. (10.4.4). Plotting these lengths above

and below the x-axis on the phase plane, two more points are

obtained on the trajectory with total energy Ei. It can be seen

that this trajectory is a closed curve symmetrical about the

x-axis. Similar trajectories can be drawn for different values

of E, and are shown in the phase plane. It may be noted tha-

the trajectory for a particular value ofE lies only within a:*
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x-range for which E > F{x). When E < F{x), eqn. (10.4.4)

becomes absurd. Even otherwise it would mean that the total

energy is less than the potential energy at that point, which is

not possible.

One more point to note is that where the total energy line

becomes a tangent to the F(x) curve, that point in the phase

plane correponds to a singular point. The reason is that at the

point where E line touches F{x) curve, F{x) — E and therefore

a = 0. Also at that point ^ [/^(*)] — f {^) — 0* These are

the conditions for the singular point. In this particular case,

origin is the singular point. In case the F(x) curve is concave

upwards, the minima is a singular point of stable equilibrium.

It will be seen in the next sub-section that if Fix) curve is convex

upwards, the maxima corresponds to a singular point of

unstable equilibrium.

10.4 B. Soft spring (^<0). Making a substitution

x = a sin ^

in eqn. (10.4.16), the time period can be obtained as

W2

1

d,i>

The integral in eqn. (10.4.19) is again of the type

ff/2

d<j>

(0 < 12 < 1 )

(10.4.19)

12 sin2 (j>

where
(8a3

2a -f-

This is again a complete elliptic integral of first kind and its

value for different values of k“ can be obtained from the
tables.

The phase plane plot for a soft spring system is shown in the
lower part of Fig. 10.4.2. The upper part shows the plot of
the Fix) (potential energy) curve. The minima of the F(x)
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Fig. 10.4.2. Phase plane plot of a soft spring system.

curve occurs at the origin which therefore is the singular point

of stable equilibrium. Two maximas occur at the points

where ^ F(x) =f{x) = 0, i.e. •« = ± W < 0) • Since

at these points the potential energy is maximum and on either

side the P.E. decreases, these points are singular points of

unstable equilibrium. For any value of total energy E the

phase plane plot can be drawn in a manner similar to that

discussed under the hard spring system. For displacements

less than X = ± i-e- the total energy E less than the

maximum P. E.; the trajectories are closed curves. The

trajectories for the same value of total energy become unstable
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curves at values of x on the other sides of the two humps. For

values of £ greater than the maximum potential energy, since

the total energy lines never cut the P.E. curve, the correspond-

ing trajectory never has zero velocity and so does not cut the

x-axis. For E = Ei the trajectory is in a state of transition.

Illustrative Example 10.4.1

For the system represented by the differential equation

mx + x-l-^x® = 0,

obtain a plot of the time period against amplitude of vibration

when

( i ) ^ + 1/3 (hard spring).

(ii) ^ — 1)3 (soft spring).

Solution

Here a ~ 1.

( i ) Hard spring (|S = -j- 1/3). Substituting the values of

a and jS in eqn. (lO.*!.!?), we have

Comparing it with the time period of the linear system

27r
'll :=

ton

We obtain the dimensionless time period

K{k)

where A- =
6 + 2a2

has been calculated for different values of amplitude a, and
the corresponding values of K{k) seen from the tables. The
variation of

'

t/tj against amplitude is shown in Fig. 10.4.3.

(ii) Soft spring — 1/3). Substituting the values of
a and ^ in eqn. (10.4.19) and dividing it by -r,, we obtain
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where = -
b —

The variation of time period against amplitude is shown in

Fig. 10.4.3.

Fig. 10.4.3. Time period variation against amplitude

for non-linear systems.

I. may be noted that the

decreases with the increase m r ,uecreases wuu uic
^ increases with amplitude.

soft inrino' svstem the time perioa me — , . ,soit spring system i
a = v 3 which corres-

It becomes inhnite for the amp

f— of the transition ''•irve.^

ponds to the amplitude ^

a u n rhis do not give closed cu

Amplitudes greater than t

^

hence no question of time perio
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10.5 Perturbation method.

This is a very useful method for obtaining solutions of non-

linear systems to any degree of accuracy by successive

approximations. Consider the system to be represented by the

differential equation

X 4- oio" X -h ^ jc® = 0 (10.5.1)

where 0.0 is the natural frequency of the linear system.

Assuming that the solution can be written in the form of a

Taylor series in terms of the parameter jS (known as perturbation

parameter), we can write

X — Xo + ^ *2 4 (10.5.2)

where all x’s are functions of time t. The only restriction in

the above way of writing is that ^ be a small quantity.

Since the frequency of vibration which is dependent upon

amplitude of vibration, is also unknown, we can write

o) = ujo 4- j8 4" “>2 4- — — — —
But as only tuo® appears in the differential equation, it is

more convenient to write

w® — wq® 4- jS /II 4- jS® fi2 4 (10.5.3)

Substituting equations (10.5.2) and (10.5.3) in eqn. (10.5.1),

we have

( Xo 4'^ii4-^®X2 4-
- ) +• (w®—

j

3V 2 •••) {xo 4- Pxi

+^-Xi 4- - ) 4- i3 (*o4-^xi4-^®x2 4- ...)3 = 0 (10.5.4)

The above equation after expanding can be written as

(xo4'<u®Xo) 4- ( *1 4- w®xr— fij Xo4-Xo®) jS 4- ( Xa4-‘u®X3— /ijX]

- Mo 4- 3 Xo® xi) jS® 4- ... (10.5.5)

Since the above equation must hold good for any small value
of P, it means that each of the terms in the paranthesis must
individually be zero therefore,

Xo 4" co® Xq = 0
^

• •

Xi 4- o)* Xi = /ii Xo — Xo®

X2 4- to® X2 = Xi 4- /in *0 — 3 Xo- Xi
(10.5.6)
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Now let the initial conditions be,

X = a ~]

• at i = 0
;t = 0 J

Substituting these in eqn. (10.5.2) and its derivative, we have

a = ^o(O) -i- i3 .v,(0) -f i3= ATiCO) -f ...

0 = + ...

Again since these equations must be satisfied for any small

value of we have

^q(O) = « !vo(0) = 0 ““I

Xi{Q) = 0 i,(0) = 0

Ar2(0) = 0 ^2(0) = 0

(10.5.7)

With the first set of initial conditions in (10,5.7), the solution

of the first differential equation in (10.5.6) is

Xo = a cos wt (10.5.8)

Substituting the above in the right side of the second

differential equation in (10.5.6), we get

xi Xi — (iia cos (xjt—a^ cos^ (vt (10.5.9)

Applying the relation

cos® tu/ = J cos cut i cos Scot

to eqn. (10.5.9), it becomes

«i 4- iu-Xi = (ftid — -J a®) cos cut — i a® cos 3cu/ (10.5.10)

In the above equation the forcing fimction 1

will cause resonance to the system since the left hand side

shows the natural frequency of the system as w, the same as

that of the first part of excitation. In order to avoid this

absurdity, we must have

- J a® = 0 (10.5.11)

Therefore
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the solution of which is

xi = cos ojt -r sin ujt + (10.5.12)

Applying the zero initial conditions from (10.5.7), we get

the constants as

, ^
Az “ 0

Eqn. (10.5.12) becomes

xi s [cos u>t — cos 3a)t] (10.5.13)
32£u“

Substituting eqns. (10.5.8) and (10.5 13) in the first two

termsof eqn. (10.5.2), the solution upto first order correction

is obtained as

X = lo + Pxi

= a cos cot — [cos ojt— cos 3wt] (10.5.14)
oZca~

with cu“ given by eqn. (10.5.3) upto first order correction as

CO- — coq- 'ir P f^i

= 0,0 + /3 [from eqn (10.5.11)] (10.5.15)

The above process of successive approximations can be

continued to include the higher order corrections.

10.6 Forced vibration with non«linear spring forces.

Consider a system represented by the differential equation

* -r cod^x + ^ x^ — Fo cos cot (10.6.1)

This equation is known as Buffings Equation after the name of

the mathematician who made an exhaustive study of this

equation. Rewrite eqn (10.6.1) as

* == — (Ou'x — 4- Fo cos cot (10.6.2)

Considering only small values of ^ and Fo, it is known from
experience that the frequency of steady state vibration will be
the same as that of excitation plus some higher harmonics. So,
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the first aproximate solution can be written as

xi — a cos wt (10.6.3)

Substituting the above approximate solution in the right hand

side of eqn (10.6.2), we have

X 2 = — uJcra coswt — pa? cos^iol j- Fo cos wt (10.6.4)

The double integration of the above equation will give Xa which

will be a better approximation than given in eqn (10.6.3).

Using the relationship

cos®to< = £ cos o/t -J- J cos Scot

eqn (10.6.4) is rewritten as

.V2 = (Fo — — f pa?) cos tot — J pa^ cos 3(o< (10.6.5)

Integrating the above equation twice and dropping out the

constants of integration to ensure periodic motion, we have

- wn^a-^^pa?^ cos wt -f cos 3wt

(
10 .6 .6)

If Xi were a good first approximation of the system, then the

coefficient of cos wt in eqn (10.6.3) should be approximately the

same as the coefficient of cos wt in eqn (10.6.6). Equating the

two

a = ^ (wu^a + i Pa^ - F,) (10-6.7)

-b ii3a2-:
(10.6. 7a)

Fhen the solution x{t) can be written as

x{t) f^x, ^ a cos wt +^ CO 3wt (10-6.8)

OOCti"*

The variadon of the amplitude of vibration against frequency

as governed by eqn (10.6.7) is shown in Fig- 10.6.1 (a), ( )

(c) for a linear, hard spring and soft spring systems respective y.

Eqn (10.6.7) is a cubic in a and therefore for any value of

«

there are in general three values of a; one root is a waj^ rea

the other two may be real or complc-x conjugate,

reflected in figures (b) and (c) i.e-
linear systems on

>
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Fig. 10.6.1. Frequency-response curves for linear, hard

spring and soft spring systems.

In the non linear systems there is no resonance like we have

in linear systems. The amplitude never becomes infinity. The

dotted lines in these figures show the relationship between

the amplitude of vibration and the natural frequency. This is

obtained from eqn (1 0.6.7a) by setting F^, to zero. These lines

show that the natural frequency of a hard spring system

increases withe amplitude and for a soft spring system the natural

frequenc decreases with the increase in amplitude. Since the

natural frequency is different at different amplitudes, the

resonance can not build up.

When damping is present in the nonlinear systems, the skewed

peaks wind up at a certain stage. The frequency response

curves then are as shown in Figs. 10.6.2 (a) and (b).

Fig. 10.6.2. Jump phenomenon.

When the frequency of excitation is gradually increasing

from zero, the response varies along the points 1, 6, 2, 3, 4, there

being a sudden change in amplitude from 2 to 3 at the

corresponding frequency. The portion of the response curve

2, 5, 3 is never traced.
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When the frequency of excitation is gradually decreasing
from a large value, the response varies along the points

4, 3 5, 6, I, there being a sudden change in amplitude from
5, to 6 at the corresponding frequency. The portion- of the

response curve 5, 2, 6 is never traced.

This phenomenon of sudden change in amplitude from 2 to

3 while the frequency is gradually increasing and the sudden

change from 5 to 6 when the frequency is gradually decreasing

is knoWn as Jump Phenomtnon.

10.7 Self excited vibrations.

The self e.xcited vibrations differ from forced vibrations in

that the fluctuating force that sustains the motion is controlled

by some part of the motion itself. The exciting force may be

a function of displacement, velocity or acceleration of the

motion. When motion is stopped by some means, the

fluctuating force also disappears. The forcing function is thus

dependent upon motion itself unlike forced vibrations. Tool

chatter and aeroplane wing flutter are some of the common

examples of self excited vibration.

It is better here to define what is known as Stjbitity of

Oscillations. If the system is such that when disturbed from its.

equilibrium position it comes back there after the transients

die out, the system is known as dynamically stable.
^

In case

any disturbance cause the amplitude to built up wth time, the

system is said to be dynamically unstable, pig. 10.7. 1 shos\s

a stable and unstable performance of a system.

Effectively, the systejji becomes unstable wlien nCj,a.i'.e

damping appears in its differential equation
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more general difinition of stability is that the roots of the

characteristic equation of the system should either be negative

real numbers or complex with negative real parts. Consider

a third order system with its roots of the characteristic equation,

as

Si — a\

jj. = flj + jb-i

... S3 = fl2 — ji-i

The solution of the equation would then be given by

X = C\t + Cl e cos {bit + (j>t)

If either a j or Qa is positive, the response would buildup

with time, giving instability to the system. If on the other

hand both m and ai are negative, the response would die out

with time giving stability to the system.

Consider the system of Fig. 10.7.2 (a) where a spring-mass

system is supported on a horizontal belt moving with a

constant velocity V. The coefficient of friction between the

mass and the belt material is such that it decreases slightly

with the increase in relative velocity. This variation is shown
in Fig. 10.7.2 (b) by an approximate straight line of slope—i?

wl er ^ is a small positive number.

Fig. 10.7.2. Self excited vibrations caused by dry friction!

When mass is stationary the friction coefficient between the
mass and the belt is p,. When mass is moving towards the
right, the relative velocity decreases and the coefficient of
friction increases* On the other hand when the mass is

moving towards the left, the relative velocity increases and
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therefore the coefficient of friction decreases. Since tiie friction

force on the mass is always towards right, the helping friction

force when mass moves towards right is always greater than
the opposing friction force when mass moves towards left.

That means a certain net energy is put into the system in each
cycle. The amplitude continues to increase. If, however,
the mass is brought to rest in the equilibrium position, it stays

in that position. The least disturbance will set it vibrating

with increasing amplitude. This is a case of self excited

vibration. The frequency of vibration in the case of self

e.xcited systems is approximately equal to the natural frequency

of the system provided damping is not large.

This problem can also be tackled analytically. At any

instant when the displacement of the mass is x and its velocity

X, the relative velocity between the mass and the belt is

{V—x). At this instant coefficient of f iction is (fto+/8x). Th<f

normal reaction on the mass is m?. The differential equation

of motion is then written as

4 • •

mx + kx = mg{iJa 4- ^x)

mx — mg^x + kx = mg fia (10.7.1)

Eqn (10.7.1) gives an effective negative damping to the

system which sends it into large increasing amplitudes. The

static displacement is mgiia'k.

In case there is viscous damping between the mass and the

belt the slope of the equivalent friction line is no longer

negative and there will not be any self e.xcited vibrations.

There are numerous other e.xamples of self excited vibrations

caused by dry friction, a few of which are :
—

( i )
Excitation of violin string by a bow.

( ii
)

Screeching of door joints when dry.

(iii) Shaft whirl due to dry friction.
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PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE

101 Prove that the principle of superposition doesnot hold

good for non-linear difiercntial equations. Take a

specific differential equation.
10.2

The mass shown in Fig.P. 10.2 is given an initial velocity

V. Find the ime period c per cycle of oscillation as a

function of v. Plot t versus v.

i
1

r n

|-AVW^ "
U '/

!-AV\AA-^
V

Fig. P. HJ 2.

10.3

Investigate the system shown in Fig. P. 10.3-for its period

cf vibration being independent of amplitude. A point

in the pendulum is fixed at the middle of a horizontally

stretched wire.
,

10.4

In problem 10.2 when i = 1, m plot the phase
plane trajectory for the motion of the system.

10 5 Sketch the phase plane plot of a simple pendulum.
10.6 Obtain the solution for the vibration of a simple

pendulum in the form of an elliptic integral when the
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amplitude of vibration is

[Hint : After writing the expression for time period

let sin (f>ol2 = k, and sin ^/2 = k sin 0
;

where ^ = displacement at any time]

10.7 Find the time period in problem 10.6 when

( i ) 9S0 = 90°

(ii) 9io = 180°

10.8 Find the singular points for the following differential

equation and say whether they are stable or unstable :
—

mx -h ax 4- = 0a<o, j3<o

10.9 Using the first two terms of the expansion of sin B,

determine by the method of perturbation the lint,o period

of simple pendulum as a function of amplitude.

10.10 For the system in Fig. 10 7.2 include viscous daipplng c

also between the mass and the side support. Obtain the

condition of stability for this system.

If 77J = 1.0 kg-sec*/cm.

k — 1.0 kg/cm

c = 0.6 kg-sec/cni.

Ma = 1/98

p = 1/980 sec/cm.

check up if the system is stable or unstable. Find the

amplitude reduction or amplitude gain per cycle.

10.11 Show that a pendulum suspended from a rot.iting shaft

(Fig. P. 10.11) with dry friction between the mating

parts will have self excited vibrations.

10.12 A spring-mass-dashpot system is excited by a force Fo x.

Write down the differential equation of motion and

obtain the stability condition.
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CHAPTER U

ELECTRICAL ANALOGY

11.1 Introduction,

It is possible to study the characteristics of a mechanical

vibratory system by representing the mechanical system by

its equivalent eletrical circuit. These equivalent electrical

circuits can be easily constructed than the corresponding

mechanical models and besides, the effect of changing different

parameters can be conveniently studied by varying electrical

quantities. The electrical quantities to be used, varied and

measured are inductance, resistance, capacitance, voltage,

current and frequency.

It is rather cumbersome to vary mechanical parameters. Of
course, a mechanical system can be represented by a mathe-

matical model and can be studied by solving the roathcroaticai

equations, but where the system becomes a little complc.v,

experimental study is easier and it is here that equivalent

electrical circuits can be experimentally studied much more

easily. Qualitative as well as quantitative results can be

obtained by designing a proper circuit.

The basis for the equivalence of the two systems is that the

differential equations of motion for the two systems should be

similar. The two systems are analogous if their differential

equations of motion are mathematically the same. Under

these conditions the corresponding terms in differential

equations are analogous to one another.

There are two electrical analogies that can possibly be used

for mechanical systems. The first is the loltagi-fora analogy .uid

the other is curwU-force analogy. The former is very useliil for

most systems and is more commonly employed, so it uill be

used in this te.xt.
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11.2 Priaciples of electrical analogue.

The electrical circuits to be constructed are based on the

KirchhofT’s second low, viz., in any network, the algebraic

sum of the potential differences around any closed circuit is

zero. Further, the voltage drop across a resistance R,

inductance L, and a capacitance C are respectively given as

shown in Fig. 11.2.1 (a), (b) and (c), where t is the current

passing through the circuit and q is the charge.

Fig. 11,2.1. Voltage drop across a resistance, an inductance

and a capacitance.

Know wc write down the differential equations for tlie two

systems shown in Fig. 1 1.2.2 (a) and (b), they arc as follow.

Fig. 11.2.2. Equivalent electrical circuit

mechanical circuit.

,
dx

, ,m -vp, -r c-r — kx = Fo sm wt
al~ at

B— -r Ri -T -^1 idt = Vo sin

Equation (1 1.2.2) can also be written as

{h)

for a paralle

(11.2.1

{11.2.2

(11.2.3)
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Equations (11.2.1) and (11.2.3) are similar in aJi respects and
the corro-sponding analogous quantities as seen from these
equations are shown in Table 11.2.1.

TABLE 1 1.2.1

Mechanical-Electrical equivalents.

Mechanical System

F Force (kg)

m Mass (kg-sec"/cm)

c Damping coefficient

(kg-sec/cm)

k Spring stiffness (kg/cm)

.V Displacement (cm)
dx~— Velocity (cm/scc)

u) Frequency (rad/sec)

Electrical System

V Voltage (volts)

L Inductance (henrys)

R Resistance (ohms)

i 1. \
C Capacitance V Ihrad /

q Charge (coulombs)

i Current (amperes)

Wo Frequency (rad/sec)

In Fig. 1 1.2.2, we had taken the case of spring and dashpot in

parallel. The case tvhen spring and dashpot are in series needs

also to be discussed. Consider Fig. 11.2.3 (a) and (b) to

F^AAMAA- d>
7^y~7

la)

(b)

Fig. n.2.3. Equivalent
electrical

mechanical circuit*

circuit for .1 series
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represent a mechanical system and an equivalent electrical

system. The equivalence is checked by writing their

differential equations.

The differential equations for the mechanical system of

Fig. U.2.3 (a) are

m
d^xi

It-
+ c

\dt di )
Fo sin Oil

V (ft di )
kxi = 0

(11.2.4)

The differential equations for the electrical system of

Fig. 11.2.3 (b) are

Z. ^ + R (ii — i-i) — Vq sin oi(.t

j

R (h - ia) I'a dt — 0

(11.2.5)

Equations (11.2.5) can be re-written as

+''(t
(11.26)

j.(dqi dj^\ 1

^\Tt - rt}~ -c
^ _

Equations (1 1.2.4) and (11.2.6) are exactly similar, hence the

two circuits are analogous.

If we examine back carefully the two examples of similar

systems discussed above, we may conclude that if the

mechanical system is such that the forces on the mass act in

parallel, then the equivalent electrical circuit will have its

components in series (Fig. 11.2.2). If, on the other hand, the

mechanical system has its components in series, then the

equivalent electrical circuit will have its components in para lei

(Fig. 11.2.3).

Illustrative Example 11,2.1

A two degree of freedom spring-mass-dashpot system is shown
in Fig. 11.2.4 (a). Make an equivalent electrical circuit for

this mechanical system.
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Fig. 1 1.2.4.

Solution

Equivalent electrical circuit for a two degree
of freedom mechanical system.

The equations of motion for the mechanical system can be
written as below.

d-xi dxi
mi

m2
d~X2

~di^

From

+ ^2 ixi—X2

+ «,('*L _ A) +
\ dl dt )

'

+ ^2 (.vi— Ar2) = Fo sin wl

k, {X2-X1) = 0

(11.2.7)

the above equations we see tJiat mi, ci and .arc

associated with .Vj only and m2 is associated with a-j only, where
as C2 and Ao are associated with (.ri— .vj). The corresponding

electrical circuit will, tlierefore, have two loops with h and /j

as the two respective loop currents. The first loop will have

quantities Li, Ri and Ci (corresponding to mi, ci and ki) and
the second loop will have Lj (corresponding to m2). Besides,

1^2 and C2 (corresponding to C2 and k$) will be common elements

between the two loops to be associated with (ti— f:) [corres-

ponding to (ai— .V2)]. The electrical forcing function I'o sin wo/

(corresponding to Fo sin wt) will be put only in the first loop.
.

The trial elecrical circuit i.s shown in Fi" ' ' a 't'' r.,

differential equations are
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Li
dii

,— -r
d(

Rih -r ^ iydi -f- Ri (ii— h)

1 iJ\

(u- I'l) dl = Vo sin w^l

Lo .A
at

LV'i (l2--t04- (ij— ii) dt ~ 0

The above equations can be written as

Li
d^qi

dl-
+ Ry

d<h
,

dl

1—52)= Fq sin Wet

U d-q,

df^
-1- R -y (

dq-i

\ dl

d^x\

dl ) 1
0II1+

(11.2.S)

(11.2.9)

Equations (11 2.7) and (11.2.9) are absolutely similar in all

respects. Hence (he electrical circuit of Fig. 11.2.4 (b) is cqiii-

v.alcnt circuit to the given mechanical system. Ans.

lllusti'atlvc Example 11.2.2.
. ,

For the mechanical system shown in Fig. 11.2.5 (a), draw an

4' r r—^Xl
' FoSinot

— xy

c

* -*2

^ U. 1— Ljn
;

—

WW'— m, me

y -VWVWWV^—
y
y ^ y y y /f

W W
y y y y. . .

L. c,

Fig. 11.2.5. Equivalent electrical circuit for a three

degree of freedom mechanical system.
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equivalent electrical circuit.

Solution

The difTerential equations of motion for the mechanical
system are

d^-xi

+ + kiixi-Xi) =r Fo sin cot

,
( dxz dx3\

'[iTf
~ = 0TTIo

df^

d^x-

dr- (
11 .2 . 10)

From the above equations, we see that the electrical circuit

will consist of three loops with Li, C\ (corresponding to rui, ki)

in the first loop
; L- (corresponding to wj) in the second loop ;

Co (corresponding to k^) common to first and second loop
;
Cj

(corre.sponding to A3) common to first and third loop
; and R

(corresponding to c) common to second and tljird loop. TJie

trial electrical circuit is shown in Fig. 11.2.5(b), with the

forcing function included in the first loop. TJie dififercntial

equations for the electrical circuit are as below.

+ if
+ 7^ [ ih-h) dt Vo sin

.-'r I
(11.2.11)

L./h + R (i..-i3)-f ('2-«i) dt==0

The above equations can be re-written as

ii ''i;+ T ?i+ („-.?=) I-
^.(«i

The above equations are similar to
r» \bl is

respects. Hence the electrical circuit 0 la- -

equivalent of the given mechanic-il sysiein-

(11.2.12)
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11.3 Truly analogous circuits.

After putting down the electrical circuits as described in the

preceeding section, the next step to obtain a truly analogous

circuit is to determine the values of the electrical components.

It is not necessary that each electrical component individually

be numerically equal to the corresponding mechanical counter-

part, but a number of dimensionless groups can be formed and

the values of these dimensionless groups should be equal for the

two systems.

Buckingham’s pi Iheorm states that, if there are .v quantities to

be considered and y fundamental dimensions, the number of

independent dimensionless groups, designated as m, iT3...etc.,

that will be formed is [x—y).

For the mechanical system we have three fundamental

dimensions of force F, length L and time T. Each quantity

appearing in the system can be represented in terms of these

fundamental units. Dimensionless groups can be formed for

the system as illustrated in the following example.

Illustrative Example 11.8 1

Fig. 11.3.1 (a) shows the schematic of a damped dynamic
vibration absorber with the following component and excitation

values.

(h)

Fig. 11.3.1 Determination of component values of the

equivalent electrical circuit for a clamped
dynamic vibration absorber,
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mi = 0.10 kg-sec^/cm

vii = 0.02 kg'sec^/cm

ki = 8.0 kg/cm
kn — 1.2 kg/cm

Cl = 0’2 kg-sec/cm

/=; = 3-0 kg

to varies between ICO and 400 rad/sec.

(a) Draw an equivalent electrical circuit.

(b) A coil having an inductance of 0T5 henrys is available.

It is decided to represent this inductance as mass uiz. The
alternating frequency in the electrical circuit can be varied from
250 to 1000 rad/sec. Find the remaining component values for

a truly analogous electrical circuit.

(c) How would you find the amplitudes of vibration of the

two masses from the equivalent electrical circuit ?

Solution

(a) The equivalent electrical circuit is given in Fig. 1 1.3. 1(b).

It can be shown tliat the differential equations for both the

systems are similar in all respects. Ans.

(a) The parameters in the mechanical system are mi, mi,

ki, ki, c, F,
,

<t) and Xi (or x>). These are 8 in number.

The fundamental dimensions are F, L and T, which are 3 in

number. Hence we expect '8— 3) = 5 dimensionless groups

from Buckingham’s pi theorem. We will pick up 3 parameters

mi, ki and .v from the original 0 parameters, give them

exponents a, b and d respectively, and combine with them one

more jrarameter at a time to obtain 5 dimensionless groups.

We may choose any other set of 3 parameters Imt these should

contain all the fundamental units amongst them.

The fundamental dimensions of the mechanical system

parameters arc

rni, m-i FL-1 T=

ki, k. FL->

c FL->T

/•; F

tu T-‘ -

Xi, Xi L
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11.3 Truly analogous circuits.

After putting down, the electrical circuits as described in the

preceeding section, the next step to obtain a truly analogous

circuit is to determine the values of the electrical components.

It is not necessary that each electrical component individually

be numerically equal to the corresponding mechanical counter-

part, but a number of dimensionless groups can be formed and

the values of these dimensionless groups should be equal for the

two systems.

Buckingham’s pi theorm states that, if there are .v quantities to

be considered and y fundamental dimensions, the number of

independent dimensionless groups, designated as rri, wj, xTa-.-etc.,

that will be formed is (a—ji).

For the mechanical system we have three fundamental

dimensions of force F, length L and time T. Each quantity

appearing in the system can be represented in terms of these

fundamental units. Dimensionless groups can be formed for

the system as illustrated in the following example.

Illustrative Example 11.8 1

Fig. 11.3.1 (a) show.s the schematic of a damped dynamic
vibration absorber with the following component and excitation

values.

Fig. 11.3.1 Determination of component values of the

equivalent electric.al circuit for a damped
dynamic vibration absoiber.
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Ml = 0.10 kg-sec^/cm

;«2 «= 0.02 kg-sec-/cm

ki = 8.0 kg/cm

A'2 = 1.2 kg/cm

Cl = 0'2 kg-sec/cm

/Y = 3-0 kg

<u varies between ICO and 400 rad/sec.

(a) Draw an equivalent electrical circuit.

(b) A coil having an inductance of OT 5 henrys is available.

It is decided to represent this inductance as mass m^. The
alternating frequency in the electrical circuit can be varied from

250 to 1000 rad/sec. Find the remaining component values for

a truly analogous electrical circuit.

(c) How would you find the amplitudes of vibration of the

two masses from the equivalent electrical circuit ?

Solution

(a) The equivalent electrical circuit is given in Fig. 11.3. 1(b).

It can be shown that the difierential equations for both the

systems are similar in all respects. Ans,

(a) The parameters in the mechanical system are my, m-i,

ki, ki, c, F,
,
u) and Xi (or x-z). These are 8 in number.

The fundamental dimensions are F, L and T, which are 3 in

number. Hence we expect f8“3)= 5 dimensionless groups

from Buckingham’s pi theorem. We will pick up 3 parameters

Ml, ki and .v from the original 8 parameters, give them

e.xponents a, b and d respectively, and combine with them one

more parameter at a time to obtain 5 dimensionless groups.

We may choose any other set of 3 parameters but these should

contain all the fundamental units amongst them.

The fundamental dimensions of the mechanical system

parameters are

Ml, niz FL-1 T2

ki, k. FL-^

c FL-iT

K F
lo T-i 5.

Xi, X3 L
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Let us therefore write the dimensionless pi groups as

TTi = = (FL->T=)“ (FL-i)'* (L)<i (FL-^T^)

772 - w = (FL-iT2)a (FL-i;»> (L)-' (T-^) ,

773 = = (FL-H’*):^ (FL'i)'’ (L)-! (FL'i)

77, - c = (FL-in)a (FL-^)b {L)<i (FL-^T)

773 = F, = (FL--T^)^ (FL-i)h (L)i (F)

Since all the above groups are dimensionless, the resultant

powers of F, L and T in each group must be zero. Considering

771 dimensionless group, the exponent for

F is 6 + a-l = 0

L is —a~b-{-d— 1=0.

T is 2a+2= 0

These give a =— 1, 6=0, d=0

Therefore 771 = —
mi

The rest of the dimensionless groups are also obtained in the

same manner to give us complete list of these groups. The
equivalent electrical circuit component groups arc also shown
along with these groups for mechanical system,

— '^1 _ -^2

ki

c

V’fiiki

TT ' =
kjX

The electrical circuit components
below.

can now be obtained as

or,

m2 L->

mi
~

rr

0-10

0-02
X 0'15 [Ijccause /•2=0‘15 honrys]
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= 0.75 henrys.

or, C.= f.ii-y-2l 'I
\ ‘'^e / Li

f 100 to 400 \2 0.10 1

^ 250 to 1000 j ^“sir ^

"'“A:, ~
C’a

or, Cz ~ Cl

8 0=
-fy

X 0.00267 = 0.01778 farads

Vnii V Li

or, 7? ^
Vmi ki V Cl

= X J_2:Zi_ = 3.75 ohms.
v'O.lxS.O ^ 0.00267

»0.00267faradi.

The component values of the electrical circuit as obtained

above are grouped together as below

Lz = 0.15 henrys (given)

L\ = 0.75 henrys

Cl = 0.00267 farads

C. = 0.01778 farads

R = 3.75 ohms. Ans.

, ,
F„ Fo C,

^ 3 FoX 0.00267

irr
= '

—

ii

—
or, .V = 140.6 TT

* (I

But q — C. Vc

where Fc is the voltage drop across the particular capacitor.

qi = CiF,i

and <71 — (/a = Ca. F^, or qz = CiFd — C-tK:

IT 140.6,-.
Hence .vi = —p—CiKci =

»'u

X 0.00267 X Fc.
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140-6

Vo

140.6
^

Fo

(Cl Fci - Ca Fca)

(0-00267 Fe, - 0-01778 Vc2)

(11.-3.1)

The above two equations are simplified to

ATI = 0.375-^
' 0

A-vt = 0-375 - 2.5
Vo Vq ___

We will measure the voltage drop across the particular

capacitor, find its ratio with the inspressed voltage and

multiply it with the particular constants in equations (11.3.1)

above to get Xi or atj. Ans.

PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE

11.1 Draw the equivalent electrical circuit for the mechani-

cal systems shown in Fig. P. 11.1 (a), (b) and (c).

Fig. P. 11.1
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11.2 Show that the electrical circuit of Fig. P.11.2 (b) is

equivalent to the mechanical system of Fig. P. 11.2 (a).

(b)

Fig. P. 11.2

113 A single degree of freedom spring-raass-dashpot system

shown in Fig. P. 1 1.3 has following component values.

Fig. P. 11.3

IK = 5 kg

k = 20 kg/cm

c = 0.01 kg-sec/cm.
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If inductance Z. for the equivalent electrical circuit is 0.01

henrys and the electrical frequencies are 100 times the

mechanical frequencies, determine the values for the remaining

electrical circuit components.

11,4 Draw an equivalent electrical circuit for the mechanical

system shown in Fig. 5.6.1 having the following physical

quantities.

mi = 0.010 kg-sec“/cm

m2 =* 0.050 kg-sec^/cm

ki =* 20 kg/cm

kz =14 kg/cm

Ala = 7 kg/cm

= 2 kg

01 varies from 5 to 50 rad/sec.

Find the sizes of electrical components if the capacitance

Cl is 123 microfarads and the speed of the 24 volts generator

may vary between 500 and 5000 cycles per minnte. Find also

the expressions for steady state amplitudes xi and xz in terms

of Fci and Fcj.
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I

Deflection formulae

-WVWWVW-^
p

1
B
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«

p

A

^ \i

:
.

L.t

Coil spring

Gantlever with end

load.

[

r

8 P.YiD"

7a

=

7u=

(Jd^

pp
ZEl

P.V* ( 31 -x)

6E1

Simply supported

beam with a central

load.

Simply supported

beam with an ofT-

ccnirc load.

PP
WeT

PlriP
'

3 Ell

P/..v(P-.v*-/r)
7a-— -(j-p//

I

—
\

t='^TZ^

Cantilever with a

non-end load.

Fi.xcd-fixed beam

with a centre load.

Shaft.

PIP

PIP ta.v lx)

G El

PP
192 El
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Natural frequencies of transverse vibrations

of uniform beams

Cantilever

Simply supported

3-52 a
“'i- /a

22-0 a
“*2= —p-

61-7 a
0*3= —p-

n^a
CUI~ —YJ-

4 n® fl

Free-free

Fixed-fixed

9
/a

tui~

012=
61-7 a

/2

C03=
121-0 a

/2
'

22-0 a

12

61-7 a
/a

0)3=
121-0 a

/a

where a—
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ANSWERS TO PRACTICE PROBLEMS

Chapter 1

1.1 .04 sec ; 786 cm/sec ; 123,000 cm/sec*.

1.2 0.254 cm.

1.5 1 152 re- cm-jsec.

1.6 9.34 sin (toi-* 75.7°).

1.7 a: =-- 12.78 sin (d4)/-21.3“)

1.8 6.72

1.10 13 sin (wM- 242 2")

1.11 3.66 sin wt ; 7.07 sin (6ul4-45°).

1.12 10 sin Oil; 7A3 sin M+ 127.7°)

1.13 2.39 cos (ill
; 6.54 cos (cot-^:z/3) . .

1.15 (i) periodic, 4 sec ;
(ii) periodic, re sec ;

(iii) non-periodic ;
(iv) non-periodic.

1.16 7 ; 1 ; l/2re cps.

1.19 (i) 5«i 0 926
. (iij 5g- j 0.926 (or )

(iii) 5ei 2-216
; (jy)

1.20 (i) 8.6 +J 2 66- (ii) - 2.5 -f J 4.33 ;

(iu) - 13.2 - j 4.79 ;
(iv) 4.54 — J 8.9

1.21 (i) 54.5 kg-cm
;

(ii) 54.5 kg-cm ;
(iii) 18.6

o”l

1.22 — sin lOnrzl
n
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(ii) X = 34- 1-2 r.n +“^ (cos 1.2;in— 1) cos4n-^

mm

c

n-*!

CO

-I- ^ cos 1.2 nn 4-|^ sin 12 ~n Jsin ^nrJ

n"!

(Hi) ^
2 .4^ _

t: 2j 4»s— i

cos 100 nrzl

n-l

Chapter 2

2.1 4.98 cp?,

2.2 2.49 cp?.

2.3 4.55 kg ; 26.4 kg/cm.

2.4 32.4 kg.

2.5 1 1.65 cps ; 0.134 cm ; 2205 kg/cm*.

2.6 2:1

2.7 3.66 kg'cm-sec*.

2.8 '\/2kj3m rad/sec.

nn * foTcT"
2.9

2.10

2.11

2,12

2,13

V [mgL-^ka~)lml'^ rad/sec
; (i) rad/sec;

(ii) rad/sec
; (iii) V%i rad/sec.

1 fir*

2n ‘V mi*

(i) 3.06 cps
; (ii) 1313 kg-cm.
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2.14

2.15

2.16

2.18

2.19

2.20

2.21

2.22

2.23

2.24

2.25

2.28

j'iki+k2)g

79.6 rad/sec.

1.35 cm.

1.94 cps.

401.56 cm.

^Elkg
(3 El -h kP) ly

A/ sq^0j2

<U„
^|7iR-r)

4 IF

p^D2

80

rad /sec.

sec j 3.27 sec.

V
12^5— rad/sec.

Chapter 3

31 (i) X = 2.l6e’2.«8i _ 0.155#'^^’^'

(ii) ;t = 2(1 + 100<;''°‘

(iii) r = 2.048-2' sjn (9.8< 4- 78.5']

3.3 0.035 cm.

3.7 0.408 kg-sec/cm.

3.8 mL^ 0 4- cb-^ & -f ka!0 = 0;

^ f k 1

OJJ
/ V ^ 4 Uiy vi‘
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39

3.10

3.11

3.12

3.13

3.15

3.18

3.19

3.20

3.21

3.22

3.23

99 rad/sec ;
0.1875 ;

0.172 cm.

0.00545 kg-sec/cm.

0.00192 kg-sec/cm.

1.368

5/12 kg-sec/cm; oscillatory.

9 97 cps ; 0.15 cm ; same as equilibrium position.

2.5 kg/cm; 11.14 cps ; 5/41 kg; 2/41cm from equilibrium

position.

5 full cycles ;
2.27 sec ;

will stop at the unstressed

position.

58.3 kg/cm ; 10.2 kg.

8.03 cm ;
1 1 -f fraction cycle ; + 0.03 cm.

«nt /«Un2 = 2 ; first system,

Chapter 4

4.1 (a) 14 rad/sec ; (b) 2.86 cm ; (c) 90"

4.2

4.6

4.9

4.8

4.10

4.12

4.13

4.14

4.15

safe.

(a) 1000 cpm
; (b) 0.0062 ; (c) 178.6°

1.02

cm ;
105.9"

0.0017 cm.

2.06 cm.

96.2

km/hr.

It will lose contact with the ground as the inertia force

will be much higher than the dead weight
;
5.4 km/hr.

(a) 25.1 km/hr
;
(b) 5.66 cm

;
(c) 2.09 cm.

(b)Ar =
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4.16 0.061

4.18 4.11

4.19 (i) 0.394 cm.
; (il) 0.612 cm.

4,21 .V = 2.5-2.5e-‘-»'« [0.204sm 23.8t-rCos 23.8l]; 2.5 cm-

4.24 (a) 0.00427 cm; (b) 0.1483; (c) 5.94 kg.

4.25 81.2 kg : 0.0121 cm; ^ = 12.5°

4.26 279 kg.

4.27 38.95 kg/cm.

4.28 Max Stiffness — 1 12.4 kg/cm.

4.29 26.6 kg/cm; 12.78 kg.

4.30 32.8 kg/cm.

4.33 0.0487 cm.

4 34 (i) 0.0297 cm; (ii) 0.0225 cm.

4.35 25.4 cps to infinity.

4.36 50700 cm/sec^; 1.43 cm,

4.37 (i) 50.5 cm/scc-; (ii) 59 0 cm/sec*.

4.38 (a) 0.0056 cm; (b) 0 0734 cm/sec; (c) 0.9615 cm/scc*.

4.39 0.045 cm; 0.565 cm/sec; 7.1 cm/sec*.

4.40 6.62 kg-cm/rad ;
0.0662 kg-cm.

4.41 1.094 cps.

4.42 1.143 kg; 0.0715 kg.

Chapter 5

5.1 (a) at, - y sin 30 /; at, - y sin 30 / ;

(b) - y sin 40/; .Vs = -

(c) .VI
||

sin 30/ — sin 40/;

.V, = p sin 30/ 4- ^ sin 40 f;
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39

3.10

3.11

3.12

3.13

3.15

3.18

3.19

3.20

3.21

3.22

3.23

99 rad/sec; 0.1875 ;
0.172 cm.

0.00545 kg-sec/cm.

0.00192 kg-sec/cm.

XolX:.=rl.m

5/12 kg-sec/cm; oscillatory.

9 97 cps ;
0.15 cm ;

same as equilibrium position.

2.5 kg/cm; 11.14 cps ; 5/41 kg; 2/41cm from equilibrium

position.

5 full cycles ;
2.27 sec ; will stop at the unstressed

position.

58.3 kg/cm ; 10.2 kg.

8.03 cm ;
1 1 -1- fraction cycle ;

0.03 cm.

wni /wn2 == 2 ; first system.

Chapter 4

4.1 (a) 14 rad/sec
;
(b) 2.86 cm

;
(c) 90"

4.2 safe.

4.6

4.9

4.8

4.10

4.12

4.13

4.14

4.15

(a) 1000 cpm
; (b) 0.0062 ; (c) 178.6"

1.02

cm ;
105.9"

0.0017 cm.

2.06 cm.

96.2

km/hr.

It will lose contact with the ground as the inertia force

will be much higher than the dead weight ; 5.4 km/hr.

(a) 25.1 km/hr
; (b) 5.66 cm ; (c) 2.09 cm.
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4.16 0.061

4.18 4.11

4.19 (i) 0.394 cm. ;
(U) 0.612 cm.

^21 X = 2.5-2.5e-‘*®‘“ L0.204sin 23.8t+ cos 23.8t]; 2.5 cm.

4.24 (a) 0.00427 cm; (b) 0.1483; (c) 5.94 kg.

4.25 81.2 kg : 0.0121 cm; ^ = 12.5°

4.26 279 kg.

4.27 38.95 kg/cm.

4.28 Max Stiffness = 1 12.4 kg/cm.

4.29 26.6 kg/cm; 12.78 kg.

4.30 32.8 kg/cm.

4.33 0.0487 cm.

4 34 (i) 0.0297 cm; (it) 0.0225 cm.

4.35 25.4 cps to infinity.

4.36 50700 cm/sec2; 1.43 cm.

4 37 (i) 50.5 cmisec-; (ii) 59 9 cm/scc-.
^

4.38 (a) 0.0056 cm; ib) 0 0734 cmis.c; (c) 0.9615 cm/coc .

4.39 0.045 cm; 0.565 cm/sec; 7.1 cm/sec».

4.40 6.62 kg-cm/rad ;
0.0662 kg-cm.

4.41 1.094 cps.

4.42 1.1 43 kg; 0.0715 kg.

Chapter 5

5.1 (a)

(b)

(c) .VI

1 .

i- sin 30 / ;
V.. = ^ sin 3U / ;

3

— sin 40 /; .vj = - 4
^in

i sin 301 - i sin 401;

^ sin 30/ -k
sin 40 /;

40 /;
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.. .. 3+V5 1 3-V 5
o,^ o — '

—

2

> 9 » 2

where

=

T/mitu-.

6.6 Xi ~ Xi -
(^_i.707)(5-0.5)(5-0.293)

S(S-0 5)^

” Tjl

'

15-1.707) (5-0.5) (5-0.293>

6.7 torn = 125.6 rad/sec ; a>„2 = 264 rad/sec ;

(II
6.8 (i) 75 rad/sec; (ii) 73.4, 608 rad/sec.

6.10 ?! = 4 (ati-f Jca); — i (xi—a's),

6.11 == 4 'j'l+ja); ?3 = h iyi-ys)‘

_ 9V 3 flof . Tc* ncl . 1 . 2nrr 27:f<
6.12 y =

;;
2
|sm

^
cos -j-+ ysSin-^- cos

-y

458(5-0.5)

_ 9V 3 flof . Tc* net . 1 . 2nrr
6.12 j ^ sm

^
cos

-J-+
ysin-^- cos

I . 4reAr 4tc<ri I . 5tcx SkcI-
4
’:®''^7

“
~i

—
~Tr--]

8F„r . Ttx . net 1 , 3a:x . Stcc^
6-13 .>-= r

,
1 . 5“x . 5itct

4-
^25

sm ysm-y“X . 5itct ~\

ysm-y -
...

J

6.15 u

i=l,3...

1 tnx ijtcl

IT cosy cos y

6 Ifi fl ~ ?&> VI / M 2 4 • ivicl

^ ^smycos y
i-1,3 ..

6 17 V — ^

TT^^Vy
1 . j’fTC t-!S*aiysmy cos-y-
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6.18 cos kit cosh kd = I

6.19 tan kil = tanh kj

Chapter 7

7.1 282 rad/sec.

7.2 2400 rad/sec.

7.4 wq = 21 X 10-*

7.12 0.574 V A/m rad/sec.

7.15 0.65 V gjl rad/sec.

7.16 = 0.67 V Tjlia

7.17 0.618 V r/m/' rad/sec.

7.21 44 rad/sec.

7.22 226 rad/sec.

7.23 Pi = 0.000087 radians.

Chapter 8

8.1 18,550 kg/ctn.

8 2 — 0.0442 cm; dyn load on each brg = 1.62 kg;

/max (vertical) = 331 kg/cm*
; /max (horizontal) = 1045

kg/cm-

8.6 /u = 840 kg/cm2 ;/d(„u.) = 12.040 kg/cm-; 0 695.

8 8 2390 rad/sec ; 142000 rad/sec.

8.9 210 rad/sec ; 456 rad/sec.

8.10 3330 rpm ;
20820 rpm.

Chapter 11

11.3 C = 2.55 ;

R = 1.96 ohms.





INDEX

Absorbers, centrifugal

pendulum 228

vibration 221

Accelerometers 167

Amplitude 2

Analogous circuits 446

Analogy, current-force 439

electrical 439

principles of electrical 440

voltage-force 439

Beats phenomenon 12

Bifijar suspension 23

1

Buckingham’s pi theorem 446

Complex method 15

Continuous systems 283

Coordinate, principal 279

Cork 158

Coupling, coordinate 273

dynamic only 275

static and dynamic 277

static only 274
Critical speeds of light

cantilever with a large

heavy disc 366
Critical speeds of shafts, 353

with multiple discs 361
with single disc with .

damping 356
with single disc without

damping 353

Critical speeds, secondary 364

Damping, 3

critical 73

different types 70, 77

dry friction or

Coulombs 71,96

eddy current 95

over 74

slip or interfacial 71, 105

solid or structural 71, 104

two degrees of freedom

with 213

under 78

viscous 70, 71

Damper, dry friction 231

Houdaille 235

Lanchester 231

untuned viscous 235

viscous 94

Dashpot, fluid 94

DeAlemberts principle 30,116

Deflection formulae 453

Degrees of freedom, 3

many, exact analysis 250

many,numericai analysis 306

many, undamped free 250

many, undamped forced 263

two, forced, undamped 218

two, with damping, 213

single 28, 70, 113

Dry friction damping, 71

465



466 INDEX

forced vibrations 143, 145 frequency measuring 168

frequency of oscillations 97 velocity measuring 167

rate of decay of vibrations measuring 163

oscillations 100

DuiBngs equation 430 Integral curves 414

Dunkerleys method 313 Isoclines method 416

Isolation, materials for

Electrical analogy, 439 vibration 158

principles of 440 vibration 152

Energy curves 414

Energy dissipation by Jump phenomenon 432,433

damping 142

Energy method 51 Lanchester damper 321

Laplace transformation 373

Felt 158 Laplace transform pairs 378

Fourier series 19, 20 Lateral vibrations of

Frahm’s reed tachometer 168 beams- 289

Frahra's vibration absorber 222 Logarithmic decrement 4:;-90

Frequency 2 Longitudinal vibrationi^'

Frequency equation 187 of bars 286

Frequency measuring
* . .1

instruments 168 Magnification factor 121

Frequency of transverse Matrix iteration method 325

vibrations, natural 454 Maxwell’s reciprocal

Frequency-respon te 121 theorem 253

Modes of vibration,

Geared systems. combined 209

vibrations of 269 normal 191

Generalized coordinates 273 principal 184, 189

Graphical method 329

Natural frequency 2

Harmonic analysis 19, 21 Non-linear vibrations. 406
Holzer^s method 333 example of 407

forced 430
Influence coefficients 253 free 418
Influence numbers 253 Normal function 292
Instruments, acceleration Numerical methods 306

measuring 167

displacement measuring 164 Periodic motion 2



INDEX

Perturbation method 428
Phase difference 4,6

Phase plane 395,412

Phase velocity 415

Principal coordinates 279

Principal modes of

vibration 184, 189

Raleigh-Ritz method 320

Rayleigh’s method 306

Resonance 2

Rotor system, multi 266

three 267

two 200

Rubber 158

Self excited vibrations 433

Shock spectrum, 400

initial 400

residual 401

Simpl e harmonic motion, 2

addition of 9

complex method of

representing l5

vector method of

representing 5

Singular points 416

Springs, equivalent stiffness 46

in parallel 47

in scries 45

metallic 158

Stability 413

Stodola’s method 315

Strings, vibrations of 283

Superposition, law of 406

Tachometer, Frahni reed 160

Time period ~

467

Torsional vibrations 44, 200,

266, 288

Transmissibility, 152

force 153

motion 138

Transient vibrations. 373

half sinusoidal pulse 389

impulsive input 379

pulse input 387

rectangular pulse 389

step input 383

Transverse vibrations 454

Trifiliar suspension 64

Vector, acceleration 5

addition of 11

displacement 5

rotating 6,7

velocity 5

Vector method 5

Velometer 167

Vibration absorbers, 221

Frahm 222

undamped dynamic 222

Vibrations, causes of 1

damped 70, 213

effects of 1

elimination of I

fundamentals ol 1

free -1, 27

forced 2, 113

non-linear i06

self excited •533

steady state 119, 120

transient 119, 373

Vibrations of multi dc;’

freedom

exact analysis

numerical methods



index

4R8

Vibrations of

fteedom-system,
>

damped free

free, with viscous

damping ‘ i

113

force! due to exctoMU^

of support

forced, tvUh conetaut har-

monic eadtatton lit

unbalance 128

'“fo"a"’;;
«o

VibS”n'’ofw°'>'S«'’
freedom systems,

Viscous and Coulomb

damping,

vibration with

equivalent

Vibrometer

Work done by a harmom




